INTRODUCTION

In recent months some developments have taken place, which have created the necessity of bringing out the present publication. One of them is the production of two volumes. The first is a Ph.D. thesis by one Pashaura Singh of Toronto University, supervised by W.H. McLeod, who makes the blasphemous statement that Guru Arjun changed, theologically and linguistically, the barn or hymns of Guru Nanak, and having done that, he passed these reconstituted hymns as the actual bani of Guru Nanak. The entire thesis of Pashaura Singh seeks to support the above proposition, and to attack the theological and linguistic originality and authenticity of the Aad Granth, now Guru Granth Sahib. This has been followed by publication of a small book, 'Studying the Sikhs', which comprises mostly generalised or defensive statements in justification of the earlier work of W.H. McLeod and his erstwhile colleagues in the Batala Mission, who have been criticised for some of their misleading, incorrect and even blasphemous statements. As expected, there was strong and spontaneous reaction to the work of Pashaura Singh, in the Sikh academic world in India and abroad. This reaction has been twofold. First is the proceedings of blasphemy initiated by the SGPC, Amritsar, after obtaining reports of two expert committees of Gurmat and university scholars, against Pashaura Singh before the Akal Takht. The second part is the publication of a large number of reviews, papers and articles by well known academicians who criticised the work of Pashaura Singh as 'blasphemous', and his findings 'preconceived', 'baseless', and 'motivated'.

Since it is believed that the thesis of Pashaura Singh supported by McLeod, an ex-missionary from the Punjab Missionary organisation, is in continuation of the thinking and objectives of the Batala Group, it is necessary first to give the background, approach and history of some of its scholars, and to state concisely the substance and slant of Pashaura Singh’s Thesis, and the criticism embodied in the 34 papers that form the body of this publication.
The Background and Approach: The Christian Mission appeared in the Punjab soon after the annexation of the state by the British in the middle of the last century. Almost since its inception, it has, apart from doing normal missionary activities, simultaneously been producing literature, subversive to the identity and growth of other religions, particularly Sikhism. It is well known that the reaction of the Singh Sabha was partly due to these activities of the Mission working under the wings of the British Administration. At one time, the Mission declared that three Sikh boys of their school at Amritsar would be openly converted to Christianity and their hair publically shaved.

In order to understand the approach of the missions in Punjab, it is relevant to give the following decision of the World Council of Churches made in one of its meetings. A proposal was made by the North American Churches that, because of the danger of Secularism, Christian Churches should seek the co-operation of other religions in order to create a common front against the danger of Secularism. Metropolitan Paulo Mar Gregorios, a former Chairman of the World Council of Churches, reports: "The American view was that there are three realities: Christianity, other Religions, and Secularism, and that these three realities can either be allies or enemies. It was argued that the Christians had to choose whether they were to ally themselves with other religions against Secularism. The Americans, especially the Boston Personalists, who were leading the debate at that time, took the view that Secularism is a common danger for all religions, and, therefore, there must be an alliance of all religions to fight Secularism. European theologians, particularly Barth, Brunner, and Kramer, took a totally different view. They maintained that Secularisation, not Secularism, is the primary process. It is a process in which some of the values of the Christian faith have been put into a secular framework, bringing about a powerful force which is destroying all old ideas. Hence Secularisation is an ally, because it will destroy Hinduism, Islam and other forms of what they considered to be superstition. So we should ally ourselves with Secularisation, and see it as the work of God. That was Bonhoeffer's, Barth's, and Kramer's point of view."

"A similar debate took place in 1932 or 1933 in Madras at the
next Missionary Conference. There the American point of view was totally defeated. "One of the books published during that era by Emil Brunner, the Swiss theologian, was called 'Either/Or'. In it Brunner argued that the Christian Gospel has overcome all its enemies except one, and that is mysticism. Mysticism is an enemy, because it claims that you can have unmediated access to God, and as long as you can have unmediated access, there is no use for Jesus Christ. Therefore, mysticism is the only remaining enemy, and one has to make a clear choice: either the Gospel or Mysticism."

"That is why at the World Council of Churches it was almost impossible to begin any kind of dialogue."

At another meeting in 1975 at Nairobi the Chairman was confronted with the observation, "We do not feel we have anything lacking. And so we are opposed to dialogue, unless it is for the sake of testifying to Jesus Christ." "That was it. Then they passed a resolution saying that under no circumstances should multi-religious dialogues be undertaken, because multi-religious dialogues put Christianity at the same level as other religions, and this is unacceptable."

"That is the point of view that has triumphed in the World Council of Churches. Some of us are still trying to change that point of view, but it is difficult."

We do not say that honest attempts at inter-faith dialogue are not taking place, but the general approach governing missionary activities is quite clear.

Even after the Akali Movement of the twenties and the Indian Independence, the work of mission continued in Punjab. A branch of the Mission called the Batala Group, organised a special Centre of Sikh Studies, which has from time to time been producing half-baked literature that seeks in many subtle and even unsubtle ways, to attack the institutions of Sikhism. Missionaries or ex-missionaries and their associates have been quite prolific in bringing out such material, and three of them, Loehlin, McLeod and McMullen, are considered their experts in Sikh Studies.

Literature produced by this group on Sikhism and its institutions, is controversial. From both universities and other institutions, a large body of criticism has appeared to show
how superficial and biased the works of McLeod and his associates, are. Here we shall indicate only one of the blasphemous issues raised by McLeod in his books.

McLeod Attacks the Authenticity of Guru Granth Sahib:

McLeod's small volume, "Evolution of the Sikh Community", contained an unfounded attack on the authenticity of the Kartarpuri Bir, which forms the basis of the Guru Granth Sahib, worshipped by all Sikhs the world over, as their living Guru. The level of the scholarship of the author is evident from the following extracts from the reviews published in the Journal of Sikh Studies, Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar. "In the short space of 104 pages the author attempts to cover the background, origin and growth of ideology, and all the institutions of the Sikhs, and naturally the method adopted is journalistic and speculative, rather than comprehensive and academic." "It is the common failing of persons with mechanistic views to ignore the role of ideas and ideology as a cementing and directing force in human history and to overstretch and overestimate the significance of ordinary facts and routine events which otherwise, in similar circumstances have never shown any like potential. If oddity is originality, and conjectural assertions and assumptions pieces of historical evidence, the book abounds in them." The assessment in the Sikh Review, Calcutta is : "Dr McLeod has turned his attention on the Sikhs and their religion with a view to giving special notoriety to his views on Sikhs and Sikhism as he wants to or does see it. The result is dearly a mildly and certainly a perverted version of the Sikh esoteric principles and Sikh history and its exposition... It would rank with Trumpp's translation of Guru Granth Sahib; the Dhirmalian's 'Var Piran Pikambran ki'; or the contemporary, 'the bani of nakli Nirankaris', to mention just a few of the gems of envious literary genius ever ready to knock down the prophetic mission and achievements of the Sikh Gurus."

This book is full of unsupported generalisations and even blasphemous statements against the Guru Granth Sahib and the Sikhs. Over the subsequent years controversies about it have continued, especially about his libellous or blasphemous statement against the authenticity of the Guru Granth Sahib. Without going into many of his other unacademic statements like, "This is widely regarded as a great pity, even within the
Sikh society, where the numerically preponderant Jats commonly bewail the fact that there was never a single Jat Guru."

we shall here confine ourselves only to one issue about his statement against the authenticity of the Kartarpuri Bir or Guru Granth Sahib, which is principally relevant to our present volume. The worst part exposing the perfunctory scholarship and the underlying motive of McLeod is that he made, and continued to repeat, these unfounded statements without examining the Kartarpuri Bir of 1604 AD, without examining the Banno Bir of 1642 AD, and without studying the related literature on the subject. His allegation is that Guru Granth Sahib, is a tampered with, or a forged Granth, out of which inconvenient hymns have been obliterated by the Sikhs. The Punjabi University, Patiala, published two books, the first in 1968, and another in 1987, on the Kartarpuri Bir, which show that McLeod’s statements are unwarranted and baseless. Both these books were written after examination of the Kartarpuri Bir, and testify to its authenticity. Unfortunately, knowing full well that what he was saying was incorrect, he continued with his libellous statements in 1979 and again in 1989. Since McLeod’s allegations were considered uncalled-for and offensive to the authenticity of the Guru Granth Sahib, four academic organisations of Punjab wrote in 1989 to the University of Toronto that it was very anomalous that a person who had been making blasphemous statements against the authenticity of the Guru Granth Sahib, the Guru as well as the Scripture of the Sikhs, had not only been appointed by the University on a Chair funded by the Sikhs of Canada in order to project a correct image of Sikhism and its institutions, but he had been making his attacks from the platform of the University. As there was no response from the University, the correspondence exchanged was published. Here it is very relevant to state that of the four organisations that wrote to the University about the blasphemous conduct of McLeod, one was presided over by a former Judge of the Punjab and Haryana High Court and the other was headed by an ExMinister of Government and a very senior advocate of the High Court. They very well understood the ingredients of blasphemy, and whether or not McLeod’s statements amounted to that. To recapitulate, the three ingredients of blasphemy are: one,
that the statement should be false; two, that the author should know it to be so; and, three, that the statement should be defamatory of a religious person or body. It is, therefore, necessary to give the requisite extracts of McLeod's statements to the readers, so that they can well understand the position. He published the following in his book 'Evolution of the Sikh Community' of 1975; in which he alleges deletion or obliteration of a portion of the Ramkali hymn attributed to Guru Arjun: "There seems to be only one possible reason for the appearance of these two fragments. The bulk of the hymn in each case must have been deleted, leaving a small remainder which was faithfully copied into the standard printed text. A fourth point seems to clinch the issue.

The Banno text of the missing portion indicated good reason for later deletion, particularly in the case of Ramkali hymn by Guru Arjun. This hymn describes the puberty rites conducted by Guru Arjun at the initiation of his son, Hargobind. The rites follow a standard Hindu pattern and in the third stanza there is a reference to the manner in which the boy's head was shaved. This feature is in obvious contradiction to the latter prohibition of hair cutting. When the prohibition became mandatory not merely for Jat Sikhs, but also those of other castes, the reference in the hymn could only be regarded as intolerable." "The conclusion that seems to be emerging with increasing assurance was that the widely disseminated Banno version must represent the original text; and that the Kartarpuri manuscript must be a shortened version of the same text. A few portions must have been deleted, because they could not be reconciled with beliefs subsequently accepted by the Panth. This much appears to be well established." "Later still, portions of the Kartarpuri manuscript (the original manuscript written by Bhai Gurdas) were ineptly obliterated in order to bring the two versions into line."

The above statement, especially the last sentence, is a clear conclusion, without any reservation, saying that the inconvenient hymn in the Kartarpuri bir was obliterated. And, this conclusion follows over four pages of argumentation in support of his conclusion. To the reader the conclusion, as argued by McLeod and as arrived at by him, is a clear assertion. And yet his conclusion, as admitted by him, is false.
For, on the very page of his conclusion he writes: "Dr Jodh Singh assures us that there has been no obliteration at the point. He reports a similar condition in the case of Guru Arjun's Ramkali hymn. The solitary couplet is followed by a blank space which extends to more than two folios - and no obliteration." These blank spaces, as elsewhere in the text, are at the end of a raga, and, for that reason, are natural, and nothing unusual. This shows that the author, when he drew the earlier inference, knew his statement to be incorrect. Because, while he laboured to write four pages to arrive at his inference that the Ramkali hymn had been 'ineptly obliterated' in the Kartarpuri Bir, and this he did without examining the Kartarpuri Bir, the Banno Bir or the related literature, he knew full well that Dr Jodh Singh, who had done the meticulous work of recording page by page position of the Kartarpuri Bir, had categorically stated that there was no obliteration of the Ramkali hymn whatsoever. The third ingredient of blasphemy is the defamation involved in McLeod's conclusion that the inconvenient portion of the Ramkali hymn was later obliterated by the Sikhs, when they found it to be intolerable, and for that reason the Guru Granth Sahib is a forged Granth that stood tampered with by the Sikhs. Thus, defamation would, we believe, inevitably follow from the writing of the author. Hence the complaint of the four organisations to the University about unacademic, unethical and defamatory conduct of its employee. Further, is the question as to whether he really gave up his inference about the tampered with character of the Kartarpuri Bir after his knowledge of Jodh Singh's book of 1968, as admitted by him in his 'Evolution of the Sikh Community'. There is no evidence whatsoever of his having given up his idea when he read his paper at Berkeley in 1976. For, there too, he clearly repeated his old assertion, "The earliest, representing nearest approach to Guru Arjun's dictation would be Banno, the second, an intermediate recension bearing the actual marks of a later revision through the excision of unacceptable material, would be Kartarpuri." The above statement makes it clear that there is not the least sign of his ever having retracted his earlier stand. On the other hand, he clearly repeats his statements of Kartarpuri Bir being a later production done by the 'excision of unacceptable material'. 
In July 1987 the Punjabi University, Patiala, published another study by Daljeet Singh made after a rational examination of the Kartarpuri Bir, which concludes that (a) Kartarpuri Bir is the original authentic Bir written by Bhai Gurdas under the direction of Guru Arjun; (b) that there is no obliteration whatsoever of the Ramkali hymn, as alleged, (c) that while the Kartarpuri Bir clearly records that it had been prepared in 1604 AD, it is equally explicit that the Banno Bir had been prepared in 1642 AD, and (d) that McLeod's conclusions regarding the alleged originality of the Banno Bir and later obliteration of the Ramkali hymn from the Kartarpuri Bir are not only baseless, incorrect and misleading, but have wantonly been made without any worthwhile academic effort and without seeing the Banno Bir, the Kartarpuri Bir or studying the many known publications making clear statements on the two issues.

Yet in 1989 McLeod published his book "The Sikhs" in which he wrote, "This comparison suggests that the Banno recension may actually represent the original text by Bhai Gurdas," but adds that "if this is indeed the case the original version has subsequently been amended by obliterating occasional portions of the text."

Neither in his book of 1975, nor in his published views of 1979 and 1989 there is the least evidence of McLeod having ever abandoned his idea about obliteration in the Kartarpuri Bir. On the other hand, the reader is continually fed with the contrary idea of later 'obliteration' of 'unacceptable material'. After the four organisations had a long correspondence with the University regarding the conduct of its employee, in December 1990 McLeod published a letter in 'India Abroad' saying, "What I said was that at first it had appeared to me that this had been done, but when I read Dr. Jodh Singh's book 'Kartarpuri Bir de Darshan', I abandoned the notion." On reading McLeod's above self-contradictory explanation or denial, we find that, Dr. 5.5. Dharni of New York published a letter reproducing all the above three statements (of 1975, 1979 and 1989) of McLeod and suggesting that it was clear that his denial about having abandoned the notion was just another mis-statement.

The above reproduction makes the truth explicit. For, neither in 1975, nor in 1979, nor in 1989, did he ever abandon the
notion. In fact, even after the publication of the two books on the Kartarpuri Bir by the Punjabi University, Patiala, McLeod continued with his wrong allegations against the Sikhs and against the authenticity of their Guru Granth Sahib.

In all such matters the subsequent conduct of a person is very relevant. Apart from McLeod’s part in relation to Pashaura Singh’s blasphemous Thesis, his four page tirade against the Sikh Scripture, and his statements in 1979 and 1989, leave hardly any doubt as to the intentions of the writer, which apparently could be called neither academic, nor rational, nor ethical. Because he went on repeating his statements without ever studying the two Birs and the many publications clearly contradicting his views, and when he knew full well from Dr Jodh Singh’s book that there was no obliteration and what he was suggesting was not correct. Under the circumstances the question of the writer having any academic interest in making the allegations appears out of the question.

Now, in his paper in the book of 1993, ‘Studying the Sikhs’ he virtually repeats his old plea that he just made a ‘surmise’ and never said anything categorically. We believe that the two legal luminaries, when they conveyed their allegation of blasphemy or libel to the University, knew quite well both the Law in this regard, and whether his statements attracted its provisions.

Whether the writer’s motives were academic or otherwise, is also apparent from the facts that, during over a decade, neither did he exhibit any interest in studying the literature on the point, nor did he ever make the least attempt to examine the Banno Bir which showed, that it had been prepared in 1642 AD, 38 years after the compilation of the Kartarpuri. Bir, and that even in that Bir (Banno) the unacceptable part of the Ramkali hymn was clearly a later interpolation, made after 1642 AD, the date of its preparation. McLeod, when he now makes his simplistic explanation in his paper of 1993 also knows that one of his own students, and another one Gurinder Singh Mann of Dr. J.S. Hawley’s Department in the University of Columbia, have inspected the Kartarpuri Bir and found it to be genuine, and authentic and without any obliteration. What McLeod has suggested, is a direct attack not only on the Sikhs and their integrity, but also on the authenticity of their Guru Granth Sahib, before whom 15 millions Sikhs bow their heads and pray
every day.

The above being the context, it is now too simplistic to put forward the plea that only 'surmise' was made, or questions were raised. We wonder if even the most gullible would accept such a naive explanation. We also wonder if such statements of the learned author, believed to be unwarranted, unethical, and unacademic, as they are, could find any support in any sober society. Yet it is unfortunate and amazing that persons who tend to claim exalted academic status, find it necessary not only to accept it but also to support it.

This being the background, we now take up the work of Thesis of Pashaura Singh guided by McLeod, as exemplified in his Thesis. Pashaura Singh started his Ph.D. work in 1987 under the guidance of Dr. McLeod at the Toronto University, and submitted his Thesis in 1991. This work has been considered another proxy attack against the authenticity of the Guru Granth Sahib. The spurious and premeditated character of this Thesis has been explained both in the Editorial of the Abstracts of Sikh Studies, January 1993, and further in the 34 papers, reviews and articles that are being published in this volume. We shall, therefore, refrain from giving details, except that we shall just record the broad features of Pashaura Singh's attack and indicate some aspects of the thesis discussed by the scholars. Six aspects of Pashaura Singh's Thesis need to be mentioned:

1. At the very start of Pashaura Singh's chapter on Textual Analysis he quotes a letter published under the name of Dr Loehlin, a co-missionary of McLeod at the Batala Mission, wherein it is suggested that textual analysis of the Aad Granth is necessary, and that some Sikhs and their friends have started it. Presumably, among the contemplated Sikhs is Pashaura Singh, and among friends is McLeod. The strange part of the article is as to why it was written, who wrote it, and its history.

2. The second point is his theory of changes made by Guru Arjun in the theological and linguistic structure of Gurbani or hymns of the earlier Gurus. It is based on the assumption that manuscript MS 1245 purchased by the GND University Amritsar in 1987 is an earlier draft of the Aad Granth by Guru Arjun. Since there are, he says, many differences between the language and contents of MS 1245, and those of the Aad Granth,
he builds his entire thesis on that assumption. Pashaura Singh did examine the Kartarpuri Bir (the Aad or original Granth), and he concedes that it is authentic, but because of the contents of MS 1245, he asserts that the Guru changed the bani of the earlier Gurus. The related question is whether the draft theory has a history, and how and why it was introduced, when it is well known that the very concept of a draft was unknown in India in the times of Guru Arjun. It would also have to be seen whether or not the draft theory and its creation are a compulsive necessity for building a case for textual analysis.

3. Third is the veracity, value and history of MS 1245 and whether the manuscript has a worthwhile character; or it is just an odd manuscript introduced to build the draft theory and make the exercise of textual analysis a possibility. In short, a brief examination is necessary to assess the dating and authenticity of the manuscript.

4. Fourth is the value of Mohan Pothis which Pashaura Singh has also partly used for the purpose of his Thesis. Their veracity, authenticity and history have to be considered.

5. Fifth, there is the question as to what are the objectives that have prompted Pashaura Singh or his supervisor to pursue this Thesis, and whether that choice has a relevance to the objectives and approach of the Batala Mission.

6. Lastly, we shall have to draw our conclusions from the various points mentioned above. It has to be seen whether all the above points have an inter-relation and suggest a pre-conceived plan to produce this Thesis in continuation of the earlier objectives of McLeod and his group which had been frustrated, because their moves were found to be without any substance, and, perhaps, motivated.

Textual Analysis: The Aad Granth, as is now admitted by all concerned, including Pashaura Singh, was first prepared and authenticated by the Fifth Guru himself in 1604 AD. As such, the concept of textual analysis is irrelevant, and inapplicable to it for three reasons. First, as the Aad Granth is revealed bani and has been called as such by the Gurus, and as it has been recorded and authenticated by the Guru himself, the question of examining its authenticity, or of making change in it does not
and cannot arise. This point was further fortified by the Seventh Master, when he punished his own son for making a change of only one word in it. Textual analysis is relevant only in the case of man-made scriptures or manuscripts which were collected or compiled centuries or decades after the demise of the prophet concerned, and have, on that account, no authentication. No one makes textual analysis of Spengler's 'Decline of the West', or Aldous Huxley's, 'Island'. The second fact is that we have not known of any manuscript of the Bani in our history which is prior to the date of the Kartarpuri Bir and which is considered to be the compilation of the Guru and as having been authenticated by him. Therefore, the very question of textual analysis becomes inapplicable and absurd, because one cannot validate or question the validity of an authentic Granth by comparing it with an unauthentic Granth, which has neither any priority nor any authenticity. Thus, the very idea of textual analysis is misplaced in the case of the Aad Granth, which is admittedly authentic. For, the very idea of comparing or using an unverified and unauthentic manuscript from the street for the purpose of correcting the Aad Granth authenticated by the Guru is too irrational to have any sense. No one has ever tried to set right or correct the standard by measuring it with the substandard. The concept of textual analysis has a meaning or relevance, when two conditions are fulfilled, namely, when the later manuscript is unauthentic or is man-made, and when another older and a distinctly more authentic manuscript is available. Factually and historically these two conditions can never be fulfilled in the case of the Aad Granth. For, whereas the authenticity of the Aad Granth compiled by Guru Arjun, is now admitted by even the McLeod's own group, we have never heard of an earlier manuscript containing all the Gurbani, much less have we an authenticated version of it. Evidently, the repeated suggestion of the need of textual analysis has emanated only from the Batala goup, and has its obvious meaning in view of the history and objectives of that group. Excepting this group, no one has ever thought that the suggestion could have any sense or relevance. Yet, McLeod having failed in his earlier attempts to
attack the authenticity of the Aad Granth, has seemingly now taken another route, through the Thesis of Pashaura Singh, towards his old goal.

Pashaura Singh has quoted an article supposed to be by Dr Loehlin. That article was published in 1987 in England and again in 1990 in the Sikh Review, Calcutta. Three facts are very significant about it. Loehlin stood admitted to a Home for old persons since 1983. The administrator of the Home has indicated that since 1983 Loehlin was neither capable of writing nor wrote any such article. This has also been confirmed by the daughter of Dr Loehlin. Loehlin died in August 1987, and yet the same article was published in 1990 in the Sikh Review, Calcutta. The question is who wrote or contributed it, for it could possibly not have been done by Loehlin. The second point is that Loehlin had contributed one article on the subject at the History Conference in 1965. Another article on the same issue, including part of his earlier article, he wrote in 1976. In the second article Loehlin had included the version of Dr. Jodh Singh who, while controverting some of Loehlin's assertions and suggestions, has stated categorically that the Kartarpuri Bir was genuine and authenticated. Normally, even if reproduction was considered necessary by him, it is Loehlin’s later article of 1976 which should have been republished; but the article claims to be a reproduction of the 1965 paper of Loehlin. This statement is also not quite correct. The intriguing question is why the earlier article was sought to be republished, and not the later article, which Loehlin had himself rewritten and contributed at Berkeley in order to make it up-to-date and more comprehensive, in so far as the views of Dr. Jodh Singh had also been incorporated therein. Evidently, the publication of the earlier article is incongruous, and the only reason could be that, to the ghost contributor, the views of Jodh Singh about the Aad Granth, incorporated by Loehlin himself, were not palatable, since those included affirmation of the authenticity of the Aad Granth, and for that reason, made textual comparison meaningless. The third question is that there is a lot of material in the published paper of 1990 which was neither there in Loehlin’s article of 1965 nor of 1976. The question is who
introduced that material in the article and why. In fact, part of it could not even be germane to the History Conference or the Berkeley Conference. On the other hand, though not by name, the event of Pashaura Singh and his supervisor having taken up the work of textual analysis is recorded therein. Poor Loehlin who was languishing in an Old Preachers Home to expire in August 1987 could hardly be concerned or be aware about it so as to highlight it. The only person who possibly could make the article as a base, as Pashaura Singh later did, was he or his guide. Accordingly, in December 1992 Dr. Jasbir Singh Mann, wrote a letter of enquiry to Dr. McLeod, O’Connell and Pashaura Singh at Toronto, especially because McLeod was an ex-missionary colleague of Loehlin at Batala, and both had attended the Punjab History Congress as well as the Berkeley Conference on Sikhism, and presumably he must have been in touch with the condition and affairs of Loehlin. By this letter Dr. Mann wanted to know who had contributed the article, because the quarters of Loehlin had virtually denied its authorship by him, and, on the other hand, Pashaura Singh supervised by McLeod had used the article as genuine. May be even the clue about the presence of the History Conference article was given by McLeod to Pashaura Singh. Unfortunately till the date of our publication no reply whatsoever has been received from Toronto. Hence suspicions about the genuineness and authorship of the ghost article continue. The letter by Dr. J.S. Mann has been reproduced in Appendix C. Thus, there is no rational reply to the three questions, namely, (1) who contributed the article, (2) why the earlier article was chosen in preference to the later one which had been suitably brought up-to-date by Loehlin for the conference at the Berkeley University, and (3) who made additions in the published article indicating that the work of textual analysis had been taken up by Sikhs and their friends? It is a fact that Pashaura Singh has used it as virtually a preamble of his chapter, and justification for the choice of his Thesis on textual analysis. In any case, the entire issue becomes extremely suspicious, especially when we find that the very relevance or sense of textual analysis in the case of the admittedly authenticated Aad Granth, by the Guru himself, cannot arise.
Draft Theory: Pashaura Singh says that as MS 1245 is a draft which is earlier to the compilation of the Aad Granth, and as there are many differences between the hymns in MS 1245 and those in the Aad Granth, the conclusion is that Guru Arjun made many theological and linguistic changes in the bani of the earlier Gurus, before he compiled the Aad Granth. A number of questions arise concerning the draft theory. First, as mentioned earlier, for Pashaura Singh and his guide, the necessity for the presence of an earlier manuscript is compulsive, otherwise, the question of textual analysis or comparison between the two manuscripts cannot be taken up. Second, the very idea of a draft and its preparation for the Aad Granth, is incongruous and self-contradictory in relation to the revealed bani, which according to the Gurus cannot be changed. Third, a draft is made only in regard to something which has not yet been fully formed, planned or thought out; or something which is yet rough, tentative and not final. As such, the very concept of a draft in relation to the Guru's bani is out of question. For, the Guru was to copy the bani of the earlier Gurus, and not himself to frame or reframe it for them, and pass it as the bani of the earlier Gurus. Fourth, the concept of a draft was unknown to India at that times, and even otherwise, it becomes an impossibility, when the question is of writing without purpose about 1400 pages. For, the object was mere copying or compiling of bani and not its composition. Fifth: The incongruity is that in MS 1245 an internal index of the hymns of each raga has been given. In a draft such a thing would be a meaningless superfluity. It would be necessary only in a compilation or collection. The sixth question about the draft is as to who introduced this irrelevant concept in relation to the Aad Granth. We find that McLeod is the person who earlier suggested this idea in his book 'Evolution of the Sikh Community' of 1975, where he wrote without any specific reference that the point had been mentioned in the History Conference. The proceedings of the History Conference do not record any mention of the suggestion. In the literature printed in English the concept of a draft regarding the Aad Granth, has
first been mentioned by McLeod, and that also without any earlier reference. Though the draft theory falls to the ground as a valid or relevant concept in relation to the Aad Granth, yet it does raise certain suspicions as to why it has been done and whose objectives or plans it seeks to serve.

History and Veracity of MS 1245: The strangest part of MS 1245 is that it has no known history prior to 1987. It has just appeared in the library of GNDU, after its purchase that year from a local dealer, who is said to be reluctant to give its history, but suggests that it was earlier with the family of Baba Budha. Without any known history it is very unusual and dogmatic for any academic student to assume that the manuscript first seen in 1987 was actually compiled before 1604 A.D. by the Guru. It needs too much of credulity to believe this. The successors of the seat of Baba Budha have categorically denied the ownership or knowledge of the manuscript. It is strange that whereas the researchers say that the dealer is reluctant to disclose anything, yet on actual contact the dealer showed no inhibition. For, when questioned, without any hesitation he voluntarily stated that he had obtained it from a dera of Minas in Rajasthan. But, when still later, the name of the place of the dera was asked from him by another scholar, he is reported to have stated that he got it from a rehriwala or a street hawker. The shift in statements about the source of the manuscript is indeed intriguing. For, there is an apparent anxiety to conceal it. But the more intriguing part is that Pashaura Singh whose job it was to probe into the matter, made not the least attempt to trace the origin and history of the manuscript, especially when both the dera of Baba Budha and the dealer have been willing to make their statements. That such a questionable document should be so readily accepted as a draft of the Aad Granth, and Pashaura Singh awarded a Ph.D. degree, is certainly beyond comprehension or expectation from a seat of higher research and learning.

Another feature of this document is that it has a forged nishan (mark) pasted on leaf 4 of it. Pashaura Singh concedes that because of its handwriting, the nishan is probably of the Ninth Guru. Yet, its scribe has mentioned it as that of the Sixth Guru.
Pashaura Singh has without any question swallowed this incongruous fact, namely, that the use of a forged NISHAN (mark) affects seriously the veracity both of the author and the manuscript. Third, it is evident that even the scribe did not want to give to the manuscript a date earlier than the period of the Sixth Guru, whose nishan he had forged. And yet it is incredible how Pashaura Singh and his supervisor have discarded all these contradictory pointers, and have done the still more incredible thing of calling it a draft by the Fifth Master whose Nishan it does not bear.

Further, we find that MS 1245 has many apocryphal hymns attributed to Guru Arjun which find no place in the Aad Granth. This is a conclusive proof of the fact that the manuscript could neither be a draft by, nor be written at the instance of, Guru Arjun. For, it is too unbelievable that the Guru first included an apocryphal hymn in the draft under his own name and then omitted it. Similarly, Balwant Singh Dhillon of the Guru Nanak Dev University in his comprehensive and detailed examination of MS 1245, points out that the scribe has distorted, and even fabricated, the hymns of the Fifth Guru and others. While pointing out the glaring faults relating to the apocrypha and the forged hymns, disparity between the index of the ragas and the actual hymns in the text, omissions, duplications, and orthographic evidence, he concludes that the manuscript is of the period of the Ninth Guru, and could not be of the period of the Sixth Guru or any earlier time. We also find that the alleged discrepancy of the Mul-Mantar, which Pashaura Singh tried to point out, is hardly a relevant factor, because the full form of Mul-Mantar appears five times in the manuscript, and there are variations in those writings. This shows that the scribe is far from being a careful writer, especially because at many places though the index shows that the hymn was started with the correct line appearing in the Aad Granth, yet in the text of the manuscript the hymn is recorded with altogether a different line.

There is, in addition, a glaring and conclusive fact about the manuscript not being a draft by Guru Arjun. For, inside of the text on page 1255 of the manuscript, the death dates of Guru
Arjun and the earlier four Gurus are recorded in the same hand and ink as the writing of the hymns before and after it. We wonder if any rational person could consider a document to have been authored by a person whose death date finds mention in its contents. All this suggests that the only reason for Pashaura Singh to arrive at his inference could be that he was so pre-possessed with the evident compulsion of calling the manuscript a draft, that he was obliged to ignore every rational hurdle in his chosen path towards a pre-conceived objective. The casual, irrational and abnormal manner of the process, coupled with many incongruous and even suspicious factors suggests that apparently the objective was anything but academic.

Veracity of Mohan Pothis: Pashaura Singh has also used the Mohan Pothis for his textual criticism. That Mohan Pothis are not an authentic collection of bani, and were not used by the Fifth Master, is a matter that was long back dealt with and analysed by Dr. Sahib Singh in his well-known work, wherein he unambiguously arrives at the above conclusion. He has clearly discarded the suggestion that the word Mohan in the Aad Granth in any manner refers to the schismatic Mohan who refused to abide by the decision of the Third Master when he conferred Guruship on Guru Ram Das. For in the entire Guru Granth Sahib nowhere have hymns been recorded in praise of a private person, and that the Guru should have done that in regard to a defiant person who had started a deviant branch, is simply out of the question. Second, the manuscript has throughout been in the possession of the schismatic group that had been opposing and cursing those Sikhs who would follow the Guru and not their line. For, in the Mohan Pothis it is recorded that those who do not accept them as the Guru would go to hell. To suggest that such a manuscript could be a collection of the bani of the Gurus or be recorded at the instance of the Third Master, is just preposterous. Third, the date on one of the manuscripts, which appears to have been put at a later time, is 1595 AD. This fact, coupled with the point that the manuscript has the hymns of the Fourth and Fifth Guru as well shows that the time of the preparation of the manuscript
could only be subsequent to the period of the Fifth Master, whose bani had by then been recorded in the Aad Granth and had, thus, gained currency to enable the scribe to copy it in his collection. In any case, it is obviously self-contradictory to suggest that the manuscript was got recorded by the Third Guru, and that whereas he conferred Guruship on the Fourth Master, he transferred his collection of the written bani to one who had openly defied him by not abiding by his decision, and by refusing to recognise the Fourth Master as the new Guru. The fifth reason is that the text of the Mul Mantar in this manuscript is the same as had appeared in the collections of another schismatic group called Handalis. Accordingly, there is hardly any evidence about the origin or authenticity of the Mohan Pothis, maintained by a schismatic group, much less can it be called a collection of the bani of the Gurus commissioned by the Third or any other Guru.
OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS

The facts indicated above suggest that Pashaura Singh has an objective which is linked with the objectives of the Batala Missionary Group. We have seen that McLeod from that Mission continued making unwarranted attacks against the authenticity of the Aad Granth, without ever having had a look at the Aad Granth, and without studying, or in utter disregard of, the literature that had long before his attack existed on the subject. However, truth cannot be denied indefinitely, if the face of overwhelming available evidence and the affirmation by his own student who confirmed its authenticity. So eventually he had to accept that the Kartarpuri Bir was the genuine original Aad Granth compiled by Guru Arjun.

Though his first attempt failed, yet that was not to be the end of his objectives. After his frustration, he presumably changed his plank. Now Pashaura Singh’s Ph.D. Thesis, which he supervised, says that while preparing the Aad Granth, Guru Arjun changed the bani of Guru Nanak and other earlier Gurus, linguistically as well as ideologically, including the Mul Mantar or the very creedal statement of Guru Nanak. The so-called research in the Thesis followed a crudely maneuvered suggestion for textual analysis of the Aad Granth published by a ghost contributor in the name of a dead Loehlin. A compulsive requirement of their theory was the existence of an earlier manuscript of the Granth. Since none existed, one had somehow to be produced. For this purpose MS 1245 appeared almost overnight, and support was also taken from the Goindwal Pothis. The reality about these two manuscripts has been exposed in the articles of the present volume, and, therefore, need not be repeated here. While the former is a copy prepared sometimes in the late seventeenth century and is full of inaccuracies, omissions and apocryphal hymns, the latter is clearly the work of a schismatic group done in seventeenth century.

In any case one thing is obvious that as between the earlier attempt of McLeod to attack the authenticity of the Aad Granth and the present thesis supervised by him, there is evident unity
of design, rationale and purpose to show that the holy Scripture of the Sikhs, Guru Granth Sahib, is not authentic.

ACTS OF BLASPHEMY

From their narration and study of the events, the authors of the 34 articles in this book, find that Pashaura Singh has committed the following acts of blasphemy:

i. That the bani, as proclaimed by Guru Nanak and the other Gurus, is not revealed one, because it can be changed and has been changed by Guru Arjun himself.


iii. That Guru Arjun made misrepresentations in so far as he passed on the bani changed by him as that of Guru Nanak.

iv. That the hymns which for the Guru were apocrypha, are suggested by the scholar to be true bani of Guru Nanak.

v. That bhagat bani was included in the Aad Granth by Guru Arjun at a later stage, and that the reasons for so doing were socio-political, including the anxiety to gain credibility or following among different castes.

INVALIDITY OF PASHAURA SINGH'S THESIS

Normal moves of men need to be seen in their proper context, with which these are often intimately linked. We have noted both the approach and the objectives of the Mission which came to
India during the period of triumphant colonialism. The basic belief was, "extra ecclesian nullah salus" (Outside the Church no salvation), and that Indian religions were steeped in superstition. Obviously, some of these missionaries in the Punjab carried the same burden of bringing salvation to the misguided Sikhs as was felt by the colonial administration, for the social emancipation of the backward East. We have seen the opening of the Centre of Sikh Studies at Batala and the repeated assertions of McLeod to convince the Sikhs that their Guru Granth was a forged one and that for the sake of their own salvation they should wake up to the 'truth' which he had perceived. Unfortunately for him, the Sikhs felt that this unsolicited concern of his could, perhaps, be part of the process of what A.A. Malek and Edward Said have considered to be the search for knowledge in order to gain power. "Abdel Malek had emphasised in connection with Orientalist studies in particular that there could be no disinterested knowledge", and similarly, "Said has demonstrated the connection of knowledge to power most effectively". However, W.H. McLeod continued unabated with his 'research' tending to show that Sikhism was hardly a coherent religious system, and that its institutions and militancy had been modelled just on the "Jat cultural pattern". But the significant event was that in the mid-eighties he was chosen to occupy a Chair of Sikh and Punjabi studies at the University of Toronto for which the Sikhs of the area contributed the funds.

Pashaura Singh's thesis supervised by McLeod is a part of the work done under the guidance of that Chair. The 34 papers included in this volume have brought out with clarity that Pashaura Singh's thesis rests on a precarious prop which has no rational basis. The chief claim of the ex-missionary and his friends all these years has been that they use critical western methodology. Pashaura Singh's thesis, which is a sample of that methodology, is founded essentially on MS 1245, which he calls a draft of the Aad Granth by Guru Arjun. As described by Balwant Singh Dhillon of GND University, who has studied the manuscript in the University even more closely than did Pashaura Singh during his hasty and short visit to Amritsar, the manuscript is a stray collection of Gurbani interspersed with numerous
apocryphal hymns, and it has no known history whatsoever beyond the year 1987 when it was purchased, and when Pashaura Singh started his work at Toronto. Another coincidence is that he began his research in 1987 almost simultaneously with the publication of an article supposed to have been contributed by a dying Loehlin. It is also relevant to note that extracts from that article are quoted by Pashaura Singh in the beginning of his chapter on Textual Analysis, by way of justification for his project. Thus, the inspiring reflection of Batala missionaries appears to have been gainfully used. Dr Jasbir Singh's letter to the University as to who wrote the article, since it had virtually been dis-claimed by the Administrator of the Home where Loehlin expired, and by his daughter, remains unanswered to date.

As stated earlier, the scribe, author, compiler or custodian of MS 1245 is unknown and unknowable, except that its architect has admittedly been a forger, though it is conceded that it has probably the mark of the Ninth Guru (1664-1675). But Pahsaura Singh violates all canons of logic and rationality, when he calls MS 1245, which contains in its contents the death date of Guru Arjun, as also many apocryphal hymns attributed to him, a draft by Guru Arjun himself.

The simultaneous appearance of MS 1245, almost from nowhere, with a dealer who has from time to time been changing the story of its procurement, the seemingly ghost article in the Sikh Courier of 1987, coupled with the denial of successors of Baba Budha who were suggested to have owned and sold it, cast a pall of suspicion on the entire version of Pashaura Singh. The irrationality of his work has been shown to be so gross, and the apparent blasphemy so obvious, that far from its carrying any conviction, the very bona fides of the author become questionable. Two things are evident, namely, the irrationality of the thesis and a basic compulsive drive to arrive at preconceived inferences unrelated to facts on the ground. Except for the general support from friends and associates of the group, there has not been a single paper in any manner agreeing with or endorsing the views of Pashaura Singh. It is strange that the University failed to understand that it could hardly be fair or
reasonable to produce at their centre such a work as is considered baseless and blasphemous by scholars of the community and still to require the local Sikhs to finance it. For, it is difficult for anyone to ignore the reality that McLeod, who for over a decade had been unreasonably attacking the authenticity of the Aad Granth, is the same scholar who has now guided the thesis of Pashaura Singh, who too attacks the authenticity and purity of the Bani (hymns) in the Aad Granth. In both the cases the target of this claimed western methodology is Guru Granth Sahib, the holy Scripture of the Sikhs. It is unfortunate and surprising that, without disclosing or realising the blunder of accepting MS 1245, bearing the death date of Guru Arjun, as a draft by him, letters are being published and circulated among scholars by a representative of the University complaining against academic criticism of Pashaura Singh's shoddy work. Hence the need of the present publication.

"STUDYING THE SIKHS"

We have mentioned the book, "Studying the Sikhs", which apart from containing certain generalisations, is broadly written to support W.H. McLeod and his associates. It includes some self-justification by the former in the field of Sikh Studies, Religion and History. The book does not add much to our knowledge. There are certain observations therein, which will require some comments.

a. Personal Attacks: It makes two statements, namely, that personal attacks have been indulged in, and that there is only one group (as echoed by Pashaura Singh also), that is taking what they consider a confrontational view. Both the assertions are surprising. We have indicated the approach of the Christian missions, there objectives in Punjab, and particularly the so-called academic work of McLeod. In his Cambridge lecture published in 1975 he went out of the way virtually to malign the Sikhs by suggesting that they had obliterated an inconvenient hymn in the Aad Granth. In addition, his simultaneous suggestion was that Guru Granth Sahib of the entire Sikh community was a tampered with Granth. The suggestions were not only known to him to be incorrect, but the author had not made the requisite
academic effort before making them. The universities in Punjab published literature to show that the ex-missionary’s allegations were baseless and unacademic. In 1988 he was invited to an academic conference at Los Angeles for a discussion of the issue. In 1989, four Institutions/Organisations approached the Toronto University pointing out his blasphemous statements, and suggested his discussion at a seminar. There was no response or regret from him, except a belated letter in ‘India Abroad’, saying that he had abandoned the notion, after his knowledge of Dr. Jodh Singh’s book of 1968, though this was also a mis-statement. We fail to understand what else could be the line of action the scholars in India could follow, when an unwarranted and clearly blasphemous attack had been made against the Sikhs and their Scripture, the Guru Granth Sahib. The lack of concern on the part of the University, and its continued efforts to employ and back up the same person indicated that the attack of W.H. McLeod had their support. The only action taken in India was twofold, a reasoned reply through a university production and a complaint of the activity of McLeod to his employer. We wonder if anything could be more tolerant or sober than this. It reminds one of Bernard Shaw’s dictum that when a man kills a lion, it is sport, but when a lion kills a man, it is ferocity. It is indeed unfortunate and passes one's comprehension that responsible persons should suggest that an attack on the Sikh Guru and the entire Sikh community without any rational or tangible basis is considered academic activity, but to point out its faults and rebuke the same lawfully is unacademic personal attack. The insularity of such approach is to say the least, quite obvious it is the surprisingly by unperceptive approach of same in the University that has now led to what we have described above as the apparently unfounded and blasphemous attack, this time not only on the Sikhs, but also against Guru Arjun, Guru Ram Das and the Guru Granth Sahib. The reaction to the work of McLeod and his student Pashaura Singh has, as the contents of the 34 articles show, been spontaneous and widespread the world over; so much so that the SGPC considered the subject through two Expert Committees consisting of scholars from the universities and other
parts of India and the world. The authors of these articles are most of them academicians working in universities in India and North America. It is just the poverty of Pashaura Singh’s work, the doubtful nature of his material and motives, and the outrageous character of his inferences that have led to the profusion of response in the Sikh academic world. The surprising part is that the ex-missionary and his group still seem to be working in a colonial atmosphere, completely impervious to the views of other scholars and the feelings of a whole community.

b. Quietist Sants: There were a number of unauthenticated formulations about Sikhism in W.H. McLeod’s book ‘Evolution of the Community’ that appeared in 1975. One of them is that Sikhism is a projection of the Vaishnav Bhakti Movement, the saints and Naths. Since then many publications have appeared to show that Vaishanavas and Bhakti Saints belong to a category or class of religious systems which are entirely different from that of Sikhism. More than a dozen works including Gurdev Singh’s ‘Sikh Tradition’, ‘The Sikh Ideology’, ‘Sikhism’, ‘A Comparative Study’, ‘The Sikh Revolution’, ‘Perspectives on Sikh Studies’, ‘In the Caravan of Revolutions’, ‘Advanced Studies in Sikhism - An Oecumenical Religion’, etc., have been published in which the issue has been specifically examined and McLeod’s observations found to be very superficial, because doctrines is wanting in the study of the hymns and doctrines of the Gurus and their lives. The strange part is that never has McLeod or anyone sought to support his formulation by any academic work beyond ritual repetition which has been made also in the work, ‘Studying the Sikhs’: "A more credible view, the one most clearly articulated by W.H. McLeod, is that Sikh tradition emerged from medieval Hinduism."

It is well known that quietist saints and mystics have appeared the world over and in all ages and times. In Judaism these appeared when Jewish life was unable to meet the challenges of Babylonian invasion. In Greece they appeared as Neo-Platonists when Greek culture and life were distinctly on the ebb. Similarly, in Christianity monasteries appeared at the close of the third century, and, slowly, apart from the fall of the Roman Empire and the success of the barbarians, followed the Dark Ages.
Similarly, Sufism and its khanqahs appeared later in Islam after its enlacement was on the decline. The position in India has been no different.

Invariably, the saints or quietist mystics have some definite characteristics. They cater only for the personal salvation of a few. Celibacy and withdrawal from life are their other characteristics. Not only pacifism or Ahimsa is an essential feature of these groups, but they have been consistently disinclined to form or organise a society. Much less have they ever accepted social responsibility, which is an essential character of a whole-life system. It is evident from the religious history of man that whereas quietist saints have definite characteristics and have lived and worked in all countries, never have they bloomed into creating a whole-life system anywhere. Because, whole-life systems, apart from accepting social responsibility and facing the problems of evil in all spheres of life, organise social institutions and society in order to tackle its challenges. Invariably, they accept the use of force for a righteous cause and reject celibacy, pacifism, Ahimsa and withdrawal. It is just as simplistic to say that the Vaishnava or other quietist saints led to the Sikh Gurus and Sikhism as to say that a citrus plant could in course of time bear the fruit of an apple. Religious history of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam clearly shows that whereas quietist mystics have always followed activity or prophetic mystics, never has the vice versa happened. Yet, without any academic evidence or study of the Guru Granth Sahib, we find regular ritual repetition of the unexamined statement that Sikhism is a development of the Sant tradition, an assertion contrary both to facts on the ground and the lesson of the religious history of man. For, neither any of the saints in India or mystics or Sufis elsewhere organised a society nor did they accept social responsibilities, as did the Gurus.

TWO CLASSES OF SCHOLARS: We have had a glimpse of the work of a group of foreign-trained scholars who are otherwise never weary of claiming their superior methodology and training. While talking of two schools of Sikh history, N.G. Barrier's indulgence in some self-praise is understandable, although
the method has never been considered very exalting. He writes, "Over the last several decades a second, contrasting group of historians has gradually emerged, usually trained in and affiliated with Western universities. These scholars question traditional sources and apply the same type of rigorous textual analysis that is used by historians of the Western mode." Two samples of foreign trained scholarship have been given above. But our learned author, while making sweeping generalisations about the work of local scholars, gives no example to support his statement. He downgrades their scholarship simply because, "The institutional base for Sikh studies has tended to centre on a network of institutes and university departments within the Punjab. The funding and intellectual milieu within that state affects the focus of research and the understanding of how Sikhism has evolved. Whether lay or professional, most Sikh commentators on Sikh history share certain preconceptions and commitments." "Most recently they have shared an insistence that non-violence had never been a cardinal element in Sikh ideology. They wish to show that the defence of Sikhism through the use of force is a traditional Sikh value." The Sikh Scripture and the Sikh ideology were formed four hundred years earlier, and this is the ideology the Gurus lived for 240 years. There is nothing new about this ideology. It can neither be reformulated nor reframed now or in the future. The position is not like that in some other religions where the Scripture is man-made and was compiled centuries after the demise of the prophet; and later centuries are having their own but variant interpretations of that ideology. In fact, the very lives of the Ten Gurus are a complete demonstration of their system under variant socio-economic and environmental circumstances. True, among foreign scholars knowledge of the Sikh Scripture is either absent or less than adequate. That is their major difficulty and handicap. For example, if Barrier had studied the Scripture, he would have known that religious duty and responsibility of a Sikh are to defend justice and righteousness and not Sikhism, as he says so incorrectly. While for the purpose of ideology the Scripture is the primary and basic
source, as also the 240 years of the lives of the Gurus, no local
historian has ever ignored the importance of historical evidence,
contemporary and the rest. For example, the three interpretative
studies of Jagjit Singh, 'The Sikh Revolution', 'In the Caravan of
Revolutions' and 'Perspectives on Sikh Studies', while they give
evidence from the lives of the Gurus and their hymns, are profuse
with historical and other data on the issues discussed.

On the other hand, without naming anyone we give two more
examples of Western trained scholars. In one case, the author while
preparing the resource bibliography for Sikh Studies, completely
excluded from the list practically every book, including over a
dozen admittedly standard works on Sikh religion and history,
that gave a point of view opposed to that of the learned author
(Authenticity of Kartarpuri Bir, Punjabi University, Patiala, p.
73). In the other case, the foreign trained scholar, while discussing
a particular period of Sikh history and quoting an authority on
the subject regarding some detail completely excluded his emphatic
conclusion, since it would demolish both his data and inferences:
"In this context, Rose clearly endorses Bhangu's view, 'comparatively few Sikhs are followers of Sarvar and there is in
fact a sort of opposition in the Central districts between Sikhs and Sultanis. You hear men say that one party in a village worships
the Guru, the other worships Sarvar', that is, that one party are Sikhs, the other ordinary Hindus who follow Sarvar. It has been
suggested that worship of Sarvar probably spread eastward among
the Jats in the 15th and 16th centuries, and was the prevalent cult
at the time of the great development of Sikhism in the days of
Guru Gobind Singh; and that most of the conversions of the
Khalsa faith were from worshippers of Sultan. This appears a very
probable account of the origin of such opposition as does exist
between these two forms of faith. As between the Hindus generally
and the Sultanis there is no sort of opposition; there are instances
in the popular legends of men opposing the cult of Sarvar; but in
the present days the Sultanis are looked on as ordinary Hindus.
Oberio while he gives irrelevant details of the miraculous powers
attributed to Sakhi Sarvar and lavishly quotes Rose as evidence,
seems to have deliberately concealed the above mentioned conclusion drawn by Rose and, instead, made the distortion that Singh Sabha leaders were the first to object to such practices. Such clear mis-statements are generally made by partisan propagandists but never, we believe, by any academician. This indicates either a lack of in-depth study or a conscious attempt to suppress facts with a view to mis-representing Sikhism. The particularly relevant fact is that Barrier calls that very author's work on the subject, in the context of which he made the above suppression, the best study on the issue. It shows why perceptions and preferences differ. In his paper, 'The Sikhs and the British' G.S. Dhillon reports Barrier's own sense of apparent inconsistency; and, perhaps, conditioned: "Barrier in his article, The Punjab Government and Communal Politics, 1870-1908: 'My men are expected to extend equal rights to all native religions and to align with none'. On the basis of the above statement and other facts Barrier concludes that 'the first Punjab administration thus responded to a communal problem with religious impartiality'. In fact the burden of his article is to suggest British neutrality towards different religious communities in Punjab and defend them against the charge of creating communal divisions. It is difficult to understand what climatic change has occurred or interests have over-weighed with the same author that he later writes that, 'the British also played an important role by supporting the maintenance of separate Sikh identity for military purposes'. Because, it is normally unusual for an author to give on the one hand a clean chit to the British for their avowed and practical neutrality towards the three communities in Punjab, and on the other hand strongly to endorse the oft-repeated charge of Hindu politicians that the Hindu-Sikh divide in Punjab is a British creation to serve their partisan interests. Besides, this religious policy regarding various communities had been formulated by the British long before the publication of pamphlets by the Singh Sabha at the fag end of the 19th century". May be, Dr. Dhillon has overstressed the point, because human frailties of this kind are nothing uncommon.

Unlike as Barrier has done, we should not like to divide
historians into two classes, one of locals and the other of those trained abroad. Because, there are numerous scholars of religion like Huston Smith, Schuon, John Hick, David Lockhead, Noel King, James Lewis, Nichols, Frank Kaufmann, James Massey, Metropolitan Gregoios, whose sense of fairness and scholarship is, indeed, admirable.

Barrier and McLeod are fond of saying that Macauliffe's works, about the Sikh Religion, which give a view opposed to theirs, are dated in so far as they represent a view of a particular era. The reality is that no writer in English, whether Indian or foreigner, has made a more thorough study of the Sikh Scripture than did Macauliffe. As such, unlike those of some other scholars, Macauliffe's views about Sikhism and its history are based on an intimate relation between the Sikh Scripture and the lives of the Gurus. May be some day, Macauliffe's work could be overshadowed by a more patient, more thorough, deeper study and broader vision, but not by mere gibes. The unfortunate part, about almost every so-called foreign-trained scholar is his virtual lack of knowledge of the Sikh Scripture and the history of the Guru period when the Sikh ideology was demonstrated and the society was modelled, conditioned, and organised by the Gurus. It is that handicap of the scholars that makes the work of the group dated or limited by the influences of the Mission or Colonialism. Could Barrier really be so unaware as not to know that many of the works of the scholars of the group whom he puts in a higher class, have been reviewed in Indian universities and other journals, and found to be faulty? It is amazing that self-sponsored, and even unethical observations or notions in same cases, are considered the product of critical methodology and undated. Universities everywhere are funded by the national state or regional organisations, and Punjab or India is no exception. We had no desire to give the details, but it appears necessary to contradict the implied theory of hierarchical, class or caste structure introduced by the learned author. We should like to stress that
none is against freedom of research and expression so long it does not cross the bounds of normal or academic ethics.

**FUNDAMENTALISM**

It is unfortunate that short-term economic interests often overshadow the vision of long term global problems. The basic issue as Toynbee voiced decades back, was Religion versus
Secularism. While indicating that Higher Religions have acted as a chrysalis between the fall of one civilisation or culture and the rise of another, he lamented the coming up of national secular states which he considered parochial developments like the Graeco-Roman worship of local goddesses. In fact, in his Burge Memorial Lecture he accepted a global spiritual contribution from the Christian Church, implying thereby that Christianity would have a permanent future role, being the last spiritual dispensation, a belief also held by Islam in its own case. But, now economic interests of the West in the Middle East have led it to a new pose of trying to raise Secularism to the level of a new religion and dub as fundamentalisms all those movements that are either dissatisfied or disillusioned with the greed or immorality of modern Secularism: or consumerism. In the political field it has, on the one hand, led support to Jewish religious nationalism in Israel, and in contrast opposition to neighbouring Islamic nationalism in Iran.

In the academic field, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences has initiated through the Chicago University a major project called the Fundamentalisms Project. Mark Juergensmeyer's volume, 'The New Cold War', is comparatively a modest summary survey of so-called fundamentalist or religious movements the world over. The underlying theme in both the cases the same, namely, that Western Secularism is the only viable future civil religio-political system for man and all religious growths or revivals opposed to it are fundamentalist or parochial in character. However, unlike as in the case of Communism, Juergensmeyer has the merit of suggesting that instead of considering religious movements or religious nationalism a foe, the West should try to live and co-exist with it.

As is understandable, when a global survey is undertaken, there are errors of description. Such errors took place even in the case of the broader survey of the Fundamentalisms Project of the Chicago University, and faults regarding Sikhism were broadly pointed out in the Editorial of 'Abstracts of Sikh Studies', July 1992. The position is no different in the survey of Juergensmeyer. While describing the Sikhs in the Punjab, misinformation
regarding their movement is evident. For example, he completely ignores the well-known and long-standing Sikh secular demands for undoing the complete usurpation of their riparian rights over the Punjab rivers and hydel power, which subjects the Centre had unconstitutionally transferred to its own control. Irrigation and hydel power form the base of all agricultural and industrial development. The deprivation done can be gauged from the fact that at the time of Independence the refugees lost 2.2 million acres of perenially irrigated land, and had to be content with only 0.4 million acres in the East Punjab; now, the Centre, instead of enabling the State to irrigate its land with its own river waters, has allotted or diverted 75% of Punjab waters to non-riparian States, even though it is the Punjabis who are the lone sufferers from their floods each year involving sometimes loss of hundred of lives and over a billion dollars of property in a single flood. Actually, the Punjab agitation of the 1980's was against this very unconstitutional decision of the Centre, and it was started against the laying down of the foundation of the SYL Canal by the Prime Minister, since that was the main channel to carry Punjab waters to non-riparian states. He also ignores the well documented fact that while everyone among the Akalis, including Bhindranwale, had more than once agreed to a reasonable settlement, it was the Prime Minister who always changed her mind, and staged the Bluester attack. This has been reported by persons like Harkishen Singh Surjit, Kuldip Nayyar, Dr. Ravi and others.

Regarding the Sikh ideology too he makes a similar confusion, when he says that while Guru Nanak was just an introspective Sant, it was his successors who acted as leaders of a separate community and that the Mughal military administration too adjudged and dealt with them as such. Juergensmeyer could not be unaware of the fact that it was Guru Nanak who created in his own life time the three societal institutions of congregational centres for meetings, called Dhamsals, congregational worship, and Langar and Pangat, involving community dining and food for the indigent. These three institutions had distinct social and societal implications that were in opposition to the earlier discriminatory caste practices. Further,
he started the system of succession with the clear objective of continuance and development of his socio-spiritual mission through committed leaders. No Sant took any of these social measures. Equally faulty is the hackneyed, but long since exploded suggestion that Jats in any way influenced the Sikh ideology.

However, factual errors apart, there is evident, sobriety and wisdom in Juergensmyer's recommendation to his country men and the West generally that reasons for the breakup of the Soviet Empire should be grasped, and the rise of smaller national States should be looked upon and dealt with understanding and not with hostility.

CONCLUSION

In sum, the story of these essays is simple. At the University of Toronto, Pashaura Singh has been awarded the degree of Ph.D. for a thesis, guided by an ex-missionary Professor, which declares
a manuscript (MS 1245), with unknown and unknownable author or scribe or history, to be a draft of Aad Granth by Guru Arjun, even though in its contents, in like hand and ink, the death date of the same Guru is clearly recorded. That the University should award a Ph. D. degree on grounds of such a ridiculous rationale, is no concern of Sikh scholars. But what do concern them are two facts. First, that simultaneously, on the basis of the alleged manuscript, the thesis asserts that Guru Arjun changed, theologically and linguistically, the Sikh Scripture, Guru Granth Sahib; and that accordingly the same stands altered and is unauthentic. The second fact is that for over a decade the same professor had without any academic ground, been asserting that the Sikh Scripture was unauthentic and had been tampered with, even though he had known full well that the tampering with or obliteration suggested by him was non-existent. In fact, after examination of the Granth, it had earlier been categorically declared that there had been no such obliteration as later indicated by him. Since in both the cases the target of attack is the authenticity of the Aad Granth, the scholar involved is the same, and the factual basis of the attack is either absent, incorrect or baseless, the perception of the Sikh scholars is that the work done is biased and motivated. Facts being as they are, we wonder if anyone can object to these natural perceptions. When confronted and accused of blasphemy, to turn round and say that he had 'abandoned the notion', or only raised 'questions' or made 'surmises' is too simplistic an argument to be rationally acceptable. To make unwarranted attacks against the authenticity of a Scripture of another religion is indefensible. The surprising part is that none of his group have realised the enormity of the lapse, and preference seems to have been given to observance of group loyalties. On the other hand, the friends of the Professor have all the years been raising the chorus that they are specially trained in Western methodology and that the scholars in India, being from local universities financed by the state, are committed to old perceptions. But apparently the particular speciality of these scholars and the field in which they outshine, appears evident from the two afore-mentioned instances.

In 1990 Sikh scholars, many Sikh organizations and Sikh
representatives from Toronto approached the University with details of a critical review of Dr. McLeod's work. But, the proposal for clarification was spurned, rather the response was accusatory; "the proper thing for such critics to do is to withdraw their criticisms explicitly in public and in published form. "We are ready before any academic forum to show that MS 1245 is unauthentic and not an early draft. If McLeod and O'Connell, who are so much proud of their method, cannot prove its authenticity, they should withdraw the blasphemous observations in public and in published form. Infact, all the formulations of Dr. McLeod have been challenged, and perfectly rational conclusions to the contrary have been drawn using sound methodology. Proceedings of such seminars have been published and are available for scrutiny. Issues have been clearly defined and must be taken up for dispassionate academic discussion instead of making tall claims that stand exposed in the case of Pashaura Singh's thesis.

It is learnt from reliable sources that there are words in English and some lines in Punjabi recorded on the manuscript in the handwriting of a Prof. indicating that the introduction of the manuscript may be fraudulent and needs investigation.

By using unauthentic MS 1245 the so-called methodological atheists have clearly shown the true nature of their scholarship. Nobody is objecting to any research, whether genuine or faulty, but the issue is : Honest Research VS Unethical or Blasphemous production. As Guru Granth is the living Guru of the Sikhs, any attack on its authenticity and integrity will never go unanswered. We do not see any problem between believers and critical scholars. But in this case it is obvious that production has been done without any sense of rationality, responsibility or accountability. We hope that the international response of 34 scholars would be a reasonable encounter and create intelligent goodwill that will help permanently to stop any production of unethical or spurious work. For, it will create, maturity of understanding and cooperation among all concerned and will build and promote authentic Sikh studies and the Sikh way of life in Canada and the United States.

In order to clarify the confusion that has been raised by the two scholars, it is necessary to publish the various papers and reviews that have appeared from time to time on the issues. The experience of the last two decades shows that prejudices have to
be shed and caustic observations avoided, and instead, the only useful path would be that of dialogue and discussion, preceded by a detailed study of the Sikh Scripture which is prominently missing from the academic equipment of practically all the existing scholars claiming use of critical methodology. For, no understanding of the Sikh religion and its history can be rational or authentic, until the study both of the Guru Granth Sahib and the history of the Guru period is combined. Otherwise, unidimensional studies cannot obviously be objective or valid, much less profound.

The editor is particularly grateful to all the scholars for contributing stimulating articles which express their concerns over this PhD dissertation. It is also our great pleasure to express our thanks to various International Sikh organisations and the Sikh Community of North America for their contributions, cooperation, and participation in taking up this cause of the community and Sikh Studies.
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BLASPHEMOUS ATTACKS
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It is well-known that Christian missions started their activities in the Punjab in the second half of the nineteenth century. A Missionary Centre was started at Batala. Evidently, the object was to spread Christianity, and wean away people from their existing religions. At Amritsar Sikh students of a Mission School were openly sought to be converted to Christianity. The response from the Singh Sabha successfully checked these attacks from the Mission. Later, the Akali Movement in the early twenties brought about an awakening among the Sikh masses, and the missionary activities of the Batala Group were virtually stopped. However, the Mission changed its tactics, and started another line of attack. It opened a Centre of Sikh Studies. The activities of some of its functionaries as the facts seem to disclose, have been subversive of the Sikh ideology and its institutions. In this paper we shall deal with their sustained attack on the authenticity of Guru Granth Sahib.

Guru Granth Sahib - A Unique Scripture:

The Sikh Scripture, is unique in many ways. It completely embodies the Sikh ideology, and lays down firm foundations of all Sikh doctrines. Second, these principles are not man-made, but are spiritually revealed. The Gurus say: (1) "O, Lalo, I express what the Lord conveys me to speak." (2) "Nanak says the words of Truth, he expresses only the Truth, it is time to convey the Truth" (3) "I have expressed only what You made me say." (4) "I have no voice of my own, all what I have said, is His Command." (5) Guru's words are divine nectar (Amrit). These quench all spiritual thirst." (6) "Consider the Bani of the Satguru the words of Truth. "O, Sikh, it is the Lord who makes me convey them." The message is repeatedly stressed by the Gurus in Bani. Third, this Scripture stands authenticated by the Guru himself. Nothing that is revealed in Gurbani, is outside it. As such, it is unalterable. Lastly, the revealed Bani or Shabad
has been declared the Living Guru of the Sikhs. In contrast, all other scriptures of the world are man-made, compiled or recorded centuries or decades after the demise of the concerned prophet. For these reasons, there are a spate of controversies, and a growing crop of literature that casts doubt about the real message or canon of the prophet concerned.

**Kartarpuri Bir Inspected:**

The above gives the context as to why the Batala functionaries may be uneasy, and, seemingly, seek crudely to strike at the unshakable ideological base of Sikhism and its established canon.

In 1945-46 there was a case going on between the SGPC and the Kartarpur Sodhis about the custody of the Kartarpuri Bir. It is unanimously accepted as the original Aad Granth, compiled by Guru Arjun Dev himself in 1604 A.D. The date of writing it, is recorded in the Granth itself, and it is authenticated by the Guru by writing his Nishim which is indexed in the List of Contents. During this period the Commission was allowed access to the Bir comprising three persons, namely, Rev. CH. Loehlin of the Batala Mission, br. J.C. Archer, and Dr. Jodh Singh. They made separate examination of it. The notes of their examinations are extremely revealing as to the approach and the mind of these persons. Evidently, the most important fact about the originality or the authenticity of a document is the date of its writing, besides its author or scribe. It is undoubted that the date of writing the Kartarpuri Bir is given at the very beginning of it. What is extremely significant, is that the dates of demise of the first four Gurus are in one handwriting and are in the same shade of ink and manner. The date of demise of the Fifth Guru is also recorded by the same scribe, but the shade of ink is different as also the words thereof, because in this case, even the day, apart from the date of demise, is indicated.

**Batala Group misrepresents authenticity of Adi Granth.**

We give below the observations of these three scholars who in a way reported their findings at the Punjab History Conference held in November 1965.

Loehlin read his paper in which he produces both his
observations and those of Archer. They had full access to the Granth. In his own observations, he completely omits reference to the date on the Bir, including the clear proof as follows from the record about dates of death of the first five Gurus. He records that in the very beginning, there is Guru Arjun’s writing as the nishan of the Guru. But he says that there are no signatures, little knowing that the recording of signatures was never an Indian practice then, and that the only and the recognised method of authentication was putting of Mul Mantar, called Nishan” by the Guru on any Holy Granth. Similarly, Archer, while admitting the presence of the Index and mention of the Nishan of Guru Arjun therein, makes a very misleading observation that the Bir bears no dates and that its authenticity cannot be proved. Further, in this paper it is recorded that the problem of the book is acute and although the Granth is said to have been dictated by Guru Arjan Dev, yet its textual criticism like that of the Christian Scripture would be necessary. The paper records: “The observations are not so superficial, as they might at first seem. For one thing, Dr. Archer’s statements are those of a trained observer. Both are the reactions of friendly critics, who know how irreplaceable such a book is. Both are from men who have had to study the involved subject of textual study of the Christian Scripture.” Such self-recommendations by the author about the two observers in an academic paper is extremely uncommon and indeed amusing. How ‘friendly’ the two observers are, is evident from the fact that their eyes remain closed to see dates on the Bir and the proof of its writing, as was clear from the dates of demise of the five Gurus, and the traditional Nishan of the Fifth Guru. Not only do they omit every fact about the date and authenticity of the Bir, but they also go on narrating its non existent defects and recommending textual criticism by these two ‘friends’. Archer also goes to the extent of making a mis-statement that the date is not there. That the omission and self recommendations of these friendly critics, seemingly deliberate, were made with apparently unfortunate objectives, is evident from the paper of Jodh Singh, the third person who also saw the Bir. His paper contributed at the same Conference,
not only gives the date of the Bir, but also explains cogently the blank spaces and other seeming objections raised by Loehlin and Archer. Since Jodh Singh’s paper at the Conference exposed the superficial scholarship, and perhaps also their intentions, the Batala Mission remained quiet for some time.

McLeod Suggests Adi Granth is Tampered with:

But in 1975 the attack was repeated by W.H. McLeod, a Batala trained ex-employee of the Mission, in his book 'Evolution of the Sikh Community'. He went a step further from the attempts of Loehlin and Archer. He wrote that the Kartapuri Bir, was not the original one and that the Banno Bir was the original Bir which had a hymn by the Fifth Guru, recording the alleged Tonsure ceremony of the Sixth Guru, conducted by Guru Arjun, and that probably the Sikhs had obliterated the hymn from the Bir at Kartarpur. He wrote "The conclusion which seems to be emerging with increasing assurance, was that the widely disseminated Banno version must represent the original text; and that the Kartarpuri manuscript must be a shortened version of the same text. A few portions must have been deleted because they could not be reconciled with beliefs subsequently accepted by the Panth. This much appears to be well-established..." "Later still, portions of the Kartarpuri manuscript (the original manuscript written by Bhai Gurdas) were rather ineptly obliterated in order to bring the two versions into line." "When the prohibition became mandatory, not merely for Jat Sikhs, but also those of other castes, the reference in the hymn could only be regarded as intolerable." McLeod's suggestion is that the Guru never prescribed the keeping of hair, and since it was a Jat cultural practice, others also started keeping their hair and the hymn in the Kartarpuri Bir was obliterated by the Sikhs. McLeod also pleads for textual examination, the same plan and pleas as made by the 'friendly' pair of scholars; earlier. The surprising parts of it are two. First, in 1968 had appeared Jodh Singh's detailed and meticulous record, page by page, of the Bir, along with clear reasons and conclusions of its being the original Adi Granth dictated by the Fifth Guru. He stated that the blank spaces were due to the reason that a fixed cluster of leaves was kept for each Raag, and since in some cases the cluster could not be filled from the available hymns, space at
its end remained blank. In fact, this was a clear additional proof of its authenticity. Dr. Jodh Singh's book clearly recorded that there was no obliteration of the Ramkali hymn at the place alleged by McLeod. Thus McLeod's suggestion about obliteration was blatantly unwarranted, incorrect and misleading. McLeod was well aware of the work of Jodh Singh which he quoted in his book. The second reason to doubt both McLeod's motive and scholarship is that he made these assertions without examining either the Kartarpuri Bir or the Banno Bir. Besides, he should have known that there was literature about the Banno Bir (Mahan Singh's book), saying that the recorded date on it showed that it was scribed in 1642 A.D., 38 years after the preparation of the Kartarpuri Bir, i.e., in the times of Guru Hargobind Sahib. Yet in his book of 1975, he wrote about four pages of his incorrect tirade against the Sikhs for obliterating the hymns and recommending textual examination.

**McLeod Repeats Blasphemy:**

The Batala Group did not rest at that. In 1979 a Conference of Sikh Studies was held at Berkeley, and both Loehlin and McLeod read papers on the Adi Granth. This time Loehlin was a little hesitant and, compared to McLeod, fair, and while he reproduced the statements of his own and those of Archer, he also gave some of the observations from Jodh Singh's paper of 1965 presented at the History Conference. But he repeated the mis-statement of Archer that there was no date on the Bir. He repeated this mis-statement, even though he knew it to be incorrect, simply because he wanted to repeat, as he did in the end, his earlier suggestion for textual criticism. Similarly, McLeod repeated his blasphemous and baseless statement that the Ramkali hymn had been obliterated and that the Banno Bir was the original one, even though he had still not examined either of them. He wrote, "The earliest, representing nearest approach to Guru Arjan's dictation would be Banno. The second, and intermediate recension bearing the actual marks of a later revision through the excision of unacceptable material, would be Kartarpur."

It was, however, on record that there was no obliteration of the Ramkali hymn in the Kartarpuri Bir (Jodh Singh's book of 1968), and that the Banno Bir had been scribed in 1642 A.D.
(Mahan Singh's book of 1952). Without examining the Bir and without caring to study the profuse and conclusive literature on the point, McLeod continued with his apparent blasphemy, even in 1989 in his book "The Sikhs". He wrote, "This comparison suggests that the Banno recension may actually represent the original text by Bhai Gurdas. The theory allows that the Kartarpur manuscript may well be the document recorded by Bhai Gurdas, but adds that if this is indeed the case, the original version has subsequently been amended by obliterating occasional portions of the text."

But the real facts are that not only had the examination of the Kartarpuri Bir by Jodh Singh (1968), Harbhajan Singh (1981) and Daljeet Singh (1987), been published proving unambiguously the authenticity of the Kartarpuri Bir, and accusing McLeod of making deliberate blasphemous statements, but many scholars like Mahan Singh (1952), the University Team from the GNDU Amritsar, Principal Harbhajan Singh (1981), and Professor Pritam Singh (1982-84), had published papers or reported that the Banno Bir had, on its own record, been scribed in 1642, and that even there the Ramkali hymn was just an interpolation made after that year. And yet over the years without examining the two Bir and disregarding the available published University and other literature on the issues, McLeod went on with his baseless and unethical attacks saying (a) that the Banno Bir was the original Bir, (b) that there was motivated obliteration of the Ramkali hymn in the Kartarpuri Bir, and (c) that textual criticism was necessary. One wonders if any further comments are necessary about his motives, level of scholarship and extraneous objectives. Textual Analysis:

Here, a few words about textual criticism and its relevance. As noted, except the Adi Granth, there is no scripture in the world that had been recorded either by or in the time of the original prophet. Whether it is the Torah, the Bible, the Dhamapada or the Quran, each was compiled and finalised after the demise of the prophet concerned. Hence the problems of correct canon or textual criticism, form criticism, redaction and like criticism have arisen. In the time between the demise of the prophet concerned and the date of its final compilation,
there had been many man-made versions of concerned scriptures or parts thereof. In fact, in the case of the Jewish and Christian scriptures there are innumerable intervening manuscripts suggesting one inference or the other. It has given unlimited mass of material to scholars to exercise their intellectual ability or give vent to their idiosyncracies, some of them even malicious. So much so, that on the basis of a doubtful and unproven manuscript, Morton Smith went to the extent of casting unbecoming aspersions on Jesus Christ. Now the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls in 1947 has put in confusion both the versions of the Talmud and the Bible. It is the unique vision of the Fifth Master that he eliminated all possibilities of such criticism by himself compiling and authenticating the Bani. Further, the Gurus established a tradition, in fact a firm direction, that since it was a revealed bani, no one had the right to change even a word of it, and that nothing outside the Guru Granth, unless a copy of it, is Gurbani. For, there could be no question for Guru Arjun, to leave Gurbani outside and not to include it in the Adi Granth. The Seventh Guru even banished his own son for changing a single word of it, and the Tenth Master was very angry with a Sikh who wrongly pronounced a word, which could be misconstrued to change the meaning of the hymn.

**Blasphemy Evident**

These being the facts and realities, the Batala missionary has gone out of the way to muddy the waters by making unethical and unwarranted statements. These opinions, besides being clear mis-statements, were unacademic, since these were made over the years without ever examining the Birs. These were written in clear contradiction to and in utter disregard of the readily available published literature on the subject before 1975 and 1979. Even a junior student of Sikhism knows that (a) the Kartarpuri Bir was dated and authentic, (b) that the Banno Bir was dated 1642 A.D. with a subsequent interpolation of the alleged Ramkali hymn, and (c) that the question of textual analysis could not arise in view of unambiguous statements of the Gurus, that the Bani was revealed and was authenticated by Guru Arjun himself. For these reasons, it would indeed, be arrogant for any scholar today (400 years later) to claim a better sense of judgement by suggesting that some
authentic Bani was, mistakenly or otherwise left out by the Guru. **McLeod Accused of Blasphemy:**

Thus the frivolous suggestions of the Batala Group died out, especially because McLeod had since lost all academic credibility by his having made baseless attacks against the Sikh scripture. In fact, in 1989-90 four Sikh Organizations wrote to the University demanding how McLeod, while knowing full well the truth from the publication of Dr. Jodh Singh had written page after page, suggesting 'inept deletion' of 'unacceptable' material from the Sikh Scripture, and how the University could defend such misconduct of their employee. Perhaps, in response to these accusations of blasphemy, he wrote a letter to the "India Abroad" in December of 1990 virtually saying that he had abandoned his doubts about the Kartarpuri Bir after reading Dr. Jodh Singh's book. It was a strange and unbelievable denial, because every blasphemous statement of McLeod, whether of 1975 or 1979 or 1989, had been made after the publication of Jodh Singh's book of 1968, knowledge of which he had even accepted in his book of 1975.

**Another Ghost Attack Starts:**

After his exposure, McLeod seemingly changed his plank of attack against the Adi Granth. In 1987, a paper under the caption "Need for Textual and Historical Criticism" appeared under the name of Loehlin in the Sikh Courier' (U.K.). Therein parts of Loehlin's paper which had been published in 'Sikh Studies' in Berkeley were reproduced. The unfortunate part which exposes the motive of the author, is that whereas the statement of Archer that the Kartarpuri Bir was undated and unauthentic, was reproduced, it omitted the portion of Jodh Singh's paper wherein he had categorically concluded that the Bir was original, because it was dated and authenticated with the Nishan of the Fifth Guru. The article noted that it was a reproduction of Loehlin's paper read at the Punjab History Conference and published in 1966. Evidently, this incongruous reference to Loehlin's Paper of 1965, 22 years old, by omitting reference to his later paper of Berkeley published in 1979, was significant, and perhaps deliberate, because evidently, the writer wanted to project the alleged faults of the Bir and to exclude from the notice of the readers, the views of Dr. Jodh Singh contradicting erroneous observations of Loehlin and
Archer, that had appeared in the Proceedings of the Punjab History Conference of 1965 and the Berkeley Conference of 1979. Further, even the foot-note was incorrect, because the present article contains considerable additional material, referring to the writings of Giani Partap Singh regarding Dasam Granth, to Grewal and Bal's book on Guru Gobind Singh, to the event of the creation of Khalsa, and to Dr. Radhakrishnan's observations in the Sacred Writings of the Sikhs. These additional 2 or 3 columns of the article concluded with the suggestion: "Western friends of Sikhism and Sikhs likewise have noted this lack of critical interest on the part of Sikhs. Fortunately many of their scholars and research experts are doing research of textual and historical problems."

The new concluding para exposes the objective of republishing an old paper. For, it was sought to be made a preparatory ground for reviving a dead issue. The anomalous part is that even the note "A Paper read at the Punjab History Conference and published in the proceedings, 1966" is also not quite accurate, since the article contains considerable additional material with a new slant. Second, The Western 'friends' of Sikhs would seem to be, perhaps, none other than the 'friendly' McLeod of the Batala Group and his student, Pashaura Singh, who had taken up research on the issue in 1987. Third, Loehlin who died in August 1987, stood admitted since 1983 to an old Home for Ex-missionaries in California, and was understood to have been incapable, since 1983 of doing any academic work. Further, according to the records of the Home he is reported neither to have written nor revised any such paper. Dr. Amrit Singh and Dr. J.S. Mann visited the Home and talked to Mr. Rollings, Executive Director of the Home, where Loehlin had lived since 1981. After the visit, Dr. Mann wrote to Mr. Rollins by way of confirmation of the information Mr. Rollins had conveyed to them. He says, "You also reviewed the above two papers published under the name of Dr. C. Loehlin in spring - summer of 1987 and March - April of 1990, as I had faxed you on October 7 of 1992. For the sake of records I am confirming our discussion and your opinion that 'You knew Dr. Loehlin very closely, and in your personal recollection since 1983 (when you joined the centre) till his death, and also review of records of Westminster Gardens reflect that till his death Dr. Loehlin did not publish any article during his stay at Westminster Gardens'."
I also contacted Mrs. Marian Davies (Dr. C. Loehlin’s daughter) via telephone on October 6th, 1992. She also does not recall that her Dad published any article on Sikhism in later years of his life when he moved to Westminster Gardens”. This clearly proves that the real author of the paper is not Loehlin. Because Loehlin never worked at Berkeley, and could never describe himself as from Berkeley as noted in the ghost article.

Another incongruous and surprising event is that the same paper by Loehlin under the same heading was published in the Sikh Review of March - April 1990, making a plea for textual analysis of the Bir, even though Loehlin had died three years earlier. Unfortunately, this time, even the note that it was a reproduction of the earlier paper was not there, giving thereby the impression that the article contained new academic research about the allegedly undated Bir. Thus even though exposed about his earlier statements regarding the authenticity of the Kartarpuri Bir and the alleged deletions, it appears that someone again resorted to pleas for textual examination under the name of a dead ex-Batala Missionary. Evidently, all this is inexplicable as a normal or ethical academic activity.

**A Proxy Attack against the Bir Starts:**

Having failed to attack the authenticity of the Guru Granth, an obvious question arises, as to who is the ghost author or body sending articles in the name of a dead Loehlin, making misrepresentations that the Bir is undated and pleading for textual analysis, (which is supposed to have begun, or been taken up by ‘friendly’ persons)? Facts tend to point out that it could be an ex-Batala man behind it. His antecedents suggest an apparent bias against the Sikh Scripture, because, without examining it, he went to the extent of making incorrect suggestions about its being a tampered with or forged Granth. Second is the subsequent coincident event as to who has implemented the suggestion in the paper about textual analysis that appeared in the name of dead Loehlin. In the same period, about 1987, it is McLeod who, as supervisor, and Pashaura Singh, as his student, who took up the so-called research on the text of Adi Granth. Pashaura Singh in his dissertation, guided by McLeod at Toronto starts his chapter on Textual Analysis with the observation and a quotation from the ghost paper of 1987; "In the 1940's two Western scholars,
J.C. Archer and CH. Loehlin, had an opportunity to take a look at the Kartarpuri Bir. Although their comments are mainly concerned with the internal physiognomy of the manuscript, they have, nevertheless, stressed the need for textual and historical criticism of the Adi Granth. To quote Dr. Loehlin: The Sikhs will hold a unique position among the religions of the world, if they prove through careful textual criticism the widely accepted belief that the Kartarpuri Granth is the MS dictated by Guru Arjan.'

**Concept of a Draft:**

A significant and fundamental fact of Pashaura Singh's accepted dissertation is the ridiculous theory of a draft by Guru Arjun, based on a manuscript which is without antecedents, without history, without date, and without scribe's name, that was first heard of only in 1987. A very revealing fact is that this draft theory of Pashaura Singh is presumably based on the phoney idea of his supervisor, Dr. McLeod, which he brought into print (suggesting the theory of draft) in his book of 1975. He wrote, "Another has suggested that the present manuscript must be a first draft, subsequently amended by the Guru himself". (the manuscript referred to is the Kartarpuri Bir). The foot-note about the 'another person' who made the suggestion, is as follows: "This opinion was advanced orally during the discussion which followed the reading of Dr. Loehlin's paper, 'A Westner looks at the Kartarpur Granth' at the First Session of the Punjab History Conference. "The name of another person, is not given, and there is no reference or record of that person or anyone giving, the draft idea, in the Conference Proceedings. Perhaps, it may not be inaccurate to suggest that the another person', author of draft idea, may be none other than Pashaura Singh's guide.

Here a few words about the irrelevance of the draft idea. In the available literature about the Adi Granth, the draft concept has been unknown. Because, this is just a modern western concept, and because, a draft in relation to the Adi Granth is a contradiction in terms. The bani being revealed, had only to be copied or compiled. A draft has to be made about something that is half baked, sketchy, preparatory or rough, or something about which ideas are not clear or have yet to be formed or finalized. As such, to the concept of revealed and unalterable
Bani, as emphasised by the Gurus themselves, the idea of a draft is inapplicable. Second, it would be impossible to think of drafts, when a sacred Granth of over 1400 pages has to be copied. As stated already, both the concepts of textual analysis and a draft are in the case of the Bani of the five Gurus. It is to eliminate all possibilities of controversy or confusion of authenticity that Guru Arjun took the sagacious step of compilation and authentication. Unfortunately, McLeod is obsessed by the presence of such confusion and controversy regarding Christian and Jewish Scriptures, finalised centuries after Christ and Moses, respectively. They never recorded or authenticated their thought in their own times. What is available are often unowned, or sketchy manuscripts mostly in parts or patches. It is from these that the Scripture or the Canon has to be constructed (not reconstructed, because there never was an original in full, or complete) by men of variant beliefs, prejudices, abilities or learning. The Scripture had to be finalised by a process of consensus, possibility, feasibility and even guess by men, who, as professor Nichols emphasises, have or had culture entirely different from the earlier culture of the prophets and their times. Accordingly, when anyone has to construct, frame or finalise a scripture, or even to interpret it, he has to take into consideration the principles of form or redaction criticisms. For, there is nothing given or authenticated before him. The present scholar is as much human as the one who made an earlier construction or interpretation from the portions or fragments from the works of the earlier writers. For, no earlier prophet authenticated his message. Because of the uncertainty and the lack of authenticity of the original works of the prophets, concepts of form or textual analysis or man-made drafts have some relevance. Evidently, McLeod's ideas of textual criticisms, drafts and hermeneutics are conditioned by the Christian background. These ideas are irrelevant and inapplicable to Sikhism where the Scripture, as now universally accepted by all, was authenticated by the Fifth Master himself, declaring it to be both revealed and final. Sniping by 'friends' apart, this is the academic and real position, as given to us by the Fifth Master.

**Manuscript 1245:**

Now we come to Manuscript 1245 on which Pashaura Singh
Builds the entire edifice of his Ph.D. thesis. He calls it a draft of the Adi Granth prepared by Guru Arjun through Bhai Gurdas.

(a) The raft theory, we find, is too flimsy to sustain. But Pashaura Singh seems to know of no wavering from the thinking or plan of his supervisor, the ex-Batala Missionary.

(b) The second significant feature of MS 1245 is the coincidence of its sudden appearance, almost from the blue, on the shelf of an Amritsar dealer and its purchase by the University in 1987. It is also in 1987 that the ghost article, recommending textual criticism and announcing the start of work by Western Sikh 'friends' appears. Again, it is in 1987 that Pashaura Singh supervised by McLeod takes up the subject of textual criticism for his Ph.D. work. It is difficult to dispel the thought that this triple coincidence of events in 1987 has an adverse significance for the authenticity of MS 1245 or that all this has some connection with the traditional plan of 'muddying' the waters.

(c) The third unfortunate fact is the history or lack of history of MS 1245. It has no history whatsoever. The entire literature of Sikhism, including the Survey List of Shams her Singh's Catalogue of old manuscripts, or the Sikh tradition does not refer to its existence anywhere.

(d) The dealer who sold it in 1987 does not know of its history. The dealer's supposed note typed on the manuscript is very revealing. It contains almost every argument Pashaura Singh had given to suggest its antiquity, namely, its having been with Baba Budha whose hymn is written on it, its not having Bhagat Bani, its having Satgur Prasad and not Gurprasad, its not having the line of Aad Sach, jugad Sach, etc. On an oral and lengthy examination of the dealer, Harbhajan Singh, by scholars, he stated that he got this manuscript (which he said was the only one he had and sold it to the GND University in 1986 or 1987) from Rajasthan, alongwith a few other Mehrban group (Meena) books. He repeatedly mentioned its Mehrban antecedents. He did not say a word about its other noted characters or its Baba Budha antecedents. This would appear to suggest that the distorted note was written at the instance of someone else, and for that reason, the dealer had no idea or remembrance whatsoever of its contents. His only recollection was that it was a Mehrban Granth which he sold
On interview, the renowned successor, Sant Baba Darshan Singh, at the seat of Baba Budha, clearly stated that there was no handwritten Bir linked with Guru Arjun or Baba Budha with them, and that the question of selling such a prize, if available could never arise. He also said that they had never known of Baba Budha jee having composed any poem or bani, and gave a written statement to that effect. But the most inexplicable fact is the complete silence of Pashaura Sigh about its history. He founds almost all of his conclusions, largely on this manuscript, and yet he says nothing about its source or custody during the preceding 400 years. There is not even a word suggesting that he made any attempts to trace its past or inquire from the dealer or elsewhere, its history, which is the basic requirement of the reliability of a manuscript. He makes a clear reference, without any supportive evidence or inquiry, that the manuscript had remained with the family of Baba Budha. But equally intriguing is the fact that although he was in Amritsar for about a week, and MS 1245 is the corner stone of his thesis, yet he never cared to verify its history from the well known Gurdwara or Centre of Baba Budha where the present successor is Sant Baba Darshan Singh, who lives only a few miles away from Amritsar. The successors at the Baba Budha centre completely deny any knowledge of it. All this demolishes the reliability or value of the manuscript. One wonders if a scholar working for a Ph.D. thesis could be so blissfully ignorant, smug, or unconcerned about the history of the basic manuscript of his work. Equally intriguing is the apparent lack of concern on the part of the supervisor in this respect.

(e) The Japuji in MS 1245 is virtually the same as in Mehrban literature. This with the presence of a couplet with the word Nanak seeking to attribute its authorship to the Guru, even though it is not Gurbani, shows that it is a Mina collection. One of the reasons for preparation of the Adi Granth was the circulation of such misleading hymns. All this and the clear statement of the dealer that he got it from Rajasthan from a Mehrban group, establishes its Mehrban or Mina character.

(f) Lack of consistency is always a natural proof of one's bias or motive. In 1975 McLeod attacked the authenticity of the
Kartarpuri Bir saying that the Banno bir was original, because it contained more material than the Kartarpuri Bir, "The conclusion which seems to be emerging with increasing assurance was that the widely disseminated Banno version must represent the original text; and that the Kartarpur manuscript must be a shortened version of the same text." Now Pashaura Singh, approved by McLeod, uses manuscript 1245 to attack the authenticity of the Kartarpuri Bir, because it is a shorter version, "If the standard rule of textual criticism that "the shorter reading is to be preferred to the longer one ( ) is considered, the text of this manuscript comes out to be the earlier than the famous Kartarpuri manuscript." Both Pashaura Singh and his supervisor seek to attack the authenticity of Kartarpuri Bir on the basis of MS 1245, even though it is a Mina collection, and is, as facts prove conclusively, a post-1606 manuscript.

(g) Intriguing also is the contrast of approach of McLeod, to this manuscript, which is brought forward to oppose the authentic Sikh Scripture, on the one hand, and to the views attacking the Kartarpuri Bir, on the other. The Adi Granth is dated, and it has the Nishan, which is virtually the signature of the Fifth Guru. The Nishan is listed in the Table of Contents. Besides, the notes of dates of demise of the first four Gurus and the note regarding the Fifth Guru are in different shades of ink, although both are in the hand of Bhai Gurdas. All this, its proper custody over the centuries, and numerous other internal and external pieces of evidence, prove its authenticity. Despite the knowledge of this conclusive evidence, McLeod wrote in his Berkeley paper of 1979, doubting the authenticity of Kartarpuri Bir, One is the obscurity which envelops a significant period of the text's actual history." And similarly, Archer wrote in his article, "It is said that Guru Tegh Bahadur hid it once for 14 days in the river Beas to protect it but there are no signs of water damage." He concluded that "Its authenticity cannot be proved." In one case the alleged uncertainty of custody for 14 days disproofs the authenticity of a manuscript, but in the other case its lack of history or knowledge of custody for 400 years is ignored as of no consequence. As against it, MS 1245 has no date, no Nishan of the Fifth Guru, and no clues about its scribe, or the history of its custody in 400 years. And yet,
McLeod seems to have suddenly turned the Nelson's eye to all this. Bias could be a reason for such incongruous conduct.

(h) There is another intriguing contrast. Whereas the Kartarpuri Bir contains the Fifth Guru's Nishan, MS 1245, according to Pashaura Singh, and as seen by us, has a forged Nishan pasted on it which is considered to be that of the Ninth Guru, on the basis of identity of handwriting. But the owner represents this Nishan as that of the Sixth Guru. And yet, on the basis of MS 1245, whose owner has evidently forged the Nishan of the Sixth Guru, Pashaura Sigh and his Supervisor suggest that Guru Arjun made theological changes in the Bani of Guru Nanak. We wonder if modem scholarship or textual criticism involves attacking authentic Scripture on the basis of a forged manuscript, especially when even its owner does not pretend to claim it as of Guru Arjun's period. No one can be to blame, if such 'friendly Western scholarship' is considered to be suspect, and to have brought its reputation to an unenviable level.

(i) MS 1245 is not a Bir. It is just a collection of 'hymns recording as the scribe has been able to find them. The collection includes both Bani and non-Bani, and the hymns stand recorded without any order of ragas or any other order as in the Adi Granth. It is significant that the dates of demise of first five Gurus are written on leaf 1255. Normally these dates are written either in the beginning or at the end of a manuscript. But even after writing these dates on leaf 1255, the scribe went on collecting upto leaf 1266, the Bani of third, fourth and fifth Gurus as well as non-Bani. The recording is all haphazard, without any system or sequence of any kind. By no stretch of reason can the manuscript be called a Bir or a draft. It is just an odd recording of available hymns the scribe could lay his hands upon.

(j) There is another intriguing fact. We are not told that MS 1245 has any known history. It entered the vision of academic forum in 1987 after it was listed in the university catalogue following its purchase. The entire thesis of Pashaura Singh and the arguments of textual analysis are largely based on this manuscript. Without it, Pashaura Singh could make no comparison or progress in the field of his research, because in the Sikh academic world no such manuscript or first draft has
ever been mentioned. Neither Pashaura Singh nor McLeod ever visited Amristar after the cataloguing of this manuscript until 1990. How is that Pashaura Singh chose the subject and his supervisor approved of it, when both of them had no knowledge of the existence of MS 1245, or anything like it, in the absence of which no one could make any headway in this field? Besides this a number of other questions arise. Did Pashaura Singh know of it and its contents? Did he include mention of its basic importance in his synopsis? If so, who conveyed the presence and the detailed contents of MS 1245 to him in 1987 so as to give him both material and confidence to start his textual venture? In the background of ghost articles the truth may be quite revealing.

**MS 1245 was Scribed after 1606 A.D.**

As one fact alone is enough to knock the bottom of the dating or period regarding the time of scribing of MS 1245, we need not go into many other details and facts. Manuscript 1245, according to Pashaura Singh, contains the dates of demise of all the first five Gurus. He writes that they are in the same hand, and although he gives no reasons for it, he says that the date of the Fifth Guru was recorded later. The factual position, as clear from our examination, and the photocopy of the five dates, is that the dates of demise of all the five Gurus are in one hand and in the same shade of ink. This shows conclusively that the manuscript was scribed after the demise of the Fifth Guru (1606). And, thus, the question of its being a draft by Guru Arjun cannot arise. Accordingly, the entire rationale of the thesis of Pashaura Singh regarding alleged changes by Guru Arjun becomes baseless. Pashaura Singh well understood the significance of this feature of the manuscript. Therefore, he appears to have been obliged to make the mis-statement that the date of demise of the Fifth Guru had been written later, although, he could give no reason to support it, since the hand and shade of ink were the same. Second, the scribe or the owner of the manuscript does not attempt to give by way of the forged Nishan of the Sixth Guru, a date earlier than the period of Guru Hargobind. This shows that its being a manuscript of a time prior to 1606 is out of the question, and was not claimed as such. Actually the handwriting of Nishan shows it to be of 10th Guru, and, thus MS 1245 could only be of the time of the
Pashaura Singh's guess about the scribe of MS 1245 is also untenable. He conceded that although the handwriting of the scribe does not match with that of Bhai Gurdas in the Kartarpuri Bir, Bhai Gurdas must have improved it by the time he wrote Guru Arjun's Granth. Seemingly, he also improved his knowledge of Gurmukhi writing, since MS 1245 is not written in the kind of script with matras, in vogue in the period of the Fifth Master. Further, if Bhai Gurdas wrote MS 1245, how did this manuscript travel from the Bhallas to the area of the Baba Budha family? Since the handwriting of all the five dates is the same, as seen by us, the 'improvement of handwriting' theory of Pashaura Singh falls to the ground and the scribe could never be Bhai Gurdas. For, the five dates stand written simultaneously by the same scribe. And, what was the need of writing the date of demise of the Fifth Guru, if it was merely a discarded draft? Further, why were the dates of demise of subsequent Gurus not mentioned? Evidently, the writer never intended to claim a date prior to 1606 A.D., i.e., the period of the Sixth Guru, which is fixed by the author having forged the Nishan of Guru Hargobind. Just as the author of the manuscript has, by the pasted forged Nishan, sought to extend his ambitious claim about the time of scribing MS 1245, Pashaura Singh has now so irrationally sought further to extend that period to the time of the Fifth Master.

The fact that the dates of demise are on leaf 1255 and the scribe records the Bani of Gurus and other hymns on the subsequent over twenty pages, shows clearly that manuscript continued under use and preparation even after 1606 A.D. Further, the manuscript has a hymn alleged to be of Baba Budha in which the author uses the word 'Nanak' for himself, as was done by the Gurus. This fact, as referred to earlier alone is sufficient to prove that MS 1245 is spurious, and is a production of an anti-Guru or anti-Sikh section. Because a devout Sikh would never pass his own poetry as Bani of Guru Nanak or his successors. Such pretentious profanity on the part of Baba Budha is inherently impossible.

**Available Material is Unauthentic:**

As it is, there are hundreds of manuscripts of the Aad Granth, with private owners and in the Sikh Gurdwaras.
Everywhere the owners keep them with utmost respect and veneration, and usually try to establish their antiquity by linking them with one of the Gurus or some other historic figure. Yet, so far, never has the story of a draft or the claim of a Bir being earlier than 1604 A.D. been made. This is the deadline, because, in the existing tradition, history and facts, everyone knows that any claim beyond that date would be unacceptable and even ridiculous. The earliest story in this regard was the Banno story, claiming the simultaneous scribing of the Bir by Bhai Banno in 1604 AD. The facts have conclusively revealed that the story has no basis, and that this Bir is dated 1642 AD. Human ingenuity can be unlimited but so far no one has dared to claim the existence of a manuscript of the Adi Granth earlier than that of 1604 AD. Of course this 'research' has now come from the so-called 'friendly Western scholarship'. The point to stress is that there are innumerable hand-written copies of the Adi Granth. If this kind of irrational claim is entertained, anyone can come forward with spurious arguments, seeking to claim authenticity for his Bir, and to 'muddy' the waters.

**Need for Investigation to Stop Malpractice:**

One fact more needs to be mentioned. After the destruction of the Sikh Reference Library in 1984, the story is current that many of its manuscripts are still available and persons are making claims of their ability to procure them for a price. Such trade is said to be going on both inside and outside India. MS 1245 could be part of the goods being traded about. It is, therefore, essential that the entire transaction and the matter be looked into.

**Significance of Kartarpuri Bir:**

The creation of the Kartarpuri Bir or the authenticated Adi Granth by the Fifth Master is a landmark in academic and religious history, which, apart from showing the Guru's vision and sagacity, has the deepest significance. The Guru had all the authentic material available to him. The Sikh Sangat of the time, although sizeable, was well known to the Guru. Second, the Bani of the earlier Gurus, if claimed to be present with any Sikh, could not remain unknown or undisclosed to the Guru. In fact, every claim of such Bani in existence would have been proudly and voluntarily offered to the Gurus. The Fifth Master
took a long period to complete the Bir, which he considered to be sacred. Every Bani, hymn or couplet in the Adi Granth is numbered, with progressive totals indicated in the text. These are also listed in the Table of Contents. It shows his decision to make sure that no one could in the future make any interpolation or change in the text. He would certainly have exercised utmost care to ascertain the authenticity of the material before recording it in his Adi Granth. We have the story of Pransangli which was obtained from Ceylon, but later rejected as unauthentic on scrutiny. We can be absolutely sure that any Bani in existence at that time, was available to him. It is rather far fetched that after 400 years someone should come forward and claim a greater sense of discrimination, spiritual perception, vision or ability to know or test the authenticity of the Bani, than Guru Arjun Dev ji. His preparation of the Adi Granth was a clear declaration of three facts. One, that the Bani in the Adi Granth is the only true Bani of the Gurus. Two, that no Bani of the Gurus has been left out by him outside the Adi Granth. Three, that any claimed existence of the Bani could not be true, since the same would have been scrutinized and tested by the Fifth Master himself. Obviously any claim made subsequent to that would be meaningless, since in the above context post-facto claims would always be spurious. It is also impossible that anyone withheld any Bani from the Fifth Master, only to disclose it now. The Gurus lived for over a hundred years after 1604 AD., and there is no record of any additional Bani having been offered during this period. Only the Bani of the Ninth Master was included in the Guru Granth. The Guru has given us not only an authentic Scripture but also a supreme touchstone to test whether anything produced or represented by anyone is Gurbani or not. The corollary of Guru’s edict or decision is that any suggestion of a hymn which is outside the Adi Granth, being called Gurbani is a clear act of blasphemy.  

From the above context one conclusion is inevitable. Since the very object of Guru Arjun was to locate, identify and compile authentic Bani in order to exclude all pretensions that were being made about it in some quarters, including Minas, what he included in the Adi Granth, is the only true text of the Bani. Consequently even if there was anything elsewhere in a form
different from that in the Adi Granth, the logical corollary, is that it was either spurious or stood incorrectly recorded, which the reason for the Fifth Master having rejected it or having rejected it in the form in which it was there.

It is sheer illogic of Pashaura Singh’s argument, that has led him to make the main suggestion that Guru Arjun changed his own Bani in the final Adi Granth. The evident, the logical and the simple inference is that the scribe of MS 1245 has wrongly copied not only the Bani of Guru Nanak but also of Guru Arjun, and has forged the Nishan of the Sixth Guru to claim authenticity and hide the spurious character of his work. It is the good luck of the scribe of MS 1245 that posthumously he has found in Pashaura Singh and his supervisor enthusiastic advocates and logicians who have called his work an original compilation. If the topsy turvy logic of Pashaura Singh is to be followed, every plagiarist would claim to be the author and every author would be in the dock.

**Baseless Insinuations:**

Pashaura Singh seeks to depict the Fifth Master almost as a political figure, anxious to attract followers in order to gain socio-political prominence and standing. He writes, "their (Ravidas’s and Dhana’s hymns) inclusion in the scriptures reflects a situation wherein the followers of those Bhagats (The Jats and Cobbblers) were attracted to the Sikh fold in large numbers." "Although Kabir is prominently represented in the Sikh Scripture followed by Namdev, Ravidas and Sheikh Farid, eleven other figures from different regions and castes are given a token representation to justify the Sikh claim to universality". Further it is the same logic that makes Pashaura Singh also to say, because of the absence of Bhagat Bani in MS 1245, that the reasons for inclusion of some Bhagat Bani in the Adi Granth were not ideological but mundane or almost political. For he writes regarding the Bani of Bhagat Dhana, "Its later adgition may reflect a situation when Jats were attracted into the Sikh fold in large numbers. It should be emphasised that the inclusion of Bhagat Bani in the Adi Granth, may have been motivated primarily by the popular impulse of the times in which different sectarian traditions (Sampradays) were equally involved ..."
Change of Guru Nanak's Bani Theologically Impossible:

We have already given reasons why a change in revealed Bani is a theological contradiction. So far as Guru Nanak's Bani is concerned, it is doubly so, because his spiritual status has been recognised to be unique and exalted. As explained by Bhai Gurdas in his 20th Var, Guru Nanak was Guru or Gurmukh from the very start, and received directly the Grace of God. But every other Guru, as stated in the Var, was first a Gursikh, and subsequently became the beneficiary of His Grace through Guru Nanak or his successor. Accordingly it is an inherent theological impossibility that Guru Arjun could ever think of altering the Bani of Guru Nanak, much less his theology.

Mohan Pothis:

Apparently Pashaura Singh's presumption is that Mohan Pothis were got recorded at the instance of the Third Master. This presumption is also baseless. For, the date on one of the Mohan Pothis as claimed and recorded, is 1595 AD. Evidently to give priority to Mohan Pothis by calling them a pre-Fifth Guru manuscript, is as ridiculous as to consider MS 1245 with the forged Nishan of the Sixth Guru, to be an earlier draft. While there can be some plausible reasons for considering a manuscript to actually be of a date later than the one recorded on it, it is absurd to attribute to it a date earlier than the one written thereon. The story about Mohan Pothis is impossible and self-contradictory. Because, it is unthinkable that the Third Master after having appointed Guru Ram Das as his successor, would give the Bani got dictated by him to his adversary who openly refused to recognise the Fourth Master. The hymn in the manuscript cursing those who did not recognise their 'Hundi', could only be from a frustrated and discarded group and never from the benevolent and beneficient Guru.

Conclusion:

Our review of Pashaura Singh's thesis supervised by McLeod leads to some clear conclusions: (1) For several individually conclusive reasons, like forged Nishan of the Sixth Guru, the one-time record of the dates of demise of the first five Gurus, its lack of known writer (or scribe), dating, history, etc., MS 1245 is obviously of a date far later than 1606 AD. (2) Because of a couplet with the word Nanak now attributed to Baba Budha, it is certain that the manuscript is the preparation of
someone in the anti-Sikh quarters, i.e., the Mehrban group as also disclosed by the dealer. (3) There are numerous factors and facts to suggest that in the preparation of the thesis the concerned persons have crossed bounds of academic propriety and made statements that are apparently indefensible or blasphemous. For example, it is not possible for a disinterested person to ignore that (a) In 1975 McLeod wrote that in the Adi Granth, now Guru Granth Sahib, 'inept deletions' of an unacceptable hymn' had been made, and even when he knew from Jodh Singh's book that there were no such deletions, and even when he had never examined the Kartarpuri Bir, and the Banno Bir, for which he claimed originality. He continued repeating these unwarranted and incorrect allegations, but virtually retraced them only after he had been accused of blasphemy. (b) Apparently doctored reproduction of Dr. Leohlin's papers appeared under his name in 1987 and 1990 even when Loehlin was invalid or dead, and for these reasons was unlikely to write them. (c) The triple coincidence of the appearance of a ghost article, Pashaura Singh taking up his research work on the subject and the appearance of MS 1245 in the same year (1987) is a very intriguing circumstance. This coupled with the idea of a draft by Guru Arjun, which first appeared in McLoed’s book of 1975, and which forms the entire base of Pashaura Singh’s thesis would, together with the other factors, seemingly suggests a planned course of events in calling a post 1606 manuscript, with a forged Nishan, a draft by Guru Arjun, and alleging on that account that the Guru had made changes in the Bani of Guru Nanak, Pashaura Singh supervised by McLeod has made unwarranted and blasphemous statement against the Guru' Granth, Guru Arjun and the entire Sikh community. In fact both these attempts would appear to be quite inter-connected, the singular objective being to attack the authenticity of Guru Granth Sahib which has the unique distinction of its having been compiled by the Prophet himself. Irrelevant arguments of deletion, tampering with, a first draft, textual analysis, etc., are being advanced, the apparent objective being to cloud the originality of the Adi Granth (now Guru Granth) through frivolous and uncalled for attempts. (5) The facts, chain of events and the matter are too serious to be ignored. These need to be investigated
with a view to taking if called for action according to the law, the religious code and the academic regulations. Because, there seem to be reasons to suggest that the author could have an objective other than academic.

Note: Photo copy of the leaf 1255 from MS 1245 has been given in this book as Appendix' A'.

3 AN ACADEMIC ANALYSIS OF A PH.D THESIS

By

Dr. GURMEL SINGH SIDHU

Pashaura Singh was awarded a Ph.D. degree on the basis of the thesis, "The Text and Meaning of the Adi Granth" submitted to the University of Toronto in 1991. In his thesis, Dr. Singh has raised some doubts about the editorial aspect, authenticity and apocalyptic nature of the barn of the Adi Granth. As a result, many Sikh scholars have expressed their concern regarding the contents of the thesis. This article will examine, apart from other aspects, the authenticity, originality and scientific standard of research embodied in this thesis. Based on the findings, conclusions will be drawn as to whether or not this thesis is worthy of a Ph.D. degree.

Academic Basis of a Ph.D. Dissertation: The doctorate of philosophy degree is awarded in various fields, such as science, religion, literature and other social sciences. In addition to completion of required class work, submission of an acceptable doctoral dissertation is required in all cases to earn the doctorate in philosophy. While some requirements of the doctoral dissertation vary depending on the academic field, it must always satisfy certain basic requirements. Specifically, the research must be original and authentic. It should have the potential of contributing to the welfare of humanity.

There is a set pattern to the research conducted for a doctoral dissertation. It should have a clear cut aim, appropriate materials and methodology and unbiased conclusions. The later should be based on the data generated and results deduced. Based on the subject matter there could be minor adjustments in the methodology of a thesis, but the basic tenets should remain the same. While definitive research avenues in the fields of mathematics and chemistry may require slightly different approaches than the non-definitive research avenues, such as theology and literature, the requirements for the originality and authenticity of research are of paramount importance. They cannot be ignored at any cost. Any academic research must always adhere to these principles.

Outline of Pashaura Singh's Doctoral Dissertation: Let us now examine Pashaura Singh's doctoral dissertation under the
light of the above requirements.

**Materials:**
- Adi Granth
- Goidval Pothis
- GNDU MS 1245
- Other manuscripts

**Procedure:** Textual criticism, linguistic analysis and explanations of the manuscripts that formulated the basis of the Adi Granth. Grouping of Seventeenth Century manuscripts of the Adi Granth using sampling method.

The dissertation is divided into seven chapters:
- Chapter 1: Introduction
- Chapter 2: Manuscripts of the Adi Granth
- Chapter 3: Origin of the Adi Granth
- Chapter 4: Textual Analysis
- Chapter 5: Editorial Policy of Guru Arjun
- Chapter 6: The meaning of the Adi Granth
- Chapter 7: Conclusions

Academic Analysis of Chapters of the Dissertation: In the following pages, a critical analysis and discussion of the relevant chapters is offered.

**CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION**

The salient features of chapter one, as presented by Pashaura Singh, are given below with appropriate comments and/or analysis where ever required.

**Feature A:** The Adi Granth is a sacred book of the Sikhs. The prefix "Adi" indicates that it is the first scripture of the Sikhs and is different from the Dasam Granth of Guru Gobind Singh.

**Feature B:** The process that led to the compilation of the Adi Granth, was initiated during the time of Guru Nanak (Grewal, 1979). Guru Nanak had a clear vision of preserving his bani in written form. Bhai Gurdas indicated that Guru Nanak wrote his hymns in a Pothi which he always carried with him (Varan Bhai Gurdas). Guru Nanak's hymn: ilKy bwhu suriq nwhI boil boil gvweIAY (Awid gRMQ pMnw: 566) indicates the importance of preserving his bani in the oral and/or written form. Guru Nanak regarded himself as a mouthpiece of Akal Purakh, and he preached whatever the Almighty gave him to preach. This is obvious from his shalok: jyI my A wy Ksm kl bwl qy Vw krl ig Amu
vyi wou (Awd gB pMW 772) which can be roughly translated: "As the Lord sends the bani so do I deliver it."

Comments: Two points are worth noting here: (1) the bani of Guru Nanak was intentionally preserved in either the oral and/or written form, and (2) it was revelatory in nature.

Analysis: The revelatory nature of the bani is unique as compared to other religions (Christianity, Islam and Hinduism) in the sense that it has been translated from its abstract into concrete form by glorifying its meaning through wordly examples. By using the name Lalo, Guru Nanak simply makes its impact more concrete for human minds. Such practical examples are scattered throughout the Adi Granth. Babar bani is one of the outstanding examples of bani of Guru Nanak.

Feature C: Guru Angad stressed the functioning of the Divine Order (Hukam in worldly affairs, thereby overriding the law of Karma that emphasises caste system, through divine grace.

Feature D: Guru Amar Das identified bani with the "Formless Lord" (nirankar) vWhvWh WhbxI bxIrkwr hYyQySyfAyAvru n koie (Awd gB R pMW 515)

Thus, the bani functions as the living "voice" of Akal Purakh which resounds throughout the creation. Guru Amar Das put more emphasis on this concrete form of "Guru Granth Sahib" as the embodiment of "Guru".

Feature E: Guru Amar Das made the first attempts to collect the bani in written form. This was done to preserve the authenticity of bani, because some spurious hymns in the name of Guru Nanak were being circulated. Guru Amar Das prepared the so-called Goinval Pothis by collecting together his own bani along with that of his predecessors, Guru Nanak and Guru Angad, and of some bhagats. Originally, there were four Goinval Pothis, two of which are now extant with the descendants of the Third Guru.

Comment: As discussed in chapter two of Dr Singh's dissertation, Goinval Pothis were among the pre-written manuscripts on the basis of which Guru Arjun is said to have compiled and edited the Adi Granth. Dr Singh's discussion about the authenticity of these pothis is unwarranted in chapter one. This should have been discussed alongwith GNDU MS 1245, the manuscript which he has claimed, was the
other main source used by Guru Arjun to compile the Adi Granth.

Feature F: Guru Ram Das also collected Gurbani, and perhaps, used scribes to copy the works of the previous Gurus. Guru Amar Das says: qyhsq pivquhir mjr ijdvley johirjsuhir hir
\[1\] translated as "Those hands are pure and holy, my soul, which are used in writing the praises of the Lord". Guru Ram Das expanded the range of ragas by adding eleven new mode sequences. He explicitly identified the bani with the Guru:
\[2\] which says, "The bani is the Guru and the Guru the bani and the nectar permeates all the bani. When the Guru utters bani and the believer responds with faith, then shall it be seen that the Guru bears him to freedom".

Guru Ram Das was concerned about imitative teachings and apostasy, as indicated in one of his hymns:
\[3\] "Those who in imitation of the true Guru make false utterances are fools and they are destroyed by their lies." Dr Singh asserts that four such hymns are present in Goindval Pothis which are not included in the Adi Granth.

Comments: According to Giani Gurdit Singh (1990), as referred to by Dr Singh, these four hymns in the Goindval Pothis were written by Amar Das before he ascended gurguddi. Therefore, they were not included in the Adi Granth. Dr Singh thinks this is questionable. He says that these four hymns were written and incorporated by a claimant of gurus hip, perhaps Baba Mohan. Yet on page nine of the dissertation, Dr Singh claims that the Goindval Pothis were prepared by Guru Amar Das. On the same page, he contradicts himself, stating that traditionally, the Goindval Pothis were written during the period 1570-72 C.E. (A.D.) by Baba Sahansram, a son of Baba Mohan and grandson of Guru Amar Das. More comments and analysis of the Goindval Pothis will be offered during the discussion of MS 1245.

Feature G: Guru Arjun, inherited a large volume of sacred verses from various sources in the form of pothis, including Goindval Pothis, from Baba Mohan. In his dissertation Dr Singh states that Guru Arjun alludes to the acquisition of pothis in one of his verses:
\[4\]
When I opened the treasure of my father and grandfather to see for myself, then I realised the divine treasure in my manm (combination of the English concepts heart, mind, and soul). Pashaura Singh says that the works of Guru Nanak, Guru Angad, Guru Amar Das, and bhagats were grouped in the Goindval Pothis. Guru Ram Das was not represented in these pothis; therefore, his bani was obtained through another manuscript (unnamed).

Analysis: Goindval and Mohan Pothis are one and the same manuscripts. They are two in number. These pothis contained bani of Guru Nanak and Guru Amar Das and of bhagats in their entirety. Guru Nanak and Guru Amar Das wrote bani in 19 and 17 ragas, respectively. The contents of bani of both the Gurus in different ragas, which are not included in Goindval Pothis, are strikingly similar in language and meaning. Both Guru Nanak and Guru Amar Das wrote bani in Ragas Gauri and Asa, and the similarity of meaning and style is apparent from the following few examples:

Guru Nanak (Raga Gauri)
1. DM rYix sby Vle yj lau n d n A w y
2. mW inm WAw j la y bnu Dn l pA w
3. su n m pBlj la u e k y L b n m w y
Guru - Amar Das -(Raga Gauri)
1. DM rYix sby Vle yj la u Hi ra u icqu l wey
2. im m y pR qMw j la u q O b n K r l in m w l
3. Dn e k y L b n n m h pA w y
Guru Nanak -(Raga Asa)
mn k b y B y Mw m n w
j b l k w d y h b l r w qa u p i V A w r h w w
Gou Amar Das -(Asa)
mn A y w l k q U k l p i V A w
l k w d y q y y i s r r k A w r h w y

The similarity in meaning and style cannot be merely coincidental. The conclusion one draws, is that the Third Guru possessed the entire bani of his predecessors, which he gave to his son-in-law, Guru Ram Das. Guru Ram Das in turn, forwarded the entire bani to Guru Arjun Dev. The shalok: pla U d w y k w if Tw K j w w indicates the line of succession that started with Guru Nanak.

Feature H : For two reasons, Guru Arjun compiled the Adi
Granth after consulting various manuscripts. First, it was his intention to authenticate the bani of the Gurus and save it from the threat of spurious hymns that were being circulated by Minas (the descendants of Prithi Chand). Second, Guru Arjun sought to "crystallize" the Sikh tradition that was undergoing socio-political changes.

**Analysis:** Dr. Singh clearly indicates that the purpose of his dissertation is to "examine the preparation of the Scripture as integral to the wider process of crystallization of the Sikh tradition, which had already begun in Guru Nanak's lifetime during the Kartarpuri period. It is worth noting that the process of crystallization reached another milestone in the history of the Panth during the Fifth Guru."

He borrowed this idea from two Western scholars, Dr. Archer and Dr. Smith. Both of them and particularly Dr. Archer (1946), wrote about Sikh religion primarily from an historical point of view. The word "crystallization", as Dr. Singh acknowledges, was first used in this context in an article by Smith (1981). He used the term to refer in general to preserving divinely inspired utterances in written form, though not necessarily in a changed written form, as Dr. Singh implies.

Interestingly, Smith applies his "crystallization" concept only on the Quran and the Adi Granth, sparing Christianity. According to Dr. Singh, Smith puts "too much emphasis on the Muslim influence in the formation of the Adi Granth... "This would, imply that both these authors consider that the Quran and the Adi Granth are not revelatory, and thus needed "Crystallization" during their compilation. This dangerous thought has brought Dr. Singh the ill-will of the Sikh community since it is contrary to the clear statements of the Guru themselves.

Dr. Singh's conclusion that Guru Arjun compiled the Adi Granth to preserve sacred word for posterity and "also to frustrate any attempts by schismatic groups to circulate spurious hymns for sectarian ends" is praiseworthy. However, his basis of crystallization of bani, which includes certain changes in divine words, is unfounded.

For the sake of reasoning, let us accept that his assertions are correct. Then the question arises, how did he arrive at his conclusions? Is there any acceptable and authentic evidence to support his thesis? This will be examined in the following pages.
CHAPTER TWO: MANUSCRIPTS OF THE ADI GRANTH

This chapter opens with a brief discussion on the Kartarpur-Banno debate that was initiated by Pashaura Singh's mentor, Dr. McLeod (1975). Dr. Singh accepts that Guru Arjun produced the Adi Granth in 1604 AD. However, he challenges the history and authenticity of the Adi Granth.

History of Compilation of the Adi Granth: Dr. Singh says that the process of the Adi Granth compilation was initiated much earlier than previously believed and continued even after its completion. According to genealogy (Fig. 1) given by Pashaura Singh, Guru Arjun consulted various manuscripts, such as:

A. Goindwal Pothis
B. GNDU MS 1245
C. Other manuscripts (Bhagat bani, Gurbani)

However, the Goindwal Pothis and MS 1245 formed the basis of his thesis. According to Pashaura Singh, Goindwal Po this are manuscripts (finished handwritten material), and M/S 1245 is a draft (material under preparation). Goindwal Pothis were available to Guru Arjun at the time of compilation of the Adi Granth, whereas MS 1245 was prepared under his direction. Dr. Singh offers conflicting views about the authenticity and date of compilation of both the Goindwal Pothis and MS 1245. Below, his views and evidence will be analysed in the light of the true situation.

A. Goindwal Pothis

(i) Guru Amar Das "undertook the task of collecting the sacred works of his own and that of the previous Gurus... and prepared the so-called Goindwal Pothis... "This the Third Guru did" in response to the threat of spurious hymns becoming popular among the Sikhs and to provide authentic version of bani

(ii) Traditionally, the Goindwal Pothis were written during the period of 1570-72 AD by the grandson of Guru Amar Das. This assertion was originally made by Bawa Prem Singh. "However, the actual date given on Volume 1.. is Sambat 1652... corresponding to 1595 C.E. (AD)."

Analysis: On page 8/b of Ahiyapur Pothis, names of the first three Gurus are given, indicating that these were written after the time of Guru Amar Das. Moreover, the handwriting of
page Bib does not resemble the handwriting of the first folio, suggesting that there were two different writers. Also, the name of Guru Amar Das is correctly written on page 8/b as compared to Guru Amar Das on the first folio, confirming that two writers were involved. This also puts the authorship of a scribe in jeopardy; Sahansram may not be the actual author of these pothis as is usually believed.

(iii) There is a story that Guru Arjun visited Baba Mohan to collect bani (pothis) before the initiation of the Adi Granth. The Fifth Master narrated a hymn in praise of Baba Mohan. This myth is impressively discarded by Sahib Singh, who concluded that the word "Mohan" in bani is in praise of God, not a person. Praise of a person in bani is against the tenets of Sikh religion.

(iv) A hundi on the first folio clearly indicates a reference to Guru Ram Das because he was an outsider to ascend the throne of Gurguddi. Moreover, distortion of his name as "Gulam" (Gulam mastan Jeth Chand) and "Servant" (Sewak) on page 94 of Volume II also indicates an ill-will among aspirants for Gurgaddi, such as Baba Mohan.

Going back to the reference of pothis from Guru Ram Das, also becomes irrelevant due to the followings:

(a) It is impossible that the Fourth Guru would have entertained pothis without his own bani and containing a reference to his name in bad taste.

(b) It is also out of the question that the Fifth Master would go to Baba Mohan to collect bani that does not contain hymns of his father (the Fourth Master) and alludes to a statement hundi) obviously referring to the Fourth Master in a negative sense.

(c) It is also impossible that the Third Master, having collected the Bani of his own and that of his predecessors would hand it over to his son, Baba Mohan, who was not considered worthy of Gurguddi.

(d) Manglacharan in Goindwal Pothis is recorded from pothis of another estranged group called Hundalis. It is inconceivable that Guru Arjun could have entertained bani tainted with anti-Sikh religious contents.
(v) The copying of Jap of Guru Nanak from Guru Ram Das is accredited accordingly in the Adi Granth. It is impossible that the Gobindwal Pothis would not enjoy the same recognition in the Adi Granth in the event of their being an authentic source of bani.

(vi) There is no mention of the names of Baba Mohan or Sahansram as scribe or editor of the Gobindwal Pothis. There is no evidence that the pothis were written at the instance of Guru Amar Das by Sahansram, as has been speculated. It is inconceivable that all the work of Guru Amar Das would not have been a part of the pothis if they were compiled under his supervision.

(vii) The pothis contain two hymns by Guru Ram Das and one by Guru Arjun Dev in Raga Dhanasri, suggesting that the scribe was not partial to any group. It also shows that the process of its copying was going on contemporarily to the compilation of the Adi Granth.

The above events may help us to reconstruct the chronological events of Gobindwal Pothis.

Chronological Events of Gobindwal Pothis: (1) The mention of the names of three Gurus in the past tense proves that they were written after 1574 AD. (2) The presence of some hymns by the Fourth and Fifth Gurus make the pothis contemporary to the time of Guru Arjun (1581-1606 AD). (3) During the time of compilation of the Adi Granth by Guru Arjun, some schismatic group(s) (apparently belonging to the Baba Mohan tradition) also initiated the collection of bani as a challenge to the line of Gurguddi. Perhaps they called their collection Gobindwal Pothis. The head of this group inscribed a date (1595 AD) earlier to that of the Adi Granth completion (1604 AD) on the first page in order to show their antiquity.

B. Guru Nanak Dev University MS 1245

Pashaura Singh claims that MS 1245 is a draft prepared under the direction of Guru Arjun Dev before he actually prepared the Adi Granth. In support of this hypothesis, he offers certain assertions as proof. His assertions are either deducted from the cursory textual analysis of the text or are concocted to lay a basis for writing his dissertation, willfully ignoring the concrete evidence inherently apparent in the draft.

Analysis: Pashaura Singh applied two standard rules of
textual criticism:
Rule 1: the shorter reading is to be preferred to the longer one.
Rule 2: The more difficult reading is generally preferable.

According to Rule 1, MS 1245 is shorter to read than the Adi Granth and, therefore, is older. Although MS 1245 contains a few shorter hymns, the fact remains that MS 1245 has all the bani of the five Gurus.

For example, Guru Amar Das has comparatively many hymns in MS 1245 among the first five Gurus only. The Third Guru has extra Chaupadas in Sirirag (I), Asa (I), Ramkali (I), Chhant in Sirirag (15), Ashatpadian in Asa (1) and Ramkali (1). Comparatively, the Third Guru has five shaloks less than in the Adi Granth. Guru Amar Das has one extra shabad in Raga Tilang and two extra shaloks. Guru Arjun Dev has extra chaupadas in Asa (3), Sarang (2), Ramkali (2) and Suhi (1). Guru Arjun Dev has one and four chaupadas less in Gujri and Devgandhari, respectively.

As far as the bhagat bani and Bhatan de Savaye are concerned, the scribe seems to be interested only in the bani of the Gurus. This has nothing to do with the "shorter reading". A few instances of blank spaces, or mention of first lines of some shaloks, does not make a case for "shorter reading" because they are a drop in the bucket as compared to the entire volume of hymns in MS 1245.

From the above, one can safely conclude that, in fact MS 1245 contains extra bani of five Gurus that is not found in the Adi Granth. Therefore, use of Rule 1 of Textual Analysis is not applicable. It contains apocrypha. Thus no one from the house of Guru could be connected with it.

Let us examine the applicability of Rule 2 regarding MS 1245. Pashaura Singh says that this rule may be equally applied to the GNDU text since it contains archaic linguistic expressions which were standardized in the Kartarpuri volume. "To qualify his statment he writes that the "Gurmukhi script of the manuscript is still in the process of development.. to a large extent its style is very similar to the Gurmukhi script of the Kartarpuri manuscript. This is a self-contradiction.

The most distinctive differences, however, he thinks, are "in the formation of certain letters and vowel signs." For example a dot (.) represents a kanna, and vowel ura (♀), is written with
an open end (as \( \epsilon \)) while the consonant chhachha (\( \iota \)) is still in the older sharda form. These few examples cannot be considered a linguistic analysis worthy of a doctoral dissertation. Moreover, on the basis of these cases, one cannot conclude that MS 1245 contains a "more difficult" reading than the Adi Granth. Therefore, use of Rule 2 is also inapplicable.

Analysis: MS 1245 does possess some differences in word formation, letter configuration and sentence construction as compared to its counterparts found in the Adi Granth. For example, the words DryaqrI, il iKA w isPql m\( ^{\theta} \) ipCY found in the Adi Granth have their corresponding counterparts in MS 1245 as Dri e aqrY il KAY ispql m\( ^{\theta} \) hupCY. These examples indicate oldness of MS 1245. However, other words, such as ikay h\( ^{\eta} \) ey n\( ^{\delta} \) u d\( ^{\omega} \) W k\( ^{\mu} \) u pCY found in MS 1245 are written as ikv, hovin, nwie, vyKW, kvxu, pvxu, the Adi Granth, indicating newness of MS 1245. These examples are taken only from Jap ji of Guru Nanak; such variations in word formations are scattered all over MS 1245. Would you call MS 1245 old or new?

These variations are merely colloquial or pertain to the level of the bearing of the scribe and have nothing to do with the linguistic characteristics of the draft.

Pashaura Singh has quoted only two cases of variations in letters (i.e., \( \epsilon \) and \( \zeta \)). If you examine MS 1245 carefully, you will also find that A, e, h, G, c, C, lalso show sharda form. Moreover, aunkar dolankare and hora are also written in different form than the Adi Granth. Do these variations in vowels, consonants and their signs make MS 1245 older than the Adi Granth?

The compelling evidence inherent in this draft supports the view that it was written after the compilation of the Adi Granth. The following conclusive evidence will support this view.

I. MS 1245 contains the dates of demise of all the First Five Gurus written in same hand and ink. Pashaura Singh acknowledges this truth but purposefully and wrongly adds that the date of demise of the Fifth Guru was written later by the same scribe.

II. MS 1245 contains a nishan in the handwriting of Guru Tegh Bahadur (1664-1675 AD). A nishan becomes significant only if it is written in the handwriting of a Guru (i.e., someone who is actually occupying the seat of Gurgaddi). Therefore, the nishan of the Ninth Guru must be written between the years 1664-1675 AD. It is immaterial whether it was pasted later on the draft as claimed by Pashaura Singh.

III. Pashaura Singh concedes that the scribe of the draft may
possibly be Bhai Gurdas, who was the scribe for the Adi Granth. Since the handwritings of MS 1245 and the Adi Granth are different, he assumed that Bhai Gurdas may have improved his handwriting by the time he wrote the Adi Granth. If MS 1245 and the Adi Granth were written by the same scribe (i.e., during the period of Guru Arjun), then the theory of improvement of handwriting seems to be utterly baseless and quite possibly ludicrous. Moreover, why would Bhai Gurdas add the date of demise of the Fifth Guru on a discarded draft?

IV. Without scrutiny, Pashaura Singh accepts the dealer's savoury note indicating a hymn and signature of Bhai Buddha on folio 3 of the manuscript. This he sees as further confirmation of its relative antiquity, forgetting that Baba Buddha lived long after the death of Guru Arjun Dev. Moreover, Baba Buddha never wrote any hymn, as was confirmed by his descendants.

V. MS 1245 contain extra bani of Guru Arjun Dev. The extra canonical hymns may be the ones Guru Arjun did not include in the Adi Granth but which were remembered and included in MS 1245 by his followers. This possibility implies MS 1245 to be a much later draft than the Adi Granth. The fact that there are many pages of hymns added after the demise dates on leaf 1255, suggest that the compilation of this draft must have continued even after 1606 AD., the date of demise of Guru Arjun Dev.

The factual evidence given above clearly shows that MS 1245 was written after the compilation of the Adi Granth in 1604 AD. Pashaura Singh knows that, but compelled by his drive to earn a doctoral degree, has concocted facts and ignored obvious evidence inherent in the body of this draft. The hypothesis of "earlier manuscripts of the Adi Granth" was first proposed by McLeod, and Pashaura Singh merely honoured his wishes. The scientific aspect of research embodied in his thesis is purposely falsified, and thus cannot be considered worthy of a Ph. D. degree.

CHAPTER THREE: ORIGIN OF THE ADI GRANTH

In this chapter, Pashaura Singh considered the basis of origin of the three recensions, Lahore recension, Banno recension and Damdama recension, after the establishment of the Adi Granth as the authentic final sacred Granth of the Sikhs. He concluded "that different recensions of the Adi Granth originated as a
result of factional division in the Panth and external interference in its affairs." This is a narrative chapter and does not command any analysis.

CHAPTER FOUR: TEXTUAL ANALYSIS

This chapter is the one which has raised the question of blasphemy in Sikh religion. This chapter opens under the guise of two Western scholars (namely Dr. J.C. Archer and C.H. Loehlin), who have expressed the idea of textual analysis of the Adi Granth. Although textual analysis is inapplicable to the Kartarpuri Bir, let us examine the academic aspect of the textual criticism of the Adi Granth.

Pashaura Singh has devoted this chapter to textual criticism of five hymns and individual works of various Gurus. By doing so, he aims to reconstruct the history of the text of the Adi Granth. The hymns he has considered are the following:

1. Mul Mantar
2. Jap ji and Rehras
3. Suhi hymn of Guru Nanak
4. Tilang hymn of Guru Arjun
5. Ramakali hymn of Guru Arjun

Of these; Dr Singh's discussion of Mul Mantar has drawn most attention from Sikh scholars.

Mul Mantar and its Analysis: Mul Mantar is the opening hymn of the Adi Granth. It has a prime importance in Sikh religion. Mul Mantar is considered a summary of thoughts of Jap ji, and Jap ji in turn is regarded as the summary of the Adi Granth. Let us first reproduce three variations of Mul Mantra from Govindwal Pothis, MS 1245 and the Adi Granth.

Govindwal Pothis, Vol. I:

\[ \text{1E siq pswu} \]
\[ \text{sc niqkwu inrB au inrvYru Ak w mBlq Aj bi sMBau(1)} \]

MS 1245:

\[ \text{1E siq niqkwpu Ku inrB au inrvYuA k w mBlq Aj bi sMB mBiq u pswu} \]

The Adi Granth:

\[ \text{1E siq niqkwpu Ku inrB au inrvYuA k w mBlq Aj bi sMB mBiq u pswu} \]

In MS 1245, only the word \( \text{siq} \) (siq pswu) is extra compared to the text of the Adi Granth. However, the following difference in the words or spellings are obvious between the Mul Mantar of the Govindwal Pothis and the Adi Granth:
Pashaura Singh accepts that the basic tenets of Mul Mantar in the Goidwal Pothis "come from the works of Guru Nanak. Presumably he himself formulated it during the Kartarpur period. "The significant additions or variations of words such as nirvairu, gurparsadi and purakh, he suggests were made later. Pashaura Singh says that Guru Ram Das added the word nirvairu and Guru Arjun replaced satguru parsadi with gurparsadi and also added the word purakh to the revised text of Mul Mantar. Let us look into the etymological, religious and sociological aspects of the changed words in the two Mul Mantar.

(a) Sachnaam vs. Satnaam: The word sachnaam is relatively limited in meaning. Therefore, its connotation has concrete form. Some examples from Gurbani will clarify this point.

Comparatively the usage of Satnaam is mostly attributed to the Creator or Super Being. The following examples will attest to our point.
In Gurbani, the word sachnaam is found in greater abundance than satnaam. This is understandable, because it is related to person(s), time and space. On the other hand, most often the word satnaam relates to the Super Being (prmwqm). Mul Mantar contains a praise of Super Being, therefore, the word satnaam is more appropriate than sachnaam. For example, Satnaam, Satkartar, and sat sri akal are used in praise of Super Being. In Mul Mantar the prefix "Sat" is deleted from Satgurparsaad because of its personification, whereas in Goidwal Pothis it is retained.

(b) purakh vs. Kartapurakh : Pashaura Singh writes that "Guru Arjun added the word purakh to the received text of Mul Mantar (because) by this time the personal (purakh) aspect of the Supreme Being acquired prominence as compared with Guru Nanak's emphasis on the formless (nirankar) nature of Ultimate Reality." Does this mean that by the time of Guru Arjun, the Ultimate Reality ceased to exist? The word purakh is used in the bani of Guru Nanak at various places:

1.  
   ijs sqgw poK n byE  
   suBajil pcypcm e

2.  
   ibn ipr poKun jwels wY  
   g w kYhjm ipAkwr

Guru Nanak's bani views nature and God interchangeably, and puts human beings in the context of both of these entities. This ideology is found all over Guru Nanak's bani. The compound words Kartapurakh, Aadpurakh, Akalpurakh, and Satpurakh in the bani of Guru Nanak prove our point.

The etymology of the word purakh in relation to the Supreme Being and nature is very interesting. Purakh has its root in Purash. Old Sanskrit literature relates Purash to both nature and God. In Santmat, Purash means Supreme Being (br mwqm) According to Rigveda, Purash means "God" (sYr) who creates the world. Rigveda goes further to describe Purash as having 1,000 heads, eyes and feet. Anything that has happened or will happen on this earth is embodied into Purash (h inrm poKupKpiq hgw- m: 5).

In Geeta, Brahmtat (bN - q:pmwqm) is translated into Purshotam (pS + aqm). Grammar also follows the timeless
concept of Purakh (i.e. first person (अप्रथम पुर्क), Second person(द्वितीय पुर्क) and third person (तृतीय पुर्क)). Purakh in Guru Nanak's bani and especially in the Mul Mantar, does not specify a person, but signifies the Supreme Being. Most of Guru Nanak's diction has its basis in Sanskrit literature. In old Sanskrit literature (Vedas), Purakh signifies Supreme Being (पूर्व पुरुष). Kartapurakh truly denotes the Creator in the Mul Mantar of the Aad Granth. This emphasises that there is only one Creator of the world, and Guru Nanak makes a combination (क्रियाप्रथम पुरुष) to clarify the significance of the Creator in relation to Purakh.

Pashaura Singh's statement that the word purakh was added by Guru Arjun cannot be considered "academic research" by any standard. In making this assertion, he has challenged the basic tenets of Sikhism.

(c) Nirankaar vs. Nirvair: Pashaura Singh suggests that the world nirikaar of Goindwal Pothis was changed to nirvair by Guru Ram Das. This he did "... to counteract the situation of hostility in real life created by the animosity of his rivals ..." His rivals were apparently the sons (Baba Mohan and Baba Mohri) of Guru Amar Das. (The Fourth Guru was son-in-law of the Third Guru). This would imply that Guru Ram Das changed this word simply due to his estranged relations with the family of his predecessor. What a limitation is bestowed upon the personality of a Guru, who is supposed to be the head of a religion, rather than a family!

The word Nirikar of Mul Mantar is composed of Nir and Akar (नीर-अकार) which means formless. The next two words, Akalmurat and Ajuni, theologically also signify Nirikar. All the three words imply different aspects of the Supreme Being. However, the absence of the word Nirvair in Mul mantar is obvious. Guru Nanak was a public preacher with a divine message against the ills of his contemporary society, which was composed of various religions including Islam, Hinduism, Christianity and others. Although each one of these religions believed in a God (or Gods), they preached against each other on the basis of religious animosity. Guru Nanak consciously used the word Nirvair in Mul Mantar to get rid of the shortfalls of other contemporary religions. Gurbani contains various examples of Nirvair and particularly Guru Nanak put more
emphasis on this aspect of the Supreme Being. Pashaura Singh's hypothesis could also be true. The people who showed animosity towards Guru Ram Das, may have deleted the word Nirvair from his original version of Mul Mantar.

(d) Sambhau vs. Saibhung: Gurbani contains various variations of the word saibhung (ᛖ᛬ᛗᚴᛋᚻᚴ). These include sambhau (ᛖ᛬ᛇᚴ) and sambhaviou (ᛖ᛬ᚴᚴᚴᚴ). Perhaps these variations crept in due to variations in pronunciation, without a change in meaning. Pashaura Singh is silent about this change.

(e) Satguru Parsaad vs. Gur Parsaad: Pashaura Singh speculates that Guru Arjun turned "satguru" into "gur" in order to "provide a more coherent structure to the text of the Mul Mantar." The word "gur" he thinks, "stands for the divine principle, functioning behind the free and sovereign act of grace".

In the Mul Mantar of the Adi Granth, the word satnam (ᛖᚴᚴᚴ + ᛊᚴ) is appropriately used in praise of the Supreme Being, whereas in Goindwal Pothis, the word satguru (ᛖᚴᚴᚴ + ᛊᚴᚴᚴ) implies "with the grace of the Guru". It seems inappropriate to use the word "sat" in relation to both God and the Guru in the same couplet, i.e. Mul Mantar. To make this distinction, Guru Nanak appropriately used the word "sat" in relation to God and "Gur" in relation to God (Guru). To keep rhythm and coherence, both words are available in Guru Nanak's bani at appropriate places:

1. siqgan hiD inbyuj gVucuweAw
2. isIKi isIKAwg uvcwir
3. gVisprswj wIAYgqauAnBaupwY
4. nwuk siqgu A$huj wIAJysByleym lvjUy

MS 1245 also contains satgur parsad; otherwise, there is no difference in the Mul Mantar of this draft and of the Adi Granth.

Comments: Pashaura Singh has attempted a cursory textual analysis of the Mul Mantar of Guru Nanak and suggested that some of the key words were, in fact changed by Guru Ram Das and Guru Arjun Dev in order to make it contemporary to the Sikh thought. He believes that the Mul Mantar of the Goindwal Pothis is that of Guru Nanak, whereas the one found in the Adi Granth is a modified version. The changes were made under
the influence of socio-political atmosphere, suggesting that it is not revelatory.

In our view, scarcely any textual analysis of the Mul Mantar, other than undocumented statements, a couple of sentences long, is given in Dr Singh's doctoral dissertation. A textual analysis from the modern scientific point of view requires that it should employ knowledge gained from other disciplines, such as scriptology, philosophy, history, (if possible), ethnology and biotechnology. Nowhere in his thesis has Pashaura Singh analyzed the Mul Mantar under the light of these disciplines. On the contrary, without supporting evidence, he hastily drew wrong conclusions. In fact, he asked 'the wrong questions that apparently led to wrong conclusions.

**Comparative Analysis of Jap ji:** Goindwal Pothis do not contain Jap ji, whereas MS 1245, with a few variations, contains this bani Pashaura Singh believes that Jap ji was present in both MS 1245 and the Adi Granth, with some difference which will be considered below.

According to Pashaura Singh, MS 1245 "provides an earlier version of the Morning Prayer before its standardization." He brings out "important differences." Let us examine their credibility and importance.

1. "First, the Mul Mantar is given in its earlier form..."

**Analysis:** The word satgur ($sg$) is used in MS 1245, as compared to gur ($g$) in the Adi Granth. This is the only difference in the two Mul Mantars. Pashaura Singh argued that by "replacing satgur parsadi ($sg$), by the grace of the True Guru with gur parsadi ($g$) by 'the grace of Guru, Guru Arjun provided a more coherent structure of the text of the Mul Mantar. This is the logical conclusion, but is based on wrong approach. In Gurbani, the intended usage of the word "sat" ($s$) is always in praise of the Supreme Being, and seldom in relation to a living Guru. This is the ingenuousness of the Gurus, who so meticulously uttered the words of God. It is impossible that Guru Nanak would call himself Satguru suggesting equality with the Almighty in whose praise the Mul Mantar (the root formula of Sikhism) is uttered. The words Satnam and Satguru in these manuscript are not only redundant, but also theologically incorrect.

Out of faith, followers some times call their Guru as Satguru,
and this tendency is apparent in Goidwal Pothis and other such manuscripts. For example, in Goidwal Pothis the following formations are available:

1E gausiq
go siq
siqguPrswd
1 sRsiqguUp&wd

Since such manuscripts were prepared by the followers of the Guru, they inserted words of praise for their Guru in Curbani. However, this could not have been done by Guru Arjun, who was recording revelatory bani received by his predecessors.

(2) "Second, the title of the composition is mentioned as japu mohalu (j p u 1 mh l u 1) indicating specifically the authorship of Guru Nanak. The symbol mahalu is omitted in the Adi Granth."

Analysis: Pashaura Singh accepts that all three variations of Mul Mantar refer to its historical development. Nowhere in the dissertation does he question the authorship of Guru Nanak (mahala 1). Why, then, does "mahala 1 become so significant in the text in relation to the historical aspects of Mul Mantar?"

(3) Third, Pashaura Singh has pointed out certain linguistic variations in Jap Ji of MS 1245 and the Adi Granth. He quotes some examples of words, i.e., jye jye jyaqryyaqrlkaui

Analysis: Pashaura Singh says that the word jye of MS 1245 was changed by Guru Arjun to it in the Adi Granth, but both these words are used in Jap ji:

jkykhYpCypCqwey (The Adi Granth)
jkykhYpCypCqwe (MMS 1245)

The second example he quotes is of the words ikau and ikv. Both these words are used interchangeably in both versions of Jap ji.

ikv kir Awikv swhmlikauvnl ikv jww (The Adi Granth)
ikau kir Awikayswhmlikayvnl ikv jww (MS 1245)

There are numerous other examples of interchangeability of words in both versions of Jap ji.

In conclusion, Pashaura Singh's linguistic analysis is limited to spelling or variations of some words. He has not studied the etymology of any words under the light of linguistic principles. The examples of linguistic variations are of subsidiary
importance in the analysis of Jap ji. Moreover, he failed to note the fact that word variations are often found in manuscripts prepared by followers of Gurus. This may well have occurred due to colloquial pronunciation of words.

The word variations are prevalent in the bani of individual Gurus. Such variations are part and parcel of poetry because of rhyme and rhythm problems. Guru Arjun Dev was compiling the bani of Gurus, rather than editing it in the critical sense. It would have been almost impossible to change a word and still keep its authentic meaning and raga sequence of concerned hymns.

CHAPTER FIVE: EDITORIAL POLICY OF GURU ARJUN

Pashaura Singh praises the editorial skills of Guru Arjun. According to him, Guru Arjun's policy was based on five major principles:

(1) doctrinal consistency,
(2) idea of balanced life,
(3) an optimistic spirit,
(4) the universal nature of the Sikh claim and
(5) the concern for distinctive Sikh identity.

His view on Bhagat Bani and reasons for its inclusion in Adi Granth are questionable. It is incorrect to suggest that Bhagat Bani was included due to political reasons. Bhagat Bani was procured, selected and edited according to its merit and suitability in Sikh faith.

CONCLUSIONS

In his thesis the meaning and text of Adi Granth, Pashaura Singh has attempted to analyse the bani of Gurus, and the process of compilation of the Adi Granth (Kartarpuri Bir). Other authors have examined the religious, philosophical and revelatory aspects of the Adi Granth as discussed by Dr. Singh. This paper is an attempt to look into the scientific and academic merits of this thesis. The aim was to explore whether or not this thesis is worthy of a Ph.D. degree.

Primarily, Pashaura Singh raised the following three issues regarding the authenticity of the bani and the process of compilation of the Adi Granth.

I. During the compilation of the Adi Granth, Guru Arjun consulted two manuscripts, namely, Goindwal Pothis and GNDU MS 1245.
II. Guru Arjun selected, modified and improved upon the bani of his predecessors before its inclusion into the Adi Granth. This he did in order to “Crystallize” the Sikh thought and tradition.

III. Guru Arjun included Bhagat bani in the Adi Granth on the basis of contemporary political pressure, rather than of the suitability of the bani according to the Sikh thought.

Our examination revealed that the two manuscripts that formed the basis of the thesis were written after the compilation of the Adi Granth (1604 AD). Therefore, the materials he selected for his thesis were inappropriate.

Selection of material for the thesis is very important to conduct viable and meaningful research. Material should be prone to critical evaluation through suitable methodology. Procedures are applied to analyse the material in order to generate data. If the materials are not prone to suitable methodology, the data will pose problems of analysis. That is exactly the problem we see in Dr. Singh's thesis. The procedures applied have no set scientific pattern; therefore, he ran into problems of analysis. Analytical procedures and research methodology are only as good as the materials they analyse.

Pashaura Singh has attempted linguistic analysis of some bani from the points of view of word-variation and word-selection. His analysis lacks depth. Standard techniques of evaluation of a theological topic are not employed. Often his analysis is less critical and more narrative - an attribute undesirable in doctorial research.

The data do not yield results. Rather the results are Superimposed on the data. For example, the two manuscripts are purposely shown to be pre-Adi Granth compilation, ignoring the persuasive evidence present in them against that.

The most serious aspect of Dr. Singh’s thesis is the suggestion that the bani is non-revelatory. According to his thesis, Guru Arjun made theological changes in Gurbani in order to crystallize the Sikh tradition and thought. The Guru did this under influence of socio-political pressure. The suggestion is Contrary what Gurus have emphasized that Gurbani is revelatory. This is the most dangerous thought that any scholar of scriptures can suggest because it totally destroys the existence of a basic belief that sustains the human existence. Even an atheist eventually admits that where intellect
ceases to exist, the realm of some unknown power takes over.

In conclusion, Pashaura Singh has failed to produce a thesis worthy of a doctorate of philosophy. His thesis lacks suitability of materials, methodology, and (therefore) scientific data. It seems that his conclusions are preconceived, and the data concocted to comply with desired results.
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MYTH OF EARLY DRAFT OF THE ADI GRANTH (MS 1245)

By

Dr BAL WANT SINGH DHILLON

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Recently, observations of some scholars on Pashaura Singh's Thesis, the Text and Meaning of the Adi Granth, have generated a lot of controversy in the field of Sikh Studies. It has been opined that there exists an earlier draft on which Guru Arjun seems to have worked before compiling the Adi Granth. It has also been alleged that to polish the metre and to add flavour to the music, not only the hymns of earlier Sikhs were revised in the final version, but Guru Atjun also frequently modified his own hymns. Similarly, the originality and authenticity of Mul Mantar, Japji and other liturgical hymns have also been challenged. Although one of the scholars claims that his findings are based purely on the Western methodology of textual criticism, and another asserts that Pashaura Singh has drawn his conclusions after a careful analysis of various manuscripts of the Adi Granth, yet their views are an attempt to distort the Sikh ideology and to create misunderstanding about the authenticity of the Sikh Scripture. As the scholars have either very little or incomplete information about this manuscript (MS 1245) or the so-called earlier draft, and as some scholars have, inadvertently or inadvertently, given information which is not factually true, it was considered necessary to examine the main features of the manuscript and share the findings with the academic world.

II. MS 1245

2.1 MS 1245 was purchased by Guru Nanak Dev University in 1987 from, M/S Harbhajan Singh Harcharan Singh Chawla, Manuscript Dealers, Bazar Mai Sewan, Amritsar. It is said they were reluctant to share information about its origin or history interestingly, they disclosed to another group of scholars that they had procured it along with other works of Meharban from somewhere in Rajasthan. In fact in the absence of any colophon in the manuscript, its history will remain shrouded in mystery.

2.2 This manuscript has 1267 folios in all. Some folios are
completely or partly blank. Some of the folios are even missing.
The hymns in it are recorded in 30 ragas, 2 the sequence of which
 corresponds to the Guru Granth up to Wadhans, but changes after
 that. Contrary to the earlier manuscripts of the Adi Granth, index
 of hymns is not available at the beginning. Instead, a separate
 index has been appended at the outset of each raga. It seems the
 scribe intended to record the folio number of hymns, but he has
 left it incomplete. The hymns and salokas of Guru Tegh Bhadur
 are not found in it. The liturgical hymns of the so purakh and
 sohila sections are also missing. Similarly, except for a few salokas
 of Bhagat Kabir, the whole corpus of bhagat-bani has been
 excluded from it. The arrangement of hymns of the epilogue
 section does not conform to the standard version. Although, the
 recording of hymns, in the ragas is on the Guru Granth pattern,
 yet instance of violation are also found in it. The order in the Sri
 and Todi raga has been changed to a considerable extent, and
 where the metre of hymns ends, blank spaces have been left. At a
 number of places only the first line of hymn has been recorded,
 and blank spaces have been provided, ostensibly to complete the
 text later. Instances, where the text has been completed in a
 different hand, are clearly visible. Still there are about 170 hymns
 and salokas which are in incomplete form. Irrespective of their
 incomplete text, all such hymns have been included in the index.
The scribe has left appropriate blank space for the completion of
 the incomplete text, and at some places, has recorded the serial
 number of the incomplete hymns in the blank spaces, which
 confirms that he was well aware of the text and order of the hymns
 to be inscribed, and had another source at his disposal showing
 that it is a copy but not the original.

2.3 In all the salokas of the Sikh Gurus which are found in the
 various vars, the term mahala mh lw indicating their authorship has
 been omitted. Consequently, a scholar not well versed in gurbani, can
 easily be misled that Guru Angad, for instance, has no composition
 to his credit. Though authorship has not been differentiated yet the
 Second Guru's salokas are found at their fixed place. Similarly, the
 authorship of pauris which Guru Arjun had added to the vars of
 other Gurus, has not been shown. In addition to that a hymn of
 Guru Nanak which occurs in Rag Gauri has been repeated in the
III. REPETITIONS

3.1 Though a few hymns have been repeated in the Guru Granth with some variation, yet a considerable number of hymns have been repeated in this manuscript without any variation. For instance, two of the fifteen apocryphal chants attributed to Guru Amar Das, have been repeated on the very next folio. As mentioned earlier, a hymn of Guru Nanak in raga Gauri has been included again in the same raga under the authorship of Guru Arjun. A Dhanasri hymn of Guru Ram Das occurs in raga Tilang also. Similarly, a hymn of Guru Arjun in raga Gauri is also found in raga Majh. A Suhi raga hymn of the Fifth Guru also occurs in Tilang, although in this case information to take it to Suhi has been provided in the margin. Significantly, a hymn of Guru Arjan, in Suhi has been recorded at serial Nos. 31 and 39 also. By repeating it in the index, the scribe has given proof of his gross negligence and of his objective being just non-religious or mere non-serious collection. Similarly, in place of pauri no. 30 of Guru Ram Das var in Gauri mode pauri No. 33 has been repeated. Likewise, a saloka of var Gujri of Guru Arjun has also found its way in his var of Gauri mode. A considerable number of salokas of Guru Arjun, have been recorded twice. On the basis of a Suhi hymn, Pashaura Singh has deduced that from the language and thematic point of view, it has been taken from Tilang to the Suhi mode. But he does not mention the above repetition. He has no explanation to offer as to whether the above hymns have not been repeated in the Adi Granth due to editorial policy or the arbitrariness of the scribe. As mentioned earlier, some of the hymns to appear have been recorded again due to the negligence of the scribe. One hymn each of Guru Ram Das and Guru Arjun has been repeated in Tilang raga. They have been excluded from the Index. Obviously the scribe was well aware of the fact that these hymns do not occur in this raga. A hymn of Guru Arjun which has
been recorded both in Gauri and Majh modes helps us to solve the mystery of repeated hymns. In the Guru Granth it has been recorded under Gauri Majh, indicating a mode of Gauri which was prevalent in the Majha region. But the scribe of this manuscript has misunderstood it to record the hymn in Gauri as well as in Majh. Consequently, the practice to sing it in two different modes must have come into vogue. Thus it is quite apparent that in the musical tradition of the scribe, the hymns which have been repeated in different modes, were actually sung in two different modes.

IV. OMISSIONS

4.1 A considerable number of hymns have been omitted from this manuscript. Only 32 panegyrics (swayye) by Kalh Bhatt are found in it. It has been opined that by the time this manuscript was written some of the Bhattas had not yet appeared in the court of the Guru. Except for a few salokas of Bhagat Kabir, bhagat bani has totally been excluded. It has been suggested that Guru Arjun's primary concern was to fix the hymns of the Gurus first, and then to deal with the issue of the hymns of the bhagats. This is a very unreliable and vague explanation, because without going into the authenticity of the Goindwal Pothis, it can safely be concluded that before the codification of the Adi Granth in 1604 AD, the bhagat bani had not only found acceptance, but had also become a part of the Sikh literature. A question arises as to why the scribe ignored the bhagat bani completely. It is not a simple, but a serious issue, the probability is, that by excluding it, the scribe has shown that he is out to compile his own or his sect's parallel scripture to the Adi Granth, and for that reason has no use for the bhagat bani which related to other sects, to whom he obviously had no desire to give prominence, since, unlike that of Guru Arjun, his objective was quite different, viz., creation of a new seat of Gurudom and to give currency to apocrypha which he has introduced in the manuscript.

4.2 Again, Guru Arjun's var in Basant mode is not available in this manuscript. The var of Satla and Balwand in Ramkali mode is also not available in it. The conclusion has been drawn that it had not come into vogue by the time this manuscript was ready. But, the scribe has made a reference to it in the index. It shows the presence of the hymns and knowledge of
the scribe, and, thus, indicates only his omission in recording them. It proves that the learned scholar is ignorant about the manuscript and has jumped to a wrong and preconceived conclusion.

4.3 Moreover, some salokas of Guru Nanak, and three hymns and a few salokas of Guru Amar Das, are also not available. Similarly, a considerable number of hymns of Guru Arjan have also been omitted. Though, on the basis of non-availability of some such hymns, Pashaura Singh has challenged the authenticity and originality of some liturgical hymns, yet he has no explanation to offer for the large number of missing hymns. Although it can be argued in the case of Guru Arjun's hymns, that those had not till then been composed, yet there is no explanation why the compositions of earlier Gurus have been excluded. Hence the line of argument of their late construction is untenable. In reality, the manuscript is marred by numerous scribal mistakes and omissions. Instances of missing lines and stanzas are very common. Obviously, mind has not been applied to the fact of the text being incomplete and deficient while evaluating the genuineness of this manuscript.

V. APOCRYPHA

5.1 Existence of apocryphal hymns is another significant feature of this manuscript. One astpadi in A sa, a chhart in Suhi and about five salokas attributed to Guru Nanak, but not found in the Guru Granth are included in it. Similarly, one astpadi each in Asa and Ramkali, and 15 chhants in Sri Rag under the authorship of Guru Amar Das, occur only in this manuscript. About 14 hymns spread over various modes and some slokas of apocryphal nature attributed to Guru Arjun, have also been included. Evidently, a major portion of the apocrypha has been entered under the authorship of the 'Fifth Guru. Most of the apocryphal hymns do not occur in the middle of a metre, but are at the end of it on the unrecorded blank folios. Similarly their entry into the index has been inserted later. In this way the scribe has not only violated the musical beat, but also taken liberty to violate the pattern fixed for recording the hymns in the Adi Granth. The recording of apocrypha being at the end of the set pattern, substantiates at this is not an earlier draft, but a later work where
additions have been made.

5.2 What is the source of these apocryphal hymns? Why has such a large number of them found its way into this manuscript only? Are these really the compositions of Sikh Gurus? Why have these not found acceptance in the Adi Granth? These are some of the very relevant issues to which the scholar should have addressed himself. Unfortunately, these questions have been overlooked very conveniently, while analysing the manuscript. However, Pashaura Singh has taken notice of only 15 chhants of Guru Amar Das, and appears to be unaware about the above mentioned hymns. It again proves that his knowledge about the manuscript is very superficial or he is knowingly ignoring the truth. If it is believed that it is an earlier draft, and that it has been the basis for editing the Adi Granth, then he should have given reasons why the apocryphal hymns, and of earlier Gurus, are in such a large number and why they were rejected.

5.3 Although it is very incongruous even to suggest that the Guru first included in the so-called draft the apocrypha relating to the other Gurus and then rejected it, it is almost absurd to say that he (or the scribe) first included the apocrypha relating to himself and then rejected it especially when mostly it is at the end of the correct hymns. It is a conclusive proof to show that the manuscript is by an outsider and has nothing to do with the Gurus.

5.4 It looks very plausible that Guru Arjun was aware about some apocryphal hymns being in circulation. These hymns could not find acceptance, because they owed their origin to his rivals or dissenters. The problem of apocrypha included in the manuscript, requires an in-depth investigation. As we will demonstrate later, serious attempts have been made in it to distort the originality and authenticity of the hymns of the Sikh Gurus. Attempts at forgery coupled with the inclusion of such a large number of apocryphal hymns, are some of the conclusive evidence to substantiate that this manuscript is a later copy or a production of some rival camp of Guru Arjun.

VI. FORGERY

6.1 To take stock of distortion in this manuscript, the scholars are referred to Guru Arjun’s two hymns, one each in Gaund and Bhairo raga. In raga Gaund the order of lines of hymn
No 21 has been changed in the text as well as in the index and the hymn has been started with a different line (ieh bůwn ieh bů w). Towards the end of Guru Arjun's hymns, the scribe intended to record another hymn which started with the original line (č r j kDw mn ā n ī), but he has left it incomplete. Similarly in raga Bhairo the lines of hymn No. 51 (hīr kyl sō gw gwh) have been inverted, and at the end abortive attempt has been made to record another hymn which begins with the original first line (ē ṭ kau Bā u pī v ā) of this hymn. Evidently, the scribe, in his attempt to fabricate hymns of Guru Arjun, has split the text of some hymns into two to compose a new hymn.

6.2 It is well known in Sikh history that some rivals of the Gurus had endeavoured to confuse the originality of gurbani by indulging in interpolations. Some hymns of this manuscript provide a peep into their designs. There is a hymn in Guru Granth which depicts the religio-spiritual environment of Ramdas Purī. But by distorting it the scribe has fabricated another hymn. In the epilogue we come across an apocryphal saloka in the name of Guru Nanak, which has been fabricated on the basis of different strands of his compositions. However, another saloka attributed to Guru Nanak presents the best example of such distortions. The first stanza of this saloka has been taken from a saloka of Guru Amar Das and the rest has been fabricated in the name of Guru Nanak. On close scrutiny we find that the text of stanza Nos. 26 and 27 of Anandū of Guru Amar Das has also been tampered with. It must be noted how cleverly the apocryphal writings have been added in the compositions of the Sikh Gurus. It is naive to suggest that such a spurious and impure manuscript was made a basis for editing the Adi Granth. Anyway, the apocrypha composed on the lines of gurbani to imitate it, cannot prove that this manuscript is older than the Aad Granth, rather it provides evidence to show It is a later work. There is not much doubt that the writer and may be also his superior have taken full advantage of these distortions and fabrications to call this shoddy thesis a sample of modern critical study, because in the West examiners and the academic world are hardly conversant with Gurbani or Gurmat.

VII. INDEX AND TEXT

7.1 A comparison of the text and the index Presents very useful and interesting results. Though by and large, the index and
arrangement of the text, correspond to the Guru Granth, at some places they have been changed to a considerable extent. To illustrate it, a study of its Sri raga can be very useful. Here the order of Guru Arjun’s hymns has been changed in the text but the index, instead of corresponding to it, follows the Guru Granth pattern. Apparently, the scribe has obtained the index from another source. This again, refutes the claim that it is an earlier draft of the Adi Granth, because he is well aware of the pattern in Adi Granth where from he has copied it. It shows clearly the priority in time of Adi Granth.

7.2 It has been opined that the text of this manuscript belongs to an earlier strata which has subsequently been revised in the final version of the Adi Granth. It has also been alleged that not only the verses of some hymns have been altered but their refrain (rhwau) has been tampered with. To prove these arbitrary assumptions, Guru Arjun’s hymns in Tilang mode have been quoted very liberally. As no manuscript antedates 1604 AD, obviously, there is no other source to authenticate it. Unfortunately, the scholar has totally ignored the vital information provided in the index, which is very significant to check the authenticity of the text. Had he done so, he might not have drawn his wrong conclusions. For instance, while in the index Guru Arjun’s hymn No. 2 in Tilang mode has been entered as (qub lhnn dwnwhi koe), yet in the text it starts with another line (sB aUpir pwbrm dwqwr). The fourth hymn in the index begins with kry kdrq maqw, but in the text it has kry kdral maqw. Similarly, the fifth hymn in the index has been recorded as mirWdnwidd so, while in the text it starts with another line (idnydwd). Entry of the third hymn (imhrvwn swhb imhrvwn) has been omitted from the index altogether, otherwise we could well know how it would have been recorded. Obviously, the text of Tilang raga does not conform to its index. Significantly, the index lines of the above hymns follow the standard version of the Adi Granth. It is evident that the scribe has altered the verses in the text. Consequently, the allegation that Guru Arjun has changed the order or verses of hymns in the Adi Granth is absolutely unfounded and shows superficial and hasty character of so called research.

7.3 The above fact becomes even more significant, when we compare the index of other ragas with the text. In the Appendix (D) at serial Nos. 1 to 13 are those index lines which correspond to the Adi Granth, but the text in the manuscript starts with different lines. Obviously, where the index and text of the
manuscript are in unison with the Adi Granth, they have come
directly or indirectly, from a correct copy or source. Secondly,
the differences in the index and text, suggest that these variations
are due to either the intentions or faults of the scribe, and in no
way can these be attributed to Guru Arjun.

7.4 It has also been alleged that Guru Arjun has shuffled the
hymns from one mode to another33. As pointed out earlier, there
is a hymn in Suhi in this manuscript, which has been repeated in
Tilang also. Though information to take it to Suhi has been
provided in the margin, yet it has been argued that since the
language and style of Tilang hymns of Guru Arjun pre-suppose a
Muslim audience, and because the theme and (poetic genre) of
this particular hymn differ from the Tilang hymns, it has been
shifted to Sum, where it fits well with the preceding hymns of
Guru Nanak34. Significantly we find a Dhanasri hymn of Guru
Ram Das which has been recorded again in Tilang35. Why has it
been shifted to Dhanasri? Pashaura Singh has no explanation for
it. Similarly, an apocryphal hymn (śr m ws ṭ ṭ ṭ ṭ ṭ ṭ ṭ ṭ)36 attributed
to Guru Arjun found in Tilang mode, does not fit in the Tilang
hymns linguistically, and also does not appear to have been
addressed to Muslims, yet it has not been taken to the other mode.
It is highly probable that in the musical tradition of the scribe,
the hymns which have been recorded in duplicate, were sung in
more than one mode.

VIII. MODIFICATIONS

8.1 On closer scrutiny we find that the scribe has made several
modifications in the text. Various syllables and phrases have been
replaced with alternatives or synonyms. Sometimes they have
been dropped from the text altogether. For example there is a
hymn of Guru Arjun in Sri raga (mn ipAwAw jIE imqAw) where in
the text, jio (jIE) has been dropped, but in the index it is available37.
Similarly at another place (Awau swjn sMq ipAwry) Sant has been
replaced with Pritam (pRIqm) in the text38. The scribal variations
can be due to dialectical and regional peculiarities. Some musicological
variations are also found in this manuscript. For example, in hymn
(hir hir agm nw n) refrain (h n n) has been repeated seven times39. At
another place stanzas of an astpadi have been converted into pauris
and an additional Saloka (apocryphal) has been added to each of
Similarly, contrary to the tradition of the Guru Granth, the beat of dhamal for singing has been indicated with the mode. Such variants confirm that the scribe and musicians associated with him, have brought modifications in the text to suit their requirements. To conclude, on the basis of these modifications, that Guru Arjun had revised the text in the final version, is totally illogical and unjustified.

8.2 Even Mul Mantar has not been spared from scribal modifications. Though, the authenticity of the available Goindwal Pothis is highly debatable, yet it has been alleged that the Mul Mantar found in them represents the earlier form. It has been alleged that first Guru Ram Das had modified it, and then Guru Arjun worked over the text in successive drafts to give it its final form. In the Mul Mantar in this manuscript Satguru Prasad has been employed. A close examination of manuscript reveals that full form of Mul Mantar occurs five times in it. Even at these places the Akal Murt and Prasad have been dropped from it once and twice, respectively. Obviously, this is a scribal variant which can be intentional or unintentional. But it would be ridiculous to conclude on this basis that the original Mul Mantar did not include these terms.

IX. ORTHOGRAPHY

9.1 The orthography, spellings and style of Gurmukhi of this manuscript, are some other features which have been taken into account to prove its earlier origin. As it is impossible for a script to acquire all the characteristics in just a decade or so, it is hard to pin-point the age of a manuscript on this basis. Only conjectures can be made on this count. It is also possible that due to regional, dialectical or personal taste, the scribe may not be following the prevalent method. The scribe of this manuscript has been considered by the scholar to be a close associate of Guru Amar Das, possibly Bhai Gurdas. This is a wild conjecture which finds no support in any internal or external evidence. Besides, the orthography of this manuscript indicates that not just one, but more than two scribes have been employed to complete the unfinished manuscript. There are numerous folios where the incomplete text has been filled in a different handwriting. The orthography of some folios, instead of looking old, seems to be of recent origin. At one folio a scribe of the present era has inserted information indicating the beat of a hymn. This shows that either the dealer or the person who introduced it to him, made this
writing. Thus, the whole of the manuscript has not been written in a single hand, and during a single period of time, and the chances of interpolation and forgery in it seem evident.

9.2 The use of a dot for the vowel sign of Kanna which is the distinctive feature of early gurmukhi style, has been picked up to indicate its earlier origin\(^{49}\). This is again a gross misrepresentation of facts. In fact the use of half kanna almost at every folio is clearly visible besides the dot. The use of such half kanna and vowel sign of ura (\(E\)) with an open mouth are also found in the Hukamnamas of Guru Harkrishan and Guru Tegh Bahadur\(^{50}\). Thus, instead of proving the manuscript to be old, its orthography points to its origin somewhere in the second half of the 17th century AD. This view finds support from the fact that the manuscript has preserved an autograph of Guru Tegh Bahadur. If it had been scribed earlier, then its scribe or custodian could have procured the autograph of an earlier Sikh Guru contemporary to him. That the scribe of this manuscript is a forger, and for that matter, unreliable, is evident from the fact that he writes this nishan as that of the Sixth Guru.

9.3 In this manuscript the dates of passing away of the first five Gurus have been recorded. This establishes beyond any doubt, that the manuscript has been written after Guru Arjun's martyrdom. In his enthusiasm to prove earlier origin of this draft, Pashaura Singh has stated that the last date has been written later by the same scribe (i.e. Bhai Gurdas)\(^{51}\). Unfortunately, this can hardly be an honest deduction because the relevant entries have been made with the same pen and have the same shade of ink, and are in the same handwriting. Moreover, while making the above observations, he himself contradicts his earlier statement that Bhai Gurdas, "may have further improved his handwriting by the time he wrote the final draft of the Adi Granth"\(^{52}\). As mentioned earlier, the manuscript contains no colophon indicating the scribe, date and place of writing. Thus there is no proof to associate the manuscript or its scribing with Bhai Gurdas. It is just a figment of imagination. Description of Guru Amar Das's death in eulogistic manner can in no way be attributed to Bhai Gurdas alone. Any devout Sikh of the Third Guru can be expected to use this type of terminology. Perhaps to enhance its
value, the seller or the manuscript dealer has himself made a suggestion that the manuscript contains a hymn written in Bhai Budha's hand. The scholar who boasts that his study is based on the Western methodology of textual criticism, has taken this note on its face value to conclude that it is quite possible that the descendants of Bhai Budha may have preserved the manuscript through the process of handing it over to the next generation\(^53\). But this notion finds no validity in any internal or external evidence. It is a made-up suggestion which Pashaura Singh is inexplicably willing to swallow with the least attempt at verification, otherwise he would have readily found it to be spurious. But persons with predetermined ideas are rarely serious or sound in their effort.

X. DHUNNIS

10.1 Though nine vars of the Adi Granth have dhunnis (tunes indicating the musical style) at their beginning, yet in the index of this manuscript only eight vars are found with their dhunnis. Amazingly, in the text except two all the dhunnis have been dropped\(^54\). Pashaura Singh has pointed towards the Lahore recension of the Adi Granth, in which dhunnis have been removed from the text\(^55\). It is also said that as the result of some influence dhunnis were removed from the text of the Adi Granth\(^56\). Naturally, the omission of dhunnis from the text of this manuscript also establishes its close relationship with the later Lahore recension which, again proves that it is not an earlier draft but a late 17th century product.

XI. WHO PREPARED IT?

11.1 Internal evidence establishes that the scribe has depended heavily on other sources to prepare it. If it was an independent attempt to compile the hymns of the Sikh Gurus, then who were the persons or group behind this move? The inclusion of Ratanmala (18 stanzas) suggests that the scribe has inclinations towards ascetic ideals, especially the hatha-yoga practices. The subject of most of the apocryphal hymns revolves around Sant, Sadh, Sadhsang and Satguru. Though, these subjects are not altogether alien to Sikhism, yet frequent reference to them indicates that the authors of apocrypha were more concerned about personal Guruship and ascetic tendencies. The most significant fact is that the text of Japu Ji of this manuscript resembles the Japri Parmarath of Harji, a grandson of Pirthi Chand\(^57\). Moreover,
in the Mul Mantar as well as in the shorter form of invocation, this manuscript uses Satguru Parsadi instead of Gur Prasadi, which is again a most distinctive feature of the Mina Literature. We have evidence to suggest that collection of Gurbam which the Minas had prepared under the guidance of Meharban, had the hymns of the Sikh Gurus alone. Likewise in the manuscript, also there is no indication that it has bhagat bani in it. In this manuscript, the title of panegyrics by the bards (bhattas) has been entered as sveIeygauAmd kykWy Bit klq. Significantly, Kalh or kalashar Bhatt was known as Kala bhatt in the Mina literature. The Mina collection also contained the panegyrics by Kala bhatt only. Truly, all the 32 swayye, included in this manuscript have turned out to be the composition of Kalh bhatt only. Attempts at forgery and fabrication found in this manuscript, have already been illustrated. The apocrypha attributed to the Sikh Gurus, is the most characteristic feature of this manuscript. All these facts establish its close connection with the dissenters within the Sikh Panth, particularly the Minas, the descendants and followers of Pirthi Chand. It should be remembered that after preparing a compilation, Meharban had made copies of it to distribute and install them in various establishments. Most probably, this manuscript has originated in that environment and sequence.

XII. CONCLUSIONS

12.1 The foregoing analysis reveals that the index and text of the manuscript do not correspond with each other. The serial number, recorded with the incomplete hymns, suggests that information of total hymns in a particular raga was available to the scribe. Mention of Satta and Balwand's var in the index proves that he was aware of it. The apocryphal hymns have been inserted at the end of metres. These have been inserted in the index later on, and some of them have been recorded very tightly in the text. All these features establish that prior to this manuscript, arrangement and pattern to record the Gurbani had been fixed. The authorship of some hymns has been changed. Even the authorship of the salokas recorded in the rars has not been indicated to differentiate them. Whereas a large number of hymns have been omitted, yet many others have been repeated. The text of a sizeable number of hymns
is incomplete. These facts prove that it is not only an incorrect but also an incomplete manuscript. One should hesitate to call it an earlier draft on the basis of orthography too, because besides the dot, we also find the usage of Kanna in it. Examples of text interpolated later in a different handwriting are clearly visible. To associate it with Bhai Gurdas and Bhai Budha is absolutely illogical, because no source, history or evidence validates it. The scribe has altered the order of verses of some hymns, and has brought various modifications to suit his requirements. There are examples where a hymn has been split into two to fabricate a new hymn. Most of the incomplete as well as repeated hymns belong to Guru Arjun. Similarly the major portion of apocrypha has been attributed to the Fifth Guru. These are some of the strong reasons to suggest that the rivals of Guru Arjun had produced it to distort his compositions. Obviously, such an impure, incomplete and incorrect manuscript could not be a draft or become a basis for editing the Adi Granth. The dates of passing away of the first five Sikh Gurus, autograph of Guru Teg Bahadur, and the orthographic style, prove conclusively that it is a late 17th century product, and cannot be a basis of a draft. Before relying on this manuscript, it was imperative for a serious scholar to go into its authenticity. Ironically, the learned scholar has miserably failed in this respect, because, instead of making an honest and an objective exercise, vital internal evidence has been overlooked, and misstatements and mis-representation of facts have been made to prove the pre-conceived idea of an earlier draft, which is totally untenable and unjustified. Observations made on the Adi Granth on the basis of this manuscript will certainly boomerang and meet a fate similar to the one of the fake fossil research of Prof. V.J. Gupta which has landed the Punjab University, Chandighr, in the thick of an international controversy, badly ravaging its reputation and standing in the academic fraternity.
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THE TEXT AND MEANING OF THE ADI GRANTH
ACADEMIC BLASPHEMY
By
Dr. BALKAR SINGH

The Ph. D. Thesis submitted by Pashaura Singh to the University of Toronto can be termed as an academic blasphemy. The writer was no doubt born in the Sikh house, but after his thesis, "The Text and Meaning of the Adi Granth", he does not qualify to be a Sikh. Nobody could have even imagined his present role in creating an unhealthy controversy directed wilfully towards erosion of the Sikh faith. The devout Sikhs who provided him travel grant (Mr. Gurmez Singh Bains), love and support (Sardar Savinder Singh Bhasin) and (Sardarni Nicketpal Kaur Bhasin), hospitality during his stay in England (Sardar Bhajan Singh Sandhu), must be a shaken lot at the disservice done by Mr. Pashaura Singh in his Ph.D Thesis to a cause, dear to them. He has belied the hopes of Gurmat College, Patiala, which, after giving him a stipend, must have expected from him the role of a good Sikh missionary. His parents and his community will not be able to reconcile with his becoming an agent of anti-Sikh forces. These observations are intended to place on record my disappointment as a student of Sikhism after reading his thesis carefully.

Sikhism is the only religion in the world for which curiosity for knowing pervails among other religions. The tragic part is that this has created jealousy and panic among the missionaries of almost all the religions. Christian missionaries took a lead in this direction as early as second half of the nineteenth century. Doctor Trump started this and Pandit Shardha Ram Philauri provided the basis for it. The detailed account of this is not needed in the present context. What I want to say is that Sikh academics which had never been established systematically, faced continuous erosion particularly from the Christian missionaries. Pseudo or unbaked Sikh scholarship took pride in siding with them. Western tools are supposed to be used to evaluate the Sikh academics.
Pashaura Singh is the latest to join this bandwagon.

The main thrust of his thesis is that Guru Arjan Dev ji did not confine himself merely to the compilation of the Bani of his predecessors but, instead, allowed himself full freedom to delete and discard, subtract and substitute and add or axe any of its portions. This means that for Pashaura Singh, Bani was raw material to be shaped and improved by Guru Arjan Dev Ji at will. No serious student of Sikhism can think in this way as the internal evidence of Sri Guru Granth Sahib proves beyond doubt the nature and character of Sikh revelation enshrined in the Holy Guru Granth Sahib. So the question of reshaping and recasting or rewriting the Bani of earlier Gurus cannot be entertained. Pashaura Singh's thesis starts from wrong premises and naturally suffers from wrong conclusions. In order to build his thesis on preconceived and biased opinions, he stretches his infirm arguments too far to stand the strain of close scrutiny. I am convinced that the Sikh tenets and traditions are at complete variance with the conclusions of Pashaura Singh's thesis.

He has committed the sin of misquoting and misinterpreting the established Sikh doctrine. Its established truth is that the compilation of Guru Granth Sahib was done in order to maintain the authenticity of Bani. In the preface of the thesis the writer puts this positive perspective into a wrong statement by saying, "Examination of earlier manuscripts has revealed that Guru Arjan worked over a number of drafts to produce the final text in 1604 C.E." He forgets here the principle laid down in Bani i.e. the harmonisation of light and praxis, p. 966 : "The same light permeated him, the same praxis, only the Master and his visible form had changed." So Lord's word (Khasam Ki Bani) becomes 'draft' for Pashaura Singh and he persists to confuse Bani with poetry.

He perhaps wilfully overlooks the tradition of treating 'Bani' as being of a higher status than the Guru in person because of Guru's prevalent or established belief that the 'Shabad' or 'The Holy Word' is the very embodiment of the Holy Lord or, Akalpurakh'.

He is not able to be in tune even with his master's voice, i.e. of his guide. With the result that irrelevance and contradictions came his style. At the very first page in the preface of his thesis he
declares, on the last line of second paragraph, the Kartarpuri manuscript to be the final text of the Adi Granth. But on the same page, in the first line of third paragraph, he contradicts this by giving credence to Kartarpuri-Banno debate and the three recensions of the Adi Granth. He wants to cover himself under the cloak of so-called 'Careful research'. The only mission with him is to reduce Bani to the level of secular poetry. The entire thesis shows that Pashaura Singh wilfully, but without any basis, seeks to distort established Sikh doctrines. I want to conclude my comments as under:

1. This Thesis is written in McLeodian style and aims at the erosion of the authenticity of Sikh tenets.

2. The infallible and everlasting Sikh spiritual doctrine of "Shabad Guru" has been established beyond any doubt in the form of Guru Granth Sahib. Pashaura Singh tries in his thesis to confuse this with secondary or peripheral perspectives. It is confusing infallibility with fallibility.

3. The threefold mission which Pashaura Singh seems to have aimed at in this thesis is to befool the students, and ignore the source material. All this has nothing to do with Sikh religion and Sikh academics.

4. The basic controversy regarding the authenticity of Kartarpuri Bir was started by Dr. W.H. McLeod along with another controversy based on the Jat theory. S. Daljeet Singh and S. Jagjit Singh answered this in detail in their books, Authenticity of Kartarpuri Bir and Sikh Revolution respectively. Pashaura Singh only repeats McLeod's version time and again in his thesis without refuting the facts given by the above authors.

5. Published or handwritten recensions of Guru Granth Sahib are still carrying very minor textual variations. The mistakes of scribes or printers should not be attributed to the Gurus. The reasons for this are known to every body. The publishing agencies have intruded in the "Sikh circles. In spite of all efforts to the contrary, the intruding agencies in field are successful in their unbridled interference.
6. Researcher, especially in the field of theology, needs training of the intellect and punty of the soul. But the negation of this is Pashaura Singh, if his thesis is seen in the perspective of Gurbani, its meanings and spirit, which Pashaura Singh has shown he lacks. His confused and contradictory efforts have resulted in chaos more for himself than for others who know Gurbani.

One can easily conclude after the study of Pashaura Singh's thesis that he can be placed in the tradition of Pandit Sharda Ram Philauri who provided the basis for erosion of Sikh religion and ethos in his books like "Punjabi Baat Cheet" and "Sikhan De Raj di Vithya". The model Mr. Pashaura Singh is using by saying in his conclusion, "These hymns were committed to memory by his first disciples, who passed them on to the next generation through oral transmission of a singing tradition", is not the Sikh model. He lacks the much-needed discriminating knowledge for a researcher and fails to understand the independant concerns of Sikhism. His sweeping statements heavily mitigate against the sanctity and integrity of the Sikh scriptures. It is why his thrust is totally unacceptable. His labour is of a mercenary scholar. He has tried his level best to demolish the entire gamut of the firmly authenticated Sikh tenets and traditions. He completely fails in his mission as awakened Sikhs are coming out with the truth. What Pashaura Singh has done is against the written writ of the Guru and hence his work is blasphemous.
The following is an interim report of the examination of the Manuscript 1245, which forms the basis of the conclusions and observations in the thesis of Pashaura Singh for PhD, degree. A detailed report by the scholars will follow.

1. The manuscript is neither a Bir of the Granth Sahib, nor its earlier draft. It is only a collection of poems, arranged in a haphazard manner. The arrangement of Ragas and Bani does not even remotely follow the one in the Aad Granth (Kartarpuri Bir), authenticated by the fifth Guru.

2. Several Bani and hymns of Bhagats are missing in the Manuscript.

3. The handwriting of the scribe is completely different from that of Bhai Gurdas, who scribed the Kartarpuri Bir.

4. The manuscript was purchased by GND University in 1987 from a dealer of Amritsar. Nobody knows its antecedents. The University authorities including the Librarian and the members of the purchase committee pleaded ignorance, since according to them, the dealer was not willing to part with his trade secret.

5. According to the supposed dealer’s note on the manuscript, and Pashaura Singh’s surmise, there is a suggestion that the manuscript is connected with the family of Baba Budha, the well-known devout Sikh. The Ms 1245 has a Shlok attributed to Baba Budha in which, like the Gurus, he has used the name “Nanak”, for himself. The successors of Baba Budha at Bir Baba Budha Sahib, have completely denied the existence of any such Bir or any hymn ever composed by Baba Budha.

6. There is no date nor scribe’s name on the manuscript, nor any evidence of its antiquity. Rather, there is conclusive evidence that the manuscript was scribed much later than 1606 AD. There is a Nishan pasted on the Bir on leaf 1253, which, the scribe claims to be of the Sixth Master. Evidently, the scribe wants us to believe that he wrote it during the tenure of Guru Hargobind. This claim has been rejected even by Pashaura Singh, for, the Nishan bears no resemblance to that of Guru Hargobind, but resembles that of Ninth Master. Thus
there is no basis for Pashaura Singh to claim it as an earlier draft of the Adi Granth, compiled by Guru Arjan Dev in 1604.

7 The Japuji version in the manuscript resembles closely with that of Meharban, who had been considered an enemy, and excommunicated from the Panth by the Guru. The presence of word 'Nanak' in the couplet on folio 3, also proves its Mina origin. Even the dealer said that he had obtained it from a Meharban group. The collection is undoubtedly part of the Mina Sahitya. To call such literature an earlier draft of Guru Arjan, is an unforgivable travesty of facts. This seems to have been planted in the University in 1987, perhaps with ulterior motives.

8. Scriptures of most other religious faiths came into existence long after the demise of the prophets concerned. The ex-missionary group of Batala has been trying to deny originality and authenticity of the Aad Granth (Kartarpuri Bir) on frivolous grounds. The present attempt attributing changes in the Bani of Guru Nanak, by Guru Arjan Dev Ji appears to be part of the same plan.

9. The Ms 1245 gives on leaf 1255 dates of demise of the first five Gurus in the same handwriting and the same ink-shade. This fact alone conclusively proves that MS 1245 is a post-1606 collection. Pashaura Singh knows this, and that is why he makes the mis-statement that the date of demise of Fifth Master was written later.

10. Moreover, the dates of demise on folio 1255, do not mark the end of the manuscript. The recording of collected hymns continues for another 22 pages. This shows that the work on the collection, continued later than 1606.

11. It is also incorrect to interpret that Manglacharan contains the word 'Nirankar' or 'kartar. The word 'Karta purakh' is clearly recorded.

12. By calling a forged and later manuscript as 'first draft' Pashaura Singh is considered to have committed blasphemy on four counts.
   a. The Gurbani, as proclaimed by Guru Nanak and other Gurus, is not revealed Bani. For, later it can be changed and has been changed by Guru Arjan. Its revealed and unalterable character was there thereby by destroyed by the Guru himself.
   b. That Guru Arjan made theological changes in the Bani of
Guru Nanak.

c. That Guru Arjan made mis-representations in so far as he passed his own Bani as Bani of Guru Nanak.
d. That the hymns which, for the Guru, were not true Bani (or was Kachi Bani), are eulogised by the scholar to be the true Bani of Guru Nanak, and that the authentic Bani, so declared by the Guru, is not true Bani of Guru Nanak.

Can traversity of facts or blasphemy go further than this?
In recent years there has been some confusion regarding the relevance of manuscripts, including Mohan Pothis, as a source of the Aad Granth of the Fifth Master, or textual analysis. This misunderstanding needs to be cleared, especially because in some quarters such manuscripts are being used as authentic source of Gurbani. In order to understand the true position, it is essential to grasp the significance of Guru Arjun Dev Ji's sagacious decision and his unmatched vision in creating the Aad Granth.

Significance of the Aad Granth: It is well known that in the case of all other religions, their scriptures are man-made, and were compiled centuries or decades after the death of the concerned prophets. It is the unique vision of Guru Arjun that, having sensed the confusion and controversy in the case of other religions, and having known that Minas and others were circulating spurious hymns as those of the Gurus, and thereby misleading the Sikhs; he made his landmark decision to compile the Sikh Scripture and authenticate it. The Guru carefully organized all available material, and scrutinized other granths or writings, including may be Mohan Pothis. It is certain that every material, other than what was with the Guru, available with any Sikh or non-Sikh must have been procured or produced before him for inclusion. The Guru's search for authentic material was so keen that he presumably obtained Pransangli from Ceylon, but did not include it, being not Bani.

There are good reasons to suggest that the Guru had reliable sources of Gurbani. The first Var of Bhai Gurdas clearly states that Guru Nanak during his tours in West Asia carried a book with him. Evidently, the book could neither be the Vedas, nor the Gita, nor Quran; it could be nothing else than a collection of his own hymns, and it is unimaginable that while appointing a successor, he would not pass on to him this most valuable part of the heritage, or that his successor would be less conscious or discreet in the matter and not repeat the process of recoding the hymns and ensuring their preservation and transfer to the successors. The Puratin Janam Sakhi records that
at the time of appointing his successor Guru Nanak also gave Guru Angad the manuscript of his Bani. There is another manuscript, now with the Punjab University Lahore, quoted by Dr. Mohan Singh Diwana in his book "Punjab Bhakha Te Chhand Bandi", saying that Guru Nanak preserved his Bani and gave this treasure (the word used is Khazana) to Guru Angad. Apart from that, both Sahib Singh and Harbhajan Singh have compared this Bani with that of the other Gurus. The comparison is based on identity of diction, phraseology and idiom and they have produced convincing evidence that all the Gurus were well acquainted with, and had close knowledge of the hymns of their predecessors. This authentic material for compilation of the Aad Granth was available with the Fifth Master.

The preparation of the Kartarpuri Bir has triple significance, namely; (a) That all authentic and revealed Bani has been included in the Bir; (b) That no authentic Bani of the Gurus is outside it; (c) That the Bani being revealed, it stands meticulously numbered and compiled, so that no one could change even a word of it. The Seventh Guru even banished his own son for changing a single word of it. And the Tenth Master was very angry with a Sikh who wrongly pronounced a word which could be misconstrued. The Scripture (Pothi) was installed at Harmandir Sahib, and was revered throughout by the Guru and the Sikhs. The decision of the Guru unambiguously laid down that there was no authentic Bani of the Gurus outside it. Thus the question of any confusion, mischief or textual analysis stands eliminated for all time by this compilation.

Textual Analysis Irrelevant: Here a few words about textual criticism and its relevance. As noted, except the Aad Granth, there is no scripture in the world that was recorded either by or in the time of the prophet concerned. Whether it was the Torah, the Bible, the Dhampada or the Quran, each was compiled and finalised after the demise of the respective prophets. Hence the problem of correct canon or textual criticism, form criticism, redaction criterion and like criticisms have arisen. In the time between the demise of the prophet concerned and the date of its final compilation, there have been many man-made versions of the concerned scripture or parts thereof. In fact, in the case of Jewish and Christian Scriptures there are
innumerable intervening manuscripts suggesting one inference or the other. It has given unlimited mass of material to scholars to exercise their intellectual ability or give vent to their idiosyncracies, some of them being malicious. So much so that on the basis of a doubtful and unproven manuscript, Morton Smithy went to the extent of casting unbecoming aspersions on Jesus Christ. Now the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls in 1947 has put in confusion both the versions of the Talmud and the Bible. Hence the question of textual analysis is irrelevant and stands distinctly eliminated by the Guru. Because, for good reasons any manuscript even if it were now presented as an old one, would be suspect and valueless. First, its being old cannot be accepted, because in our tradition and history no such manuscript (except Mohan Pothis) is known; and its being without any history or with a doubtful history, would by itself negate its claim. Second, it has to be assumed that if it was there before 1604 AD, it was either knowingly not presented to the Guru, or if presented, it was rejected by him. In either case the document becomes meaningless. After 400 years it is difficult to accept the credibility of a scholar saying that he has been able to trace Gurbani which the search, vision or the sense of discernment of Guru Arjan failed to find or judge properly. Such a claim would be too tall to have any sense or credibility. Hence the irrelevance of all talk of textual analysis and the claim, pretension or value of any manuscript and its use for any purpose.

Mohan Pothis: According to a traditional story there were some Pothis with Baba Mohan. Two of these are extant, one at Ahyaapur and the other at Pinjore. Bawa Prem Singh Hoti Mardan, from a Bhalla family, refers to these Pothis. Three questions arise about these Pothis, namely, their authenticity, their dating, and the reliability of the story.

(a) Authenticity: On the point of authenticity we have already stated that the Guru's decision to compile the Kartarpuri Bir categorically emphasizes that any composition that is variant in form or content from the Kartarpuri Bir is not Sachi Bani of the Gurus. Therefore, a variant manuscript can neither be used, nor have any claim to authenticity for the purpose of the identity of Gurbani. Accordingly, if there is any variation in any Pothi or Granth from Gurbani in the Aad Sri Guru Granth Sahib, it
has to be considered unauthentic in the light of the historic decision of the Fifth Master. Because of the tradition, it can be assumed that the Mohan Pothis were with the Gurus and were rejected to the extent their Bani is variant from the Bani in Aad Granth. Therefore, except for the reverence in which any Pothi is held as a family treasurer it cannot be of any significance as a source of Gurbani, which is only the Aad Granth, the Living Guru of the Sikhs. This is the unambiguous consequence of the decision of the Fifth Master.

(b) Dating of the Mohan Pothis: So far there is no clarity even about the dating of the extant Pothis, much less is there a distinct proof of their genuineness. According to tradition, these Pothis ate said to have been recorded by Sahansar Ram, grandson of the Third Master. The Fourth Master, while he was a Gursikh is also said to have been associated with it. Except for an assertion and a story, there is no evidence that either the Third Master got them dictated through Sahansar Ram, or that they were written by him in association with the Fourth Master, while he was Bhai Jetha. On the other hand, the facts controvert such suggestions. It is inconceivable that had the Third Master commissioned the compiling of the Bani in these Pothis, there would not have been any mark of the Master thereon. Bawa Prem Singh claims them of the period between 1570-72 A.D. This assertion is obviously controverted by the Ahyiapur Pothi. On the first page of it the year 1652 Bikarmi is recorded. The hand may be different from the one in which the body of the Pothi is written. This corresponds to 1595 A.D. the period of the Fifth Master. It is evident and natural that the person who has later written this date has made an attempt to give it a date earlier than the date on it while it was actually scribed, so as to claim for it greater antiquity. It is out of question that the owner, scribe or author would ever allow the Pothis to be postdated as against its actual date. Hence the story of the pothis having been compiled in the time of the Third or Fourth Guru is ruled out. It is significant that Kalyan Das Udası also gives 1595 A.D. as the year of its production. Mrs. Jaggi, who has only followed Baba Prem Singh mistakenly says that Kalyan Dass does not support his view by any evidence. She seems to have ignored the actual date (1652 BK) given on the Pothi of Ahiyapur. Another important fact is that in Kartarpuri
Bir the Fifth Master, records that the Japu of Guru Nanak had been copied from the one recorded by the Fourth Master. That being an authentic source, the fifth Master has clearly referred to it. Had any Mohan Pothi also been written either at the dictation of the Third aster, or in association with the Fourth Master, or been an authentic source, it is unthinkable that Guru Arjan Dev would not have clearly indicated its presence as a source of authenticity, as he did in the case of Japuji Sahib.

(c) An impossible Story: Sahib Singh feels that the Mohan pothis story, as had been the practice then of some writers, including those of Janamsakhis, is just a narration woven around a couplet of Guru Arjan's to seek popularity and recognition. In the entire Guru Granth Sahib there is no hymn praising a person other than the Gurus, much less is there a eulogy of one virtually in the opposite camp. The word Mohan in the couplet means and is thus addressed to God. It has decidedly no reference to the person of Baba Mohan. Two facts are extremely against the historicity of the story, and the manuscript.

The date (1652 BK) as stated, clearly shows its post-Fourth Guru production. Apart from that, the very fact that the Pothis record that the custodians have the blessings of three generations, show that it is a post-Third Guru production (1574 AD.) and not one dictated or ordered by him. The reference of the Fourth Guru or the fourth generation of the Gurus is not given, because the Mohan group was opposed to the recognition of Guru Ramdasji as the Guru or his line. As such, The production is certainly of 1595 AD or a date subsequent to it. Further, the note recording about the blessings of the three Gurus adds that anyone not accepting their leadership (Hundi) would go to hell. To suggest that such an unbecoming method of cursing those who do not follow the Guru, was utilized or dictated by him, is just an obvious travesty. This statement could never be even at the remotest suggestion or thought of the Guru. On the other hand, it is a statement by a seemingly utrasted group or person (which the branch of Mohan and Sahansar Ram was), wanting to regain recognition by such curses and tactics of claiming to have the Pothi or Bani of the Gurus. Hence the recording of the Pothis is certainly of the time of Guru Arjun. Second, there is a strong reason for not recognizing the authenticity of the Pothis. On the assumption
that the Third Master did have his recorded Bani, it is just
ridiculous to suggest that whereas he conferred Guruship on Guru
Ramdas, he would convey, against the known tradition, the
treasure of the Bani to the estranged or aggrieved persons who
were even not willing to recognize the Fourth Master as the Blessed
Guru. The Guru Granth Sahib itself says that whereas Mohri the
Guru’s other son, accepted Guru Ramdas as the successor, Baba
Mohan remained sullen and apart. Hence the story of the
authentic Bani being with this group is both an impossibility and
an inherent contradiction.

Conclusion: The conclusion is inevitable that even if the
Mohan Pothis had been available to the fifth Master, he kept
what he considered to be Bani and rejected the rest. In fact, as we
have stated above, this is the task of scrutiny of Bani, the Guru
had been judiciously performing, i.e., either accepting it as Sudh,
or correcting it, or rejecting it.

However one may like to discard the idea, the facts do seem
to suggest that some persons have apparently felt uneasy at the
idea that the Sikhs have the unique distinction of having an
authenticated scripture which had been compiled by their Guru.
First, there was in 1975 a misleading and incorrect suggestion, an
insinuation, that the Kartarpuri Bir had been tampered with by
obliteration of an unacceptable hymn. This suggestion made by
McLeod was considered blasphemous and irresponsible, because
it was made without examining the concerned Birs, without going
through the related literature on the point and in contradiction
of the known work of Jodh Singh which stated that there was no
such deletion. It seems to have been withdrawn because the facts
of the matter were too clear to enable him to proceed further
with the blasphemous suggestion.

Now another oblique route of textual analysis appears to have
been taken up under the guise of western scholarship. The seeming
object is the old one, namely, to attack the authenticity of the
Aad Granth. But, as earlier, the props raised to support it are too
feeble and frivolous to sustain it. For it is partly based on MS
1245 with an externally pasted and forged mark (Nishan) of the
Sixth Guru which is actually of the Ninth Guru. Further, the
manuscript contains in its contents, simultaneously recorded death
dates of the first five Gurus proving thereby that it is a post 1606
A.D. production. Partly, the attack is based on a self-contradictory
and discarded story of Mohan Pothis given currency by an anti-Guru group.

Assuming that such futile attempts have the cover of the freedom of expression and also do not bring the promoters in conflict with the law, we wonder if these can enhance the reputation of anyone for academic or moral credibility.

Note: Suggested reading on Goindwal Pothis Prof. Sahib Singh D. Lit., "Gurbani Tay Ithas Baray" Principal Harbhajan Singh, "Gurbani Sampadan Nimay"
Principal Teja Singh, "Guru Granth Da Sampadan"
 INTRODUCTION

Dr. Pashaura Singh's doctoral thesis [1], in his own words, "seeks to reconstruct the history of the text of the Adi Granth" and examine Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji's editorial policy, "particularly his approach towards the inclusion of the Bhagat Bani in the Sikh scripture." The author has written about the preservation of their writings by the Sikh Gurus, the compilation of the Sri Granth Sahib and the editorial policy of Sri Guru Arian Dev Ji.

The author has put in an immense amount of work in identifying numerous manuscripts, going through several of them very carefully, and comparing them. An entire chapter is devoted to the discussion of so-called different versions of the Adi Granth Sahib and another to the origins of the various traditions. He has correctly concluded that the source for all these later versions was the Kartarpur manuscript. However, in analyzing some of the data he had accumulated, he has made numerous assumptions, and drawn several conclusions that appear to be quite rash. In his discussion of the preservation of the Bani, editorial policy of Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji, the role of some manuscripts in the preparation of the "final" version of the scripture, and the motivation for the inclusion of the Bhagat Bani, his approach is definitely questionable. Certain views are postulated without presenting independent supporting evidence. Arbitrary assumptions are made to bolster the claims, and significant conclusions are drawn regarding his own speculative statements as proven facts.

Dr. Pashaura Singh ignores vital information, available from the text of Sri Guru Granth Sahib, about the nature of the revealed Word and the character of those who brought the divine message. Presumably, this has been done in the name of objectivity. His comment: "It is a conspicuous feature of the modern Panth to perceive critical scholarship as an attack on the Sikh faith" is indeed uncalled for and unfortunate. No one
disputes the need for critical scholarship to establish facts. However, many Sikhs have objected to what they consider to be wild and sacrilegious speculation in the name of research. In the context in which the author has made this comment, it must be noted that the Banno-Kartarpur debate was settled by Dr. Jodh Singh in his book [2] titled: Sri Kartarpur Bir de Darsan. Since that time, the debate has essentially been marked by Dr. McLeod's refusal to accept the facts. It is gratifying to note that Dr. Pashaura Singh has been able to satisfy Dr. McLeod that the entry of the year on Banno version is indeed samvat 1699 and not 1659.

The purpose of the article is to look at some of the statements made and the conclusions drawn by the author. Clearly, there are two approaches to this exercise. One would use the contents of the Adi Granth, the subject of Dr. Pashaura Singh’s research, to evaluate his analysis. This would be the approach of a “believer”. The other would ignore, as the author has done, the message of the Adi Granth and the claim of the Sikhs that its authors speak on behalf of the Divinity. This ‘secular’ approach would regard the contents of the Adi Granth as the work of ordinary mortals who, driven by the desire for popularity and personal gain, might possibly be willing to yield to sodo-political pressures.

**PRESERVATION OF THE BANI.**

Dr. Pashaura Singh states [1, page 2]: “It would appear that Guru Nanak had a clear vision of preserving his own bani, by committing it to memory in the first place and then possibly to writing during his own lifetime”. It is difficult to understand how the author sets up a sequence of first committing it to memory and then “possibly to writing.” Did someone else compose these verses for Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji that he had to commit it to his memory? The author himself states [1, page 3]: “There are numerous references in the hymns of Guru Nanak that point towards the existence of a written tradition during his lifetime” and that: “Bhai Gurdas records a tradition that Guru Nanak used to carry a book (Kitab) of his own compositions on his missionary tours.” He records (1, page 3,3) two references to this in Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s Bani and concludes correctly that: “This verse clearly suggests that the Written tradition of Gurbani must have begun during Guru Nanak’s lifetime. “Guru Sahib has himself
said:

\[
gā gie sin i līk dje | sosrb Pl hir lje |
\]

He who sings (God's) praise, listens to (the same), writes them and gives them (to others), attains union with God who is the giver of all rewards [3, page 838]

\[
hir pV hir i lKuhir juhir gE hir Bajl pwr aqwIl |
\]

O Man, read God's Name, write God's Name, recite God's Name, sing God's Name. God takes one across the ocean of fear [3, page 669]

In view of Bhai Gurudas Ji's assertion and Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji's own instructions, it is clear that written records of Gurbani were prepared by Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji himself, or under his direct supervision, and carefully preserved by him. These were possibly copied, even during his lifetime, by many disciples and, conceivably, even reproduced extensively. As noted [l, page 7] by .the author, Sri Guru Amar Das Ji, in one of his verses, exhorts: "Come, dear Sikhs of the True Guru, sing the true bani." The Bani had to be available to be sung. Also in Raag Bilawal Guru Amar Das Ji, writing about "seven days" (vw sq) of the week, refers to the "fifteen dates" (qQ) of the lunar month. A bani with that title was given by Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji and immediately precedes the one by the third Guru. The connection between the two is obvious and points to the fact that the third Guru had the bani given by Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji with him when he recorded the verse associated with his name. Clearly the recorded bani as augmented by succeeding Gurus and the collected works were transferred by each of them to his successor. The timing and manner of writing it down are immaterial.

The conjecture, by the author, of Guru Nanak Dev Ji first committing the bani to memory and then of his "possibly committing it to writing during his own lifetime" stands in contradiction of the author's own findings. This conjecture is at the root of subsequent questions of authenticity, selectivity, and possible revision of the text elaborated in his thesis; Noting the ample evidence showing that the Gurus themselves preserved their bani in writing possibly as it came to them from God, Dr. Pashaura Singh's statement is unwarranted and the subsequent
discussion based upon it without substance and merit.

**COMPILATION OF SRI GRANTH SAHIB**

The author, trying to guess the reason for the compilation of Sri Granth Sahib, regards the effort as "integral to the wider process of crystallization of the Sikh tradition. "He quotes [1, page 16] John Archer: "The bare fact of canon-making has significance in itself. The Sikhs were intent upon a book." These comment by Archer imply the need for a book, the absence of one, and a deliberate attempt to create it. These are irrelevant to the subject of the research because the Sikhs all along had a "book" inasmuch as each Guru had the bani of his predecessors with him and kept adding to it his own. The process of compiling Sri Granth Sahib was continual one, having had its start with Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji. The content of the "book" increased through a process of accretion based on continual revelation to Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji and his successors. It did not terminate with the Kartarpur manuscript when scribed in 1604 A.D. The author correctly notes about Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji: "Even during the last two years of his life he added to the scripture a number of his own verses before he died in 1606 CE." This is an affirmation of continued revelation of the bani even after the Kartarpur MS was compiled. Indeed the process continued till the bani of Sri Guru Tegh Bahadar Sahib was included and Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib conferred eternal Guruship upon Sri Granth Sahib.

Throughout, the text was extensively copied.

**SOURCES FOR THE COMPILATION OF SRI GURU GRANTH SAHIB.**

a. The Goindwal Pothis

The author states [1, page 8,9] : "the first definite attempt by the Sikh tradition to record a single collection of approved works was evidently made during the Guru Amar Das' period "Guru Amar Das... prepared the so-called Goindwal pothis, at least two of which are still extant with the descendants of the third Guru..." It is understandable that the owners of these pothis would much like to have these accorded the high status they claim for them. However, it is by no means "evident" that these manuscripts were "the earliest attempt" or that they were prepared during Sri Guru Amar Das Ji's time. No evidence has been presented to establish
that these pithis were prepared by, under the supervision of, or even with the knowledge of Sri Guru Amar Das Ji. No evidence has been produced to show that Sri Guru Amar Das Ji was aware of their existence. These could well have been copies. The non-availability of a source from which these were directly derived does not mean one never existed. Their relationship to the authentic bani of the Gurus could be quite remote. The author correctly doubts (1, pages 9-12) the authenticity of the Jalandhar pithi. The same doubts ought to extend to the others.

Even though his statement regarding the Goindwala Pithis being the "first definite attempt by the Sikh tradition to record a single collection of approved works" is in contradiction of the fact that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji recorded his own bani and "carried a book," the learned author has proceeded to accept, without critical scrutiny, the story that Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji "procured the Goindwala pithis for use in the compilation of the Adi Granth. "He goes on to state (1 page 13) : "Although the Goindwala volumes provided a substantial nucleus for formulating the scripture there were other collections of the Gurus' hymns that were preserved by devout Sikhs and. that must have been available to Guru Arjan... "The question of "procurement" of pithis has been dealt with very ably by Dr. Sahib Singh [4.) Here we shall merely list the assumptions implicit in the author's statement. For Dr. Pashaura Singh's assertion to be valid one has to accept the following premises: 1. Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji did not have all the previous Gurus' bani with him as part of his inheritance. It would follow from this assumption that either each Guru did not record and keep in his possession all the "bani" given by himself and his predecessors or that part of all of such records had been lost.

2. There were persons other than the Gurus themselves who had authentic records of the bani of the current Guru or the previous Gurus. This would imply that when the Gurus spoke, records of the bani were kept, not for them, by themselves (or by their immediate retinue) but by outsiders who chose to keep the records in their own custody.

3. Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji, when he had "procured" these documents, had some way of finding out whether any or all of
their contents were indeed genuine and not fake (kach pich kacipc).

The third assumption aove would necessitate the existence of a "master" version against which the "procured" material could be verified. Else, one would have to take the "believer's" approach and assume that Guru Arjan Dev Ji had the ability to verify the contents by inspection and from memory. This is in contradiction to the need for "procurement" of the bani. There is no evidence that these pothis had any bearing on the Kartarpur manuscript. All available evidence points to the bani being in the personal custody of each Guru during his time. This would be the "master" version. If the Fifth Guru had this version with him, there would be no need to "procure" material. On the other hand, if the Guru could verify the contents without reference to a master text and simply from memory or divine inspiration, this alternative could serve as the primary source, eliminating the need for "procurement." Of course, people were encouraged to write the bani and evidently many copies more or less complete and more or less contaminated came into existence. However, to assume that the Gurus, in particular Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji, did not have access to the authentic bani of the preceding Gurus and had to depend upon his Sikhs, and even upon some who did not accept him as the Guru, to provide him the same is altogether fanciful.

Dr. Pashaura Singh states (1, page 14) "Guru Arjan... was filled with admiration when he examined the works of his predecessors from the pothis, which he evidently obtained from various sources, including the Goindwal volumes from Baba Mohan..." The first part of the statement is verified by Sri Guru Granth Sahib (quoted by the author on page 15 of reference 1). The later part is totally speculative. There is nothing to indicate that the Khajana (kjw) referred to by Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji consisted of or even included the Goindwal volumes nor is there any evidence that anything was obtained from Mohan. There is no basis for assuming that Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji, in his admiration of the Khajana is implying that he did not have the khajana with him all the while and that there was a definitive date and time when he first saw it after procurement". Noting that the Goindwal pothis were
incomplete, the author states correctly [1, page 15] that "Guru Arjan presumably had access to a second manuscript". If this is so, the need for the incomplete pothis disappears. According to the author [1, page 17, 18]: "Guru Arjan had before him a considerable array of material gathered from reliable manuscripts when he started to codify the compositions of the Gurus and the Bhagats into an authorized volume..." These statements are entirely conjectural. There is no evidence whatsoever to indicate that Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji did not have with him the authentic collection of the bani as augmented by each succeeding Guru. There was no need for him to look for "reliable external sources." Each Guru had the complete Bani with him and did not need help from outside.

b. The GNDU MS # 1245

The learned author has seen a manuscript designated GNDU MS # 1245 that was acquired by the Guru Nanak Dev University in 1987 C.E. He has tried to prove it to be an earlier draft of the Adi Granth Sahib implying that the bani as written after revelation was revised by the Guru. In claiming its being an earlier draft, the author asserts "the standard rule of textual criticism" that "the shorter reading is to be preferred to the longer one" and another that "the more difficult reading is generally preferable." There are serious questions regarding the assertion that this manuscript predates the Kartarpur manuscript. The author has himself stated that the introductory note regarding the autograph written in "Guru Hargobind's blessed hand" is not correct. However, his own observation that the autograph attributed to Sri Guru Hargobind Sahib is fake, has not deterred the author from drawing several conclusions. He also notes that the manuscript gives the "death dates of the first five Gurus." Inspection of the manuscript by some learned persons [5] who have provided copies of the relevant page, clearly shows that all the entires are in the same handwriting establishing that the manuscript was worked on after Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji's passing away. He has not produced any evidence that the manuscript was indeed written by (or at the instance of) Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji, and that Guru Sahib had it in his possession and used (or directed that it be used) for the purpose of producing the "final draft." Many
explanations can be given regarding the existence of this manuscript. It could, among other possibilities, be a collection made by some Sikh of whatever part of the bani he was able to gain access to. There can be any number of reasons for the blanks in some places. The difference in Raag sequence in various copies is explained quite easily once it is accepted that the Gurus possibly kept the barn in each Raag as a separate collection. Access to the entire barn, in its original form, at one time would be a rare privilege for any Sikh. The manuscript could very likely be a compilation from bits and portions as they become available to the writer. The writing of a shabad in Raag Talang whereas it is in Raag Sum in the original, and then noting the error in the margin conveys nothing beyond that the scribe made an error and noted the same. The author has not provided any evidence that the writing is of Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji or of Bhai Gurdas Ji or any other known Sikh.

Incorrectly accepting the work to predate the Kartarpur manuscript, the author has gone on to assume that the same was prepared by or for Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji and that he had it with him when the final version was prepared. Extending this line of erroneous thought, he has concluded not only that Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji worked on several drafts of Sri Granth Sahib but also that he frequently revised them. He attributes the authorship of a verse to Baba Buddha Ji on the basis of a note by the booksellers. He goes on to make the preposterous suggestion that the inclusion of the Bhagat Bani in Sri Granth Sahib reflected a situation wherein the followers of those Bhagats (the Jats and the cobblers) were attracted into the Sikh fold in large numbers. This would require us to believe that

1. Dhanna Ji had a large following among the Jats;
2. People of various castes were followers of Bhagats belonging to their own castes;
3. Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji deliberately augmented Sri Granth Sahib during the preparation of the final draft by including the Bhagat Bani in order to increase his followings.

There is no historical evidence to show that people of various castes actually joined the Sikh fold because of the inclusion of the Bhagat Bani. One wishes the author had provided some evidence of Jats and cobblers becoming Sikhs because Dhanna
Ji’s and Ravidas Ji’s bani was included in Sri Granth Sahib. Also, if the author’s line of argument be accepted, inclusion of a large number of Kabir Ji’s compositions should have led to a large influx of people of the weaver caste. Sikh history does not provide any support for the assumption that persons of various castes joined the Sikh fold because the writings of Bhagats of their caste were included in the Guru Granth Sahib.

The author notes some differences in titles of some collections of verses and presumes that these were editorial corrections made by Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji while preparing the final draft. His argument that the Gurmukhi script of the manuscript, using a dot for the kanna and some characters from the Sharda script establishes it as an earlier draft does not stand scrutiny. It is well known that a dot was still in use for the Kanna in Sri Guru Hargobind Sahib’s time. The scribe who wrote the GNDU # 1245 manuscript may not have been knowledgeable enough or may have had certain preferences in writing style. Dr. Pashaura Singh, using the word “evidently” to replace the need for logical discussion states (1, page 22) “Guru Arjan evidently worked over a number of drafts before he produced a ‘final’ text in 1604 A.D.” This statement is totally unfounded and offensive to the Sikh belief. He has provided no evidence to show that Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji did not have a complete set of all the bani as revealed to himself and his predecessors or that he did not dictate the entire bani himself, or that he made any changes in the bani given by his predecessors. The mere existence of a manuscript - GNDU MS # 1245 or any other possibly predating the Kartarpur manuscript cannot by itself give it the status of a draft prepared by the Guru. The author's chart on page 23 [Reference 1] should start with the Kartarpur MS; the claims regarding the so-called earlier documentation, other than the one in the Gurus' own possession, being entirely speculative.

EDITING THE KARTARPURI BIR

Compilation of any work includes collection of source material, editorial selection of material that is to form the final product, selection of a sequential order for presentation of the material, and correction of errors of transcription, if any. In the case of Sri Guru Granth Sahib, the source was revelation of the
bani to the Gurus and, apparently, selection of additional works of the Bhagats and Bhatts. The sequential order selected by Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji and, presumably, by his predecessors, was according to Raag (music). It is easy to understand that Gurus kept separate records of the bani in each Raag and the records were further subdivided into collections of Shabads comprising dupadas, tipadas, chaupadas, etc., by musical groupings (ghar); astapadis, chhants, special collections and Bhagat Bani, under individual headings. It would be extremely convenient and natural for each succeeding Guru to add his own bani to each of these several sets as accretions at the end. This is the arrangement in the Kartarpur Bir. It is also easily understandable that those who made copies of bani might have had access only to portions at a time and, for this reason alone, their collections might differ in their order for each Raag.

The editorial necessity that Sri Arjan Dev Ji saw and resolved was the handling of individual shlok and collections of shlok that formed part of the bani. He added many of these at appropriate locations in the several Vars and compiled those left over as a separate collection. The author states [1, page 30]: "... sections, each of which was carefully read by Guru Arjan Dev before he was able to pronounce it sudh ('pure', correct)." As explained by Dr. Sahib Singh, the comment sudh applies to the Shlokas added to the Vars. There was no question of correcting the bani that had already been recorded by the preceding Gurus or by Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji himself.

OTHER BIRS

a. The Lahore Recension

Dr. Pashaura Singh, in discussing the Lahore recension, notes correctly that the Kartarpur Bir indicates the dhunis for singing the Vars. He correctly discounts the tradition that these were introduced by Sri Guru Hargobind Sahib. However, this does not stop him from indulging in speculation regarding Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji's motives in giving that direction. He states [1, page 66]: "Presumably the tradition of singing the Vars to the heroic tunes may have begun during Guru Arjan's period or even before with the specific purpose of attracting the rural people, especially the Jats, into the Sikh fold." The Gurus used the local vernacular in communicating God's message to the people.
However, the suggestion that they would be choosing their words to "attract" followers is contradictory to their teachings. They were proclaiming the Truth - often bluntly and not soliciting votes. Again, the author starts with the assumption, introduced by McLeod, that the Sikh faith was based on the so-called Sant tradition before Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji's martyrdom and that militancy was introduced into the faith by this event. Even if this baseless suggestion is accepted, how would this "militancy" be introduced by Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji before his martyrdom? In fact, there never was any change in the Sikh belief even till the times of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib who states in the Zafarnama [6] : "I came to the battlefield when there was no other alternative." Also, he never continued any battle longer than necessary for safety and peace. He never was an aggressor at any time. We note too that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji said [3] : "If you desire to play the game of love, come my way with your head on the palm of your hand." All the Gurus consistently preached the message of Divine love and of meeting God through love and humility. At the same time, they all inculcated fearlessness in the Sikhs and taught them to stand up for truth and justice and for the defence of the weak and the helpless.

b. The Banno Tradition.

Discussing the Banno tradition, the author speculates [1, page 73] : "It is quite possible that Guru Arjan's policy of frequently revising the revised texts caused some resentment among the Udasi Sikhs." As there were no revisions of the divine word the comment is superfluous, and words Udasi Sikhs is a contradiction in terms since Sikhism rejects sanyas or being a reduce'. The Banno version is apocryphal and not the work of Sikhs. It has been in existence for a long time but has never been accepted by the Panth. In his concluding statements [1, page 89-91], the author states: "although the Damdama version of the Adi Granth were used by the Sikh community in the eighteenth century the Banno recension was' predominant." This is incorrect. The author has himself indicated that the apocryphal versions were, used by followers of Sants and that the Banno group, included Hindalis, Udasis, Bhatras and Brahmans. All these groups were not Sikhs. The Sikhs have always accepted as their Guru only the version that was given
eternal Guruship by Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib. All other versions are apocrypha in nature an irrelevant to Sikhs. The Singh Sabha reforms did not sanctify this version as the author states; Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib did that.

c. Other Manuscripts.

As has been stated earlier, many copies of the Granth Sahib more or less complete and more or less authentic were prepared by various people. The number of such copies surviving cannot be made the yardstick for the acceptance or the prevalence of any of them. This phenomenon would be greatly influenced by the size of the congregation, availability of scribes and, most importantly, of the political conditions in the region. The Sikh Religious and Educational Trust Library has a manuscript of Sri Granth Sahib completed in 1759 C.E. This manuscript is in a single handwriting, does not include the Raag Maala; indicates Mahala 10 after the first line of the Dohra in Sri Guru Tegh Bahadar Sahib's Shlokes, has shlokes of Bhagat Kabir and Sheikh Farid recorded after the Mundavani; has the shloke: "Tera Keta" included in Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji's shlokes; has the Swayyas by the Fifth Guru and the Bhatt's at the end; includes the Chhant beginning with "Ranjhunjamra" in Raag Ramkali as completed in the Banno version; and has "Chhad Har Bemukh ko Sang" entered after Surdas shabad in Raag Saarang. It does not have Mira Bai's hymn. It includes the dates of passing of Baba Gurditta Ji and Guru Hargobind Sahib along with the note: "This is a copy of the writing of the eighth Guru, the Creator Lord, who wrote this with his own special hand." Utilizing the classification given by Dr. Pashaura Singh, this would belong to the group of manuscripts described as the Kangrah-Kiratpur tradition. It is noteworthy that this manuscript lists the dates of passing of only the first nine Gurus. This would show that the original from which it was copied was compiled during Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib's time. The scribe who did the copying 51 years after the passing of the tenth Guru apparently chose not to make any additions to the text. It is also noteworthy that the numbers are recorded only on the right hand margin of the right hand page when the manuscript is opened but the left side is referred to by the same number in the
table of contents. Such versions represent copies from other copies, more or less correct and more or less complete but not correct versions verified against the authentic bani. They have no value or authenticity but an unscrupulous person can use it to make a mountain of a mole hill.

**TEXTUAL ANALYSIS**

The author devotes a chapter to "textual criticism of certain hymns and individual works in order to reconstruct the history of the text of the Adi Granth." He does this by examining the textual variations in some of the hymns as they appear in the Goidwal pothis and in the so-called early manuscripts of the Adi Granth. Having noticed the textual variations between the Goidwal pothis and the GNDU MS#1245 on the one hand and the Kartarpur Granth Sahib on the other, the author concludes (I, page 140): "It is quite evident from the occasional textual variations in some of the hymns as they are recorded in the Goidwal Pothis and in the manuscripts of the Adi Granth that Guru Arjan frequently revised the received texts in the interest of establishing a canonical scripture." This is an irrational conclusion based upon the speculation that Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji did not have the original bani and indeed relied upon the Goidwal pothis.

The entire exercise is fruitless because it is based on the unproved assumptions that such earlier manuscripts predating the standard version did indeed exist, that Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji or the earlier Gurus were the authors of these, and that Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji indeed revised his work frequently. None of these assumptions have any base. All are entirely conjectural. There is a lot of discussion centering upon the Mul Mantar. The standard version is given in Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji's own writing. No earlier version exists. All the different versions presented by the author are apocryphal writings and not stages in an evolutionary process. The Japji is ascribed to Sri Guru Ram Das Ji. Referring to the shloke at the beginning of the Japji, the author states (I, page 102): "Evidently this shloke was added by Guru Arjan much later when he produced the final text of Japji." Noting its occurrence in Gauri Sukhnani, the author asserts: This fact alone apparently makes it the composition of Guru Arjan." The author's inference is not only "evident" but indeed farfetched. In Sri Guru Granth Sahib, there are numerous instances of the bani stated by the Gurus
taining repetition of lines already given by earlier Gurus or containing repetition of lines already given by earlier Gurus or even by themselves. The author notes this on page 107 but still goes on to draw the wrong conclusion. Why could he not accept than in Gauri Sukhmani, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji's shaloke is repeated in a slightly different form? How does he assume that Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji was trying to pass some of his own work under Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji's name?

Similarly, the author has repeated (1, page 105] McLeod's hypothesis that Sri Guru Angad Dev Ji "added his own shloke at the end" of Japji. This is based upon the fact that similar shlake under Sri Guru Angad Dev Ji's authorship appears in Raag. The statement amounts to accusing Sri Guru Angad Dev Ji of passing his work as if it was Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji's. Firstly, Sri Guru Angad Dev Ji's giving, under his own name, a shloke that closely resembled one by Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji would not be an unusual matter. Secondly, can we accept that

Sri Guru Angad Dev Ji would lie regarding the authorship of any verse? If indeed he had to add his shlake to Japji, why wouldn't he, or after him Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji, write the words "Mahla 2" before the shloke?

The author goes on : "The use of the word Sudh... in the margins of the Kartarpur manuscript in a different hand acquires a new significance in the light of the findings of the present study. Clearly, Guru Arjan would employ it only when he had approved the content, form and organization of the bani in a particular raga section in the final text. "Once again, these comments are speculative and not based on reason. According to Dr. Sahib Singh [4], these comments Sudh or Sudh keechay, apply only to the (editing) addition of shlakes (addition of) Slokas of the Vars. The author regards them as marks of approval to the entire bani in that Raag up to the end of the Var. Dr Sahib Singh's interpretation is supported by the fact that these comments appear only in Raags where Vars occur and then not with all Vars either. If Dr. Pashaura Singh's hypothesis is accepted we face the anomaly that the other Raags do not have such comment. Also in that case, one would expect the comment of approval to be at the end of the Bhagat in each Raag. The author's interpretation appears to be motivated by the need to prove his somewhat outlandish hypothesis that Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji revised and added to
the text given by the earlier Gurus.

The author refers to Dr. Jodh Singh's work [2] as "Scrupulously accurate." However, discussing the apocryphal addition in Raag Ramkali in the Banno version, he ascribes a motive to Dr. Jodh Singh in adding the word "shloke" and the count of 1 at the end of the two lines by Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji. The error is definitely there but it is difficult to see any motive in making an "incomplete text look complete." The author himself has stated that such single lines occur elsewhere in Sri Guru Granth Sahib. To bracket Dr. Jodh Singh, one of the most illustrious scholars, with those who sought to change the Guru's word is, to say the least, very unfair.

CONCLUSIONS

The main inferences of the thesis are based primarily upon the study of two manuscript that, the author claims, predate the Kartarpur Bir and numerous others that followed it. He argues that the Kartarpur Bir is the final text of the Adi Granth having evolved through a number of drafts which Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji revised frequently. We have attempted to show that the author's reasoning is faulty and his conclusions rather hastily drawn without looking at possible alternative scenarios. It appears that he started by making the assumptions that Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji did not have all the bani of his predecessors with him and had to depend upon records kept by others, that he had in his possession the two manuscripts, the author claims, that predate the final version, and that he changed the bani frequently and added to the collection with the purpose of attracting followers of particular castes. He has regarded the Gurus as any other literary person (who often has to revise his initial draft a number of times to take it to final form); as ordinary public figures willing to tailor their writings to soda-political pressures and to do what it needs to increase their followings. Thus, the contents of Sri Guru Granth Sahib, regarded by the Sikh as the sacred word of God revealed through the Gurus, are reduced to the status of writings of sociopolitical opportunists.

The Sikhs believe that the Gurus brought God's Word and taught people the way to union with God. This makes Guru God's own mouthpiece, as recorded by the Gurus. The Guru has divine qualities. In Sri Guru Granth Sahib there are numerous references and explanations of this concept.
For instance.

Guru is the preserver the universe, Guru is Govind. Guru is gracious, ever forgiving.
[3, page 1074]

Guru is the Supreme Lord, Guru is Govind; Guru is the Giver, the merciful forgiver.
[3, page 897]

The Guru is my worship, the Guru is the preserver of the universe. My Guru is god; the Guru is all powerful.
[3, page 864]

My Satguru is forever...He does not take birth nor does He die. He is the Eternal Pervader Who pervades all.
[3, page 759]

The Guru is regarded as a person having born in human form for the salvation of the world, and in total communion with God. The author has himself referred to Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji's mention of his bani being sent by God [1, page 3]. However, he adds ambiguity by stating [1, page 2], about Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji that "He frequently regarded himself as the mouthpiece of Akal Purakh". The Sikhs firmly believe that the Guru was speaking for God not only "frequently" but that all the bani preserved by him for his successors came from God. All the succeeding Gurus as well spoke for God.

Even disregarding the Sikh belief in the divinity of the Gurus, the work by the author is replete with unsubstantiated statements, disregard of available evidence and rash and unsupported conclusions based upon conjecture contrary to logic.
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IF IT IS A PhD THESIS?

By

Dr. DARSHAN SINGH

This thesis of Dr. Pashaura Singh builds itself entirely upon only one point and that is that Goidwal's Pothis and the manuscript No. 1245 lying in Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar, presumed to be of Adi Granth, were the manuscripts which were available to Guru Arjan Dev at the time of the compilation of Adi Granth. Therefore, according to Dr. Pashaura Singh, Guru Arjan Dev worked upon these manuscripts and prepared many drafts before the final draft of Adi Granth was prepared in 1604 A.D. If only this were his opinion, though it is unproved and hence unaccepted, it might have been considered, at least for the sake of argument. But, he does not stop here. He further observes that during the process of compilation of Adi Granth Guru Arjan Dev worked upon the Bath of preceding Gurus also. He changed the lines, the words, rearranged them for the clarification and strengthening of a particular point of view and made many interpolations and incorporations for the refinement of the words and adjustment of ideas. This observation in terms of its authenticity is not only untenable but unthinkable. Rather it is criminal and unlike of a research scholar. Further, the whole of this thesis is standing upon the walls of sand, and the moment it confronts the reality, it collapses.

Dr. Pashaura Singh writes on page 9, "Thus there is a question of the authenticity of the Jalandhar Pothi and of whether or not it is one of the original volumes prepared under the supervision of the third Guru or just a copy of the original". He himself is not sure of the authenticity or the originality of the Pothi. To me it appears from the subsequent treatment of the subject from PP. 9 to 12 by Dr. Pashaura Singh himself that these two pothis, which he has consulted, are the copies of an original Pothi prepared by Baba Sahans Ram which was lost like most of the precious Sikh literature, during the turmoil of Sikh history. In the process of copying, scribes either committed mistakes or changed or manipulated to meet their own vested interest. This can be the attempt of Hindalis or Minas. Dr. Singh has extolled them because he has made these Pothis the
touchstone for examining the manuscript of Adi Granth.

Dr. Pashaura Singh further states, "This theory of the Origin of the Banno tradition, therefore, represents the union of Hindali, Udasi and Bhatra interest", (p. 74). This exactly is the case about the Goindwal Pothis and the manuscript No. 1245 which he consulted. Like other innumerable later recensions of Adi Granth, Manuscript No. 1245 is full of variations and deviations. This also is the product of vested interests of the estranged sections of the Sikhs after the execution of Guru Arjun Dev ji.

All the 8 features of Manuscript No. 1245, discussed by Dr. Pashaura Singh, on pages 25 to 27, can easily be reversed for evolving a factually correct perspective and thus it can be concluded that the change in all the eight cases was actually brought in by the later scribes. Thus, one is led to believe, because the whole treatment of this subject by Dr. Pashaura Singh points towards this end, that he has made very funny formulations. For example, he says on page 93 to 97, that Guru Arjun Dev revised the Mul Mantar from the Goindwal's Pothi to Manuscript No. 1245, and from Manuscript No. 1245 to the present Granth. Does it make any sense? Particularly, when he himself believes, "The origin of the major components of the earlier form of the Mul Mantar as given in the Goindwal Pothis can be traced directly from the work of Guru Nanak", (p. 93)

There are three points which deserve our attention: First, "Further, it is claimed that the manuscript contains a hymn written in Bhai Budha's hand on the third decorated page", (p. 27). Bhai (Baba) Budha was not a writer. Therefore, this conclusion is fake. Second, in Manuscript No. 1245, this hymn, claimed to be written by Baba Budha Ji, is written in the name of Nanak like the succeeding Gurus' way of writing in the name of Nanak. This fact Dr. Pashaura Singh likes to hide. How can a devout Sikh like Baba Budha do this? Third, Baba Budha was alive even after the execution of Guru Arjun Dev Ji. If, he had written a hymn and it was included in the Adi Granth, it could be done only after the execution of the 5th Guru. It could not be the case that Guru Sahib included his hymn in one manuscript, that is manuscript No. 1245, and dropped the same in the Adi Granth.

Furthermore folio 1255 of the manuscript contains the death-
dates of the first five Gurus only", (p. 28). There cannot be a more solid and dependable proof than this one. Second, Manuscript No. 1245 extends beyond pp.1255 upto 1266 i.e. even after giving the death dates of five Gurus. This clearly indicates that this Manuscript is not written by one person and also not at one time. This together with other indications, like unsystematic arrangement of the matter, leaving about 150 pages blank, about 12 pages with only one hymn written on them, missing of the Bhagats Bani the inclusion of the Kachi (not approved by Guru Arjun Dev) and Paki (approved by Guru Arjun Dev) Bani alternately, clearly means that writers of this manuscript No. 1245 did this job after the execution of the 5th Guru and the compilation of Adi Granth in 1604 A.D.

Since the hand-writing of Manuscript 1245 is different from that of Bhai Gurdas, and the Adi Granth was undoubtedly written by him, the whole story of the Manuscript No. 1245, being on earlier manuscript is proved to be fabricated. He says, "Bhai Gurdas, who may have further improved his handwriting by the time he wrote the final draft of the Adi Granth", (p. 28). Does this observation make any sense? As if, the first draft he wrote when he was a child.

"A comparative analysis of the earlier manuscripts (Goinbdwal Pothis and the GNDU MS 1245) and the Kartarpur Bir has revealed that Guru Arjun standardized the Gurmukhi script when he prepared the final text of the Adi Granth", (p. 32). It means Guru Arjun Dev used an underdeveloped script when he wrote M.S.1245 (presumed by Dr. Singh) and a developed one when he wrote Kartarpuri Bir. Can there be a statement more funny than this?

Kartarpuri Bir definitely was written earlier than M.S. 1245. In addition to the above mentioned points the following points further confirm this fact:

(1) It contains editorial comments given by the compiler, that is, Guru Arjun Dev Ji. Dr. Singh himself writes, "The editorial comments in this manuscript, which are unique and quite revealing, are not to be found in any other manuscript" (p.28)"

(2) The autograph of the sixth Guru is on folio 45" (p.29)

(3) The actual recording of the Mul Mantar is in Guru Arjun's hand, (p. 29)
"The date of completion of the volume is recorded at the head of the Table of Contents as follows", (p.28) that is 1604 A.D.

Guru Arjun Dev himself writes 'Sudh' (Correct, final) at a number of places in the Kartarpuri Bir.

In the face of such a factually solid evidence there remains practically no place for any doubt about the originality and the precedence of Kartarpur Bir.

Dr. Pashaura Singh raises the issue of Guru Arjun Dev's adding a couplet in between the years 1604 A.D. and 1606 A.D. in the Adi Granth. In support of his argument he writes, "The use of a different pen and the absence of its mention in the index clearly indicate that this couplet was added after the compilation of the scripture in 1604 and before Guru Arjun's death in 1606", (p. 32). The use of a different pen and the absence of its mention in the index is made out to be the reason for its later incorporation.

Sikh historical chronicles amply record that Guru Arjun Dev, after completing the compilation of the Adi Granth brought it in a procession, in a royal manner, placed it on a higher platform and he himself sat at its feet. Second, right from the days of Guru Nanak, the 'Shabad' is adored like the Guru and Guru Arjun Dev anticipated the embodiment of that concept by Guru Gobind Singh Ji at Nander. Will he himself change it just to include only one of his couplets in it? Do the above said two reasons justify addition? For it has already been shown that M.S. 1245 is a manuscript which was prepared much after the execution of Guru Arjun Dev Ji.

Therefore, once this fact is established that Goindwal pothis and Manuscript 1245 were written after Kartarpur Bir; the whole perspective of the thesis is changed because the entire treatment is factually and logically based on wrong presumptions and the incorrect proposition that M.S. 1245 was written earlier than the Kartarpuri Bir. Therefore, the whole structure of the thesis becomes baseless and unsustainable. Thus whatever he has discussed in the subsequent pages, given the correct perspective, proves otherwise. The thesis thus becomes an out-burst of an undisciplined mind and irrelevant by itself. The genealogical map on page 23 also becomes absolutely undependable.
On page 92 to 101, Dr. Pashaura Singh argues that Mul Mantar was framed by the manuscript writers before Guru Arjun Dev. He also believes that this Mul Mantar was arranged with the help of the words taken from the Bani of Guru Nanak. This observation is contradictory. The Mul Mantar was written and arranged in the present form by Guru Nanak himself and, therefore, it is not the creation of the writers of Govindwal's Pothis or Manuscript No. 1245. In fact, the situation is clearly otherwise. This was written by Guru Nanak, Guru Arjun placed it, as it was, in the beginning of, Adi Granth, and the later scribes, including those of Govindwal's Pothis and M.S. No. 1245, because of diverse reasons, made changes. The above said two manuscripts are, in fact, the product of unknowing and notivated scribes and, therefore, are full of mistakes. Dr. Pashaura Singh himself writes, Guru Arjun seems to have indicated that the ultimate source of all the Bani is the Eternal Guru, who revealed himself through Guru Nanak and his successors", (p.101)

Thus, Dr. Singh accepts the claims of Guru Nanak and his successors that this Bani is revealed one (Dhur Ki Bani, Khasam Ki Bani), that they are only the vehicle of communication and that their word is actually the word of God. This status of Bani is undoubtedly accepted by Guru Arjun Dev himself. Historically speaking, we know that the 7th Guru punished his son by turning him out of the house, because he, under fear or temptation, changed a word (that too verbally) while reciting Bani in the Mughal Court of Delhi. Such a small alteration was not forgiven even to the son of the Guru. In this situation, will Guru Arjun Dev, for that matter any devout Sikh, ever think of changing, improving upon or making interpolations in Bani? Dr. Pashaura Singh insists that Guru Arjun Dev made changes in order to restructure the Mul Mantar and so many other hymns, thereby, implying that Guru Nanak and his successors wrote Bani which required further corrections or improvements. This only Pashaura Singh can say, knowing full well that this point of view could not stand the test of fact and logic.

Dr. Singh further says, lilt should however, be emphasized here that this revision is in keeping with both the rhythm and the meaning of the hymn", (p. 21). I don't think that there can anything more absurd than this observation; as it implies
that Guru Arjun Dev earlier wrote something which was unrhythmical and meaningless. Clearly these changes were brought in by the later scribes.

Dr. Pashaura Singh's claimed linguistic modifications of certain words in a hymn are discussed from page 120 to 125 and change of the musical mode of a hymn from page 125 to 130. Similarly, his treatment about Guru Arjun's Ram Kali Bani is discussed from pages 120 to 130. In fact, the whole of this chapter stands on the ill-conceived presumption that the variations took place either before the compilation of the Adi Granth or after it, between the years 1604-1606. It has amply been shown that both the presumptions are wrong. Hence whole of the chapter collapses. Since all these supposed changes appeared in the later versions, Goidwal's Pothis and manuscript no. 1245, which he consulted, were prepared or copied from the original manuscript by the Hindalis or Minas, who have committed mistakes or brought in interpolations to serve their vested interests.

In order to prove his point, he wrongly associates authorship of the second hymn with Guru Gobind Singh. This opinion he claims to have formed on the basis of information contained, in the early manuscripts, (p. 153). The myth of early manuscripts is already exploded. The two hymns are undoubtedly written by Guru Teg Bahadur. Invariably, the theme of the second part of both hymns is identical, it is like this:

KAHO NANAK AB OAT HAR (I) GAJ (I) JEO HOH (U) SAHAI NANAK SABH KICHH TUMRE HAATH ME TUMHI HOT SAHAI  
M.9., S.G.G.SP 1429

Therefore, on the basis of this version the issue of thematic continuity cannot be disproved. Moreover, such like observations prove lack of understanding of a piece of literature. This is further exemplified by another observation of Dr. Singh. He says, "Also this was time when he appears to have instructed his son to add his own Bani to the Adi Granth for the sake of preparing the final text", (p. 153). There is a clear case of ignorance resulting in mischief by the author. He wants to prove that Guru Gobind Singh defied his father by not adding his Bani except one hymn, in the Adi Granth. If he wrote and added this hymn to Adi Granth' he could also add
more of his Bani which he wrote in abundance. It should have been possible for him to add, if he wanted, especially when according to Dr. Pashaura Singh, he got the sanction of his father the 9th Guru.

At many places, he writes s-heer libel. He presumes that Gurus were in search of clients in order to put everyone in their basket. This is neither historically true nor logically acceptable, particularly when we know that in Sikhism there is no concept of conversion. Whosoever entered the door of Sikhism, did so mainly because of his ideological commitment in terms of his declared objective of being on the side of the oppressed. His main objective was to make available freedom, equality and brotherhood to all human beings. But, let us have a look at this author's method of treating Sikh Guru being governed by mundane objectives. He writes that Guru Arjun deliberately got the Bir autographed by the Sixth Guru so as to ensure his succession (of Guru Har Gobind) in the wake of prevailing hostility, p.p. 29-30.

The selection and fixation of the heroic tunes for the singing of the Vars of the Adi Granth was done for the "specific purpose of attracting the rural people especially the Jats into the Sikh fold, (p. 66)

In order to prove a hypothetical thesis about Mul Mantar, he contrives a very strange explanation. He argues that the word 'Nirvai' was brought in the Mul Mantar by Guru Ram Das to "counteract the situation of hostility in real life", (p. 96)

Dr. Pashaura Singh writes that the placing of the Shalok in the end of Japuji Sahib was an attempt on the part of Guru Nanak "to institutionalize the office of Guruship to ensure its survival and permanence", (p. 108)

While discussing the placing of Guru Arjun's own Shalok before that of Guru Nanak, he argues, "It serves to underline Guru Arjun's claim that he carries the spiritual authority of Guru Nanak", (p. 147). It means that even after the tradition of generations and after serving the Panth for twenty-five years on the seat of Guru Nanak, he still had to prove that he carried the spiritual authority of Guru Nanak. Can there be a more funny statement than this?

About the inclusion of the Bhagat Bani in the Guru Granth Sahib he argues, "Although Kabir is prominently represented in
the Sikh scripture followed by Namdev, Ravidas and Sheikh Farid, eleven other figures from different regions and castes are given a token representation to justify the Sikh claim to universality”, (p.p. 174-75).

While writing about the use of Dakhni musical tunes Dr. Singh writes, "Their use in the Adi Granth may perhaps be seen as symbolic expression of the Sikh claim to universality, which would embrace a southern audience”, (p. 200).

Attaching motives to every move of the Sikh Gurus amounts to distorting the facts and suggesting them to be nothing more than politicians persons. Does it behave a scholar? One who looks through coloured glasses, finds the same colour everywhere.

Some of Dr. Pashaura Singh's observations are really blaspheomeous and mischeivous distortions. For example, while discussing the inter-relationship of the two hymns given under the authorship of Guru Teg Bahadur in Guru Granth Sahib, (p. 1429), Dr. Pashaura Singh concludes, "It may also reflect the contemporary debate over the issue of Sikh identity: that is whether one follows the teachings of Guru Nanak and his successors contained in the Adi Granth or one joins the Khalsa of Guru Gobind Singh", (p. 86). The suggestion that the two are different is a baseless attempt to divide Sikhism right from its foundation. He first builds a wrong hypothesis and then tries to make it believeable by introducing distortions. Again, he says, Guru Arjan's frequently revising the received text along with other reasons was due to "internal pressure created in the Sikh community as a result of disagreement over Guru Arjan's editorial policy also (p. 74)". There was not, nor could be disagreement over Guru's decisions. The suggestion is a deliberate distortion.

Again while discussing Guru Har Gobind's resolve to fight the imperialist oppression by taking up arms against it, Dr. Pashaura Singh hypothetically presumes a situation in which he tries to say that Sikhs were divided over this policy. He writes, "Presumably these groups were still holding Sant beliefs and did not approve the shift towards militancy in the affairs of the Panth", (p. 76). This tendency of Pashaura Singh to twist the facts shows his anxiety to please his mentor by becoming the mouthpiece of his shallow views that already stand blasted by scholars.
Within the Sikh Panth there have been no, nor could be, two groups. These are only a few selected instances from a long list of deliberate distortions made to please his supervisor.

Similarly, Dr. Pashaura Singh is in the habit of making unwarranted comments. Just for example on Page 12, he writes, "In designating his son-in-law as Guru, Guru Amar Das had 'bypassed' his own sons, Baba Mohan and Baba Mohri", (p. 12) Again, on page 108, he tries to prove that Guru Angad's Shalok was added to 'insure' the survival of Guruship. Probably, Dr. Pashaura Singh does not know the meaning of the words 'bypass' and 'insure', and of their inapplicability at least in the given context of spiritual merit for Guruship.

Throughout his thesis, Dr. Pashaura Singh makes uncalled for, wrong and distorted remarks which do not behove a scholar. Many examples have been given. Similarly he writes that Adi Granth was created as a text parallel to Vedas. Such statements only expose his ignorance and level.

Dr. Pashaura Singh very rarely touches upon the philosophical or ideological aspects of the Bani in the Adi Granth. Even in his Chapter 6, which should have been devoted to these problems, he side-tracks the main issue. On top of it, whenever he just touches upon these issues, he is wrong. For example, his explanation about the word 'Hukam' and 'Raja' is absolutely wrong. He further writes, "He stresses the functioning of the divine order (Hukam) in human affairs, which overrides the law of Karma", (p. 6). In this explanation the relationship between Hukam and Karma is based on wrong interpretation. The 'Hukam' does not override the law of 'Karma'. On the other hand Hukam or His will is pressed into motion by God. Law of Karma is, in fact, not something which IS separate or independent. There is no question of overriding of one by the other.

Similarly, while discussing Guru Arjun's hymn, he concludes that the appreciation of the contribution of the saints drawn from so-called low castes means Guru Arjun's attempt to attract the Jats into Sikh Panth, (p.p. 173-74).

I don't know how one can form such far-fetched and hollow theories. Sikh Gurus genuinely believed that no one is lower or higher because of his birth. Each individual is equal in spirit and form and hence is the embodiment of the same elements.
Therefore, whosoever achieves distinction by his actions deserves the appreciation of the Sikh Gurus. They appreciated the Sants drawn from so-called low-castes in this context. The attempt to divide the society into fragments and fix their estimation through this method was not the ideology of Sikh Gurus. They were genuinely interested in oneness of God and oneness of mankind and this was the core of their teaching. Second, this theory is absolutely wrong that Jats were attracted towards Sikhism only during or after the period of Guru Arjun Dev. For this purpose one cannot ignore the fact that even before Guru Arjun Dev, like other communities including Muslims, Jats joined the Sangat of Guru Nanak and they continued to participate in its growth. In order to verify this point one has to have a look at the list of Sikhs given by Janam Sakhis, and Bhai Gurdas and of the generals of Guru Har Gobind's forces. The attempt to divide Sikhism, on caste basis, however clever it be, could not succeed in history and this is not likely to succeed even now. It is so, precisely because in Sikhism ideological commitments throughout the struggle remained unchanged. It is not a sociologic development. Sikhs, as individuals and also as a community, are bound by certain ideological considerations. Therefore, the understanding of Sikhism requires a deep understanding of the Bani and its philosophy.

Dr. Pashaura Singh touches upon another theoretical point also. He refers to the status of Reality in Sikhism, particularly, in terms of God being personal and impersonal. Undoubtedly in Sikhism, God is one, formless and very personal. He is absolutely not impersonal. He is personal to the extent that He intensely loves all beings, and as a mother or a father loves them. He shapes the destiny of his people like a teacher. He accompanies them through the difficult period like a genuine friend and He takes them across like a competent guide. On the whole, He is with His people in all and in every situation, being nearer than anything else. This can be possible if He is formless. Therefore, Sikhism conceives of a God who is formless and is within each being at the same time. Therefore, the traditional perception of God, His being personal or impersonal, transcendental or immanent, Sarguna or Nirguna, does not apply to the concept of God in Sikhism. In a similar context,
Dr. Singh comes to a very funny conclusion when he distinguishes between a personal Guru and a divine Guru (p.95). As if a personal Guru cannot be a divine Guru and divine Guru cannot be personal. This simply speaks of his poor understanding of the issues with which he is dealing.

Dr. Pashaura Singh begins his thesis with the point that the collection of Bani was started by Guru Nanak himself. This point has already been established by Dr. Sahib Singh in his 'Sri Guru Granth Sahib Darpan', (Vol. 3, p.p. 803-828).

Height of his ignorance is amply displayed when he says, "In fact, the first complete vernacular commentary on the Adi Granth appeared only in the beginning of the century", (p. 217). This process started much earlier through interpretation of different Parnalis which he himself has mentioned in the subsequent pages. Here he takes a self-contradictory stand.

While discussing the editorial scheme of Guru Arjun Dev Ji, Dr. Pashaura Singh mainly depends upon two aspects. First he deals with different schools of criticism or interpretation available in Punjabi since its origin. The second aspect is locating the musical basis of the Bani. The first part, as he himself admits, is borrowed from Dr. Taran Singh. And the second part is totally wrong. In his Raga organization of the Adi Granth, (P. 195), he makes indefensible mistakes which clearly show that the author does not know much of this subject. It is true that Guru Arjun Dev arranged the major portion of Bani in accordance with the Ragas in which that portion is prescribed to be sung. This factor is known to every one. But let us have a glance at how Dr. Pashaura Singh treats this subject:

1. While writing in the beginning of page 195, he says, "The basic division of the middle section of the Adi Granth is according to ragas or melodic patterns". This cannot be called melodic phrases or notes. This is how the very beginning is wrong.

2. On the same page he observes by quoting his personal interview with Professor James Stephan, "Apart from the Sikh tradition the Asa Raga is now found in the musical tradition of Afghanistan and not in musical traditions of North India." Asa Raga is in fact very popular in Sikh tradition as well as in almost all the musical traditions of India since the days of Guru Nanak. In fact, many scholars are of the view that the Asa Raga
is a local Raga i.e., a Raga of this land.

3. On the same page, 196, he has used the word "pure notes" for sudhang. Now these notes are neither pure nor impure. In music they are major or minor.

4. On page 197, he says, "Obviously he had intended to compile a scripture with a theological as well as musicological coherence in mind." Guru Aqun's theological concerns are evident but musicological ones are not the end in themselves. It is only a vehicle through which one can reach at the meaning, the spirit, the inspirational part of Bani. Therefore, the two cannot be equated.

5. On the same page, he has translated "Ragan Vich Sri Rag Hai" as "Sri Rag is chief among the Ragas". This translation is wrong and distorted mainly because the whole line is not kept in mind. In fact, Guru Amar Das accepts Sri Rag conditionally. Similar is the case with most of other Ragas also. They are accepted only if they help in reaching at the goal. The traditions in which Raga was the ultimate end, are, by now, lost to the dust of history.

6. In terms of the time theory of the music the emphasis is not upon Purvang or Uttarang, (p.199). It is on the common or Sudh Suar.

7. The Gharana cannot be translated as 'family'. It has to be 'school,' like Patiala school etc., (p. 204).

8. On Page 202, he says, "This kind of classification is to be found in the Adi Granth Rag Mala". This is true that this classification is found in Rag Mala, but it is not applicable to the Ragas used in Adi Granth. In the Adi Granth the Ragni is not used. All the Ragas given in Raga Mala are not used. Similarly, all the Ragas used in Adi Granth don't find mention in Raga Mala. Unfortunately, in the above statement, Dr. Pashaura Singh tries to confuse the readers in terms of Adi Granth and Raga Mala relationship. Obviously, the author of this thesis neither knows the spirit of the Adi Granth, nor the Bani and Raga relationship in it; his technical expertise is out of question.

9. This can further be exemplified with a quotation from his thesis. On page 66 he writes, "There are other such poetic 'genres (ghorian, alahanian, birahara and pahare) which are modelled on the folk tunes in the Adi Granth". Now, these folk forms of poetry
or folk tunes were there even before the Adi Granth. What Sikh Gurus did was a unique experiment. They rescribed these forms to be sung in classical music. For example, it is prescribed in Adi Granth to sing ghorian and alahanian in Raga Vadhans, and Birahare in Raga Asa. In fact, this was done by Sikh Guru to produce “balanced effect on the minds of both listeners and performers”, (pp. 200-201). For this they brought the folk music under classical discipline and 'toned down' the classical by singing them in folk tunes in order "to create a reflective mood".

Contradictions in statements, information and arguments and casual and unauthentic statements are the landmarks of this thesis. Therefore, it is very difficult to draw any clear or useful information about any of the points made by the research scholar; he starts or concludes almost every point with the word: presumably, possibly, may be, seems to, etc., as if he himself is not sure about what he wants to say.

Another problem with Dr. Pashaura Singh and his supervisor Dr. W.H. McLeod is that both of them do not know the meaning of the words of Gurbani. And a still more serious problem is that without it, it is very difficult to understand the growth of Sikh history, Sikh institutions and Sikh doctrines. In order to overcome this difficulty Dr. Pashaura takes refuge in "reader response", (p. 210), theory of Schuyler Brown. He says, "McLeod is suggesting an approach that maintains that the process of unfolding the meaning of the Adi Granth text depends upon the level of the understanding of human beings", (p. 210). But to their dismay this theory does not work in terms of understanding of Gurbani. This can be partially true in case of Vedas or old Testament because they are written in classical languages and also they do not support the growth of history. Such vague references to inapplicable ideas, while they could mislead western persons ignorant of Gurbani, but not those who understand something of it. Even otherwise, the inefficiency of a reader, particularly of a scholar, cannot be the responsibility of the text. The text has to be understood by genuine interest, labour and keenness to know more. I fear both the gentlemen are wanting in it. There is clear evidence to this effect in the present work.

As far as the quality of work is concerned manuscript No.
1245 and Dr. Pashaura Singh's thesis are almost identical in their performance, accuracy and level. Both are ill-logical and ill-supported, and are inspired by vested interests and a strong sense of vengeance. Both contain stray collections of material and ideas, in many cases, copied from others and serve no meaningful purpose in academic compilation, research or ideological understanding. It is beyond one's comprehension how such a baseless, absolutely irrational and apparently blasphemous attempt could be accepted as a Ph.D thesis by a university of an advanced country or supposed to have been supervised by a teacher of Sikh studies. No one is to blame if reasons for doing so are considered unacademic. I am particularly pained to know that this gentleman was earlier a student of Gurmat College, Patiala, and a Granthi of a Gurudwara in Canada.

NOTE: The page nos. which I have given throughout, mean numbers of the pages of the manuscript (by Dr. Pashaura Singh), which I have reviewed.
THE TEXT AND MEANING OF THE ADI GRANTH : CRITICAL COMMENTS

By

Dr DEVINDER SINGH CHAHAL

Introduction

The work entitled, "The Text and Meaning of the Adi Granth" was submitted by Pashaura Singh (name abbreviated as PS in this article) in conformity with requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy to the University of Toronto in 1991. It has become the second recent biggest controversy since the Panth (Khalsa Commonwealth) has again become active after a long time to safeguard the Sikh philosophy presented in the Aad Guru Granth Sahib (AGGS). The first one was the work of Dr W.H. McLeod (1).

Although Sikhism came into being when the science was in its primordial form, I have found it the most scientific and logical religion which is without any mythology; but some writers have been trying to portray it as another mythological religion similar to Hinduism. Since its foundation and now others are undermining the lofty ideals of Sikhism by misinterpretation of Gurbani incorporated in the AGGS. Sikhism was first presented to the western world by E. Trump (3) in 1877. But his work was declared apocryphal by the Panth. A good presentation of Sikhism to the western world came from the work of Max Arthur Macauliffe (4) in 1909. But in 19705 W.H. McLeod started systematically undermining the Sikh scripture and the Sikh philosophy (1).

Sikhism remained the domain of theologians in the past. But during the second half of the twentieth century it became the most studied subject by peoples from judiciary, administration and by historians and academicians from various fields i.e. languages, physics, chemistry, astronomy, natural sciences, etc. Therefore, any recent writings on Sikhism cannot escape the eyes of the Sikh academicians belonging to the above fields.

From now on, therefore, it would be very difficult for the future writers to misinterpret the Gurbani, incorporated in the AGGS and also to disrupt the lofty ideals of Sikhism. But this awakening in the Panth has been taken as "an attack on the Sikh faith", "insecurity in their (Sikh academicians) approach" and "a
new phenomenon linked with post 1984 events", by PS as follows:

"A great deal of this energy is directed these days at the writings of W.H. McLeod, who has been raising questions about the Adi Granth and making a plea for a sustained campaign of textual analysis to establish a sure and certain text. Although McLeod combines sensitivity with meticulous care in his analysis of Sikh documents, his arguments on the Sikh scripture have been received with caution within Sikh community. It is a conspicuous feature of the modern Panth to perceive critical scholarship as an attack on the Sikh faith. That is perhaps why the organized response offered by a group of Sikh scholars (of whom the most notable include retired civil servants of the Government of India and doctors of medicine, as well as academics) appear to be so defensive that one can easily sense a feeling of insecurity in their approach. It appears to be a new phenomenon linked with post 1984 events. Thus there is need for a textual critic to proceed with extreme caution and circumspection." (pages 20-21).

But it appears that PS failed very badly to be observing extreme caution and circumspection in presenting his work in his PhD thesis. That is the main reason that a number of comments have already appeared about his (PS) work on textual analysis of Adi Granth in many weeklies and still many more may appear in the future. Just possible that it may become a serious matter of discussion amongst the academicians and theologians alike in the future.

CRITICAL COMMENTS

In the present article I have tried to give my comments on some areas which have not been reviewed critically from academic and theological point of views so far:

Spelling of "Aad" (ਅਦ) :

In this work the word" Aad" has been spelled as "Adi". Similarly many scholars use the same spelling i.e. "Adi". If 'Adi" is spelled back into Gurmukhi script it would become "ਅਦੀ" which means one half in Hindi and habitual in Punjabi. But the original meanings of "Aad" are: preceding all others
in time order or importance; first; primary; original; cardinal; outstanding; paramount; pivotal, etc. The above spelling have been coined by keeping in view the words having "siari" with the last letter e.g. in Jap" iᵉik ik and hukim hukm in pauri

2; kiD Kath in pauri 3; gəmək gurmukh in pauri 5səiə, miq min, Git, sud, surt, mat, man, ghat, sud in pauri 36, min on page 186; iᵉik ik; kir "kar on page 566; hir har sbid sabad, shij sehj, Git ghat, gəmək and gurmukh on page 775 of AGGS.

It is my humble suggestion to all the scholars to spell "Awid" as "Aad" in future in their writings. If we continued to spell it as "Adi" then the time is not far off when readers would draw an erroneous inference or someone may write another PhD thesis to prove that the 'Adi Granth' is one half and the "Dasam Granth" is the second half of the whole Sikh philosophy. Then it would become another big problem to be resolved by the Panth.

Use of "Sri"

I had just finished my comments when an ordinance, in response to the controversies raised by Dr Pashaura Singh in North America and Dr Piar Singh in India, was issued by S. Gurcharan Singh Tohra, President of Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee (SGPC) that no research on AGGS should be done in any university. And he also mentioned that the Sikh Granth should be called "Sri Guru Granth Sahib" (World Sikh News, Stockton, California, February 5, 1993). I was stunned to note that he had dropped the most important and appropriate adjective "Aad" from the title of the Sikh Granth. It is beyond the scope of my present article to write about the dire consequences of banning research on the AGGS and on Sikhism in the future, however, I would like to write a little about the dropping of "Aad" from the title of the AGGS.

The title of the Sikh Granth which is published by the SGPC is, "Aad Sri Guru Granth Sahib". I don't understand why all of a sudden "Aad" has been dropped from the title by S. Tohra, without giving any reasons and "Sri" has been retained. Most of the time "Sri" is added before the Guru by many writers also out of devotion e.g. Sri Guru Granth Sahib (Darpan) by Dr Sahib Smgh (5); Sri Guru Granth Sahib (English Version) by Dr Gopal Singh (6); Sri Guru Granth Sahib (English Translation) by Gurbachan Singh Talib (7), etc. It is a pity that the above scholars have not used "Aad" with
the title. Some scholars think that the adjective "Aad" is used only for the Granth originally compiled by Guru Arjan. They are mistaken because the present Aad Guru Granth Sahib is the same Aad Granth of Guru Arjan in which the "Gurbani" of Guru Teg Bahadur was added by Guru Gobind Singh. He also ordained it as the "Guru" of the Sikhs. Since then the present Granth is known as the "Aad Guru Granth Sahib".

The adjective, "Sri", used with "Guru" seems to be redundant as there is no adjective which could qualify the Guru. Because "Guru" itself is of a higher order than "Sri". Moreover "Sri" is a very commonly used title to address even a common man in the street of India as "Mr" is used in the western world. It should also be noticed that "Sri" has never been used as an adjective for the "Guru" in the "Gurbani" by the Sikh Gurus in the AGGS.

It is emphasized here that when "Aad" is added to "Guru" then it becomes "Aad Guru" meaning the "Guru" who precedes all others in time, order and importance. Thus "Aad Guru" becomes the Almighty, whereas "Sri Guru" remains an ordinary Guru as "Sri" is used for a common man in the street also. Thus the "Aad Granth Sahib" means the Granth which contains the revealed Bani of the Almighty and also it means the first and the primary Granth of the Sikhs.

Therefore, it is my humble request to all the scholars to use "Aad", the most appropriate adjective, in the title of the Sikh Granth without "Sri", and it should always be addressed as "Aad Guru Granth Sahib" (AGGS) in the future to be consistent.

Gurbani Distorted:

On page 2 PS writes the following ill-conceived idea: "It would appear that Guru Nanak had clear vision of preserving his own Bani by committing it to memory in the first place and then possibly to writing during his own lifetime." Then on page 3 PS mistranslates the Gurbani to justify his above ill-conceived ideas as follows:

"He (Guru Nanak) maintained that one might lose the divine word through oral recitation alone, if one has not written it down to preserve it." Then PS quoted the following stanza from the Gurbani [Kybw hunml bdl b Adult gweAY]

AGGS, M 1, P 556.
But its real interpretation by everyone is:
"Without His blessing (will) no one gets high consciousness (bought the Almighty), but one loses (the opportunity) in mere taking." Dr Sahib Singh (5) has the same view. PS's interpretation is not even comparable to those of Dr Gopal Singh and Dr Gurbachan Singh Talib on which he has relied for English translation (preface):

"Without the (Lord's) Writ, one is conscious not (of His Truth); and one prattles in vain." Or Gopal Singh (6).

"Without recorded destiny comes not realization, Utterance without realization is only void." Dr Gurbachan Singh Talib (7).

The above discussion clearly indicates that PS perverted the interpretation meaning of the above stanza of Gurbani to justify his above ill-conceived idea.

Through the above statement PS has raised doubts about the writing of bani by Guru Nanak by using the word "possibly" in his statement. On page 4 PS has again reiterated that, "It is entirely possible that Guru Nanak may have himself written down his own composition in his lifetime." Here PS again used the words "possible" and "may" to create doubts. On page 4 and 5 PS continued to build up the same ill-conceived idea as: "Although the manuscript of this collection is no longer extant, its mention by Bhai Gurdas may indicate that Guru Nanak was the first person to begin a written collection of his own works."

And finally PS wrote: "There exists no known manuscript of Guru Nanak's composition written in his own hand or coming from his time."

Thus PS has created a situation where one can start doubting that Guru Nanak might not have written his own Bani by himself as was not done by the other prophets of other religions of the world.

It is a matter of grave concern for the Sikhs in general that PS has Ignored the diligent research done by Prof. Sahib Singh (8) to prove that Guru Nanak recorded his own Bani as soon as it was revealed to him and he always kept it with him with other collections of Bhagat banis and he passed it on to Guru Angad and Guru Angad wrote his bani and added it to that of Guru Nanak and passed it on to Guru Amar Das. Then Guru Amar Das continued the tradition and passed on his bani and that of his predecessor Gurus to Guru Ramdas. Finally Guru Ramdas passed on his own bani and the bani of his predecessor Gurus to
Guru Arjan as an ancestral treasure of divine wisdom from which Guru Arjan compiled the Aad Granth, Kartarpur Bir. This fact has been mentioned by Guru Arjan in AGGS as follows:

\[ \text{pIaU dwdy kw Koil ifTw Kjwnw} \]
\[ \text{qw myrY min BieAw inDwnw} \]

AGGS, M 5, P 186.

"When I opened up and looked into the ancestral (inherited) treasure then my mind realized the divine wisdom (treasure)."

AGGS, M 1, 186.

(Note: \text{pIaU dwdy kw Koil ifTw Kjwnw} is a well-known Panjabi proverb meaning, "ancestral inherited treasure")

But very tactfully PS continued to build up a base through his further manipulations to highlight the importance of Goinval Pothis by ignoring the above fact of handing over the ancestral treasure of divine wisdom by Guru Ramdas to Guru Arjan as recorded by Guru Arjan in AGGS on page 186 as above.

PS wrote on page 9: "Traditionally, Goinval Pothis were written during the period 1570-72 AD by Baba Sahansram (Sahansar Ram), a son of Baba Mohan and grandson of Guru Amardas" to establish that the Gurbani was still not written by the Gurus themselves but was written by others i.e. Baba Sahans Ram.

Furthermore, to make the Goinval pothis as a base for writing of final version of Kartarpur Bir by Guru Arjan, PS again perverted the above verse \text{pIaU dwdy kw Koil ifTw Kjwnw} of Gurbani of Guru Arjan as follows:

"When I opened the treasure of my father and grandfather to see for myself, then I realized the divine treasure in my 'man' (heart-mind-soul)." (page 15).

He further mentioned:

"Here the reference to both his father's and grandfather's "treasure" may suggest that Guru Arjan received at least two sets of manuscripts of Gurbani, one belonging to his father and the other to his grandfather. The works of Guru Nanak and Guru Angad together with the Bhagats, were grouped with his grandfather's bani in the Goinval Pothis. Since his father, Guru Ramdas was not represented in these volumes, Guru Arjan presumably had access to a second manuscript." (page 15).

Here PS interpreted \text{pIaU dwdy kw Koil ifTw Kjwnw} very literally as "the treasure of father and grandfather," the treasure
(i.e. Goindval Pothis) which Guru Arjan procured from Baba Mohan as stated on page 14. On these assumptions PS has constructed Genealogy Figure 1 on page 23 indicating that two Goindval pothis form the base of the first draft, the Guru Nanak Dev University manuscript (GNDU MS) 1245, and then finally Kartarpur Bir was prepared by Guru Arjan after collecting more bani from other sources.

Thus the whole objective of PS is to convince the readers by mistranslating the Gurbani about his ill-conceived idea that Gurbani was not written by the Gurus themselves and was not kept by them. And Guru Arjan had to procure the Goindval Pothis (written by Sahans Ram) from Baba Mohan and other Bani from other sources to prepare the final version of Kartarpur Bir. Thus PS has topsy turvyed the well established fact that Guru Arjan received the ancestral treasure as one unit from Guru Ramdas as established by Prof. Sahib Singh (8) and others.

TEXTUAL ANALYSIS (Chapter 4)

The need and importance of textual analysis given by PS is based on the following quotation of Dr. Loehlin on page 92:

"The Sikhs will hold a unique position among the religions of the world if they prove through careful textual criticism the widely accepted belief that the Kartarpur Granthis the MS dictated by Guru Arjan." C. Loehlin (9).

Most probably keeping the above quotation in mind, PS has written two special chapters (pages 20-91) to strengthen the illconceived idea of Loehlin wherein he doubts the established fact that Kartarpur Granth was compiled by Guru Arjan.

From the unauthentic and apocryphal materials recorded in these two chapters (Chapter 2 : manuscripts of Adi Granth and Chapter 3 : Origin of Adi Granth) PS has drawn the following dubious conclusions:

1. "The foregoing examination of the Manuscripts revealed that the GNDU MS # 1245 was one of the many drafts on which Guru Arjan seems to have produced the final text of the Adi Granth in 1604." (page 59).

2. "Another important outcome of this scrutiny is the confirmation of the Kartarpur manuscript as the final text of the Adi Granth as compiled by the fifth Guru." (page 59).

3. "This analysis also shows that there was no unity of the Adi Granth text to be found among the different versions.
during the last quarter of the seventeenth century." (page 59).

4. "Of all the three competing versions of the text of the Adi Granth that were being used by different groups with the Panth, it appears that the Banno version was coming to the fore at the end of the seventeenth century and the beginning of the eighteenth." (page 60).

5. "It is claimed here that Guru Gobind Singh prepared the final recension of the Adi Granth at Damdama (Damdama Sahib, Talvandi Sabo in Bhatinda in 1705 AD) by adding a collection of the work by the ninth Guru to the original compilation. This is not correct, since the bani of Guru Teg Bahadur had already been incorporated in a number of manuscripts immediately after his death. The point to be noted is that a single couplet, attributed to Guru Gobind Singh in the earlier manuscripts, became part of the fifty-seven shloks of the ninth Guru." (page 78-79).

6. "Although he (Guru Gobind Singh) approached Dhir Mal's descendants at Kartarpur to obtain the Adi Bir, he did not succeed in persuading them to part with the volume. A number of copies of Kartarpur text, however, were available at that time, along with two other versions of the Adi Granth. It was these that he used to prepare the Damdama version of the Aad Granth at a resting-place (damdama) in Anandpur Sahib in the last quarter of the seventeenth century. Further, the bani of Guru Tegh Bahadur had also become part of all the different recensions of the Adi Granth immediately after his death." (page 80).

To strengthen the above statement PS quoted the following information:

7. "Harbhajan Singh briefly mentions that two manuscripts of Adi Granth, written in sambat 1739 (1682 CE) and sambat 1748 (1691 CE), which contained the works of the ninth Guru at appropriate places with raga jaijavanti following the prabhati mode in the standard way. He calls them Damdama versions because they were written at a place called "Damdania" in Anandpur Sahib." (page 80).

8. "Although the Damdama version of the Adi Granth was
prepared by Guru Govind Singh at Anandpur in the last quarter of the seventeenth century, different versions of the Adi Granth were used by the Sikh community in the eighteenth century. The Banno recension was predominant. The standardization of the text of the Adi Granth-based on the Damdama version-took place during the reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, who was able to procure the Kartarpur volume for this purpose. The first printed edition of the standard Damdama version appeared in 1868 CE, which gave a fillip for universal acceptance. The Singh Sabha reformers sanctified this standard version and set aside all other versions used in earlier centuries." (page 90-91).

9. "The solitary couplet that was attributed to the tenth Guru in early manuscripts lost its authorship and became the part of Guru Teg Bahadur's shalokas. This may have been intentionally done to keep Guru Gobind Singh's authorship limited to the bani of Dasam Granth. It may also reflect the contemporary debate over the issue of Sikh identity: that is, whether one follows the teachings of Guru Nanak and his successors contained in the Adi Granth or one joins the Khalsa of Guru Gobind Singh" (Page 86).

Comments:
My comments on all the conclusions drawn by PS are given one by one as followings:

Conclusion 1:
PS did not give any sound, logical and scientific reasons or any special characteristics which could prove that GNDU MS 1245 is one of the early drafts. Where are the other drafts? Moreover, a number of questions will arise about its being a draft e.g. Does any scholar keep first, second or third draft of his work as a record or give them as souvenir to others who in turn would prefer to preserve it as a substitute of the final text? Why a person who kept this draft for almost four centuries decided to sell it to a bookseller in Amritsar who says he got it from a street hawker? Nevertheless, these days everybody is aware of the fact that a rare MS like this could be sold to the institutes of higher learning e.g. Guru Nanak Dev University or Punjabi University or
the highest authority of the Sikhs i.e. Shiromani Gurdwara Prabhandak Committee (SGPC) at a very high price.

A very important point has been discussed by Prof. Sahib Singh (8) that Guru Arjan categorized the bani (ancestral treasure) into different Rags and sections. And a Juz (quire: a paper folded twice to make four sheets; a collection of sheets of papers, usually 24) was assigned for writing each category under certain Rag or section. Some sheets of certain Juz remained blank when the writing of that portion of bani or section was completed. Thus there are some blank sheets in the Kartarpur Bir. If we accept the assertion of PS that GNDU MS 1245 was one of the early drafts, then there could be no possibilities to have blank sheets in the original Kartarpur Bir which has been accepted by PS as the final text in his conclusion 2 (page 59). From Prof. Sahib Singh's findings it is clear that the Kartarpur Bir was the first and the final version of Aad Granth.

Since the authenticity of GNDU MS 1245 has become a great issue, its origin should be studied by the panel of judges, constituting persons from judiciary, languages, history, archives and sciences. This panel should find out who planted GNDU MS 1245 to confuse the Sikhs.

PS's conclusion that the final version of Kartarpur Bir was prepared from the Goindval Pothis and other materials as shown in Figure 1 on page 23 is also based on unauthentic information. Actually PS should have first disproved the findings of Prof. Sahib Singh (8) where he proved that all the writings of the predecessor Gurus were handed over to Guru Arjan as an ancestral treasure by Guru Ramdas wherefrom the Kartarpur Bir was prepared.

**Conclusion 2 :**

PS admits that the Kartarpur manuscript is the final text of the Aad Granth as compiled by the Fifth Guru, but after writing many drafts and making changes in the original Gurbani. But the Kartarpur Bir is the first and the final version of Aad Granth according to Prof. Sahib Singh (8).
Conclusion 3:
It is true that there is no unity of Aad Granth Text found in different versions. It is so because every scribe had tried to copy the text according to his own whims and added, deleted, modified certain banis and also re-arranged sequence of banis as he wished.

Conclusion 4:
According to Prof. Sahib Singh (8) the Banno version was most common because people had easy access to copy the Banno version as the real and authenticated version of Aad Granth installed in the Harmander Sahib at Amritsar which was not easily available for copying.

Conclusions 5,6,7,8,
PS has given more weight to a small piece of information given by Harbhajan Singh to make his point that Damdama Bir was compiled at Damdama in Anandpur Sahib. But he ignored completely without giving any solid reasons of rejecting the facts recorded in Gurbilas Chhevin Patshahi and by Gian Singh in Sri Guru Panth Prakash that Damdama Bir was prepared by Guru Gobind Singh who also added the bani of Guru Teg Bahadur at Damdama Sahib in Talvandi Sabo, Bhatinda. Because of this importance, in addition for others, Damdama Sahib was declared the fifth Takht by the S.G.P.c. Moreover, PS also ignored the information given by Mehar Singh (10) that Guru Gobind Singh was given the Gurgaddi of Guru Nanak (pontification) after the demise of the Ninth Guru at a place called Damdama Sahib near Anandpur Sahib, but there was no mention about the compilation of Aad Granth by Guru Gobind Singh at this place. However, it has been mentioned that Guru Gobind Singh compiled the Aad Granth at Damdama Sahib, Talvandi, Bhatinda. It is evident from the above information that PS did so to undermine the important role played by Guru Gobind Singh to give the Sikhs a final authenticated version of AGGS by adding the bani of the Ninth Guru, Teg Bahadur. He also got made some copies of this authenticated Damdama Bir, and these were sent to all the Takhts and other important Sikh centres (Manjis).

The assertion of P.S. that the authorship of Guru Gobind Singh was removed from Shlok 54 of Guru Teg Bahadur by the scholars appointed by Maharaja Ranjit Singh or by Singh Sabha
at the time of preparing a standardized version, is without any base. It is a question of simple common sense that Guru Gobind Singh, who had every right to add his Bani in the AGGS, why he should restrict himself to adding only one stanza of his bani in the sloks of Guru Teg Bahadur.

PS blames Singh Sabha for declaring the Banno Bir as "khari" (brakish or bitter) which means spurious or apocryphal (page 89). It is a pity that PS, a scholar, did not consult the literature carefully before making such a statement. I hope he might be aware of the information that Banno Bir was declared apocryphal by Guru Arjan himself (Prof. Sahib Singh 8). PS should also have disproved the findings of Dr Sahib Singh before blaming Singh Sabha for declaring Banno Bir as apocryphal. Conclusion 9:

This conclusion of PS should be viewed very carefully. Here PS is trying to create two distinct sects of Sikhism: The Sikhs of Guru Nanak who would follow the AGGS, and the Khalsa of Guru Gobind Singh who would follow Dasam Granth. But Guru Gobind Singh did not do anything which was not of the philosophy of Guru Nanak, incorporated any other doctrine in the AGGS. In fact Guru Gobind Singh was propagating and giving practical shape to the philosophy of Guru Nanak.

It is very unfortunate that PS is not aware of the fact that Guru Gobind Singh never said, advised or ordered any Sikh to follow any granth other than the AGGS. It is crystal clear that had Guru Gobind Singh any intentions to create Khalsa as a different sect from the mainstream Sikhism, (as pointed out by PS), he would not have advised his Sikhs (Khalsa) to follow Aad Guru Granth Sahib. But he did not do so, instead he added Gurbani of Guru Teg Bahadur in the Kartarpur Bir and reiterated at the time of his departure to heavenly abode that the AGGS is the Guru of the Sikhs from that time and also ordained the stoppage of further succession to the spiritual throne of Guru Nanak in the form of human Gurus.

1. Mul-Mantar:

PS has tried to prove that the present form of Mul Mantar in the AGGS was not given by Guru Nanak alone. PS has developed a thesis that Mul Mantar found in the present form
the AGGS is the result of additions of new words and in modification of some, as warranted by the circumstances, done by Guru Arjan in the original Mul Mantar of Guru Nanak.

Before I could comment on this issue it would be necessary to look into the presentation of such developments in Mul Mantar given by PS in Chapter 4 (pages 92-141):

1. The following form of the Mul Mantar was current during the period of Guru Amar Das which was found in the Goindval Pothi Vol. 1:

   \[
   \text{\textasciitilde siq\textasciitilde g\textasciitilde Gur\textasciitilde rs\textasciitilde d}\ \
   \text{sc\textasciitilde um\textasciitilde k\textasciitilde r\textasciitilde q\textasciitilde w\textasciitilde u\textasciitilde n\textasciitilde r\textasciitilde l\textasciitilde k\textasciitilde w\textasciitilde u\textasciitilde A\textasciitilde k\textasciitilde w\textasciitilde m\textasciitilde r\textasciitilde q\textasciitilde A\textasciitilde j\textasciitilde b\textasciitilde s\textasciitilde w\textasciitilde a\textasciitilde u\textasciitilde j}\ \
   \text{1.- '1' "Oamkar (There is one supreme Being").} \\
   \text{He is the True Guru who reveals himself through grace.} \\
   \text{The True Name, the Creator, the Fearless One and Formless One.} \\
   \text{He is timeless Who is beyond birth and death.} \\
   \text{He is self existent." (page 92-93).} \\
   \text{PS further explains that this is based on the philosophy of Guru Nanak and quotes many verses of Guru Nanak to support his assumption that this is the earliest form of Mul Mantar developed by Guru Nanak:} \\
   \text{"The basic elements of the earlier form of the Mul Mantar come from the works of Guru Nanak. Presumably he himself formulated it during the Kartarpur period, when the first Sikh community started using it in worship." (page 95).} \\
   \text{2. Guru Ramdas invoked the divine attributes of the Mul Mantar in one of his composition as follows (page 95).} \\
   \text{jip mn inrBau \textasciitilde siq \textasciitilde s\textasciitilde dw[\textasciitilde inr\textasciitilde v\textasciitilde w\textasciitilde u\textasciitilde A\textasciitilde k\textasciitilde w\textasciitilde m\textasciitilde r\textasciitilde q\textasciitilde A\textasciitilde j\textasciitilde b\textasciitilde s\textasciitilde w\textasciitilde a\textasciitilde u\textasciitilde j]} \\
   \text{"Contemplate the fearless one, my-man (mind). (He who is) true, true and always true. He is without enmity, the Timeless one. He is beyond birth and death, He is self-existent. Meditate day and night on the Formless one, my man, He who is above any need of sustenance. AGGS, M4, P 120l.} \\
   \text{PS says that word "nirvair" (without enmity) was added in the Mul Mantar to reflect his (Guru Ramdas') firm resolve to counteract the situation of hostility in real life, created by the animosity of his rivals, with the spirit of love and friendliness.} \\
   \text{3. Guru Arjan worked over the text of the Mul mantar 10 successive drafts to give it its final form. The Guru Nanak Dev University manuscript, which is early draft of the Adi Granth, gives the form of Mul Mantar before its standardization:}
"IK" Oankar (There is one supreme being). His name is the Eternal Truth. He is the Creator, without fear and devoid of enmity. He is the Timeless One, who is beyond birth and death. He is self existent. He is the True Guru who reveals himself through grace. (page 96).

In his final version Guru Arjan replaced the phrase 'satguru parsadi; (siqgurU prswid), by the Grace of the True Guru' with 'gur parsadi' g s prswid by the Grace of the Guru', presumably to provide a more coherent structure to the text of the Mul Mantar.

"Another significant point is that Guru Arjan added the word 'purkh' to the received text of the Mul Mantar. It clearly indicates that by this time the personal (purkh) aspect of the Supreme Being acquired prominence as compared with Guru Nanak's emphasis on the formless (nirankar) nature of the ultimate Reality. This may provide an adequate explanation of the subsequent development that took place in Sikh doctrine as well as within the Panth since the days of Guru Nanak. This will, however, challenge the traditional understanding of the Mul Mantar as being created in the present form by Guru Nanak." (page 96-97).

Before making any comments on the above thesis of PS about the step by step development of Mul Mantar, it is necessary to look into the information given by Mohinder Kaur Gill (11) and Sikh Phulwari (12) about the different forms of Mul Mantar found in the AGGS.

1. <siq gur pRswid (There is one supreme being, known by the grace through the true Guru). It has been used 519 times (523 times-Sikh Phulwari) at the beginning of various headings and subheadings in different sections of the AGGS.

2. <siqnwmu gur pRswid (There is one supreme being, the eternal Reality, known by His grace). It has been used only two times in the AGGS (once in Siri Rag on page 81 second time in Bihagara Rag on page 544.)

3. <siqnmugA pRswid (There is one supreme being, the Eternal Reality, known by His grace). This form has been used 9 times (8 times - Sikh Phulwari) in the AGGS.

4. <siqnmkkrqwpoKunrBawinrvYuAkW moiq A jUh sBMrq g pRswid (There is one Supreme Being, the Eternal Reality. He is the Creator, known by His grace). He is the timeless
Who is beyond birth and death. He is self-existent, and is known by Guru's grace). This unabbreviated form has been used 33 times in the beginning of almost all the new sections of Rags in the AGGS.

Gill (11) and Sikh Phulwari (12) have also mentioned a fifth form of Mul Mantar i.e. Ik O’ankar (<). It has been used once in old birs, (granths) but it is not found in the present form of AGGS. However, this shortest form (Ik O’ankar) has been accepted without any hesitation by the Sikhs and it is used very commonly in their writings.

Note: The readers are advised to read the article by Dr. Trilochan Singh about Mul-Mantar in chapter 12 of this book.

Comments:
The thesis of PS that the present form of the Mul Mantar is the result of additions of new words and modifications of some, as warranted by the circumstances, done in the original Mul Mantar of Guru Nanak by Guru Arjan is without any solid arguments or logics as it is based on the information available only from Goinval Pothi Vol. I and the GNDU MS 1245, the unauthenticated materials as discussed before.

I would like to repeat that when Guru Arjan compiled the AGGS it was compiled from the "ancestral treasure" received from his father, Guru Ramdas, and not from Goinval Pothis or any other materials. The Mul Mantar written in the Kartarpur Bir was the original Mul Mantar found by Guru Arjan in that "ancestral treasure" received by him. PS also admits that Guru Arjan had written in Kartarpur Bir that the "Jap" was copied from the manuscript written in Guru Ramdas' hand (page 101-102), which clearly indicates that the Mul Mantar found in Kartarpur Bir is from the "Jap" of Guru Nanak found in Guru Ramdas' collections which was authenticated by the Fifth Guru. Therefore, the assertion of P.S. that Mulmantar was copied from the Pothi of Goinval is baseless. Moreover, the Goinval Po this were written by Sahans Ram not by Guru Ramdas. Therefore, the Mul Mantar written by Guru Arjan in the Kartarpur Bir is the original Mul Mantar written by Guru Nanak which was passed
on to him (Guru Arjan) as 'ancestral treasure' through successive Gurus. The variations in the Mul Mantar found in Goindval Pothi Vol. I and in the GNDU MS 1245 is the result of imperfect copying from the original Granth by the scribes or modifications done according to the whims of the scribes. It is an irony of the fact that PS has taken the aid of unauthentic materials for proving his thesis of step by step development of Mul Mantar.

Let us consider the divine attributes e.g. "Nirbhao, Sat, Nirvair, Akal Murat, Ajuni Sangbhao (Swebhan), Nirankar, Nirahari" of Mul Mantar invoked by Guru Ramdas as discussed by PS above. These attributes are from the fourth of six stanzas of Guru Ramdas in Rag Sarg (Sarang) (Page 1201-1202 of AGGS). These attributes were used for the Almighty by Guru Ramdas to persuade the Sikhs to attach their mind with the Almighty. Guru Ramdas used different attributes e.g. "Jagnath, Jagdishrao, Jagjivnao, Mohan, Narhare, Ram, Madhoo, Madh Sudhan, Sri Rangao, Satparmeshrao, Prabh, Anterjami, etc." in his first three stanzas. Then again in the fifth and sixth stanzas he used the attributes like Govindo and Sri Ram, Sat Ram, Sad Ram, etc. The analysis of attributes used in these six stanzas of Guru Ramdas would clearly indicate that Guru Ramdas used the attributes in the first three, and fifth and sixth stanzas which were commonly used and understood by the people at that time. And then he (Guru Ramdas) used the attributes e.g. "Nirbhao, Nirvair, Akal Murat, Ajuni, Sangbhao (Swebhan)" which were used by Guru Nanak in the Mul Mantar to put more emphasis on these new attributes used by Guru Nanak. Using of such attributes (used in the Mul Mantar) in the Bani is a common practice of other Gurus also (including Guru Nanak and Guru Arjan). Moreover, the word "nirvair" was already in use by Guru Nanak in his Ramkali Dakhani O'ankar (AGGS, page 931) before Guru Ramdas used it and PS is aware of this fact (page 96). Therefore, the question of updating Mul Mantar by Guru Arjan or Guru Ramdas by adding the word "nirvair" of Guru Ramdas does not arise. Thus the assertion of PS that word 'Nirvair' used by Guru Ramdas was added in the Mul mantar by the Guru to reflect his resolve to counteract the situation of hostility in real life, created by the animosity of his rivals, with the spirit of love and friendliness, has got no standing. In fact the word "nirvair" was already there in the original Mul Mantar of Guru Nanak as proved above.

Similarly the reason given by PS for addition of word "Purkh" in updating the Mul Mantar is also baseless.
Now let us examine the different forms of Mul Mantars given by Gill (11):

There are four different forms of Mul Mantars found in the AGGS. The maximum used form of Mul Mantar (1 above) contains the word "Satgur Parsad". It has been used in the AGGS for 519 times. It is hard to understand why Guru Arjan would replace the word "Satgur Parsad" from the so-called first form of Mul Mantar of draft Mul Mantar with a short word "Gur Parsad", when "Satgur Parsad" has been used in the short form of Mul Mantar for more than 519 times in the AGGS. PS says that Guru Arjan did so to provide a more coherent structure to the text of Mul Mantar. It is again hard to understand what coherent structure was given by dropping the epithet "Sat" from "Satgur Parsad". It would have been more appropriate had Guru Arjan dropped the Satgur Prasad " from the shortest Mul Mantar (1 above) used by Guru Arjan in the AGGS more than 519 times. But Guru Arjan did not do so. Why? PS is silent on this issue. Thus it is clear from the above discussion that the word 'Gur Parsad' was present in the first instance in the original Mul Mantar of Guru Nanak and the Sat Guru was added by the scribe by mistake OR it has been added intentionally by the scribe in the GNDU MS 1245 to create confusion in the Sikh doctrine.

Now we enter into another area which gives rise to a big question which has not been discussed by PS. Why are there four different forms of Mul Mantar in the AGGS? It needs a thorough research to answer this question. Mohan Singh Diwana and many others raised the following question: "Is the full Mantra on the same level of potency as the shorter ones or the potency increases with the short wave-length?" (A foot note on page 98 of PS Theses).

Gill (11) has pointed out that the different forms of Mul Mantars have been used in the AGGS to break organizational Monotony" and to add diversity to the structure of the Sikh scripture. But according to Gurus' philosophy it would be more appropriate to say that Guru Arjan (It is still to be studied which Guru abbreviated the Mul Mantar) abbreviated the Mul Mantar to convince the Sikhs that either the Mul Mantar is not a Mantar or to disclaim the belief of Sharma or Hindu's philosophy that chanting of Mantars whether completely and correctly or in abbreviated form does not mean anything. But
the real thing is to understand the realization of the Almighty by following and practising the Gurbani, but not in chanting” the Mantars. If we study the Mul Mantar (as it is commonly called) carefully, it clearly indicates that it is the most concise and precise definititon of the Almighty not found anywhere else. This definition of the Almighty given by Guru Nanak remained unchanged during the time of ten Sikh Gurus till date and I am sure, that it would remain unchanged even with the new advancements in scientific knowledge about the Nature (God) in the future (2).

Bhai Kahn Singh (13) has described Mul Mantar as "the root mantar, 'O'ankar', of all the mantars e.g. "Ik O'ankar sat nam karta purkh " He has also recorded it as a "Manglacharan" which means the definition of the Almighty which has been discussed above. I would also like to add here that whenever the word "mantar" has been used in the Gurbani it has been used as simile only to explain certain points but it does not signify it as a "Mantar" used in the terms of Hindu philosophy. According to the Sikh philosophy it would be right to call, "Ik O'ankar sat nam karta purkh " as Mul Mantar. It is the creedal statement given to us by Guru Nanak, it gives a profound definition of God which forms the base of Sikh doctrines.

2. Liturgical Texts:
PS has drawn the following conclusions from his analysis of liturgical texts:

Conclusion 1.
"It should be emphasized that Guru Arjan even revised his own composition in the final text of the Adi Granth." (page 130).

Comments:
To draw the above conclusion PS has compared the hymns of Guru Arjan in the Kartarpur Bir with those of his hymns found in the Goinval pothis, GNDU MS 1245 and other sources. The above conclusion cannot be accepted because all above sources of Gurbani are not accepted as authentic materials according to Prof. Sahib Singh (8), as discussed earlier.

Similarly the argument of deletion of certain bani from the Kartarpur Bir is also not justified when it is compared with Bani
present in such unauthentic bus. One such example of addition made is a slok of Guru Arjan in Rag Ramkali by some Sikh in the Banno Bir to give legitimacy to Brahminical rituals in Sikh Society, has been given by PS himself (page 130-140). Thus the question of deletion of a portion of bani raised by McLeod in PS thesis on page 138, from the original Kartarpur Bir cannot be justified merely on the basis that the portion of a hymn, is present in an unauthentic Bir (Banno Bir).

**Conclusion 2.**

"During the editorial process, Guru Arjan achieved linguistic refinement through substituting of synonyms for certain words and other minor modification of the text (without letting lose the original meaning and rhythm of those hymns)." (page 140).

**Comments :**

Yes, it is evident in the present volume of the AGGS that there are some substitution of synonyms of certain words and minor modifications e.g. in the slok, "Pawan guru pani pila..." at the end of fap and Paun 27 of Jap, "Sodar Keha so ghar keha"

" If Guru Arjan did make such changes to achieve linguistic refinement then why he (Guru Arjan) would repeat the same salok on page 146 of AGGS and same paun 27 on pages 8 and 347 of AGGS without making such changes? Does not Guru Arjan want to be consistent throughout the text of the AGGS? Thus some changes in spelling could have been made because those words were spelled like that at the time the Jap was written by Guru Arjan in the Kartarpur Bir. Similarly Guru Arjan also omitted some words to abridge the Pauri 27 as is done when one writes a summary of one's work, because jap is the Quintessence (summary) of the whole Sikh scripture. Thus it becomes very clear that had Guru Arjan made such changes to improve the language or rhythmic tone, he would have repeated these sloks and pauris in the text with the improved language but he did not do so. Thus the claim of PS that Guru Arjan achieved linguistic refinement of the text is baseless. Nevertheless there could be some other reasons to take such changes which we cannot figure out at present and It needs further research before some conclusions could be drawn.

**Conclusion 3 :**

The absence of M 2 for the epilogue of Jap,"Pawan guru pani pita" has raised some questions in the mind of some scholars. Thus PS has also pointed out following three possibilities about the authorship of the epilogue of Jap (pages 105-107):

i. "Traditionally the concluding shalok of Japji is understood
to be Guru Nanak's own composition. There are, however, scholars who regard Guru Angad as its real author.

ii. "Guru Nanak may have initiated his successor, Bhai Lehna, into the poetic skill of verse composition in the literary form of a shalok and this training may have been part of his designation to the office of Guruship."

iii. "Presumably it was introduced in Sikh worship as part of the Japji by his successor, Guru Angad, who may have made it obligatory that the shalok be recited at the conclusion of all the Sikh ceremonies. Thus with the passage of time the shalok became popular under the symbol of Guru Angad.

PS again pointed out that "There are other such instances in the Adi Granth when a composition is repeated at two different places under the symbols of two succeeding Gurus e.g. Guru Amar Das shalok 2 in Var Sri Rag (AG, p. 86) is repeated under the symbol for Guru Ram Das as shalok 28 in salok Varan le Vadhik (AG, p. 1424). Similarly, Guru Ram Das’ Pauri 12 in Var Gauri (AG, p. 306) appears in the same Var under the symbol of Guru Arjan as pauri 31” (AG, pp. 316-317”. A footnote on page 107 in PS’ thesis).

Comments:

Jap is considered as the quintessence of the whole Sikh scripture by almost all the Sikh scholars. It is also regarded as the composition of Guru Nanak. But the present volume of the AGGS shows that a slok, "Aad such jugad such hai bhi such Nanak hosihai bhi such", of Guru Arjan (from page 285 of AGGS) is found immediately after the "Manglacharan" and another slok, "Pawan guru pani pila ...oo" of Guru Angad (from page 146 of AGGS) is found as an epilogue of Jap of Guru Nanak.

First of all, we should note that throughout the Jap no Mahla (M) has been assigned to any slok or pauri. Why? The most logical reason seems to be that the Jap is regarded as the quintessence of the whole Sikh scripture thus its authorship could only belong to the First Master who got the revelation and whose spirit and thesis is expressed by other Gurus. The revelation to Guru Nanak was total and not in parts to different Gurus. Such an idea is baseless, being contrary to the fundamental concept that Guru Nanak had a mission which was carried out by other Gurus who also had the same revelation and there may be some good reasons for the differences
on or likeness in diction. It needs further research before we can generalize anything. However, such minor variations are immaterial because all the Gurus are the light of Guru Nanak.

The other point of PS was that slok, "Pawan guru pani pila ...." was composed together by Guru Nanak and Guru Angad as part of training to Bhai Lehna (Guru Angad) for Guruship is an ill-conceived thought. The above thought of PS might have originated from some spurious story about writing of letters by Guru Arjan to his father, Guru Ramdas. From these letters Guru Ramdas judged the ability of Guru Arjan and decided to pontificate the gurus hip to Guru Arjan instead to his elder brother, Prithi Chand. The story goes on to declare that these letters became the first shabads of Guru Arjan, Mera man loche gur darshan lai.. (AGGS, M 5, P 96). This has been refuted by Dr Sahib Singh (5,8) and he proved that these Shabads are addressed to the Almighty not to his father, Guru Ramdas, as claimed in the story. Thus a question arises if Guru Nanak trained Guru Angad, as claimed by PS, then who trained Guru Amar Das, Guru Ramdas and Guru Teg Bahadur for writing bani and for guruship?

The simple answer is that the bani was revealed by the Sikh Gurus and nobody taught any Guru. No specific changes (except those minor ones as discussed above) were made by Guru Arjan while compiling the Kartarpur Bir from the ancestral treasure received from Guru Ramdas. It is now, as always, an accepted fact that Guru Arjan gave us an authentic Adi Granth after full scrutiny and with complete authority. No Guru has given authenticity to any other manuscript and no claim ever was made before any Guru. If today any Tom, Dick or Harry says that he has found true Bani, it is on the dual a~sumptions that the person has a better capacity of discernment and authority than the Gurus, and that has found what the Gurus could not. Can such inherently irrational claims be entertained by any scholar without any bias? Only P.S. and his supporters could do it who call MS 1245, with date of demise of Guru Arjan in its contents, a draft of the Adi Granth.

CONCLUSIONS
The most outstanding feature of PS' thesis is that first an imaginary question of textual analysis of Kartarpur Bir was raised and then textual analysis was done by taking
information from unauthentic birs and other materials. Prof. Sahib Singh (8) had already done an extensive research to prove that the Kartarpur Bir was compiled by Guru Arjan from the ancestral treasure received from Guru Ramdas and not from any other unauthentic Bir, pothis or materials. This has also been supported by the information recorded by Guru Arjan in the AGGS. (Pio dade ka khol dhitha khazana AGGS, M 5, P 186) and the original Bir is the Kartarpuri Bir. Therefore, it is absolutely unjustified and meaningless to do textual analysis of Kartarpur Bir by taking information from unauthentic Birs or materials. The "Mul Mantar" at the beginning of the Jap in the AGGS is the original one given by Guru Nanak and no changes or modifications were done by Guru Arjan or any other Guru. And there was no first or second draft prepared by Guru Arjan.

The so-called draft, GNDU MS 1245 and all other versions of Aad Granth found at different places or with different persons are the copies of the unauthenticated Banno Bir in which a lot of changes were made by different scribes according to their own whims.

PS has also tried to topsy turvey the important role played by Guru Gobind Singh to give us the authentic Granth which was prepared from the Kartarpur Bir by adding the bani of Guru Teg Bahadur at Damdama Sahib, Talvandi Sabo near Bhatinda (not at Damdama of Anandpur Sahib as emphasized by PS). Guru Gobind Singh also got made some copies of Damdama Bir and those were sent to all the Takhts and other important Sikh institutes (Manjis) to replace the unauthenticated and spurious Birs. Guru Gobind Singh also ordained to the Sikhs to accept this Damdama Bir as their Guru. PS also tries to undermine the role played by the scholars appointed by Maharaja Ranjit Singh. and the role of Singh Sabha to popularize the Damdama Bir in all the Gurdwaras, and Institutions, and among the Sikhs.
REFERENCES
I have seen with great interest the open letter written by Prof. Joseph T.O'Connell in defence of Dr. Pashaura Singh, which is in itself an oddity because true scholarship needs no defence. It becomes necessary to defend a scholar when he transgresses the legitimate limits of academic activity and joins politicians in trying to undermine the existence of an inconvenient group. The Sikhs have been at the receiving end of such activity ever since India obtained independence from colonial rule in 1947. Great stress has been laid on dissolving the distinct Sikh identity. One expression of it is in trying to establish that Sikhism is merely a sect of Hinduism. This argument does not make much headway in the face of the existence of Sri Guru Granth Sahib which is a record of the mystic experiences of the Sikh prophets. It clearly proposes that Sikhism is a sovereign dispensation.

Challenge to separate Sikh identity can only be posed by denying that it is an authentic record of revelation. This has been attempted by some others in the recent past. But they had to rescind their positions, because it was possible to confront them with established facts to the contrary. Pashaura Singh is trying to achieve the same aim through a different route. He does not deny the originality of the Kartarpur volume compiled by Guru Arjun himself. He is trying to challenge selected text of the original by raising the ghost of a previous draft of the same and would like to pave the way for later challenging the contents of the entire original volume.

Toward this end he has suggested that a manuscript bought by the Guru Nanak Dev University in 1987, is an earlier draft. For the following reasons MS1245 cannot be accepted to be anything but a later copy of the original Sikh scripture: 1) it is an undated volume with the traditional dates of demise of the first five Gurus written in the same hand and ink. Date of demise of Guru Arjun being included, it is clearly not a draft of the original unless, according to western methodology it is quite in order to accept books edited posthumously. 2) There is no concept of a draft in relation to compilation of the Sikh scriptures in the last four
hundred years. All history and all tradition speaks of only one volume having been compiled.

3) The entire concept of textual study which Pashaura Singh is attempting to undertake, is misconceived because Aad Granth has been compiled by the Prophet of the faith and no grounds for discovering the original text or its meaning exist: especially in this case because Pashaura Singh has already accepted the authenticity of the Kartarpur volume.

4) The volume he is using here is an apocryphal writing of a schismatic sect ostracized from Sikhism some centuries ago. Even while taking good care to hide its Mina origin he should have known that it is at best a tainted evidence.

Before setting out to cast stones left and right, must not the University look within and try to understand how it has been able to grant a degree of Ph. D. in spite of the above?

Every word of the open letter smacks of arrogance, unusual, at least to us in the not very enlightened East. Professor O’Connell regrets that the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee is not eligible to obtain his certificate of knowing the aims of modern scholarship. Evidently, the precondition is that it must tolerate baseless attacks on the Sikh scriptures and the Sikh religion. The SGPC is woefully aware that McLeod had recently attacked the original volume basing himself on the Banno version which is dated 38 years later and which has always been universally regarded as a copy. Then for the purpose of proving the original to be a copy and the copy to be original he propounded the strange theory that parts of hymns which do not square with later Khalsa beliefs were obliterated in the original. For upholding this proposition it did not matter to the vintage western scholar that the original volume had always been in the custody of a sect opposed to the Khalsa way, and the strangest fact, that no such obliteration actually exists. Would the Professor excuse the SGPC for not understanding the ways of this special brand of western scholarship?

It is strange that a case for the favourite Pashaura Singh is being built up on the supposed failure of the Eastern people to understand the "aims of western scholarship". Pashaura Singh has received all his education in India though nobody holds it against him, particularly because the aims of legitimate
academic activity are the same everywhere. India, because of its colonial past, has been following the same system of education as followed in the west. It is also clear to the SGPC that no standards of scholarship justify the kind of destructive activity being carried out by the Batala group and those supporting it.

Some of the main formulations of this scholar are contrary to verifiable facts and are in support of a Christian missionary group the aims of which can be readily discerned. It is the Sikh people who have to judge whether they are also detrimental to the interests of Sikhism. Their well reasoned conclusion has been arrived at after meticulous scrutiny and has been articulated by the SGPC. Now it has put it to the genuine scholar to judge for himself whether the activity of scholars like Pashaura Singh which is being sustained and promoted by some University professors is detrimental also to the interests of truth. The Sikh people do not need the support of old scholars referred to, nor will they be deflected by the acidic and un-academic comments of those fast approaching intellectual barrenness.

Contention of the SGPC is that Pashaura Singh has violated every canon of objectivity. His best defence in the circumstances is to exhibit how he has retained regard for truth. Crude attempts to intimidate the SGPC are not adequate. Citing of University norms is of no consequence unless it can also be shown that they have been actually followed. Recently an attempt was made to bring such violations of norms by McLeod to the notice of the concerned University. After a long drawn out correspondence on the subject, the university found it impossible to retire from his defence although the Reverend had to later rescind some of his earlier formulations. Correspondence with the university is published and will convince any impartial reader of the truth of this contention.

Commendation of Pashaura Singh, stands condemned by the very fact that it is found necessary. In the opinion of the Sikh people, he is distorting the Sikh religion and is misleading the academic world by misusing the prestige of a University. Let this be the central point of the debate. The Sikhs refuse to learn from O’Connell as to what is Sikhism or who is doing what for it or to it. It appears from the open letter that Pashaura Singh is being sold to the Sikhs in an attractive package by an aggressive salesman.
Must we buy the goods recommended?

With respect to middle aged scholars interested in destabilizing Sikhism, it can be stated that there is no group of "elderly India-educated" people trying to lead a "Campaign" against equality. India-educated Pashaura Singh. Just as the entire concept of education in India is western, the standards of scholarship are universal and have been particularly favoured by the Sikhs since they basically fit in very well with the Khalsa code of conduct. Western educated scholars do not know their own ground but they presume to teach a lesson or two to the Sikhs. Sikhs are interested in honest research and do not care who takes it up and where, provided it remains honest.

It is a figment of imagination that attempts are being made to "disrupt efforts to build up" Sikh studies. Protests are against the very determined effort to destroy the basis of Sikhism. For instance, one of the formulations of this highly recommended group of "three or four" easily identifiable scholars is, that Sikhism is not an independent dispensation but is a part of either the Bhakti movement, Sant tradition or the Nath tradition, that is, eventually that of Hinduism. Sikhism does not need such pliable scholars to continue with such propaganda of the interested parties. What good are they who consider gains of a few dollars much above regard for objectivity. If they really believed in what they wrote, would they not quit chairs meant for Sikh studies in favour of those meant to study Hinduism?

The SGPC has pointed out that Pashaura Singh has come to a wrong conclusion not warranted by the evidence cited. It is therefore clear that he is trying to please his masters who have been pursuing destructive aims for decades. These bad conclusions can be useful to the political enemies of the Sikhs and are of value to a certain set of missionaries who have not come out of the syndrome of White man's Burden. There is no use of recommending Pashaura Singh as an answer. It is good to know that he is at least a good family man and everybody will have regard for that trait. But the SGPC is questioning his credentials as a scholar and his objectivity; that is what needs an explanation.

Others are considered unethical for calling in question the most irresponsible thesis based on conjectures, because they did
not write to Pashaura Singh about their grievance. This ex-India educated scholar finds it quite in order to write an open letter about it. Just as he feels it necessary to come to Pashaura Singh's defence, others found it necessary to expose his unreasonable formulations. The SGPC represents the Sikh people and cannot remain complacent about so sensitive an issue. Perceptions like the existence of a pressure group waiting to pounce upon a thesis writer, are products of persecution mania usual to pamphleteers. Similarly it is mischievous to suggest that indictment of his client has been particularly harsh. Much has been made of the temporary excommunication which is effective only so long as the concerned person does not present himself to the appropriate authority to explain himself. Established standard procedure has been followed and no exception has been made in Pashaura Singh's case. Closer look will reveal that the procedure followed to ensure the attendance of the accused is basically the same in all jurisprudence.

His shedding of crocodile tears would have been better appreciated had he taken care not to whip up hysteria against the SGPC by writing the kind of open letter he has written. Similarly his interest in the welfare of the Sikh people would have struck a sympathetic chord had he not tried at the same time to cause a vertical schism within the Sikh Panth by attempting to pit the younger generation against the older. That however will not happen; a buffalo does not die to oblige the scavenger birds. With this open letter the game plan of the blasphemous group is clearer. They hope to be able to bring out the threatened schism by such pseudo scientific writings. Even eastern educated people are able to make out what is meant when the wet nurse makes a show of more concern than even the mother.

His indignation at the unethical use of the unpublished thesis is quite in order and goes well with eastern standards. The author must get an opportunity to revise his opinion. If it is a hint that this is what is intended, then it should be welcome, for such foolhardiness cannot be sustained for long. One would, however, like to know what he wrote to Rev. McLeod when he similarly used the half-baked ideas from the similar unpublished works of Harjot Singh and Surjit Hans. The concept that the body responsible for sustaining an erring
scholar must be addressed is likewise sound. However as mentioned earlier, it was pointed out to a university that certain contentions of Rev. McLeod were contrary to verifiable facts and conclusions drawn on their basis were therefore motivated. Response of that body was to turn a deaf ear. Must one indulge in that fruitless exercise again and again? Such options would be freely used once the concerned bodies establish a reputation for dealing with valid objections in an impartial manner.

Pashaura Singh goes ahead to undertake a textual examination after clearly admitting the existence of scripture compiled by the prophet of the faith. It is well known that this volume has a recorded history of custody since its compilation. His exercise amounts to challenging the original text on the basis of a later undated apocryphal copy originating in a schismatic sect and having no record of custody. It is admitted that the scribe of the copy had pasted a forged Nishan of the Sixth Guru to give it antiquity and authenticity of production. Is this the research we are being called upon to support? No other university even in the darkest of dark continents would grant a Ph. D. degree for it. Since that is what has been done, are we being unreasonable when we draw warranted conclusions?

It is useless to contend that the scholar has approached the Guru Granth Sahib with respect. That will be determined by all the factors taken into account while formulating conclusions. When the approach is unsound, the evidence concocted and the conclusions awry, the scholar must look within and explain. Here is a set of scholars who are on a weak wicket in all respects and yet are shouting like hell to drown the voices which are pointing this out to them. Scholar's work is not the Pharaoh's decree; it must partake of humility. Those who presume to teach this to the SGPC must exhibit that they imbibe it also. The threat to whip up sentiments of specified communities against the SGPC is hardly helpful and will never work.

The kind of dialogue now being sought was sought by certain scholars (of all ages) in the winter of 1990 but was denied for no rational reasons. If they are to retain their credibility, the seats of higher learning must not presume to be the sole repositories of
truth. Almost all the primary formulations of Rev. McLeod have been challenged by well known scholars. Perfectly rational conclusions to the contrary have been drawn using sound methodology. Proceedings of such seminars have been published and are available for scrutiny. Issues have been clearly defined and must be taken up for dispassionate discussion immediately. That would be a welcome step.
PASHAURA SINGH'S THESIS ON
"THE TEXT AND MEANING OF ADI GRANTH"
By
Dr TRILOCHAN SINGH

I had seen the first proofs of my book when news came about the controversial thesis of Pashaura Singh guided by Dr Hew McLeod in the University of Toronto. The learned Guide has induced his docile and abjectly submissive student to project, rationalize and uphold his crude and irresponsible and unsubstantiated views about Adi Granth in the hope of getting respectability and credibility for his views in U.S.-Canadian academic world. Pashaura Singh, a willing victim of Dr McLeod's indoctrinated propaganda machinery has been pushed into the pit of ignominy and humiliation he is unfortunately facing now. He succeeded in persuading Pashaura Singh to write in McLeodian language and idiom what even Dr Hew McLeod did not dare to write in any of his books.

I received a copy of Pashaura Singh's thesis from U.S.A. on 20th November. There is a high level clique that has been working as a willing tool of "McLeod Sahib" as they call the learned Guide of Pashaura Singh. The highest authority in the University provided a microfilm to McLeod Sahib, but Sikh and Indian scholars were virtually denied access to the GNDU MS 1245. With considerable difficulty I was able to get a Xerox copy of some portions and permission to go through a Xerox copy kept in the Rare section room. The original was kept by the librarian in his office and presented only for "darshan" of the specially decorated pages having an alleged verse of Bhai Budha and the autographs of Sikh Gurus.

Pashaura Singh's thesis has seven chapters out of which only three are connected with his subject, the Textual study of GNDU MS 1245. It opens with a long quotation from his learned Guide and ends with a longer quotation claiming to have proved what his learned Guide has said in his books. Pashaura Singh gives over sixty references from Dr Hew McLeod's books and does not give a single line from the scholarly opinions of learned commentators on Adi Granth of nineteenth and twentieth century. But he goes on quoting, rationalizing and repeating Dr Hew McLeod's pet hostile phrases, pungent terminology, conjectural comments and
derogatory remarks ending each irrelevant theme crudely discussed by him with inconsequential questions which are always based on false premises, prejudiced observations and blasphemous assumptions. Like his Guide, Pashaura Singh never considers it necessary to give any credible evidence for any of his disturbing statements and proclamations in the style of Dr Hew McLeod's assertion quoted in thirteen chapters of this book.

This induced and contrived thesis of Pashaura Singh is verily a Pandora Box of clumsy distortions, highly absured prompted contortions and inspired malformations. It is said about the Pandora Box of Greek mythology that when all the evils that flesh is heir to flew forth out of it and have ever since continued to afflict the world, the last that flew out of it was 'Hope'. But in the Pandora Box constructed through Pashaura Singh's thesis by Dr Hew McLeod, the Christian Missionary Critic of Adi Granth has left no place for 'Hope'. Throughout the thesis there is a lot of quibbling and cavilling, but one does not find any internal or external credible evidence on any page of the thesis.

**Pashaura Singh's Thesis is Not**

**A Textual Study in Any Sense of the Word.**

I have already stated in my book that "hermeneutical studies and textual analysis of Dasm Granth and Adi Granth (based only on historically accepted authentic recensions) has been a continuous process in the past two centuries. I have mentioned the names of scholars who have devoted their life-time to hermeneutical studies of Sikh scriptures. I have personally known a number of eminent scholars who have been working, each in his own ways and expressing their views freely and frankly, but always remaining open to other points of view. It is unbelievable that Pashaura Singh did not find time to look at the shelves of University-libraries which are rich in material. He does not even mention their names probably for fear of offending the sensibilities of his Guide, whose backseat driving in his research work has landed him in the pit of such multiple blunders out of which he finds it difficult to extricate himself.

There are many textual analytical studies of Sanskrit works. Even though, many manuscripts of Kabir's works are available and scholars of great eminence have worked on him, but no one has as yet prepared a Textual analysis of his works.
But a gifted Belgian scholar Dr Winand Callawaert, Professor of Indian Studies at Katholleka Universtlet, Leuven, Belgium has given a remarkable Textual and Critical analysis of all existing recensions of Hindi Padavali of Namdev. On the Rajasthani collection he is assisted by Dr Mukand Lath. If there are five different versions of the text, he has given all the five. He has also given a very simple and beautiful translation of his collection leaving a few untranslated. The translation matches the sublimity and inner mystical charms of Namdev's Kymns. Dr Winand Callawaert's "Hindi Padavali of Namdev" is a shining example of an excellent and scholarly Textual Analysis of Hymns of a medieval saint of eminence. If he prepares a similar work of Namdev's Marathi Abhangas he will certainly emerge as the most outstanding scholar of Namdev's works. Compared to Professor Callawaert's work Pashaura Singh's work is not a Textual Analysis in any sense of the word.

Pashaura Singh has even failed to correctly present and interpret the Mul Mantar and japji from authentic recensions. He simply picks up less than a dozen hymns out of bulky text of 1267 folios (2534 pages) and gives erratic and bizarre interpretations without comparing with any of the hundreds of dated authentic old recension.

**Use of Irrelevant and Inappropriate Terms**

Pashaura Singh follows his Guide mindlessly in the use of quite inappropriate words for well known oriental religious concepts. A knowledgeable reader clearly notices a clever derangement of concepts through the use of these irrelevant words.

Formula for Mantra: Both Pashaura Singh and Dr Hew McLeod translate the Mantra as formula. There is as great differences between formula mathematical or otherwise or Mantras as between the jewel of a crown and shining stones on the sea shore. The word mantra means the Mystic Word or Words; and such words exist in every faith such as Bismilla in Koran. Each Hindu sect has its own deities, gods or goddesses and for them the priests have coined mantras. But the mantra (Mulmantar and gurmantar) in Sikhism are, divine Words carrying within them the essence of revelation of the Light of God to Guru Nanak. Let us first explain what a mantra is and What it is not.
The eminent German scholar Agehananda Bharati says, "Finally mantra is not a senseless mumbo-Jumbo of words, a view expressed by European scholars in the last century and held by Arya Samajists and other Indian scholars to this day. There is a two-fold danger today of perpetuating this erroneous notion. The first stems from philosophy which would relegate mantra to hocus pocus dustbins. Mantra is verifiable not by what it describes but by what it effects, if it creates that somewhat complex feeling in the practising person."

Heinrich Zimmer says, "Mantra" is Power, not a mere word or speech which the mind can contradict or evade. What the mantra expresses by its sound exists, comes to pass. Here if anywhere, words are deeds, acting immediately. It is the peculiarity of the true poet that his word creates actuality, calls forth and unveils something real. His word does not talk, it acts. The mantra is the Word which is vehicle of mystical forces. Mantras are inward and spiritualized words. It is blasphemous to call them secular words."

About the meditation on mantras in Buddhism, the German Buddhist monk Anagarika Govinda says, "Buddha's spiritual power is present in the mantra but the impulse which amalgamates the qualities of heart and mind and the creative forces which respond to the idea and fill it with life, this is what the devotee has to contribute. If his faith is not pure, he will not achieve inner unity; if his mind is untrained; he will not be able to assimilate the idea if he is physically dull; his energies will not respond to the call; and if he lacks in concentration, he will not be able to co-ordinate form, heart and mind.

Mulmantar and gurmantar have a profoundly exalted place in Sikh religious and mystical discipline and practices: The hymns of Guru Granth have given elaborate interpretation of Mulmantar and Gurmantar in Sikh Scriptures. We give only a few quotations.

Mulmantra is the divine alchemy of the Name of God, Contemplating which says Nanak
The Perfect Lord is attained

A.G. Guru Nanak, Rag Maru, P 1040
Remember and Recite the gurmantar
In inner consciousness, says Nanak
You will be free from all sorrows and sufferings
A.G. Guru Arjan Sh. I Gujari P 521
The True Word has been imparted as gurmantar to me
I have meditated on this true Word
Glorified the presence of the Lord
And dispelled all disquiet and distress.

A.G. Gurur Arjan Vadhans P 576
The True Guru has initiated me
Into the gurmantra (Mystic Word)
And imparted His Name
As the panacea of all ailments.

A.G. Guru Arjan P 1002
Count Keyserling has rightly said, "Man is exactly as immortal as his ideal and exactly as real as the energy with which he serves it." Scholars completely lacking higher moral and spiritual perceptions have dehumanized and sterilized some of the most exalted and refined aesthetical and mystical doctrines of Sikh religion. "A merely historical or philological interpretation of a mantra is indeed the most superficial and senseless way of looking at it, since it takes the shell for the Kernel and the shadow of the substance; because words are not dead things, which we toss at each other like coins and which we can put away, lock up in a safe or bury underground, and which we can take out.

Pothis; Anthologies of Gurbani; When Guru Nanak set up and institutionalized the Sikh Church at Kartarpur he fixed three daily prayers (Nitnem) for all initiated Sikhs nearly twenty years before he left this world. The prayers were japji, Rahiras (Guru Nanak's verses) and Arti Sohila (Guru Nanak's verses). When some disciples who came from far off places asked, "Sire, when can we have a glimpse of your divine Presence again," Guru Nanak replied "My physical and temporal body is transient, but the Shabad, the Bani is my real Personality and Being; Contemplate it and you can achieve nearness to me." So it became an article of faith with Sikhs to have a collection of Hymns of Guru Nanak in the form of Pothis. The Sikh Sangats of far off places had such collections. The hymns of Kabir and other Nirgun Bhagtas were also collected.

Guru Nanak passed on a definitive collection of his own hymns and those of some Bhagtas to Guru Angad. Those authentic
collections were given by Guru Angad to Guru Amar Das, whose own collections were considerable. Goindwal became the ancestral home of our fourth and fifth Gurus. When Guru Ram Das and Guru Atjan came to Amritsar the original Pothis were still at Goindwal, but copies and the original works of Guru Ram Das and Guru Atjan were preserved in Kotha Sahib built just opposite the Harimandir (Golden Temple). Adjacent to Kotha Sahib Guru Hargobind built Akal Takht.

A Manuscript copy of Bhai Mani Singh’s Sikhan di Bhagatmala copied within three years of his martyrdom and other printed versions report the following historical facts which are supported by other historical documents of considerable importance.

Bhai Gopi Mehta and his fair companions came to the presence of Guru Atjan. They humbly said “0 true King of Kings, on hearing the Bani (Hymns) of the Satguru the mind is inspired by reverence and devotion. But Prithimal, Mahadev and other Sod his (referring to Meharban) have written Bani with the signature line of Nanak. On hearing the compositions of these Sod his the mind of the listener is filled with vanity and crafty thoughts.”

“On hearing this well-founded and convincing complaint Guru Atjan said to Bhai Gurdas, “Now we have Sikhs who can discriminate between the Bani of the true Guru (True Prophets) and false Guru (false prophets). The spiritually enlightened Sikhs today perceive the difference between authentic Bani (Sachi Bani) and fake Bani (kachi Bani) of imitators and pretenders, but in future it may be difficult. So collect all the Bam Pothis for the compilation of Granthji. Also simplify the Gurmukhi alphabet (Gurmukhi akhar sugam kichai) so that everyone may read them easily (sabh Kisai de vachan vich sugam hovan). So all the collections of Bani were collected and kept in a room (at Amritsar) (Kothai vich baman lkathian kitian). Pashaura Singh’s Prosaic and Discursive observations on Some Recensions of Adi Granth.

In the second and third chapters of his thesis Pashaura Singh makes superficial observations on Goindwal Pothis, Kartarpur bir and other recensions which he has neither seen or has he studied the text of anyone of these volumes. He has seen some
old copies in Punjabi University and other places, but says nothing even about the Japji and other important texts of these recensions. He only repeats the remarks of his Guide, Dr Hew McLeod here and there.

Without giving an iota of internal or external evidence, and without quoting a single sentence from historical documents and without refuting contemporary or near contemporary evidence about the canonization of Adi Granth (known earlier as pothi Sahib or Granth Sahib as Guru and Successor of Guru Gobind Singh, he makes a blasphemous statement saying, "The foregoing examination of the early manuscripts reveals that GNDU MS/1245 was one of the many Drafts on which Guru Atjan seems to have worked to produce the final text of the Adi Granth in 1604 A.D." (Thesis Chapt. 2 p. 60) According to Pashaura Singh, both the Sikh Panth and even Guru Gobind Singh failed to produce a final standard edition, a task which according to him and his Guide was fulfilled by the illiterate ruler Ranjit Singh with the help of a council of scholars whose names are not mentioned by him. At the end of the third chapter he re-iterates his mischievous and unsubstantiated statement without giving even a correct resume of any of the recensions mentioned in his thesis by authoritatively asserting: A careful survey of the early manuscripts reveal that there was no one version of Adi Granth. Ranjit Singh abolished the institution of gurmatta (collective decision of the Khalsa Panth) and tried to down play the doctrine of Guru Panth. He also made efforts to bring forward the doctrine of Guru Granth. Maharaja Ranjit Singh appointed a council of prominent Sikh scholars to prepare an authorised version of Adi Granth (Thesis Chap. 3, p. 82). Pashaura Singh is not tired of repeating this utterly stupid suggestion without giving an iota of evidence. Guru Atjan frequently revised the received texts in the interest of establishing a canonical scriptures. During the editorial process, Guru Atjan achieved linguistic refinement through substitution of synonyms for certain words, "which he presumes Guru Atjan did not have in earlier drafts. Pashaura Singh mindlessly follows the absurd suggestions of his Guide Dr McLeod but he does not give a single line or a single word from the text to prove what he so loudly asserts. **Pashaura Singh's Mendacious Concoctions and**
Presentations of GNDU MS 1245 as Guru Arjan's First Draft

This chapter opens with a passage from an essay of Dr Loehlin, which was originally written by him long ago. But after his death Hew McLeod clique prepared a distorted form of it, introducing in it passages to which he never subscribed during his life time. They have got it published under a new title "The Need for Textual and Historical Criticism" to suit their purpose.

These three chapters move around one lamp-post in the blind-alley in which Pashaura Singh ventures to enter. This lamp-post is his Light-house, and whenever he gropes in the darkness of bluff, blustering deception, he follows the light-house repeatedly asserting: McLeod says, McLeod thinks, McLeod suggests, McLeod concludes. With such back-seat driving of his learned Guide, Pashaura Singh again and again jumps out of the frying pan into the fire of hostile and ignominious postures constructed by his guide. But a scholar with academic interests looks for some concrete internal or external evidence in support of his much trumpeted theory that GNDU MS 1245 is an early Draft prepared by Guru Arjan.

Pashaura Singh! McLeod's Magical Formula Many people like me do not believe in magic, but when you happen to see a magical show you are impressed by the art of illusion. But Pashaura Singh and his learned Guide Dr Hew McLeod have evolved a novel magical formula for upgrading and downgrading sacred scriptures and fake documents to whatever position they desire. Besides giving a newly constructed Geneological Table, historically incorrect and misleading from top to bottom (Thesis p. 23) he introduces a new magical formula in Toronto University academic studies by making the following statement.

"If the standard rule of textual criticism that "the shorter reading is to be preferred to the longer one (Brevior lectio pruferendi varbosiori) is considered the text of this manuscript comes out to be earlier than the famous Kartarpur manuscript. Another rule that "the more difficult reading is generally preferable" (Proclivi lectioni praestat ardua) may be equally applied to GNDU text since it contains archaic linguistic expressions which were standardized in the Kartarpur volume."
If some learned Christian scholars like Dr Hew McLeod applies an abracadabra magic formula and some Latin or Greek so called standard rules of criticism, to the Bible and places the Forth Gospel before the First, and Epistles of St. Paul before the birth of Jesus Christ, his Christian colleagues of Berkley and Toronto Universities might consider Dr Hew McLeod and his students and admirers genuses of a new genre, but all those eminent scholars who devoted a life time to the study of the Bible might tum in their graves on hearing of this new methodology of studying sacred scriptures. Even orthodox Sikhs are very tolerant people but no one in his normal senses can tolerate such gibberish nonsense.

Both Dr Hew McLeod and Pashaura Singh might have been on better grounds if they had taken shelter under such Latin or Greek phrases to protect and propagate their prejudices and errors as: argumentum and ignorantium (arguments based on the adversary's ignorance; or individium (peoples hatred and prejudices). These universities have lowered their own prestige by instituting such, unacademic research which only ventilates the ignorance, contempt and prejudices of a hostile Christian scholar and a stupid Sikh student.

Mul-Mantar in Authentic Guru Granth copies Mul-Mantar and Gur-mantar in Sikh scriptures have been one and the same ever since they were revealed to Guru Nanak. They have come down to us only through written tradition. Cult-groups virtually disassociated from Sikhism even during the Guru-period have tried to corrupt the Mulmantar, Gurmantar and also distort Gurbani, but the Mulmantar and gurmantar of Guru Nanak has been recorded in all authentic recensions of Adi Granth, historically acceptable Janamsakhis, Gurbijnjes is absolutely correct, The correct Mulmantar is

Ek : The One Transcendent God
Omkar : All-pervading Immanent Spirit
Satnam : His Name is Eternal Truth
Karta Purkh : Creator, Perfect Being
Nirbhau : Without Fear
Nirvair: Without Enemity
Akal murat : Immortal His divine Image
Ajuni : Unborn
Saibhan : Self-Existent
Gurparshad : By his Grace attained

The Mulmantra is based on Guru Nanak's experience and vision of the Unmanifest Absolute one and only one God, and His Manifest Immanent, all-pervading Light Omkar. This ek Omkar is also called the Bij mantar and is present in all invocations. The divine Attributes of God are given in the Mulmantra. It embodies the luminosity of the Unmanifest Absolute God and His All-pervading Light which gives Life and divine speak to all living creatures. It unfolds a vision of the Ultimate Reality and the Creative Power behind the universe.

Contemplation and meditation on the Mulmantra opens the inner most being of man to the spiritual consciousness of the Immanent and Transcendent Presence of God. In the Guru Granth we find it in 33 places besides being placed at the opening of new Rags it is particularly attached to two major compositions of Adi Cranth namely japji and Asa-Ki-Var: it appears it was inseparably associated with these compositions from the time of Guru Nanak.

Minor Invocations: For invocations as minor sub-headings a part of it ek Omkar satnam kartapurkh gurprashad is used only eight times, while a still shorter invocation ek Omkar satgurprashad is used 525 times. These minor invocations are not Mulmantras. They are used even while writing a letter. For writing encyclopedic letters (Hukamnamas) these invocations were still reduced to brief statements and ekomkar guru sat. Guru Gobind Singh introduced a number of other invocations such as Vahguru-ji-ki Fateh, tav prashad, Akal Sahai. These Invocations are not mantras and are not used for meditations.

Bhai Gurdas has explained in detail the significance of Mulmantra in two of his verses in such a way that the distortions can easily be detected. Bhai Gurdas, the co-compiler of Adi Cranth authoritatively confirms what the real Mulmantra in Sikh Scriptures is and what it means.

ekomkar akang likh
Ura Omkar lakhaya
satnam karta purkh
nirbhau hoe nirvair sadaya
akal murat partakh soe
nau ajuni saibham bhaya
gurprashad su adi sach
After writing the numerical akang (one)
Symbolizing ekomkar: the Transcendent God.
The letter Ura was written along with it...
Symbolizing Omkar: All pervading Immanent Spirit
Satnam: Eternal Truth is His Name
Karta Purkh: he is Creator, perfect Being
Nirbhau hoe, being Ever Fearless
Nirvair sadaya: He is known as "Without Enmity;:
Akal Murat His Immortal image is Visible Presence.
His attribute is Ajuni: Unborn
He is ever self-Existing: Saibham
By the grace of Eternal Guru ("Gurparshad)
He is achieved: The Primal Truth
Who ever exists from age to age.
Bhai Gurdas: Var 39, pauri 1.

Bhai Gurdas repeats this confirmation of Guru Nanak's Mulmantar in Var 26 Pauri.

As breakaway cults, like Minas, who were condemned as highway robbers had already started corrupting Gurbani, distorting Mulmantar and gurmantar so Bhai Gurdas not only clearly states what Mulmantar in Sikh Meditations is, but also gives clear expression to Guru Nanak's gurmantar when he says "Vah-Guru Gurmantar hai jup haumai khoi. Vah-Guru is the gurumantar contemplating which the disciple gets rid of all I-am-ness (ego consciousness).

Forgeries, Fabrications in Guru Nanak Dev University Manuscript: GNDU MS 1245

Guru Nanak Dev University bought this manuscript from Curio Dealers Harbhajan Singh and Harcharan Singh Chawla. Dr Piar Singh and Dr Madanjit Kaur of Guru Nanak Studies Department of the University certified it as a very rare and unique manuscript of Adi Granth. A micro-film copy of this manuscript was specially provided to Dr Hew McLeod, perhaps on the strong recommendation of Dr Piar Singh and Dr Madanjit Kaur, two of the four or five strong admirers of Dr Hew McLeod and uncritical supporters and propagators of his bluff-blunder books allegedly called academic.

The claim of the Dealers or those who have committed the forgeries that there is "Nishan mangal" of Guru Hargobind are
utterly false. A Mul-mantar written by the clearly discernable handwriting of Guru Tegh Bahadur is pasted on it afterwards.

**Forged Hymns in the name of Bhai Buddha**

It is shocking to note that Professors who recommended it as a rare Manuscript of Adi Granth, in their rash enthusiasm to promote this completely fake eighteenth century document as an early and rare draft of Adi Granth failed to note that the crude hand in which this hymn falsely attributed to Bhai Buddha is a recent forgery pasted on it to give it historical colouring and increase its sale value.

**Forgery of Fake Hymn Attributed to Bhai Buddha**

A hymn is pasted on the Manuscript which is attributed by those who forged it to Bhai Buddha's handwriting. Pashaura Singh says, "The attribution of this hymn to Bhai Buddha is based on the family tradition. See the Manuscript Note by Harbhajan Singh and Harcharan Singh Chawla (P 27-28 f.n.) Pashaura Singh writes 'The manuscript contains a hymn written in Bhai Buddha's hand on the third decorated page, which may show his involvement in the creation of the scriptures. It is quite possible that his descendants may have preserved the manuscript through the process of handing it over to the next generation."

The forgery is clear from the following facts:

1. During the course of my researches I have maintained a regular contact with the deras and villages connected with Bhai Buddha's life. These deras and shrines never had any recension of Adi Granth or any document having anything written by Bhai Buddha's hand.

2. These lines written with a rustic hand are from a distorted hymn of Guru Amar Das. They have nothing to do with Bhai Buddha.

3. Bhai Buddha was the first teacher who taught the Punjabi alphabet first to Guru Arjan and then formally to Guru Hargobind. No man in his proper senses would believe that Bhai Buddha wrote in such a clumsy and crude handwriting. Bhai Buddha was the most honoured and the first Patriarch of Sikh history who was not only the most loved and respected disciple of Guru Nanak, but he was appointed by the Founder of Sikhism to anoint his successor. God granted him such long life and spiritual strength that he anointed five successors of Guru Nanak.
When the compilation of Adi Granth (Pothi Sahib) was complete, he was asked to install it in the Hari Mandir (Golden Temple). He was appointed the first High Priest of this most sacred shrine in the light of his first hand knowledge and experience of the durbars of Guru Nanak, Guru Angad, Guru Amar Das and Guru Ram Das. Those who have presented a forged hymn under his forged handwriting deserve to be condemned for such blasphemous act.

Mina-Cult Attitude Towards Bhai Buddha

If there was anyone whom the Mina-Cult rival gurus hated it was Bhai Buddha and Bhai Gurdas, who campaigned against the aggressive and mischievous schismatic activities of Prithi Mal and his son Meharban, who were condemned by them as Minas (highway robbers). They bribed the Masands and indirectly plundered the tithes before they reached the legitimate Guru. They corrupted and plagiarized Gurbani, and thus committed literary thefts in many ways. When Guru Ram Das handed over the articles of spiritual regalia to Bhai Buddha and asked him to anoint his youngest son Arjan Mal as his successor, Prithi Mal rudely confronted Bhai Buddha and said,

Listen O old Man,
I know you very well;
You are praised
As companion of Guru Nanak;
I am the eldest son,
And deserved to be set
on the pontific throne of the Guru
You have not done the light thing;
You are an old man now,
And have lost all sense of discrimination;
I conducted all the administration,
What have you done old Man.
You have anointed Arjan as the successor.
If I do what I must do
You will have to face dishonour and humiliation
I will wrest control of the pontific throne.

Kavi Santokh Singh : Suraj Prakash Rashi 2, Anou 22. The hostility of the Miña Sodhis (Prithi Mal and Meharban) continued to the end of the life of the great Patriarch who was respected as a great Apostle and contemporary of Guru Nanak.
by all the Sikh Gurus.

**Bhai Gurdas' Criticism of Mina Sodhis: Prithi Mal. and Meharban**

It is an established fact that the decision to compile an Adi Granth (pothi: Holy Book) was taken when it was detected that the Mina Sodhis started mixing their own hack-work and imitation verses in authentic Gurbani. Kesar Singh Chhiber in his Bansavali-nama writes:

"Meharban son of Prithi Mal started composing poetry. He was educated in Persian Hindvi, Sanskrit and Punjabi. He composed his own Bani, with the signature line of Nanak. The bards ignorantly started singing it as real Bani. These Mina Sodhis set up their own durbar and prepared their own Granth. They put into their Granth the Banf of earlier Gurus."

When Guru Arjan heard the bards ignorantly singing Mina-Bani as real Bani, he addressed Bhai Gurdas and said, "These Minas are corrupting Gurbani by mixing their own fake Bani in it. This we will not permit." Thus Bhai Gurdas was asked to collect all the authentic Pothis. Sarup Das Bhalla also writes in his Mehma Prakash:

- Guru Arjan immediately commanded
- Bhai Gurdas to collect all Barn Pothis
- Compile the True Gurbani
- Include in it the Bhagat Bani
- And take out the fake bani (Kachi Bani)

Sarup Das Bhalla : Mehma Prakash P. 701

The more pacific Guru Arjan remained, the more aggressive and violent was the attitude of Prithi Mal and Meharban. Every time Guru Arjan sent Bhai Buddha and Bhai Gurdas for reconciliation and peaceful family relations, Prithimal and Meharban insulted them and were extremely rude to them. When they made an all out bid to bribe the Masands and win the support of the Mughal authorities to capture the control of Amritsar, Bhai Gurdas exposed them by writing a whole Var (Canto) of stirring verses exposing their hypocrisy, duplicity, meanness and wicked deeds thus:
"The Minas are as hypocritical as the cranes, who dwell in holy rivers, cheating by their pretensions on places of pilgrimage. The True Guru is the King of kings. The Minas are spiritless evil persons whose faces are blackened with evil deeds. (Var 36-1)

Just as a Jackal who jumped into the vat of a dyer changed his external appearance and posing as King of the Jungle he frightened all animals' into submissions; but when the Jackal opened his mouth his utterances exposed him. Such are the false and mischievous (kupata) Minas. They are without character and honour and will be chastised and exposed in the Court of God (36-2).

How can a Mina glowworm ever face the Light of ever shining Moon? How can a Mina who is like a drop of water ever be equal to the Vast Sea (the true Guru). You stand condemned from the divine Source 0 Minas. You are doomed hell. (36-3).

Just as a prostitute is beautiful but her black heart and soul pushes her lovers to the pit so the companionship of Minas pushes a person to the pit of sorrow and suffering. (36-5)

How do you distinguish the True Guru from the Mina hypocrites. Minas are like counterfeit coins. They are like condemned and repudiated Pirs who get shoe beating wherever they go (36-8)

Without possessing any moral or spiritual qualities these Minas proclaim themselves to be Gurus of the Sikhs. (36-11).

The Janam Sakhis, the Goshtis, the imitative Bani written by Prithimal, Meharban and his son Harji stood condemned and anathematized by the Sikhs. At first, Prithimal claimed to be the fifth, Guru of the Sikhs, but a sustained campaign against them earned on by Bhai Buddha and Bhlli Gurdas ousted them out of Amritsar. The supreme sacrifice of Guru Arjan in suffering martyrdom with divine calmness and endurance put the Minas in the Shade. But when Prithvi Mal found the 11-12 year old Hargobind installed as sixth Guru, he felt that he could easily oust, him as successor of his father. So Prithi Mal started captioning his imitative Bani as Mahal Sixth, and when he died his son Meharban started calling himself the seventh Guru of the Sikhs. Guru Hargobind publicly declared that he would not
compose any hymns and there would be no Bani under Mohalla sixth or seventh. Thus we find the Bani under Mohalla sixth, seventh and eighth is all Mina Bani.

Technique Adopted by Meharban and other Minas of Composing Bani

The Minas adopted a tactless technique of lifting half the lines from the compositions of earlier Gurus, juxtapositioning them into a new verse-line, and after putting three or four lines in verse order added Das Nanak as their signature line claiming divine descent from Guru Nanak. For example, Meharban picks the following half-lines either in their original form or slightly changed form.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kudrat kar} & \quad \text{Guru Nanak Sri Rag} \\
\text{paki nae pak} & \quad \text{Guru Nanak Sri Rag} \\
\text{sabh kich terai vas} & \quad \text{Guru Arjan, Var} \\
\text{Ramkali}
\end{align*}
\]

From these plagiarized lines Meharban has composed the following verse which has no rhythm or pohi beat.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kudrat kar dikhlaya hindu musalman} \\
\text{paki nai pak tu ap ram rahmin} \\
\text{sabh kich terai vas hai das Nanak ke meharvan}
\end{align*}
\]

It is with this three-line verse Janam Sakhi of Meharban ends. There are over 150 such verses of Meharban in his Janam Sakhi of Guru Nanak. The lines of each verse can be traced to the earlier composition of the Sikh Gurus.

**Mina-Cult Mul-Mantar in GNDU MS/1245**

Pashaura Singh quotes the following Mul-Mantar from GNDU MS/1245 and has devoted over six pages of comments on it.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{< siqnwm krqwpok inrBAuinrY} \\
\text{Akw mjig Ajil sMSjgq prswd}
\end{align*}
\]

This is the innovative Mulmantar which was introduced by Meharban and his Mina-Cult after Guru Arjan had compiled the Adi Granth. Meharban's Janam Sakhi begins with this corrupted form of Mulmantar,. This Mulmantar is also found in the following other manuscripts of the Mina-gurus Harji Mina and Chaturbhuj.

1. Pothi Harji a continuation of Meharban's Janam Sakhi (who claimed to be a successor of Guru Nanak).
2. Pothi Chaturbhuj

Both of these works begin with the Mina-Cult Mulmantar and both are published by Khalsa College, Amritsar.

The following other Manuscripts found in other libraries and about a dozen Mina-Cult deras also have this Mul-Mantar as their distinguishing feature.

1. Ramkali. Omkar Vada. In imitation of Guru Nanak's Omkar, in Ramkali Rag (54 verses) this Mina-Cult composition has 87 verses. The plagiarizing tadic are clearly visible. Most of the lines are picked up from Guru Nanak's Bani.

2. Sukhmani Sahansar-Nama. The Manuscript of this also has the same Mina-Cult Mul-mantar. It is a composition prepared to replace Guru Arjan's Sukhmani. It is completely an anti-thesis of Guru Arjan's work. Guru Arjan's Sukhmani has 24 Ashtapadis. Mina Sukhmani has 30 Ashtapadis. Guru Arjan's Sukhmani glorifies only God and true saints and illumined Mystics (Brahm-Giani) of God. The Mina-Sukhmani glorifies Hindu Avatars and praises Rama, Krishna in order to attract Hindu Vaishnavas to Mina-Cult fold. Historically all these works were composed after Guru Arjan had completed the Adi Granth.

For Pashaura Singh to call this Mina-Mul Mantar the first draft of Guru Arjan, without giving any evidence is an absurdity of the first order. This Mul-mantar has nothing to do either with Guru Arjan or with Adi Granth.

Distortion of the Japu Ji in GNDU MS/1245

It is an established fact and confirmed from many copies prepared from the original Kartarpur recension that Guru Arjan used a very authentic version of Jap ji from a copy prepared by his father Guru Ram Das. The Jap(u) in all authentic versions is found as follows:

```
"j p Jub Jap(u)
Awds cUl gwds cW
hYBlscumk holBscw] adi sach jugadi sach
hai bhi sach nanak hosI bhi sach.
```

Meditation
In the beginning He was the Truth
Throughout the ages He has been, the Truth
Even now He is the Immanent Truth
For ever in future He shall be the Truth.

In this GNDU MS/1245 Mina-Cult scribes have introduced all their innovations by distorting the text. The Shloka Adi Sach Jugadi sach is completely removed, but used by Minas elsewhere in their own Bani. The Jap Text only 40 verses had been a daily prayer of all Sikhs during the last twenty years of Guru Nanak’s life. Guru Angad, Guru Amar Das and Guru Ram Das maintained the same text as authentic from 1569 onwards. Guru Arjan copied the correct Text from a personal prayer Book prepared by his own father. Now in 1990 Pashaura Singh/Hew McLeod want the Sikhs to believe that a Mina-Cult Manuscript of eighteenth century full of a distorted version of Japji was the first draft of Japji and Adi Granth hymns. Four Gurus, and even its author Guru Nanak could not prepare a final version of this most important meditation during his life time. Guru Nanak had time to finalize the text of all his compositions which are longer than Japu, but failed to give the most important and inspired composition a final form.

**Mina-Cult Distortions in Jap(u) Text of GNDU MS/1245**

Guru Arjan in the first compiled volume had already stated that the Japu was from a copy recorded by his father in his own hand. In order to prove to their disciples that the Bani they were recording was from more authentic sources, Minas have even distorted lines from Japji. We give ten lines from the first six pauries of Japji.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text of Authentic version</th>
<th>Corrupted Text in GNDU MS/1245.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUKAW BUK n aqrl</td>
<td>BUKAW BUK n aqrl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shs isAWpwl K hoh qw</td>
<td>shM isAWpwl K hoh qw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ikv sicAw whoeA Yikv</td>
<td>ikas Aw hoieA Yikv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huim huin Awk</td>
<td>huim hAw Awk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huml huin jIA</td>
<td>huml hey jIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swws whb swunwe</td>
<td>swws whb swunwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mboik bbx bblAY</td>
<td>mboik bbx bblAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ivx Bwyik nwe krl</td>
<td>ivx Bwyik Awnwe krl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jgl isriT apwl vkw</td>
<td>jglissid apwl vkw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ivx krmwik iml Y</td>
<td>ivx krmwik Awnl Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even in Japu this kind of innovative distortions go on to show to their Mina-Cult followers that they have a different and better
copy of Japji. They ignored the fact that these innovative distortions changed the accentuation of syllables and the number of accentuated syllables in a line. Thus this method of distorting the metre also made the verse unpoetic and irregular.

Distortion By Changing Verse Order

There are many hymns which have been, distorted by changing the verse sequence. Pashaura Singh calls these distorted forms, the earlier forms. When this undated manuscript form is of Meharban and Harji period and decidedly later distorted form; how can they be called earlier forms by mere application of Latin formula. On page 118-119 of his thesis Pashaura Singh gives a well known hymn of Guru Atjan in Rag Tilang. We give below the correct text found in all recensions, the correct translation and then the distorted version.

Guru Arjan: Rag Tilang

Refrain

Mira dana dil soch
muhabate man tan basal
sach shah bandi moch

1
didnai didar sahib
kachh nahi iska mol
pak parvardgar tu
khud khasm viida atol.

2
dastgiri dehi dilawar
tuhi tuhi ek
kartar kudrat karni khaliq
nanak teri tek.

Translation

Guru Arjan:  Rag Tilang

Refrain

O my King kings (Mira)
O Embodiment of Wisdom
This thought and reflection
Has come to my mind.
Your Love illumined with Your Presence (Mhabate)
Ever dwells in my mind and body
You are the true King of kings
You are the Emancipator from bondage

1
Lord, to see the vision of Your Presence With my inner eyes,  
Is predous beyond price.  
O Omnipotent Protector and Nourisher  
Your are Pure and Perfect  
O Self-Created Lord  
You are Great and Immeasurable

2
Lead me with They Hand, Lord  
And inspire me with divine value Thou and Thou Alone art One

You are the refuge of Nanak  
O Creator and Maker of Cosmic Nature

Adi Granth, Rag Tilang, P. 724

On the same page of Adi Granth there is a hymn of Guru Arjan beginning with a line karte kudrati mushtak. In the ten lines of this hymn nine lines are so shamefully corrupted that no one knowing the ABC of poetry can ever think that such ugly unpoetic and incorrect words can ever come out of the pen of Guru Arjan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines as Found in All</th>
<th>Lines as Found in Mina-Cult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>krqykdrglnmsoy</td>
<td>krqwkdrglnmsoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dln dawewekqby</td>
<td>dln dawawekqby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awrrj qywrby</td>
<td>Acrj qywrby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kvx jwyclqurry</td>
<td>kvx jwyclqurry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idnursurwixijqbuAriwry</td>
<td>idnurynqbuAriwry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajrerwllxwbbyy</td>
<td>Ajrerwll Adr bbyy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gah auskysgl A@Uqgyjn</td>
<td>gah a@kly@Ujyjn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g@i mil nmk bij Aw</td>
<td>i mil plr nmk bij Aw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The italic words are distortions which pashaura Singh and McLeod call the first Draft of Guru Arjan. Throughout the Adi Granth the word Azrael is correctly written by the Sikh Gurus and Sheikh Farid. No one has ever used the word Arai- clair for Azrael anywhere. Only ignorant and mischievous corrupters of Fake Bani like the Minas-cult do it in order to
corrupt the authentic hymns of Guru Arjan. No historic consensus has ever given this completely distorted reading. Only Dr. Hew McLeod and his headless research students like Pashaura Singh can attribute such preposterous language and poetry to Guru Arjan.

Shocking Alterations in Var Gauri of Guru Arjan P 323 to 328 of GNDU MS/1245

In Gauri Var of Guru Arjan The Pauris are intact and have few errors. But all shlokas have been removed from their proper places and attached to some other Pauris while shlokas have been completely eliminated. Some shlokas are called Dakohas a Multani name for a couplet.

But the most sacrilegious and stupid arbitrary misplacement is, verses attached to some Pauris. In place of the appropriate shlokas some verses have been picked up from Guru Arjan's well known composition Phunhe of 23 verses on P. 1361-1363 of Guru Granth and Gatha a composition of 24 verses on P. 1360-61 of Guru Granth. Shlokas connected with Pauri 16 are removed and replaced by Phunhe verse 11 followed by verse 7. Pauri No. 17 of Guru Arjan's Var Gauri has shlokas in authentic text. These shlokas have been removed and replaced arbitrarily by verse 10 from Phunhe followed by verse 18 from Gatha of Guru Arjan. This pick and chose malformation and distortion is the most stupid thing the Mina-Cult scribes of this MS 1245 could do. This pattern is followed by them in a number of other places.

May I ask Christian scholars and experts on the text of the Bible just one question: "How would they feel if some genius like Dr. Hew McLeod produced an apparently old Manuscript in which passages from Sermons on the Mount are shifted to the Psalms, and verses from Soloman's "Song of Songs" are shifted to the Fourth Gospel and this rare genius claims that this document is older than the Books of Wisdom in Old Testament. And when he is asked to give any internal or external evidence he recites a Latin cir Greek formula like the Tantrics reciting magical mantram.

Collections arduao : "If the canon of unusual readings is applied to determine the age of a document then it can certainly be placed anywhere. The erratic whims of such academic researchers of Toronto University illumni present any
absurd illogical nonsense to conceal their ignorance behind these Latin or Greek utterances. If we were to list all the distortions in this Manuscript, it will require over two hundred pages along with the correct text found in hundreds of authentic recensions.

Elimination of Bhagat-Bani and Ludicrously Stupid Comments

Ragas were inseparable part of the hymns of the Guru. All the Gurus who composed hymns that were to be sung fixed Ragas to them which his successor never changed. Authentic, Bhagat bani also became a part of the Bani Pothi collections. The hymns of Sheikh Farid and Jayadev were collected by Guru Nanak. Just as Guru Angad, Guru Amar Das and even Bhai Gurdas have commented on many verses of Jap(u) meditation, to elucidate and give deeper meaning of Guru Nanak's hymns, the Sikh Gurus have written some commentary hymns in some verses of the Bhagats. Some of these great saints whose hymns are selected for Adi Granth lived centuries earlier and in an entirely different religious atmosphere and cultural milieu. There are some verses of Sheikh Farid written with the background of a life-long self-mortification. While the Gurus appreciated the real mystic and moral fervour of these verses, they did not wish that these should be taken literally. Even Farid recommended detachment and trust in god and not self-mortification to his disciples.

The person who has prepared this manuscript has completely removed the Bhagat-Bani in order to please Brahmanical Hindu Vaishnavas. Mina-Cult people called themselves Bhagatias, a word used in Punjab for Vaishnavas. There are no doctrinal differences in the Guru-Bani and Bhagat Bani. Anyone who has dared to remove Bhagat-Bani from Adi Granth has been excommunicated, No one can ever say that Guru's Bani is superior to Bhagat Bani. For the Sikh the Bani of Sheikh Farid and Kabir is as much the Word of God and True Bani (Sachi-Bani) as the Bani of the Sikh Gurus.

Bhagat Bani Introduced to Attract Low Caste People to Sikh-Fold

The most mischievous suggestion in this thesis is made to project another harum scarum theory of Hew McLeod. Although the Text of MS/1245 has no Bhagat-Bani but Pashaura Singh turns to Kartarpur to record twice in his thesis (pages 26 and 174 of
Thesis) to heedlessly support Hew McLeod’s theory that the purpose of including the Bhagat-Bani of low-caste to medieval saints was none other than attracting disciples from low-caste Hindus. The number of these hymns of low caste Bhagats also was gradually increased in proportion to their support of Sikhism. On pages 26 and 174 of his thesis pashaura Singh refers to Kartarpur Birl saying that Bhagat Dhanna’s hymn “Gopal tera arta” in Dhanasri Rag and Ravidas’ hymn Begampura sahar ko nau were interpolated in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries reflecting a situation in which Jats and cobblers were attracted into the Sikh fold in large numbers. These hymns are found in all recensions prepared before 1700 A.D. and were among the first important hymns of Ravidas and Dhanna. No one had ever changed a word nor dared to interpolate in Guru Gobind Singh’s authorized version prepared at Anandpur called Adi Singhahan Damdama. I have two dated recensions prepared during the lifetime of Guru Gobind Singh, before the Adi Granth was installed Guru. These hymns are in their proper places even in much earlier recensions. The suggestion that they were interpolated in seventeenth or eighteenth century is highly mischievous and blasphemous.

This theory of Hew McLeod also suggest that because the largest number of hymns included in Adi Granth are those of Kabir (weaver: Julaha) and Sheikh Farid (a Muslim), the largest number of followers of the Sikh Gurus obviously were weavers Oulahas) and Muslims. Next in importance and numbers as followers were tailors inspired by Namdev’s Bani and Cobblers because of Ravidas. Jats should have been minimum as in Adi Granth. By making such unsubstantiated suggestions I do not know whether Hew McLeod and Pashaura Singh are making a fool of their readers or the Canadian academic world or themselves. No one who has even a rudimentary knowledge of Sikh history believes in such harum scarum luff theories of Hew McLeod, projected through Pashaura Singh.

Blasphemous Suggestion of Ranjit Singh As Final Compiler of Standard Edition of Adi Granth

There are more than half a dozen contemporary historical evidence of the installation of Guru Granth as Guru by Kavi Sainapati: Guru-Sobha Granth, Bard Nath Mall, Bhai Nand Lall
and other contemporaries of Guru Gobind Singh who had spent nearly their whole life in the Guru's durbar. The most important document is Hukamnama of Mata Sundari, wife of Guru Gobind Singh, now in the possession of Bhai Chet Singh of Bhai Rupa village which strongly condemns those cults whose leaders tried to become eleventh Guru of the Sikhs. In it some cults are named. Besides God and the Shabad (Word of the Guru) manifest in Guru Granth no one was to be the Guru. Bhai Nand Lall was with Guru Gobind Singh during his last days and stayed with Mata Sundri at Delhi for nearly two decades writes: He says

He who wishes to see the true Guru
let him go and see the Granth
He who wishes to speak with the true Guru,
let him read and meditate
On the Word (Shabad) in the Granth,
He who wishes to hear the word of the Guru
Let his heart and soul
Listen to the word of the Granth

Bhai Nand Lall: Rehatnama

Quoting Hew McLeod as his sole authority Pashaura Singh writes, A careful survey of the early manuscripts reveal that there was no one version of the Adi Granth that was accepted by all the Sikhs in the eighteenth century. Maharaja Ranjit Singh abolished the gurmatta (collective decision of the community). He also made efforts to bring forward the doctrine of Guru Granth, a doctrine which affirms the authority of a Scriptural Guru." (Thesis P. 82.-83). "It is quite possible that Maharaja Ranjit Singh appointed council of prominent Sikh scholars to prepare the authorized version of the Adi Granth" (Thesis P. 84)

History cannot be created out of fantasy theories and wild imaginative suggestions. Neither Hew McLeod nor Pashaura Singh explain how over a hundred dated copies of the authentic version of Adi Granth still exist all over India and even in Kabul and Dacca which were written and completed long before Ranjit Singh was born. Ranjit Singh never summoned a council either of saints or of scholars on any religious issue. But during the last 25 years of his life the atmosphere of his durbar was so full of voluptuary
activities backed by Dogra Chiefs of Jammu and Kashmir that we have given documentary evidence to show that even the High Priest of Golden Temple considered his sons frequent visits an involvements in ourt affairs an insult to his prestige and position.

Hew McLeod's and Pashaura Singh's Definition of Fundamentalist Sikh Scholars

Hew McLeod and Pashaura Singh give fantastic definition of fundalmentalist scholars. Sikh scholars who try to fix only one meaning to a text are called fund'amentalists while those who according to their knowledge and spiritual perceptions give more than one interpretation are liberal. There is no such division amongst Sikh theologa. According to this division Bhai Vir Singh is liberal while his brother Dr Balbir Singh is fundamentalist.

When the Gurus or Bhagtas wrote the hymns they had in their mind only one meaning and only one experience and vision. Different scholars try to reach this real meaning in different ways. No scholar throughout Sikh history has ever claimed that his meaning and interpretation is the final and the only correct one. Bhai Vir Singh told me that he tried to record all the written traditions so that the scholars in future may not have to search them and reflect on them separately. Interpretation of Adi Granth requires the following equipment for its study (1) Good knowledge of Prakrit, Appabransh, Punjabi, and Persian. (2) a good knowledge of schsmatic as well as Hindu-Buddhist doctrines. (3) Most important of all an intuitive perception and experiences of the moral and spiritual experiences of the hymns (4) A Good knowledge of the Grammar of Adi Granth. If any of these is lacking the interpretation will reveal the shortcoming. There is no such as Singh Sabha tradition, Udasi tradition etc. Faridkot Tikka was prepared during Singh Sabha Movement. Pashaura Singh gives it a fanciful name .of intuitive. Bhai Vir Singh started work on his exegesis when he left the Singh Sabha Movement far behind him, and even Akali movement was on the decline.

Shabad-Shloka Definition. Pashaura Singh tries to give a novel interpretation of Shabad Shaloka relation. The word Shabad is used in a number of senses in Sikh Scriptures. It is used for Gurbani Unstruck Music, name of God. The Shlokas are generally connected with pauri in Vars. The wold Pauri is
the exact Punjabi translation of the word Sura. Both these words mean step of a ladder by which a person mounts. When a Shloka is attached to a padavli and not a pauri, the padavali is called Shabad which means a hymn. We have given- Our comments in the odd and irrelevant comments of Pashaura Singh on his thesis. He has neither seen or examined the Kartarpur recension, nor the Goindwal Pothis. His comments on other recensions are extremely superficial and he says nothing positive or substantial about the texts of these recensions. His attempt- to upgrade this Mina-Cult GNDU MS 1245 of eighteenth centuries and place it historically above Kartarpur recension with the magical trick of Latin formulas and McLeod-Style utterly incorrect and misleading is of the type he uses for Janam-Sakhis has ultimately boomeranged on him. As his Guide Dr Hew McLeod does not consider it necessary to give any historically reliable evidence for all his recklessly hostile assumptions, conjectural statements. Pashaura Singh also fails to quote a single trustworthy historically correct statement. On the other hand all well established, published and unpublished documents and studies on Adi Granth contravene and controvert all his capricious and fantastic statements picked up exclusively from Hew McLeod's books or superimposed on Pashaura Singh's thesis by his Guide.

Calligraphy and Index Pashaura Singh is absolutely wrong when he says that the calligraphic style is the same as that found in two Goindwal Pothis available. The Goindwal Pothis consisted of the Bani of Guru Nanak, Guru Angad and Guru Amar Das. The Bani of Guru Ram Das and Guru Arjan were outside them. As each Pothi has on the average 3000 hymns, the total number of Pothis having the Bani of the Gurus and Bhagatas should have been at least eight. The calligraphic style of the Pothis is distinctly different from that found in GNDU MS 1245. Pashaura Singh also is wrong when he says that the whole GNDU MS 1245 is in one hand. It is written at least by four or five scribes. He attributes the writing to Bhai Gurdas and suggests that an entirely different hand in the end means that Bhai Gurdas improved his handwriting.

When Pashaura Singh calls a unique feature, it actually exposes the Manuscript to be fake from one end to another. Each Rag has a separate index, but both Pashaura Singh and his guide fail to
note that these indexes do not tally with the contents. No page or folio number is given. It is quite obvious that these Indexes are picked up from some other collections without checking whether they would fit in here or not. The order of the Ragas, the order in which different chhandas are placed are all irregular and not found either in any Pothi or recension of Adi Granth.

Following his Guide Dr Hew McLeod, Pashaura Singh time and again tries to prove that there was no authentic version which was installed by Guru Gobind Singh as the Guru. As Hew McLeod has a sustained tendency of rejecting or ignoring all historically correct documents and never quoting any historical document in support of his own fantasy theories, both he and his headless students like Pashaura Singh reject what all European and Indian scholars have accepted. Even Dr Emest Trumpp confirms this historical fact, when he says.

"The Guru felt that his dissolution was near at hand, and ordered his Sikhs to keep ready wood (for cremation) and shroud. Having done so they all joined their hands and asked, "O true Guru, whom will you seat, for the sake of our welfare, on the throne of the Guruship?" He answered: "As the nine Kings before me were at the time of their death seating another Guru on their throne, so shall I now not do, I have entrusted the whole society (of the disciples to the bosom of the Timeless Divine Male (Akal Purkh). After me you shall everywhere mind the book of the Granth-Sahib as your Guru; whatever you shall ask it will show to you. Whoever be my disciple, he shall consider the Granth as the Form of the Guru." Having uttered these verses he closed his eyes and expired A.D. 1708 (pp xcvi)

Dr Hew McLeod and his students like Pashaura Singh have gone far beyond even Dr Trumpp in constructing utterly false history and unfounded mendacious doctrines which no Sikh with the name ever accepts.

Courtesy: from the book entitled "William Hewat McLeod and Emest Trump as Scholars of Sikh History, Religion and Culture"
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RESEARCH-COVERAGE OF BLASPHEMY
A Critical Evaluation of Mr. Pashaura Singh's TEXT AND MEANING OF THE ADI GRANTH,

By
Dr SURINDER SINGH KOHLI

The school of thought founded by Professor W.H. McLeod through his works like Guru Nanak and the Sikh Religion, Evolution of the Sikh Community, Early Sikh Tradition, A Study of the Janamsakhis, Who is a Sikh 1, The Problem of Sikh Identity, The Sikhs : History, Religion and Society, The B40 Janamsakhi, The Chaupa Singh's Rahit-nama and carried further by his students and admirers like Harjot Singh, Pashaura Singh, Surjit Hans and others is a conscious effort at misconstruction of Sikh History, Religion, Philosophy and Theology by indulging desultory discussions, distortions and misrepresentations, leading towards blasphemy and spreading doubts about well-authenticated historical facts. In the words of Dr Noel Q. King, Dr McLeod in his works exhibits lack of respect for truth and historical records.

2. Mr. Pashaura Singh, while working under the supervision of Dr W.H. McLeod, has produced his Ph. D. Thesis entitled "THE TEXT AND MEANING OF THE ADI GRANTH". In his Abstract of the Thesis, he has mentioned: “Examination of early manuscripts has revealed that Guru Arjan worked over a number of drafts to produce the final text in 1604 CE. He prepared the scripture primarily in response to the process of crystallization of the Sikh tradition that was taking place during his period”. This is the basic argument on which the edifice of his whole thesis has been raised. But this edifice falls down at once, when we take into consideration the following verses from the Sikh Scripture itself:

i. Whatever Bani of the Lord I received, I pass on the knowledge contained in it, O Lalo! (Tilang M. I, p. 722)

ii. Through the True Bani (utterance), one enters the Abode of the Lord. (Asa M. 3, p. 423)

iii. The Bani is the Guru and the Guru is the Bani and all the ambrosias dwell in this Bani. (Nat. M. 4, p. 982).
iv. This Bani has come from the very outset. (Sorath M. 5 p. 628)

The above quotations imply the revelatory character of the verses of the Adi Granth. The Scripture is a revelation from God to man, therefore, it is blasphemous to suggest or say that Guru Arjan Dev worked over a number of drafts to produce the final text or the Scripture, when he himself says: "I speak on what you make me speak, O Lord-God!" (Sorath M. 5, p. 623)

3. The manuscript of the Adi Granth, on which the researcher Pashaura Singh has based his thesis is the Guru Nanak Dev University (GNDU) Manuscript No. 1245, which was purchased in 1987 by the University from Harbhajan Singh Harcharan Singh Chawla, the Manuscript dealers of Bazar Mai Sewan, Amritsar. The writer of the article, when he was the Professor and Head of the Department of Punjabi, Panjab University, Chandigarh, during his tenure, from 1962 to 1979, made purchases of several manuscripts from the same dealers which also included one manuscript of the Adi Granth. Mr. Pashaura Singh has not visited the Panjab University Library, which is a treasury of many valuable manuscripts. The manuscripts of the Adi Granth before the advent of the Printing Press, had been continuously scribed and copied in large numbers, not only in the Sikh religious centres far and wide in India, but also in various places abroad, where the Sikh settlers, traders and missionaries (Udasis or priests) had gone to stay with their families. There was a great demand for them from individuals, Gurdwaras and Dharmsalas, as the Sikh movement grew and the adherents increased. Hundreds and thousands of such manuscripts were destroyed during sacrileges and attacks by the inimical forces. Many old manuscripts were consigned to riverwaters. But still hundreds of such manuscripts were preserved in Sikh Shrines, Gurdwaras and Libraries. There are dealers, who trace them out from various places and old prestigious families and sell them to the institutions of learning and research. There are still several scholars and old houses, in whose personal libraries, there are many valuable
collections of manuscripts. The writer of this article has also got a valuable collection of manuscripts in his personal library. Sardar G.B. Singh, the author of "Sri Guru Granth Sahib dian Prachin Biran" in Punjabi, did preliminary research on some selective manuscripts of the Adi Granth, lying scattered in India and abroad. Mr. Pashaura Singh, seems to have consulted about two and a half dozen manuscripts in India and about one and a half dozen in the United Kingdom. Out of these manuscripts, he has selected one manuscript of Guru Nanak Dev University No. 1245 as the basis of his research, claiming that it is one of the drafts on which Guru Arjan Dev worked in order to produce the final text of the Adi Granth.

4. (a) The above mentioned manuscript is undated, therefore in order to justify and prove that it was prepared earlier than the famous Kartarpur manuscript, the researcher has mentioned two criteria of textual criticism that 'the shorter reading is to be preferred to the longer one' and the more difficult reading is generally preferable', but no logical and satisfactory proof of its earlier preparation is provided.

(b) It is very childish of the researcher to think that the long eulogistic description of Guru Amar Das's death indicates that the scribe was possibly Bhai Gurdas, who may have further improved his handwriting by the time he wrote the final draft of the Adi Granth. In this manuscript, a short hymn of four verses is believed to have been written by Bhai Buddha. In its last verse, this hymn contains the name "Nanak" in it, which was only used by the Gurus in their bani or the Minas like Meharban used it in their verses. How could a true Sikh like Bhai (or Baba) Buddha think" of composing a verse in the name of his Guru? Bhai Buddha never wrote any poetry according to the Sikh historical records. According to the introductory note written in the beginning of the manuscript there is a benedictory autograph written in Guru Hargobind's blessed hand. The researcher himself says that this note is incorrect. He found on examination that a different piece of paper, containing the Mul Mantar
written in Guru Tegh Bahadur's hand, was pasted. Then how could he conclude that the said manuscript was one of the drafts, on which Guru Arjan Dev 'seemed to work? (c) In this manuscript, the researcher has seen blank spaces for insertion of shaloks, difference in raga sequence, some marginal notes, incomplete panegyrics by the bards, different titles in the epilogue and the usage of Gurmukhi script, which is still in the process of development. Such like peculiarities can be noticed elsewhere also, because of the changing mood, whim, disposition and handwriting of the scribe or the copyist. The researcher does not find in the manuscript the Bhagat Bani. He believes that Guru Atjan's primary concern was to fix the hymns of the Gurus first. This is far from truth, because the Guru was compiling the bani of both the Gurus and the Bhagat at the same time. It is ludicrous to think that the bani of the Bhagats was included anticipating the attraction of the followers of the Bhagats in the Sikh fold. None would accept the blasphemous statement of the researcher that Guru Atjan Dev, who received the bani intuitively from the Lord, modified his own hymns in a number of places. Why has the researcher not visualized the consequences of denigrating the revelatory character of the scripture and indulging in blasphemy by specifying such a manuscript as the basis of his research, which is undated, unauthentic and without any historical significance?

5. In his Textual Arudysis, the researcher has given the first place to the consideration of Mul Mantar (The primary Sacred Formula), which is given in the very beginning of the Adi Granth, after which the Dani entitled JAPU begins. It is also a part of Japu, and is recited daily by the Sikhs as such. It occurs many times in the body of the scripture in its complete form as well as in other abbreviated forms at the beginning of various sections and sub-sections of the scripture. In his analysis, the researcher has referred to its different text, which occurs in volume I of the Goindwal Pothis. The researcher believes that this was the form that was current during the
period of Guru Amar Das. In this text the words Satgur Prasad are given instead of Gur Prasad, Such Nam instead of Satnam, Kartar instead of Karta Purkh, Nirikar instead of Nirvair and Sambhau instead of Saibhang. Satgur Prasad occurs after Ik-Aumkar and with the word Sambhau the Mul Mantar ends. The volume, which the researcher has referred to does not contain the bani Japu, therefore we cannot be sure whether the same form of Mul Mantar has been used there. Many a time, the scribes and copyists have stumbled and written according to their discretion. We have to see how the master scribe like Bhai Gurdas has written the same, or how Guru Arjan Dev has recorded the same. In the Kartarpur manuscript, Bhai Gurdas has written the form of Mul Mantar, recorded in his own hand by Guru Arjan Dev as confirmed by the researcher himself. There is, of course, no writing available in the hand or scribe by Bhai Gurdas. The researcher, in his zeal for bringing forth something new, tries to prove that the earlier draft of Mul Mantar in the Goindwal Pothi changed to the following form of Mul Mantar:

Ik-Aumkar Satnam Karta Purkh Nirbhau Nirvair Ajuni
Saibhang Satguru Parsad

In the Guru Nanak Dev University manuscript No. 1245, the only difference being of Satguru Parsad instead of Gur Prasad. But according to the researcher during the development of Mul Mantar, Guru Ram Das changed the word Nirikar to Nirvair, which reflects his firm resolve to counteract the situation of hostility in real life, created by the animosity of his rivals, with the spirit of love and friendliness. Guru Arjan Dev replaced Satguru Parsad with Gur Prasad to provide a more coherent structure to the text of the Mul Mantar. He also added Purkh changing the word Kartar to Karta, because by his time the personal (Purkh) aspect of the Supreme Being acquired prominence as compared with Guru Nanak's emphasis on the formless (Nirankar) nature of Ultimate Reality. According to the researcher "This may provide an adequate explanation of the subsequent development that took place in Sikh doctrine as
well as within the panth since the days of Guru Nanak. This will, however, challenge the traditional understanding of the Mul Mantar as being created in its present form by Guru Nanak himself. This CHALLENGE of the researcher regarding the traditional understanding of the Mul Mantar, is in fact, a challenge to the whole Panth. IT IS THE HEIGHT OF BLASPHEMY. Generally, the mantar occurs in two forms. One form is the regular prayer in words, which is called Mul Mantar. The other form of the Mantra is the combination of syllables. It is called Bija-mantar, which is Wahi-Guru in Sikhism. It may also be Ik-Aumkar. Mul Mantar is prepared only by the founder of the Faith. In the case of Sikhism, it was undoubtedly prepared by Guru Nanak himself. None can change any word or letters of the Mul Mantar. It was Guru Nanak himself, who used the words Mu! Mantar in his verses. He says: "Mul Mantar is the source of ambrosia, tasting which, one realizes the Perfect Lord" (Maru M. I, p. 1041). Thus Mul Mantar is the name of the Lord whose recitation leads one towards Ultimate Reality. It is thus sacrilegious to say that the components of the Mul Mantar were prepared at different times to suit the worldly situations or religious developments. The researcher has tried to trace directly from the works of Guru Nanak, the origin of the major components of the earlier form of the Mul Mantar, as though the founder Guru was not the author of the Primary Sacred Formula. Does the researcher not know that the attributes of the Lord mentioned by Guru Nanak in the Mul Mantar, when practised by the disciple (Sikh) make him God-like? Whereas the Lord is Nirbhau (Fearless), the disciple becomes fearless: "He becomes fearless, in whose heart abides the Lord" (Maru M. 1.9.1042). Similarly the Lord is Nirvair and according to Guru Nanak Dev, the disciple destroys all 'Yair Virodh' (enemity). How could then the researcher think that Guru Ram Das introduced the word Nirvair in Mul Mantar, because of personal reason. The researcher does not seem to have any hold on the religious philosophy of the Sikh Scripture. He thinks that for Guru Nanak the word Nirankai is of utmost
importance. The Sikh Gurus believed in both the aspects of the Lord i.e. Nirguna (Transcendent) and Sarguna (Immanent). Guru Nanak Dev said, "Nirgun te Sargun thia" (Ramkali M. 1, Siddh Goshta, p. 940) Guru Arjan Dev said, "Nirgun aap Sargun bhi Ohi" (Gauri Sukhmani M. 4, p. 387). Did Guru Nanak Dev not say that the Lord has no eyes, no form, etc. (Sarguna aspect)? (Dhanasari M. 1, Aarti, p. 13). Then what special importance has been given to the Nirguna aspect by using the word Nirankar? Undoubtedly, the Guru pays his obeissence to the Lord, who is above maya, but this world is the abode of the Omnipresent Lord, therefore it has a significance for him. The researcher says further that Guru Arjan Dev introduced the word Purkh in Mul Mantar, because with him, the personal (purkh) aspect of the Lord acquired prominence as compared with Guru Nanak's emphasis on the formless nature of Ultimate Reality. The researcher seems to be ignorant of the philosophical term Purusha, from which the word Purkh had been formed in Sant Bhasha (the saint-language). According to Sankhya Shastra, after Prakriti, the other co-eternal reality is of Purushai it is pure consciousness, eternal, changeless but passive. There are innumerable Purushas. When Purusha comes into contact with Prakriti, evolution takes place. The Lord God of Guru Nanak is also called Purusha, but He is called the Primal Purusha (Aad Purkh), Creator (Karta Purkh). Purusha is without the impact of maya (Niranjan Purkh), etc. The ordinary Purushas are souls, which are a part and parcel of the Primal Purusha or Lord-God.

6. After Mul Mantar, the researcher has taken up the textual analysis of JAPU and some other hymns. According to him, the Guru Nanak Dev University manuscript No 1245 provides an earlier version of Japu before its standardization. Here also he has tried to prove that Guru Arjan refined the language of certain passages and polished the metre. While writing about the concluding shaloka of Japu, he says that traditionally this shaloka is understood to be Guru Nanak's own composition, but there are scholars who
regard Guru Angad as the real author. Along with this, he has made a very obnoxious Suggestion: "Guru Nanak may have initiated his successor Bhai Lehna into the poetic skill of verse composition in the literary form of a shalok, and the training may have been a part of his designation to the office of guruship. The two Gurus may have worked together on the text of the epilogue of the Japji and accordingly both may be regarded as its joint authors".

7. Another marvel that has come to our notice is the reference of the researcher to an article of Dr. C.H. Loehlin entitled "The Need for Textual and Historical Criticism" in his Bibliography. This article was published in "The Sikh Courier (Spring-Summer, 1987). The actual article of Rev. C.H. Loehlin entitled "A Westerner Looks at the Kartarpur Granth" was published in the Proceedings of Punjab History Conference (First Session dated November 12-14, 1965). A rebuttal of this article entitled "A Note on Kartarpur Granth" by the eminent Sikh savant Bhai Jodh Singh was published in 1965. Loehlin's article was first published in The Sikh Courier in 1987 and later on published in the "The Sikh Review" in its March-April 1990 issue. In there two articles we find additional matter after the actual earlier article of Loehlin of about ninety lines. This addition of about hundred lines is the same in both these journals. The articles are publishd under the name of C.H. Loehlin. Dr. Loehlin presented himself this article personally in 1965 in the Punjab History Conference. He passed away on August 27, 1987 at the age of ninety. He resided in Westminster Gardens Presbyterian Retirement Community Center, 1420 Santo Domingo Avenue, Duarte, California 91010 from 1981 until his death. According to the catalogue (Memories of Westminster Gardens) of all the academic papers published by the residents of the above facility during their stay, Dr. C. Loehlin did not publish any article during his stay at the above facility. Now the question arises as to who has tampered with the actual article of Dr. Loehlin published in 1965 and sent the additional matter along with the actual article to The Sikh Courier in 1987 under Dr. Loehlin's name? The title of the
article has been changed from "A Westerner Looks at the Kartarpur Granth" to the "Need for Textual and Historical Criticism". It was in 1987 itself that researcher Pashaura Singh started his research in Toronto under the supervision of Dr McLeod, and the Guru Nanak Dev University manuscript No. 1245 was also purchased in the same year by the end of March, which was made the basis of his Textual Analysis. We have every reason to believe that all this is the work of a CLIQUE, with which the researcher is associated. The additional matter contains such blasphemous and obnoxious statements:

"If the problem of the Adi Granth is so acute, much more so than of the tenth Granth is? Who wrote it? How really was it compiled? What is its authentic text? What is the purpose of its various books?.... The Adi Granth is not given an exclusive preference over the bani of Guru Gobind Singh ....Western friends of Sikhism and the Sikhs likewise have noted this lack of critical interest on the part of the Sikhs. Fortunately many of their scholars and research experts are doing research on textual and historical problems."

The Sikh scholars and research experts, mentioned in the above quotation can be none else than the members of the abovementioned clique. We do not understand how the editors of the prestigious Sikh Journals like The Sikh Courier and The Sikh Review could publish such blasphemous material, which has been deliberately introduced in order to rake up new controversies regarding the well-established Revelatory Character of the Sikh Scripture and mislead the faithful adherents.

The researcher has wilfully indulged in an irreligious exercise and act of blasphemy, knowing full well as a Sikh the sentiments and beliefs of his own people. He has been given a wrong advice in selecting an undated manuscript, which is unauthentic and has no locus standi. Many of his statements about the Gurus and their works are ill-conceived and ill-considered. They are illogical assumptions. A great disservice has been done through this research. The Sikhs religious institutions should take note of blasphemous works, which try to demolish the spiritual foundation of their Faith.
SACRILEGE IN THE NAME OF RESEARCH
A Critical Analysis of Pashaura Singh's Assault on the Sikh Scriptures
BY
Prof. MANJEET SINGH SIDHU

"Evad Ucha hovia Koe "Tis Uche Ko Jane Soe" only the one as exalted as the Lord Himself can fully comprehend Him. "G.G.S. page 5.

Gurbani is God's Word (shabad) revealed through the medium of the Sikh Gurus. To attempt a textual analysis of the Lord's Word without the Guru's God-bestowed grace and mystic intuitiveness is like pursuing on the ground shadows of the birds in flight—an exercise in utter futility. Pashaura Singh's doctoral thesis, "The Text and meaning of the Adi Granth" eminently qualifies for this dubious distinction. It is the latest in the series of motivated attempts to somehow negate the essentially revelatory character of the Gurbani as recorded in the Adi Granth by Guru Arjan Dev and subsequently updated by Guru Gobind Singh by including Guru Teg Bahadur's Bani in it. Pashaura Singh's thesis is a pathetic subterfuge to present afresh Prof. Mcleod's malodorous wine in a new bottle and is characterized by the same inadmissible ratiocination and sacrilegious sophistry.

Pashaura Singh admits that G.B. Singh in challenging the authenticity of the Kartarpur recension (Bir) "Seemed to be serving the Arya Samaj interests as evidenced by his defence of Dayanand's argument in his book, "but feels absolutely no qualms in endorsing much more dangerous designs of Dr Mcleod, his mentor and Ph. D. supervisor. Dr Mcleod, while working as a Christian propagandist for a Christian missionary Institute in the Punjab was smart enough to realize that the Sikh religion's revelatory fount would prove to be an insurmountable stumbling block in disseminating Christianity and securing conversions to his faith. He, therefore, embarked upon a wild-goose chase of planting doubts about the revelatory character of the Gurbani by questioning established historical events and by weaving like
a spider a web of untenable hypothesis. His frivolous and unacademic approach in determining Bhai Banno's Bir to be the authentic Bir as compared to the Kartarpur Bir without even casting a single glance at either of the two Birs and without consulting the well-researched available books on the subject very dearly demonstrates his real intent.

Pashaura Singh, as a devout disciple of Dr. McLeod, follows like him the stratagem often used to distort the facts of history. First a conjectural premise is presented and then a cumbersome rationale is so contrived as to completely obliterate the conjectural nature of the premise. The arguments are stretched and twisted, stretched and twisted till the originally groundless premise is made to appear as a solid historical reality.

Mr. McLeod used and perfected this technique in his wilful onslaught on the Sikh religion but confounded by a barrage of incontrovertible and scientific evidence rebutting his insidious statements and conclusions questioning the authenticity of the Kartarpur Bir, Janam Sakhis, creation of the Khalsa by Guru Gobind Singh on the Baisakhi day of 1699 etc., he seems to have recruited some careerists who are willing to compromise their integrity for unknown reasons. They now serve as his minions and are engaged in their assigned task of subverting the Sikh religion and its sacred traditions.

By suggesting that "Guru Arjan worked over the text of the Mul Mantar in successive drafts to give it its final form" Pashaura Singh has launched a frontal attack on the revelatory nature of the Gurbani. He contends that Guru Arjan changed the Mul Mantar to make it conform to the contemporary concept of personal Guru as against Guru Nanak's Formless Divine Guru. He also contends that Guru Ram Dass changed the world "Nirinkar" to "Nirvair" "to counteract the situation of hostility in real life, created by the animosity of his rivals, with the spirit of love and friendliness." These and many other such contentions in the thesis reduce the Gurbani to a conscious and laboured poetic expression composed as a situational response to the changing times, and thus reject Guru Nanak's repeated assertion that the Gurbani was mystically revealed to him. Says Nanak (1) "O, Lalo I express what the Lord conveys to me to speak" G.G.S. Page 722 (2) "I have no voice of my own, all what I have said is His command." G.G.5. Page 763 (3) "Consider the Bani 'of the Sat Guru to be the words of Truth, O, Sikh, it is the Lord who
makes me convey them." G.G.S. Page 308.

Before undertaking any study or research relating to the text, aning or history of the Aad Granth, Pashaura Singh and others of his persuasion must necessarily proceed from the historically established premise of the Gurus being inspired messengers ordained by the Lord to disseminate his Word (Shabad) among the mankind. No research, academic or otherwise, is valid unless it fulfils this primary requisite. Just as no study of Christianity and Islam is valid that does not accept Christ and Mohammad as the prophets, similarly no approach to Sikh scriptures is valid that does not accept Sikh Gurus as divine messengers. Pashaura Singh's failure lies in the fact that he has difficulty accepting Guru Nanak and his successor Gurus as the prophets. According to him Guru Nanak "regarded himself as the mouthpiece of Akal Purakh" (Thesis Page 2) implying that Guru Nanak was not the mouthpiece of Akal Purakh, he merely "regarded" himself as the mouthpiece. It is this basic failure that leads him from one fallacy to another. This failure gets further compounded when he makes a spurious manuscript, the so-called Guru Nanak Dev University MS # 1245, as the bedrock of his pitiably hollow formulations. This manuscript was purchased in 1987 by Guru Nanak Dev University from Amritsar dealers Harbhajan Singh and Harcharan Singh Chawla of Bazar Mai Sevan. It bears no date, no name or any other distinguishing mark that can place it in the time frame in which Pashaura Singh has vainly attempted to place it. On page 4 of his thesis Pashaura Singh says, "It is entirely possible Guru Nanak may have himself written down his own compositions in his lifetime unlike many religious figures of his day he was not illiterate. Bhai Gurdas records a tradition that Guru Nanak used to carry a book (Kitab) of his own compositions on the missionary tours." He also accepts that some "schismatic groups were circulating hymns under the name of Nanak with the intention of winning a following of loyal Sikhs" and quotes Guru Amar Dass's general warning against the circulations of such utterances : "Apart from the (compositions of the) true Guru all Bani is spurious. Those who recite It are spurious, likewise those who hear it and those who propagate it." Yet he makes a spurious manuscript as the base to snipe at the revelatory character of the Bani. The fact of the
matter is that every other composition outside the Kartarpur Adi Granth and the final Granth Sahib is spurious and therefore, totally irrelevant to the study of Gurbani. While discussing the editorial policy of Guru Arjan, Pashaura Singh has attempted to prove that Guru Arjan "frequently revised the received text in the interest of establishing a canonical scripture." The important point that he, consciously or unconsciously, misses here is that Guru Arjan while compiling the Adi Granth collected only such writings of his predecessors as were not in his possession, which forms only a negligible portion of their writings. His collection mostly covered the writings of the Bhagats, Sants and Savants that he wanted to include in the Adi Granth. He recorded the works of Guru Nanak, Guru Angad, Guru Amar Dass and Guru Ram Das in their purest form without adding or altering even a single syllable anywhere. The cardinal principle underlying the revealed Word is that it does not admit addition or alteration. It would be a grievous blunder to attempt such a sacrilege and no body could be more sensitive to it than Guru Arjan. To suggest anything contrary to this would itself be a sacrilege. Guru Arjan devised a brilliant format in which Bani was arranged according to a definite order based on the ragas. (For details see Daljeet Singh’s Essays on the Authenticity of Kartarpur Bir and the Integrated Logic and Unity of Sikhism.) The collected material was handed over to Bhai Gurdas who then put it in the order and place appropriate to the hymn and its author. The deletions and erasions were effected by Guru Arjan when he found that a hymn of a Bhagat or a Sant scribed by Bhai Gurdas was not in consonance with the revealed Word. There are no deletions or obliterations with regard to the Bani of the Gurus. Even when he found one of his hymns occurring at two places, he did not delete either of the two. He only inserted a note to that effect.

Pashaura Singh on the one hand accepts Kartarpur Bir as the authentic Bir and also accepts that Guru Arjan recorded "Sudh" in the margin in his own hand after the works of the Gurus in each section, but on the other hand attempts to project it as the revised version of a spurious writing like GNDU MS # 1245. His attempt to make it an earlier text than the Kartarpur Bir is both awkward and groundless. His argument that archaic linguistic
expressions -found in MS # 1245 were later on standardized in the Kartarpur Bir only betrays his ignorance about the continual use of such archaic linguistic expressions even up to our own modern time especially by Sadhus and Sants. I remember a wandering minstrel who used such expressions and "Lande" style of writing Punjabi. Clearly the spurious copies of the Barn were written by each Scribe according to his own training, affiliation and background with the purpose of building up his own clientele. Other arguments in support of making MS # 1245 an earlier draft than Kartarpur Bir are equally fallacious. Pashaura Singh's whole thesis thrives on expressions typically used by a political manipulator, expressions like "it seems", "it appears", "perhaps", "may be", "it is possible", etc., etc. The truth, however, is that time tested traditions cannot be eroded by arbitrarily invented grotesque mental images. A serious researcher must rely on unimpeachable sources and conclusive evidence and scrupulously avoid playing second fiddle to intolerant scholars like Dr. McLeod who have ulterior motives in denigrating traditions other than their own.

Pashaura Singh has tried to revive the dead issue regarding some notional division "over the issue of Sikh identity, that is, whether one follows the teachings of Guru Nanak and his successors in the Aad Granth, or joins the Khalsa of Guru Govind Singh." Eminent scholars of Sikhism have time and again torn to shreds any suggestion of a departure by Guru Gobind Singh from the teachings of Guru Nanak. They consider it as both repugnant and incorrect. Guru Gobind Singh himself states as follows about the integrated logic and unity of the Sikh doctrine:

"The holy Nanak was revered as Angad, Angad was recognised as Amardas, Amardas became Ramdas.
The pious saw this, but not the fools,
Who thought them all distinct;
But some rare person recognised that they were all one.
They who understood this obtained perfection
Without understanding perfection cannot be obtained:
(History of the Sikhs, Macauliffe, Vol. V.P, 295)
Pashaura Singh, misguided as he is, contends that Guru Gobind
Singh's solitary couplet in the Adi Granth was assimilated in Guru Tegh Bahadur's Shaloks "to keep Guru Gobind Singh's authorship limited to the Bani in the Dasam Granth." Had Guru Gobind Singh perceived any dichotomy between his doctrine and that of the Granth Sahib, he would not have bestowed Guruship upon the Granth Sahib. He would have given his unique position to the Dasam Granth. Besides, whatever Guru Gobind Singh did or said is in full conformity with Guru Nanak's mission and philosophy. Guru Nanak rejected the escapist paths advocated by Jainism, Nathism and other similar scholars of thought. He declared that though everything else was less important than the vision of Truth, the life of good conduct was of greater importance than that vision. "Truth is higher than everything, but higher still is truthful living." In the Japuji, the final stage recounted by him of spiritual development is that of the "Heroism of Mighty Endeavour." "Death is the privilege of brave men, provided they die in approved cause," he declared. In Babar Bani Guru Nanak deplored the brutality of the invaders and not only sanctioned the use of force for righteous causes, but also prescribed that it was both the duty and the responsibility of the religious man to resist aggression and oppression. Creation of the Khalsa of Guru Gobind Singh, therefore, followed as the natural and logical culmination of Guru Nanak's teachings.

Gurbani, being the divine Word, is characterized by inherent universality and only such Bhagat bani was included in the Adi Granth as had universal appeal. It was not included as suggested by Pashaura Singh, to attract larger following or to "Justify the Sikh claims to universality" or to give representations to different regional and caste divisions of the Bhakti movement. The only criterion for inclusion was uniformity with the integrated logic and unity of the Gurbani. By insinuating that Guru Amar Dass included hymns of Kabir and Namdev in his collection in the pursuit of his "expansionist policy" intended to attract the followers of the Sants into the Sikh fold, Pashaura Singh has transgressed every conceivable canon of responsible research. His thesis is a poor ill-conceived and collection of conjectural statements. He lacks both the capability and the corroborative evidence to substantiate his hollow hypothesis.
In conclusion it would be pertinent to state that Sikhs are not inimical to an in-depth study of the Gurbani. However, the study must strictly maintain and follow objectivity, sincerity, and academic principles and should stay within the parameters as the Bani's interpretation, its poetic excellence and import and scope of the message. Reprehensible and motivated assaults under the pious garb of intellectual inquiry are bound to prove counterproductive leading to unnecessary tensions and tempers. Pashaura Singh ought to apologize for his ill-advised blasphemy and make amends by re-writing his thesis keeping in mind the inviolable sanctity of the Gurbani as God's revelation unto mankind through the Sikh Gurus. Deviation from this basic truth would mean groping in the dark for something that is just not there.

To put an end to such misguided and vicious attacks on the Sikh religion and its scriptures, S.G.P.C. should create a Standing Committee of unbiased Gurbani scholars and approach the Universities of the world requesting them to coordinate with the Standing Committee before a research work concerning the Gurbani is given any kind of recognition.
TEXT AND MEANING OF ADI GRANTH:
PASHAURA SINGH
By
DR. GURBAKSH SINGH

The study of the thesis reveals it to be a case of misplaced scholarship and blasphemy. The author attempts to make the readers accept his baseless assumptions and his "new feelings" regarding Gurus and Guru Granth Sahib. Most of the statements are incorrect and some are self contradictory.

A. Review of the Abstract

1. It's very first para gives an unexpected shock to a Sikh: "It also examines various factors that first led to the emergence of three different traditions of the Adi Granth and then to the eventual -standardization of its text". "Standardize" means to conform to a standard, to make uniform, to remove the irregularities or variations. The author thus gives an impression that there were three different accepted versions of the Adi Granth from which a standard version was prepared. While the fact is that the Gurus and the Panth always accepted the Kartarpur Bir as the only original and genuine Bir. Ironically the author accepts this: "The debate started in 1944 when G.B. Singh set about marshalling evidence to challenge the authenticity of the Kartarpur manuscript as being the original text." He also agrees, "G.B. Singh seemed to be serving the Arya Samaj interest as evidenced by his defence of Dayanand's arguments in his book." Where lies the question of standardization of the Bir, removing irregularities and variations? This statement is basically wrong and is an attack on the revelation aspect of the Gurbani. The idea of 'Three different traditions' is also a misleading part of the statement. It gives acceptability to the copied Birs containing modified or fake hymns. Further, it limits the fake versions to two only. Both these observations are incorrect. Birs compiled later are available with many kinds of changes made in them by different writers. For example, with and without Ragmala, with and without Rattan Mala, with and without fake hymns, with different arrangements and sequence of hymns, and with many other variations. The second para makes the reader wonder if those statements could be made by a knowledgeable Sikh.
"Examination of earlier manuscripts has revealed that Guru Arjan worked over a number of drafts to produce the final text in 1604 CE." This statement is wrong even if the author's naïve assumptions are taken to be true. He is misleading the readers to believe that the Guru made many drafts before the one written in 1604.

The author mentions only one such draft, GNDU MS 1245. Others, he assumes, might be somewhere not yet traced by the Sikhs. Even his MS 1245 has nothing to do with the Gurus. It is again an assumption by the author; based on the following: (i) Old form of writing (ii) less Bani (iii) differences in titles, etc. Knowing that the writing styles in the two Birs are different and there is no reason, and the author gives none, to believe it to be written by Bhai Gurdas under the guidance of the Guru, the author makes one more ridiculous assumption, "Bhai Gurdas, improved his handwriting." He knows the handwriting in MS 1245 is not of Bhai Gurdas. Therefore, he makes this misstatement to cover up the truth that Bhai Sahib's handwriting in Kartarpur Bir is entirely different from that of the scribe of MS 1245.

Based on the information given even in the thesis, none else but the Kartarpur Bir is the only Bir prepared by the Guru. (i) Kartarpur Bir has more than 1.14 of the total pages blank. A copy prepared from an earlier draft cannot have that many blank pages. Blank pages were left to include late received hymns at the right place. Such additions, as is evidenced by the study of the Kartarpur manuscript, were actually made (ii) There are deletions, changes, corrections and notes in the margins as they are supposed to be in the original; a copy cannot have such deletions or writings.

2. Regarding MS 1245-who wrote it, why and where it was written: From the observations mentioned by the author (i) Old Writing style (ii) absence of Bhagat Bani and other Bani (iii) some different title words, (iv) Bhallas did not accept the fourth Guru (v) Bir was written by a Bhalla (vi) some incorrect claims made in the Bir on page 4, etc., one can state that it was prepared by the Bhallas, opponents of the Gurus, to claim right to Guruship. They on their own excluded Bhagat Bani and Sata Balwand Var and some of the Bani not available to them. Further, the scribe retained the original vowel form because his knowledge was poor. Many
admittedly late writings have this style because of the low level of education of the scribe. Thus, the finding, in that "The Guru worked over a number of drafts." an important conclusion of the study, is baseless when logically examined.

3. The author makes another wrong claim, "One important outcome of this study is that the Kartarpur manuscript as compiled by Guru Arjan is confirmed through scrutiny of the manuscript evidence as the final text of the Aad Granth".

It means, the author believes that Bhai Jodh Singh's team of scholars, who studied it page by page over a long time, wrote without scrutiny of manuscript evidence. But later he himself writes that they made thorough study of the manuscript. That being the admitted position, why should McLeod, his guide, have falsely accused the Sikhs of deleting the hymns from the Bir to suit their thinking? The Sikhs have to address themselves about the observations and writings of such "scholars".

Review of Text:

1. Twisting Gurbani meanings to fit his assumptions: There are many wrong translations and quotes chosen out of context to build or endorse his own baseless theories. Out of these, three cases are reported below:

   (i) "It would appear that Guru Nanak had a clear vision of preserving his own Bani by committing it to memory in the first place and then possibly writing it during his own life time. He maintained that one might lose the divine Word through oral recitation alone, if one did not write it down to preserve it. (I K Y b w h u s a i q n k l b b b b g v w e I A Y )."

   Reading of the complete hymn reveals that the correct message of the quote is: “Without God’s will (I K Y b w h - without having been ordained by God) one cannot know the truth; talking alone (without practicing truth) is a losing process (b b b b g v w e I A Y )

   The hymn is not even remotely concerned with the author’s theory, "preserving Bani by oral recitation, and later writing down for fear of its being lost. This comment (or ‘findings’ as the author wants the readers to accept) only lowers the status of the Guru and Gurbani by saying that Guru thought of writing down the revealed Bani only later in his life."
(ii) After quoting hymns *ipau dwdy kw Koil ifTkw kjw* the author writes, "Here the reference to both his father's and grandfather's "treasures" may suggest that Guru Arjan received at least two sets of manuscripts of Gurbani, one belonging to his father and the other to his grandfather".

It is unbelievable that a Sikh born and raised in a village does not know that the phrase *ipau dwdy kw* means 'ancestral'. To suit his theory, he separates the words and literally translates them to assume there were two separate manuscripts, one obtained from Guru Ram Das and the second from Guru Amar Das. But Guru Amardas was not his dada (grandfather), he was his nana. Hence dada cannot refer to third Guru, who was not his grandfather. We also know there are no such pothis or their copies available which contain Banis of individual Gurus.

(iii) P-30 (iehu Sbdudbr q cIvAwh ybwh) Its translation should be: This hymn was got written twice, it is (at) 52. But read the results of his "research" and observe what kind of changes the author makes in its translation and interpretation. "At a number of places Guru Arjan discards one or other of his own hymns and points out that a better version of the same is to be found somewhere else. For instance, there is a marginal note in folio 836/1 referring to one of Guru Arjan's hymns, "This hymn is unnecessarily repeated here, its actual place is at (number) 52."

A simple note indicating that the Shabad had been mistakenly written twice, has been wrongly translated by adding words 'unnecessarily', to give negative impression. Further, he construes from it a highly objectionable and baseless statement that the Guru discarded one version in preference to a better version.

The author also assumes the 'first Shalok in japji, "Awid scu hsi B lsq" was written by Guru Arjan Dev. If so, would he say that the Guru revised his Shalok when he included it in Sukhmani by replacing "+E" with "A+" to have a better version of the old Shalok? Then why the inferior version in Japji?

Further, there are three versions of Sodar in the Guru Granth Sahib, all by Guru Nanak Dev. Will the author say which is the best of the three, and why Guru Arjan Dev retained the other two? Why only the 'best' version was not retained and the other ignored by the Guru? The thesis is full of distortions and assumptions which do not stand the test of logic. Instead of
research work it may be mentioned as distortion work. P. 26 Further "research findings by the author".

"Their (Ravidas' hymn and Dhanna's hymn) inclusion in the scripture reflects a situation where the followers of those Bhagats (The Jats and the Cobblers) were attracted into the Sikh fold in large numbers."

"It should be emphasized that the inclusion of the Bhagat Bani in the Aad Granth may have been motivated primarily because of the popular impulse of the times in which different sectarian traditions were equally involved in moulding the poetry of the Sants into collection of scriptures."

"Although Kabir is prominently represented in the Sikh scriptures followed by Nam Dev, Ravi Das and Sheikh Farid, 11 other figures from different regions and castes are given a token representation to justify the Sikh claim to universality. "It may be stated that the selection of the Bhagat Bani was not made exclusively on the basis of the identity with the teaching of the Gurus."

All these and similar other statements of the author mean that primarily there were mundane reasons (other than the recordings of the divine message for the seekers of the truth) for the inclusion of the Bhagat Bani in the Guru Granth Sahib. Attraction of the followers of the Bhagats to the Sikh fold has been mentioned as the main reason for it. Further, token representation has been given to 11 Bhagats of different castes so that Gurus could make a claim to the universality of Gurbani. Is it not blasphemy? Evidently, the object is to lower the status of the Guru Granth from its being divine revelation to its being a political document for increasing the number of Sikhs by pleasing them.

Gurbani repeatedly stresses the brotherhood of humanity. It is being the foundation of the Sikh faith. Caste pride has been deplored repeatedly since the time of Guru Nanak Dev, the founder of the faith. (P 349 Guru Granth P 1330 Guru Granth.) Bhagats too have spoken very strongly against the caste pride. How could the Gurus be accused of including Bhagat Bani because of their castes so as to claim universality? Does not the hymn ijn

(nymu iDA we Aw gey msik q Gw i (anybody who loves God, realizes him) give the message of universality? The inclusion of the Bhagat Bani is an endorsement of this message and mission Bani of Guru
Nanak Dev and other Gurus (see closeness of the words in the hymns).

Those mentioned above are not the only wrong conclusions and baseless assumptions of Pashaura Singh, they are just mentioned as a sample.

3 Professional honesty: Mr. McLeod has made many false accusations about the Gurus, Sikhs and their scriptures obviously, he did so to destroy their image under the pretence of writing on Sikhism for English knowing people.

The author himself has found in his study that his accusation relating to the Sikh scripture were false. Mcleod wrote that the Sikhs deleted from the Kartarpur Bir a hymn relating to the hair cutting ceremony of the Sikh Guru.

Pashaura Singh however has found there was no such Shabad and no such deletion in the Bir.

However in the face of these findings of his own that the accusations of McLeod are false, he still gives a credibility certificate to his guide.

"Although McLeod combines sensitivity with meticulous care in his analysis of Sikh documents, his arguments on the scriptures have been received with caution with the Sikh community it is a conspicuous feature of the modern Panth to perceive critical scholarship as an attack on the Sikh faith."

"Further he accuses critics of Mcleod to be having a "feeling of insecurity" and relates their criticism to post-1984 events. Pashaura Singh ignores the fact, which is known to him, that criticism of his guide about his work bring incorrect and poor was made long before 1984 when his book was reviewed in a University and another journal. While it is known that students generally follow the path laid down by the teacher it is, indeed, a new and surprising convention, that a student in his thesis should give certificate of academic ability and good conduct to his own supervisor. But does it not show the atmospheric pressures and level of the place?"
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THE TEXT AND MEANING OF THE ADI
GRANTH

By

I.J. SINGH, New York University

When I was asked to review this thesis, I was aware of the highly critical opinion on it that had been published by scholars like Kohli, Sukhminder, Marco and J.S. Mann, yet I agreed because a wider debate can only benefit us. It is only in the Sikh religion that a doctoral thesis is debated and analysed in a lay publication and not necessarily in a scholarly, university based journal. Consequently, the discussion is open to all and not limited to those affiliated with academic institutions. This is our strength though it is centered on whether textual comparison of extant Gurbani with earlier versions of it is blasphemy. To us Sikhs, Gurbani is revealed word of God but the Guru Granth is also a book to be read and analyzed. To others Gurbani appears as literature, much as we view the Bible. And there is no harm in that.

Sikhism evolved in a milieu with a predominantly oral tradition but not much of a written one. Pashaura makes the case that Guru Nanak saw the necessity for a permanent written record which would evolve into the Guru Granth Sahib. He and the Gurus who succeeded him acted to preserve and codify Gurbani in a process that culminated with Guru Arjan’s monumental effort. Naturally the process took years during which many documents had to be reconciled. One must keep in mind that in the days preceding printing and mass education, documents were handwritten. There were few scribes, some had their own agenda reflecting many factions and divided loyalties. They made mistakes, some unintentional" others stemming from their background, bias and nature. If any changes appear to have been made by Guru Arjan, they may not be deliberate modifications of the text but merely corrections of errors introduced by different scribes. Pashaura’s conclusion that Guru Arjan amended Guru Nanak’s writing is therefore, not tenable.

Until the time of Ranjit Singh, Sikhs had little peace or leisure. It is no wonder that it took many years to lay all doubts to rest, discard all of the competing or erroneous versions and to establish the primacy of the standard version of the Guru Granth Sahib which had been compiled by Guru Arjan.
Pashaura reinforces this traditional view, well buttressed by research that the Kartarpur version is authentic.

Pashaura's thesis rests on an analysis of an undated, rare document, MS I245, primarily from two aspects:

1) Inclusion of certain hymns or parts thereof, and;

2) Features in the written script of the manuscript which may allow dating of the document.

Unfortunately, neither yardstick is in itself sufficient and the lumping together of two inadequate criteria does not always make for good logic.

As is well known, and Pashaura readily admits, one cannot clearly document whether a hymn or a part thereof was not included by a decree of the Guru, a whim of the scribe, or at the behest of a competing, schismatic group. Dating a manuscript by the selective use of characters of a script is also not without pitfalls. In that age of less than universal education, evolutionary changes in a script did not necessarily percolate so rapidly through the populace. Other corroborating evidence must be found before one can assign a definite place, if any, to MS I245 in the history of the Guru Granth Sahib. MS 1245 remains a document of considerable interest and deserving of much research, but at present, one of unknown antecedents, questionable authenticity, and limited usefulness. The problem with Pashaura's thesis becomes that his case, no matter how intricately argued, rests on a shaky premise, the authenticity of MS 1245 which remains open to question. Pashaura Singh has, in his zeal, over-interpreted MS 1245 and extrapolated well beyond what the document allows.

Since Gurus' routinely interpreted their own writing as well as that of their predecessors, it becomes ridiculous to suggest that Guru Nanak may have initiated Guru Angad in the art and skill of versification. What was Guru Nanak doing, running a class in creative writing? The argument reminds one of the asinine discussions on who wrote Shakespeare's plays. I am always amazed at how one creative mind spawns a thousand dissertations which are bent on splitting hair even where none exist! It is too bad that in trying to be rigorously intellectual (a desirable goal), Pashaura Singh has fallen into a quagmire of his own making.

One place Pashaura defends his mentor McLeod by attacking
his detractors as former bureaucrats and medical doctors. Such misplaced loyalty to one's guide is understandable but that kind of thinking has no place in a thesis. Since when is it that bureaucrats or medical doctors may not also be philosophical and erudite? Witness such bureaucrats as Francis Bacon or closer to home, Kapur Singh. Look at medical doctors such as Leydig, Somerset Maugham or Arthur Conan Doyle, etc. The list is endless. When McLeod's critics point to his connection with a Christian Missionary Institution, it is relevant for in the interpretation of religious tenet, he may have a bias. Similarly, the religious affiliation of his critics (Sikhs) is pertinent, their being bureaucrats is not. The Sikhs have come a long way in 500 years. I can visualize the rich tapestry and unbroken tradition in Sikh literature and history and its continuing evolution. It has progressed from giants such as Bhai Gurdas, Nandlal and Mani Singh, who were less historians and more scribes and interpreters of Gurbani, indeed the repositories of our heritage. There have been Puran Singh and Vir Singh, who combined the mystic's vision with a sure grasp of historical detail. Finally we have the serious historical scholars - giants like Kahn Singh, McAuliffe, Kapur Singh, Jodh Singh, Teja Singh, Ganda Singh, Sahib Singh and Harbans Singh, followed by contemporary, significant analysts like Kohli, Khuswant, Mansukhani and Shan. Such an evolution with an emphasis that oscillates between the devotional and the analytic is quite natural to any religion. Others have had their day in the sun and now the torch must pass to a new generation of scholars. In the process, many missteps will occur - witness G.B. Singh's analysis of the Kartarpur Bir, and some of the errant nonsense from McLeod and Khuswant. Pashaura's work has to be looked at in perspective.

Not so long ago the radio commentator, Jodh Singh, observed to me that we Sikhs tend to discover either 'blossom or blasphemy' in a strictly analytical study of religion. Pashaura's work is a run of the mill Ph. D. thesis which doesn't add anything that novel or earth shattering to our understanding of Gurus, Gurbani or human nature. Only time and further research will tell us if MS 1245 has any significant value. But in the meantime, let us treat this young scholar - Pashaura Singh trained in the skills and rigor of historical analysis and dedicated to defining our roots, as a well intentioned man at the beginning of his intellectual exploration. Let this matter not become like the Sulman Rushdie for that does not become us.
In 1992, Pashaura Singh earned his Ph.D. degree based on his thesis, "The Text and Meaning of Aad Granth." The thesis was submitted at the University of Toronto through the supervisor, Dr. W.H. McLeod, a controversial figure in the arena of Sikh Studies. The contents of Dr. Pashaura Singh's thesis have further served to fuel the forest fire of opposition prevalent against the "McLeodian' master" and, what is seen as his continuing wilful attack on the authenticity of the Guru Granth.

The main thrust of Pashaura Singh's thesis is that the Aad Granth is not a strict collection of the Bani of the Gurus but is instead a modified, and edited version of that collection. Pashaura Singh claims that Guru Arjan Dev Ji, the fifth Guru who is credited with the compilation of the Aad Granth, gave himself full editorial licence to do as he pleased with the "raw" material at his disposal. By doing so, Pashaura Singh claims that "Guru Arjan refined the language of certain passages and polished the meter".

The above claims strikes a blow at the very foundation of the basic Sikh ideology that Sikh doctrines have been spiritually revealed through Gurbani and are not man-made:

O Lalo, I express what the Lord conveys me to speak. Nanak says the words' of God, he expresses only the Truth, it is time to convey the message of God.
I have expressed only what you made me say.
I have no voice of my own, all what I have said, is His Command.
Guru's words are divine nectar (Amrit). These quench all spiritual thirst.
Consider the Bani of the Satguru the words of Truth.
O Sikhs, it is the Lord who makes me convey them.
The message is clear that Gurbani is unalterable; the question of reshaping or modifying the Bani of a Guru is unthinkable.

Pashaura Singh's conclusion is drawn virtually from a single source: that source being Guru Nanak Dev University manuscript 1245, lying since 1987 with that University. Prior to that it was unknown. There is no reference in Sikh literature,
Sikh tradition or in any index of Sikh collections to the existence of this manuscript. Pashaura Singh claims it is a draft of the Aad Granth prepared by Guru Arjan. No attempt is made to provide its authenticity.

Pashaura Singh builds his hypothesis by:
- twisting and misinterpreting Gurbani,
- presuming that one of the principal sources for the compilation of the Scripture was the Goindval Pothis, and that the second source of the Scripture is Guru Nanak Dev University Manuscript No. 1245.

**THE MISINTERPRETATION OF GURBANI**

1. On page 2 of his thesis, Pashaura Singh states:
   "It would appear that Guru Nanak had clear vision of preserving his own Bani by committing it to memory in the first place and then possibly to writing during his lifetime". Then, in defence, he quotes Gurbani:
   Likhey bajhon surat naahin, bol, bol gavaiay.
   This is translated by Pashaura Singh as:
   One might lose the divine word through oral recitation alone, if one has not written it down to preserve it.

   This example of Pashaura Singh's interpretation indicates that he lacks even the most basic understanding of Gurbani. Pashaura Singh gives new meaning to the dictum that the devil can quote scripture to suit his own needs. If the entire shabad is carefully recited, the meaning given above is rendered invalid. The actual meaning of the quote is:

   Unless it is predestined by Waheguru Akal Purkh, realization of God cannot take place. All the intellectual talk of human beings is of no avail.

2. Pashaura Singh's interpretative ability is further demonstrated on page 15 of his thesis, where he claims that:

   Guru Arjan received at least two sets of manuscripts of Gurbani, one belonging to his father and the other to his grandfather.

   He supports this with:
   Peo dadey ka Khol ditha khazana,
   Ta merey maan bhaya nidhana
   which is translated as:
   When I opened the treasure of my father and grandfather to
see for myself, then I realised the divine treasure in my heart, mind and soul.

Here the Guru is using the term Peo Dada Le to indicate ancestral heritage, and the "divine treasure" referred to is that of God's Name. Pashaura Singh translates this quote very literally to give the idea that at least two manuscripts existed which Guru Arjan then put together. Misinterpretation aside, Pashaura Singh's logic also falls apart because of the fact that Guru Amardas ji was Guru Arjan Dev Ji's Naana (maternal grandfather) and not Dada (Paternal grandfather) as the shabad is clearly referring to 'Dada'.

3. In footnote 18 on page 30, Pashaura Singh mistranslates the Shabad that starts with Satgur Sachey Diya Bhej as "Guru Arjan's intention to designate his only son as his successor may be seen in his hymn which he composed to celebrate the later's birth.

"Vadhi vel bhau piri chali
"With the increase of the family tree the succession has become continuous."

The Gurgaddi was given to the most suitable Sikh whose humility and Sikh way to life was tested and proven to be second to none. How could Guru Arjan Dev Ji designate the infant Hargobind as the next Guru?

4. Pashaura Singh portrays Guru Arjan Dev ji as a person who would go to any length in order to gain prominence and attract followers.

On page 26 of this thesis, he points out that Bhagat Ravi Das Ji's hymn, "Begumpura shehar ko naun", and that of Bhagat Dhanna Ji's, "Gopal Tera Aarta", were added because "their inclusion in the scriptures reflects a situation wherein the followers of those Bhagats (the Jats and the Cobblers) were attracted into the Sikh fold in large numbers."

On page 66 of his thesis, Pashaura Singh argues that "Guru Arjan probably selected the heroic tunes for the singing of the Vars of the Aad Granth in order to reach out to the rural audience" and "Although Kabir is prominently represented in the Sikh Scripture followed by Namdev, Ravidas and Sheikh Farid, eleven other figures from different regions and castes are given a token representation to justify the Sikh claim to universality."
Two pages missing from here; book page no 238-39.

Onkar Satgur Parsad", which is complete in itself, is a short form of the Mulmanantar (and is frequently used in the Kartarpur Bir) whereas the second and third sentences are the additions of the scribe of the Goindval Pothis. The words Such Nam Kartar", seem to have been picked up from another Shabad of Guru Nanak Dev Ji. Bolo Such Naam Kartar, Phun Bahur Na Avan var.

Pashaura Singh, however, accepts the 3 line version as the Mulmanantar and without giving any evidence goes on to say on p. 93: "Evidently, this was the form that was current during the period of Guru Amardass." He further explains how Guru Ramdas Ji added the word" Nirvair by giving the following "reasoning" for his addition: "This may reflect his firm resolve to counteract the situation of hostility in real life created by the animosity of his rivals with the spirit of love and friendship."

Pashaura Singh claims that "Satguru Parshad" was changed to "Gurparsad" in order to provide a more coherent structure to the text of the Mulmanantar. He conveniently leaves unexplained why the allegedly "incoherent" "Ek Onkar Sat Gurparshad" is used 519 times in the Aad Granth.

3. At yet another place, Pashaura Singh says that Guru Atjan Dev ji changed the word "Kartar" to "Karta Purakh" because "by this time, the personal (Purkh) aspect of the Supreme Being acquired prominence as compared with Guru Nanak's emphasis on the formless (Nirankar) nature of Ultimate Reality." His interpretation is that with the passage of time, the emphasis on the form Nirankar shifted and the Purakh aspect of the Supreme Being which he translates as "personal" gained prominence. Pashaura Singh's imagination has led him to conclude that, with the passage of time, Guru Nanak's ideas became old fashioned and obsolete and were ultimately replaced by Guru Arjan's ideas. With this conclusion, he attempts to drive a wedge between the ideologies of the two Gurus.

GURU NANAK DEV UNIVERSITY'S MANUSCRIPT NO: 1245

This manuscript appeared out of the blue on the shelf of Harbhajan Singh, Harcharan Singh Chawla, Antique dealers of Amritsar in 1987. It was purchased shortly thereafter by Guru Nanak Dev University. The manuscript is 1277 pages long; on page 1255 are written the dates of demise of Five Gurus; there is also a forged Nishan pasted in the manuscript. There is
controversy about whose signature this Nishan represents: The note accompanying Manuscript 1245 claims that the Nishan is that of the Sixth Guru; handwriting experts claim the writing is of Ninth Guru. Pashaura Singh claims that this manuscript represents a draft of the Aad Granth prepared by Guru Arjan Dev through Bhai Gurdas. Although he concedes that the handwriting of the scribe of this manuscript does not match with that of Bhai Gurdas in the Kartarpuri Bir, yet in order to force his theory, Pashaura Singh counters that this could be Bhai Gurdas's "unimproved" handwriting. No attempt is made to substantiate this theory. The antique dealer when questioned by a group of Sikh scholars knew nothing more than that it originated in Rajasthan and that he had sold it along with a typed note and a few other Meharban group (Meena) books. Meharban was the son of Prithi Chand. The "Meharban group" consisted of Prithi Chand's followers. The dealer repeatedly mentioned the Meharban antecedents of the manuscript. He had no recollection of the contents of the typed note accompanying the Meharban Granth.

On this shaky, unsupported and flimsy evidence, Pashaura Singh expounds his theories!

1. Pashaura Singh claims manuscript 1245 was compiled before 1604 i.e. before the Kartarpuri Bir. In support of this claim, he presents that the dates of demise of the first five Gurus are in the same hand but the date of the Fifth Guru has been written in later. The fact is that all 5 dates are in the same hand and in the same shade of ink. This indicates that the manuscript was scribed after the demise of the fifth Guru i.e. 1606. And, thus, the question of its being a draft by Guru Arjan cannot arise. This one point alone is sufficient to knock the wind out of Pashaura Singh's theories.

2. Manuscript 1245 has forged Nishan pasted on it. The note attached to this manuscript proclaimed that the Nishan, mark or handwriting was that of Guru Hargobind Sahib Guru. Regardless, of the forged Nishan, even the scribe does not attempt to give a date earlier than the period of Guru Hargobind. Oblivious to all this, Pashaura Singh continues to suggest that this manuscript was completed by Guru Arjun Dev before 1604 A.D.
3. The dates of demise of the five Gurus appear on page 1255 of the manuscript. Hymns from the third, fourth and fifth Gurus are recorded on some 20 subsequent pages as well. This indicates that the manuscript was under preparation after 1606 A.D.

4. The manuscript contains a hymn alleged to be of Baba Budha Ji, the hymn finishes with the word 'Nanak'. Pashaura Singh uses this to authenticate Baba Budha Ji's involvement in the creation of this manuscript. However he is silent about how a devout Sikh like Baba Budha could use the word Nanak for himself. The head at the Dera of Baba Budha has given a written statement to the effect that they know of no poem, Bani or writing authored by Baba Budha Ji.

5. On page 104 of his thesis, Pashaura Singh writes: There are numerous such examples throughout the text of Jupji where Guru Arjan refined the language of certain passages and polished the meter." Is he implying that the language of Guru Nanak Dev Ji was not refined and its meter required polishing? And that is why Guru Arjan had to correct them? Pashaura Singh obviously does not believe in the golden words of Gurbani:

   Bhullan andar subh ko,
   abhul Guru Kartar
   All are liable to commit error

   The Guru and Waheguru are the only exceptions to the rule.

6. Manuscript 1245 contains a version of Jupji Sahib which differs from that in the Aad Granth. Excerpts from Jupji Sahib appear at numerous places in Manuscript 1245. Pashaura Singh expounds a new but baseless theory to explain the difference. On page 106, he says "Guru Arjan revised the Shalok in the figal version of Jupji but he retained its earlier form in Var Majh." Why would a version deemed incorrect be retained in even one spot? The "misguided professor" does not care to explain this.

7. Here the question of why a number of Shabads in manuscript 1245 differ from those in Aad Granth must be addressed. The explanation perhaps lies in the fact that Meharban was known to compose poetry. Bansvali Nama by Kesar Singh Chibber, a historian, is quoted below to substantiate historical evidence:
Meharban poot Prithiyay ka kabishri karey
Farsi Hindvi Sanskriti naley Gurmukhi parhey
Tinn bhee baani bahut banai bhog Guru Nanak ji da hi paai.
It means Mehrban son of Pirthya composes poetry; he uses Persian, Hindi, Sanskrit and Gurmukhi in it; he has created lot of Bani, but uses the name of Nanak instead.

Chibber also writes:
Doom lagey shabad
meenian ke gavan;
pura darbar guriai lavan.
meenian vee ik pustak
granth banaya;
char patshahyan
de shabad Bani
vich likh paya.
It means:
Bards sang shabad
written by Meenas;
They had their
own court and
started their own
Gurudom; Meenas
also created a
book as their granth;
They also wrote the
Bani of first
four Gurus in
this granth

The above present clear historical evidence that although the granth of the Meenas contains the bani of the Sikh Gurus, this granth could vary drastically from the original Aad Granth as a result of the efforts of the Meenas to produce a fake granth to mislead people.

CONCLUSION:
The greatest lacunae in the thesis of Pashaura Singh are the lack of authentication of Manuscript 1245 as well as the persistent misinterpretation of a number of hymns of Gurbani.
Pashaura Singh indicates nowhere that he ever attempted to verify the history or trace the past of the manuscript upon which his house of cards has been built. This is extremely damaging; in fact it has demolished the credibility of his entire work. Whether this is due to smugness, lack of concern for truth, deliberate provocation, plain mischief or pure and simple ignorance he alone can say. A greater intriguing fact, however is the apparent lack of concern on the part of his supervisor, Dr. McLeod, in this respect.

In this day and age sensitive scientific testing could have been availed of in order to accurately estimate the age of manuscript 1245. The type of paper, the inks used, the glue, the binding technique as well as any residue, no matter how minute, from the pages could provide valuable clues for analysis. The reputation of Pashaura Singh and his master as Sikh scholar has been irreparably damaged. In fact, there is no room in the arena of Sikh studies for those who persist in standing by the incorrect and baseless claims made by pashaura Singh and W.H. McLeod. The attacks on the Guru Granth Sahib, Guru Arjan and the beliefs of the entire Sikh community are serious and cannot be tolerated. Pashaura Singh should either present concrete proof of the reliability of his sources or should withdraw the libelous and offensive portions contained in his thesis.
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MUL MANTAR REVELATION OF GURU NANAK
By
Dr. PIARA SINGH, CERRITOS CA

1. My gratitude to Sikh scholars for their articles of high
understanding and caliber (1) Centre of Sikh Study of blasphemy
by Dr. Sukhminder Singh (WSN Oct. 2, 1992), (2) Sikh Mul
Mantar Revelatory, by Dr. Jasbir Singh Mann (WSN Oct. 9, 1992),
(3) Research coverage of Blasphemy by Professor Surinder Singh
Kohli (WSN Oct. 16 and Nov. 6, 1992) (4) "Text and Meaning of
Aad Granth", by Dr. Gurbaksh Singh (WSN Nov. 27, 1992) and
(5) You Call It Research Dr. Mcleod, by Dr. Hakam Singh (WSN
Dec. 11, 1992) written in response and to expose the self
contradictions and blasphemous statements of Mr. Pashaura Singh
covered in his thesis called "Text and Meaning of Aad Granth",
 supervised by Dr. W.H. Mcleod, a Christian Missionary.

2. The conclusions and observations of Mr. Pashaura Singh
are based on: (1) A compromising posture with a Kartarpuri brand
Bir of 1642, Jat Militancy theory, and Miri (spiritual), Peeri
(Temporal), earlier publications of Blasphemy by Dr. W.H.
Mcleod & Associates, which had been rejected categorically by
eminent world scholars like Dr. Jodh Singh and Dr. King, (2) MS
1245 (3) Mul Mantar in Goindwal Pothi Vol.
1, (4) Classic Music and Ragas of Guru Granth Sahib, (5) Mr.
Pashaura Singh says: Guru Arjun shaped the Guru Granth Sahib
to suit the environment. Guru consciously re-created his style
and theme while keeping in mind the growing needs of the Sikh
community. Guru added Muslim/Arabic words to attract the
Muslim audience and Bhagat Bani to claim universal nature of
the Guru Granth Sahib. It is not known about which environment
and the type of militancy, Mr. Pashaura Singh is contemplating
but the historical facts tell us otherwise.

(a) MS. 1245 : The MS 1245 gives on leaf 1255 dates of demise
of the first five gurus in the same handwriting and in the same
ink and shade. This fact alone conclusively proves that MS 1245
is a post 1606 collection. Mr. Pashaura Singh knows that and that
is why he makes the mis-statement that the date of demise of fifth
Guru was written later. Moreover the dates of demise of folio
1245, do not mark the end of the Manuscript. The
recording of collected hymns continued later than 1606.

(b) GOINDWAL POTHI. VOL. 1: It was the only Source of verification of Mul Mantar says Mr. Pashaura Singh. The Pothi was with the Guru Har Sahai family, direct decendants of Guru Amar Das, and the same was lost in a train theft in 1973. Historically, it is known that Guru Arjun had collected all the relevant pothies before compiling Aad Granth. Nowhere, some family could have the copies of original one. The family in question not only had a Pothi but also had an original beautiful rich brocade Chola (Dress) of Guru Nanak. The family (Baba Jaswant Singh) used to display these for public Darshan (Glimpse) on Guru Nanak Dev Ji's birthday each year. In 1960's I was fortunate to have Darshan of Pothi and Chola. Mul Mantar was there in the beginning of the Japji Sahib as we find today. Now the question arises that:

How Mr. Pashaura Singh came to know about the loss of the Pothi in train theft in 1973? Did he go to the family and inquire personally? Did he ask the family members about Mul Mantar? The family kept the Pothi for centuries. They must have read the Mul Mantar in the beginning of the Japji Sahib. Mr. Pashaura Singh is silent about this fact finding efforts. I believe Mr. Pashaura Singh did not go to the family and these blasphemous statements are the figments of his own mind.

(c) CLASSIC MUSIC AND RAGAS OF GURU GRANTH SAHIB: I wonder if they, Mr. Pashaura Singh and Dr. Mcleod and Associates, are qualified to interpret the Classic Music and Ragas. Their observations are based on the interpretation of Classic Music and Ragas, its musical sound, tune, melody, language of Ragas, style, theme, rhyme and mode. The world would like to know which school both of them attended and specialised in classic music and ragas. If none, then tell us the name of the ‘Sashtri’ who helped to interpret all this for you.

(d) THREE (3) WAYS OF COMMUNICATIONS OF GOD WITH HIS PROPHETS: (1) By calling Prophet to His Presence (2) By commanding Prophet (3) By direct communication with Prophet. In each case, the Spirit of God is felt and experience within by each prophet. During the process of communication the prophet is possessed of absolute consciousness and utters his divine words to be delivered to mankind. The prophet himself has no control over the flow
though conscious (witnessing only) of what is happening. That is why in Sikhism personal experience of the mystic variety is admitted as an authentic experience. Something happened first time in the history was that during the process of divine communications each Guru recorded the divine words as they came to him.

(1) BY CALLING PROPHET TO HIS PRESENCE:
When Prophet Moses was called to the presence of God, then what did he see? Did he see the God As spirit? You cannot see the spirit. The spirit can only be felt or experience within or seen in form. Prophet Moses must have seen the God's spirit in form.

(2) BY COMMANDING PROPHET: In this case the spirit of God working through the Prophet mayor may not reveal his own identity in form to the Prophet. But the divine words are true as in the other case. This can be applied to those Prophets who revealed God as spirit or Prophet as God.

(3) BY DIRECT COMMUNICATIONS WITH PROPHET:
In this case the spirit of God working through the Prophet reveals his identity to the Prophet. Guru Nanak has revealed this in Mul Mantar as; 'KARTAPURUKH' God as spirit yet in form. The same spirit of God chose to carry out his divine mission through Guru Nanak to 10th Guru Gobind Singh. After having strict test of each successor, Prophet Nanak did not pass on his spiritual throne either to any of his two sons or to his wife. After a severe test he found a disciple of his, Lehna by name, alone worthy of being his successor. Each Prophet chose his successor, only a few days earlier of his demise. It is blasphemous when Mr. Pashaura Singh says Guru Nanak and Guru Angad might be the joint authors of a shalok written at the end of Japji Sahib. Besides Mul Mantar and Japji Sahib, Mr. Pashaura Singh is silent about the authorship of thousands of other Shabads, revelations of Guru Nanak incorporated in the Guru Granth Sahib. It is important to note, that prior to proclamation of Prophethood, divine words did not come to each Guru. It happened only after each Guru succeeded to the spiritual throne. The consistency and the unity of thought in the name of one Nanak, one spirit was kept in contact by all the ten Prophets, because each one of them not only experienced the same spirit of God but also saw God's spirit in form. Since the creation of the Universe, the divine Mission of such a nature is not known or seen. Perhaps the divine message
of God is sometimes not grasped by us because of our weak nature or because of too many middlemen between God and the human beings. Revelations thus can never be the product of any circumstances or environment. It is direct experience of the truth. Gurbani according to its textual testimony by all Gurus is the spiritual experience which is qualitatively a distinct state, a direct communication with the finite being and a merger of one's individual spirit with Eternal Being.

(e) ENVIRONMENTS PROPHET: By definition environment means: Conditions by which one is surrounded. Prophet is one who utters divinely inspired revelations. Prophet is the person who never compromises the divine mission under any circumstances. The Gurus and Gurbani insist on one's having authentic personal experience and not the spurious thrill. Is there anyone who has such internal experience of God? Does anyone know the language through which the spirit of God communicates with the Prophet? If none, then any assumption used to prove otherwise is a blasphemy.

The tune of the divine mission of ten Prophets was the Era of Mugal Emperors Babar-Aurangzeb-Bahadur Shah. The legislative, judicial, and the executive powers were vested in the king and his word was the law and order of the land. The story stands as the testimony to the depth of human degradation and tyranny of this Era. During times of such human degradation and tyranny the Gurus proclaimed their mission with courage and strength.

(1) GURU NANAK AGE 9: At an arranged Hindu ritual ceremony he refused to bow before the Idol of Saligram and to accept Gyaati Mantar and to wear the sacred thread called jenau, instead he told the Pandit that he was willing to wear it if it was made of compassion and contentment. With divine word Guru Nanak changed the lives of thugs (Sajan), cannibals, maneaters, (Koda Rakhash) going himself to their dens. Guru Nanak used spiritual power only when needed. The same spirit of God later chose to move making 'Lehna' the prophet Angad and so on till 10th prophet.

(2) GURU ANGAD: Guru Angad refused to extend any special treatment to Emperor Humanyun when he came to Guru's darshan (Glimpse) and seek blessings.

(3) GURU AMAR DAS: He asked Akbar, Emperor of India,
to go to Guru Ka Langar and eat in Pangat first before he is granted Guru's holy glimpse. Guru stopped the "Sati" custom from the society.

(4) GURU ARJUN DEV JI: Instead of compromising his faith, he preferred death as ordered by Emperor Jahangir who made him to sit on a red hot iron pan, and poured burning sand over him, to inflict death, and threw him in the river Ravi. The prophet even in the midst of such terrible tortures, was all the time uttering holy words: "O, Lord it is a blessed pleasure, for me to abide in thy Will". The following Holy words were on the lips of Guru at the time of his martyrdom:

"IT IS THE GLORY OF GURU NANAK, MY LORD HAS GRANTED MY SUPPLICATION, AND NOTHING COULD DETER ME., NOW THE GLORY OF GURU NANAK, HAS MANIFESTED ITSELF IN ALL THE AGES THROUGH"

No doubt, the glory of the holy mission of Guru Nanak Dev Ji manifested itself in this martyrdom.

(5) GURU HAR KRISHAN AGE 8: When present at Bangla Sahib, Aurangzeb, Emperor of India, wanted to meet him. The Guru refused him the boon because he had usurped the throne through stratagem by killing his father and brothers.

(6) GURU TEG BAHADUR: He injected new life into the sleeping souls of his countrymen by bringing home to them freedom of worship and thus said, "Those who fear are cowards, and those who frighten are fools, he, alone is an enlightened soul says Nanak, who frightens none". Each Prophet was conscious about the status and the importance of the spiritual throne and the divine mission.

Thus all Gurus never adjusted themselves or compromised with the environment, but were seen bringing about fundamental changes in the attitude and the superstitious beliefs held by the people. However Mr. Pashaura Singh and Dr. Mcleod & Associates may think otherwise.

3. GURUS AND DIVINE TRADITION: While founding the Sikh faith the first foundation stone that Guru Nanak laid was of "Self sacrifice", thereby specifically enjoying that whosoever Wished to enter the path of his faith must come with his head on his palm not in a spirit of seeking any gain but out of sheer divine love. Says Guru Nanak Dev Ji: "Shouldst Thou wish to play the game of love, come unto my path with the head on thy palm, and
once you step into this path, you may well give up thy head, rather than the cause”. The same ideal is enshrined in the commandments of Guru Angad, Guru Amar Das, Guru Ram Das, and Guru Arjun Dev, who thus said: "He who is martyred in defending the "Truth" attains to such a divine bliss that even the holiest of the holy Yogi envy". Guru Har Gobind has also enjoined on every Sikh that while the Sikh should extend warm hospitality to every guest, he must also keep his arms ready for dealing with any misguided adversary.

(1) GURU HAR GOBIND JI: In the fourth battle of Kartarpur (Jalandhar) Painde Khan, the traitor, led the attack against Guru Har Gobind. The Guru allowed him to attack first. Painde Khan made many abortive attempts on the life of Guru, but himself fell a victim to the first blow of the Guru. The sun was shining at its peak. Alighting from his horse, the Guru shaded the face of Painde Khan with his shield and asked him to recite the Holy words from Gurbani in the last moments of his life. Painde Khan, however, replied, "Thy shield alone is my Holy Word" and uttering thus breathed his last.

(2) GURU GOBIND SINGH JI: In the battle of Bhangani, the Guru allowed Hari Chand thrice to attack first. Hari Chand charged three arrows but the Guru remained unhurt. Later, the Guru struck down Hari Chand with his very first arrow. The ultimate victory thus, lay with the Panth and the enemy ran away from the field in great disorder. The personal percepts of the Holy Gurus followed by their followers gave birth to the tradition of martyrdom. Says Gurbani, "To court death for an approved cause, is the right of every true hero".

(3) SIKH AND DIVINE TRADITION: The tradition of martyrdom has a long history in Sikhism. There is hardly any mode of torture, which the Sikhs have not suffered. This is true even today. The Sikh prayer like their religion itself cannotes universalism. History abounds in records that even in the thick of a battle when the turban of an adversary got off his head the Sikh withdrew his sword to allow the enemy to redeem his Turban. The Sikhs were essentially fighting for "Truth" and righteousness. They would never rob a person of his honour, a woman of her jewellery or for that matter, cast an evil eye on anyone. Even in the face of increasing number of losses, the Khalsa was making
its presence felt everywhere. En-route Kabul, when Abdali was camping at the bank of river Jhelum, the Sikhs stormed into his very camp, at which he exclaimed, "They for sure, have some thing divine, to frustrate every effort of mind". They are certainly blessed by God and as such, nobody could ever defeat them. Their courage is a symbol of, righteousness, truthfulness, fearlessness and bravery. However, Mr. Pashaura Singh and Dr. Mcleod and Associates may call it militancy, nay it is a divine order, a shield to uphold the Dharma, truth and righteousness, without which human dignity will perish from the face of this planet. We all are born with this right, but one has freedom as to how one takes it. But the highest level of consciousness comes only with the grace of God.

4. DR MCLEOD’S CHRISTIAN VIEW & REFLECTION AND MR. PASHAURA SINGH’S THESIS: Mr. Pashaura Singh and Dr. Mcleod are seen equating the development of Gurbani as that of Christian Bible. The development of Bible was based on: plural transmission, Bible history used as the unifying element rather than as topical approach, and even Archaelogical discoveries in the Bible lands were used to understand it. Out of many Bibles, 5 were accepted. Holy scriptures of all other faiths (Gita, Quran, Bible) came into existence long after the demise of the prophets concerned. This is not so in Gurbani, each Guru had written and recorded 'the "Gurbani as it came". And the fifth Prophet Guru Arjun compiled to its musical setting in 1604, and later it was declared as Guru after adding Bani of ninth Guru by Guru Gobind Singh, the 10th, Prophet. No question whatsoever about the authenticity of other scriptures are raised by Dr. Mcleod and Associates, but unfortunately they refuse to accept the Gurbani. They ignore the facts that: the Sikh history and wisdom contained in each word of "Gurbani in Aad Granth" stand alone as testimony of Its "Divinity, doctrine and the Prophethood". To understand the philosophy of the Sikh religion, one needs to examine the spiritual experience as recommended by the Prophets of the Sikh faith, the 10 Gurus. Being the true christian missionary, Dr. Mcleod, should be more concerned to clear up the controversial issues raised by one of the "Hindu Prophet, Dayanand "about Christ and Christianity. He has directly attacked Sikhism, Islam, Budhism, Christianity and the lot, all in
the name of Hinduism.

5. ATTACK ON MUL-MANTAR AND THE REASONS:
In Christianity there is principle of loving one's neighbour, in Islam they give a call of sharing with the men of faith, Sikh religion gives a call to anyone who is under the sky. "When God is one, his order must be one". That order or divine word finally came to rest in Guru Granth Sahib. Each word of Guru Granth Sahib is revelatory, that was the reason, all Gurus did not claim any word of their own and Guru Har Rai disowned his son Ram Rai who changed a single word of Gurbani. Guru Gobind Singh was very angry with a Sikh who pronounced one word wrongly, which could be mis-construed. The author of classic music and ragas in Guru Granth Sahib is none but God himself. All Gurus including Bhagats did not go to any school to learn classic music and ragas. Each divine word of Guru Granth Sahib "reveals one God, describes the one, and unites with the one". Bhagat Bani which met this criteria, Guru Arjun included that in the Aad Granth. Including Bhagat Bani in Aad Granth is also reminder from God to the entire mankind that: God has no barrier of time, age, caste, creed, place or nationality. His grace can fall upon on any of his creations may he or she be rich or poor, high or low (untouchable), medical doctor or engineer. Gurbani says": "Ek Pitai Ekas Ke Ham Balak"; Our father is one, and we are all his children". The basic characteristics of God revealed in Mul-Mantar are not found any where else, and are beyond the comprehension of human mind, and that could be known or revealed by none but God himself. Mul- Mantar is the one that removes the middleman and establishes direct communication of human beings with one God and thereby contradict the beliefs of other major religions who says that: (1) God takes birth…… incarnation theory (Hindu Trinity God head) and (2) Prophet as God or a preferred religion". Thus, read and understand very carefully, the Mul-Mantar revelation of Guru Nanak. "Ik Onkar, Sat Nam, Karta Purkh, Nirbhau, Nirvalf, Akal Murat, Ajuni Sabhbang, Guru-Parsad". (Japji, GURU Nanak). Means "God is one, His name is truth, He is creator of all (formless yet in form), He is without fear, He is without fear enmity, He is timeless, He neither takes birth nor dies, create by himself, and with His grace, He is realized".
The divine word, kept intact in Aad Granth, and authenticated by Prophets themselves is with us, and it would be a misfortune if we all fail to recognize the "Truth" and see Enlightenment and be a witness to the "Truth". The choice is with everyone, but we (Sikhs) remain the believers of Gurban which teaches us that: "Ek Pita, Ekas Ke Ham Balak"; our "Father is One, and we are all His children".
YOU CALL IT RESEARCH, DR. MCLEOD?

By DR. HAKAM SINGH

Recently I had a chance to go through a thesis entitled, "The Text and Meaning of the Adi Granth" submitted to the University of Toronto by Pashaura Singh for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy. The research work was carried out under the direction of Dr. W.H. McLeod. In this thesis the author claims to have endeavoured to reconstruct the history of the text of the Aad Granth, to provide textual analysis of certain portions of the Aad Granth and to examine Guru Arjan's editorial policy, particularly his approach towards the inclusion of the Bhagat Bani in the Sikh Scripture. The basis of his dissertation is a rather recently acquired manuscript of Aad Granth from bazar Mai Sevan, Amritsar, by Guru Nanak Dev University (Manuscript No. 1245). The researcher puts forth some extremely flimsy and childish arguments to show that this manuscript was written earlier than the Kartarpuri Bir. The depth (or shallowness) and quality of his research work becomes quite evident when one finds that the manuscript at issue has neither any date of writing nor the name of the scribe nor any authentication by Guru Arjan. Without even an iota of evidence (historical or traditional) he maintains that Bhai Gurdas was the writer of this manuscript. Now it is a historical fact that the scribe of Kartarpuri manuscript was Bhai Gurdas. Pashaura Singh has realized that the hand-writings of the two manuscripts are markedly different. However, he puts forth the silly argument that Bhai Gurdas's handwriting probably improved by the time he wrote Kartarpuri manuscript. As he proceeds further his conclusions approach the levels of absurdity to blasphemy. It will not be possible for me to discuss here all the preposterous conclusions that he has reached in his "don't confuse me with facts, I have made up my mind" analysis because that will require a whole book, so I will confine myself to some glaring blasphemies that he has professed. Modification of Mul Mantar, by Guru Arjan: Pashaura Singh suggests that the original Mul Mantar given by Guru Nanak was changed to the present form by Guru Arjan. This statement could only be possible from a person who is suffering from Amnesia because in
his thesis (p.101) he writes that "the entry in the index of Kartarpuri manuscript, however reads, the Japji is copied from the manuscript written in Guru Ram Das's hand". Thus the Japji in Kartarpuri manuscript is identical to that in current printed copies of Guru Granth Sahib and this was written by Guru Ram Das. How then could Guru Arjan have modified it to its present form? Furthermore, in reaching this conclusion the researcher has utterly disregarded the established traditions of Sikhism, a rather young religion where the probability of changes because of time factor is not very high. 'Reciting of japji in the morning has been a daily chorus of every Sikh from the time of Guru Nanak. Nowhere is there any indication of Japji having been changed.

This is a blatant violation of established tradition of Research. According to Dictionary, the word "Research" means to investigate thoroughly or careful or diligent search. It is hard to find even a slight element of diligence or depth in Pashaura Singh's research work.

Authorship of the Concluding Shalok of Japji: Inspite of the fact that Puratan Janamsakhi as well as Miherban Janamsakhi both state that this shalok was recited by Guru Nanak, Pashaura Singh ignores them completely and seems to follow the purely conjectural conclusion drawn by W.H. McLeod, who had the temerity to write that Bano recension (Khari Bir) represented the original text of the Aad Granth without even seeing the Kartarpuri manuscript and totally ignoring the famous book by Bhai Jodh Singh on the same subject (Kartarpuri Bir de Darshan). Prof. Surinder Singh Kohli in his recent article (World Sikh News, Oct. 16, 1992) has aptly (but politely) called Pashaura Singh's suggestion as obnoxious which goes as follows "Guru Nanak may have initiated his successor, Bhai Lehna, into the poetic skill of verse composition 10 the literary form of a shalok, and the training may have been a part of his designation of the office of Guruship." Again this seems to be a premediated conclusion drawn by the researcher In the face of strong historical evidence to the contrary.

Bhagat Bani in the Aad Granth: There are numerous conclusions drawn by the author on the inclusion of Bhagat Bani in the Aad Granth and under the title, "Doctrinal Issues arising from the Bhagat Bani" (Pashura Singh's thesis pp.174-194) which
indicate lack of knowledge of Guru Granth Sahib and the basic tenets of Sikhism on the part of the author. I will take only a couple of examples. On page 174 the statement "one hymn of Dhanna in the Dhanasri mode was incorporated in the Kartarpuri manuscript after it was bound in 1604 CE. This is quite evident from the way it is recorded on folio 519/2 with the extended margin on the left hand side of the volume. Its later addition may reflect a situation when Jats were attracted into the Sikh fold in large numbers". This statement in the light of logic, can at best be called childish. When already several hymns of Dhanna were included in the Aad Granth, why one additional hymn was felt to be necessary by Guru Arjan for inclusion in order to attract Jats to the Sikh fold or to please them?

Another preposterous statement is to be found on page 109 which reads "by doing so he (Guru Arjan) is in fact inviting the followers of the Bhagat (Sur Das) to become part of the Sikh Sangat and to enjoy the state of blissful sahj through devotional singing. It is a historical fact that none of the Sikh Gurus ever tried to invite, implicitly or explicitly, anyone to become his follower. In fact the basic principles and standards of values laid down by the Gurus do not recommend solicitation for conversion to Sikh faith. This indicates the negligence of the researcher to study in depth the Sikh Religion and its basic principles or he has purposely ignored them. Furthermore, unlike Kabir and Ravidas, there has never been a separate and coherent staunch following of Sur Das which renders this conclusion of Pashaura Singh redundant. This conclusion however, becomes easy to comprehend if we realize that the supervisor of this thesis is none other than W.H.McLeod who is a Christian missionary and like all other men of his profession is obsessed with the idea of converting 'heathens' to his faith, According to his own words, "The sacred Scripture is indeed the Guru, but it conveys its message in different ways to different people, communicating with some at one level of perception and with others at a different level (W.H.McLeod). The Meaning of Sikh Fundamentalism and its origin, Nov. 1990 conference at University of Chicago)". Thus someone with obsession of conversion to his faith, like a jaundiced eye, will see the same motivation elsewhere also.
Conclusion: Pashaura Singh in his thesis has arrived at certain conclusions based on the existence of an obscure and spurious manuscript of Aa Grant with no proof of Its authenticity. These conclusions seem to disregard the revelatory character of the Aad Granth, totally ignore the Sikh traditions and even negate some of his own observations made from other historical sources and entered in his own thesis. He seems to have advertently or inadvertently fallen into a diabolic trap and has become a mouthpiece of Dr. McLeod, whose writings seem to indicate that he is obsessed with distorting and misinterpreting the established Sikh religious traditions in the name of research. Finally, I appeal to the decency of Dr. McLeod that enough is enough. If he failed to bring Sikhs in Punjab to the fold of Christianity during the period of his missionary work there, he should not puff out his pent up frustration to mislead innocent Sikhs by bringing out (himself as well through his stooges) ill-conceived and preposterous publications which have little historical, traditional or even logical corroborative truth.
PASHAURA SINGH THESIS ON ADI GRANTH
A Critique and Assessment
By
IQBAL SINGH SARA

The Sikh World owes a special debt of gratitude to Dr. Gurmail Singh Sidhu, of the Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, British Columbia. Dr. Sidhu has recently published a very interesting critique, in English and in Punjabi, (the Indo-Canadian Times, April 8, 1993) of an internationally controversial thesis authored by Pashaura Singh in 1991. Mr. Pashaura Singh created this thesis to earn a Ph.D. degree, working under the supervision of another controversial ex-Christian missionary in the Punjab who spent decades there in advancing his mission. Dr. W.H. McLeod has since authored a number of publications in a dedicated program of attacking and confounding Sikh beliefs, tenets and history.

Pashaura Singh produced his thesis called, "THE TEXT AND MEANING OF THE ADI GRANTH", working under McLeod, at the Centre for Religious Studies, of the Toronto University, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Previously, Pashaura Singh held a Master's degree from an Indian University, and sometimes wrote, promisingly inspired articles, such as: "Dharam Dhuja Farhant Sada". Until, that is, he came under the tutelage of missionary McLeod, who has operated from Toronto for some years now, following his earlier activity from the University of Otago, New Zealand.

The abstract of Pashaura Singh's thesis consists of 237 pages, done on triple space, not including Bibliography. Included in the bibliography are a number of English Works. It is noteworthy, that these sources list W.H. McLeod as the author of as many as ten (10) works about Sikhs, which is the largest number attributed to any single author listed under English Works, even through many Sikh authors have a greater contribution.

The ten works of McLeod, of course, include his 1975 publication, Evolution of the Sikh Community, which stirred a
storm of literary protests from all over the world. Some of these published in magazines such as the Sikh Review, Calcutta, at the time. As a western scholar, and involved with the Sikh homeland of Punjab and a Christian crusader, W.H. McLeod has concentrated, through his publications, on interpretations and nuances that best effected his purpose: to call into question, challenge and controvert Sikh beliefs, scriptures and sources of theological polity. His mission has been carried on steadfastly against the Sikhs and is still ongoing.

The latest manifestation seems to be incarnated in Pashaura Singh's PhD. thesis. The Preface to it, opens with the ominous statement, of Pashaura Singh, thus:

"This study seeks to reconstruct the history of the text of the Adi Granth. It provides textual analysis of certain portions of the Aad Granth and examines Guru Arjan's editorial policy particularly his approach towards the inclusion of the Bhagat Bani in the Sikh Scripture. It also examines various factors that first led to the emergence of three different traditions of the Aad Granth and then to the eventual standarization of its text.

Examination of early manuscripts has revealed that Guru Arjan worked over a number of drafts to produce the final text in 1604 CE. He prepared the scripture primarily in response to the process of crystallization of the Sikh tradition that was taking place during his period. One important outcome of this study is that the Kartarpuri manuscript as compiled by Guru Arjan is confirmed through scrutiny of the manuscript evidence as the final text of the Aad Granth.

Pashaura Singh, typically, uses the phrase "traditions' of the Aad Granth. This phrase is reminiscent of W.H. McLeod's characteristic phraseology as applied to Sikh scriptures or theology or tenets. Everything that is today concrete and clear, and part and parcel of Sikh practice and belief, is characteristically under siege by McLeod (and even by other detractors, such as Harjot Singh Uberei, occupying another seat of Sikh Studies at the University of British Columbia). The tool or weapon of assault is that there was such and such a tradition", and therefore the Sikh contemporary practice is suspect. Pursuant to this method of contradiction, all the author
has to do is conceive, formulate and fabricate or argue a set of contrary or discrepent, though associated, set of circumstances or half-facts, and cap them off under the style of "tradition" which is urged or suggested as inconsistent with the current Sikh practices and beliefs. Thus a rival set of demi-facts is put up; a discussion is developed, at least a controversy is created. The effect of this 'scholastic' endeavour is, at the minimum, an attack or challenge to the object or belief against which it is asserted. The method of fleshing out discordant facts as "tradition" is independent of any principles or rules of authority. A nebulous discussion of the period, its collateral events, unsuspecting or remotely related circumstances involving personalities, episodes, activities, ceremonies or meetings and conversations, are all bits and scraps of building material for the "researcher's" quest for a Sikh contrary "tradition" - which detracts from patent Sikh belief.

In this perspective, it is not difficult to see and understand that both McLeod's and Pashaura Singh's phraseology pivoting on "tradition" is by now familiar to Sikhs.

There are other serious questions about the Ph.D. thesis.

Who proposed it? Was it suggested, or encouraged by McLeod? He, of course, as Pashaura Singh's supervisor, must have had an immense influence in the reasoning, and the deductions and inferences. The student would be amenable to the guidance and direction offered by the professor and supervisor. At least the suggestions available to the candidate for the doctoral degree, in the environment, could not be ruled out.

Why was it thought to be so significant or important that somebody should come up with the notion of "seeking to reconstruct the history of the text of the Adi Granth"?

What was thought to be wrong with the text of the Sri Guru Granth Sahib, the signed, sealed and delivered Scripture, of the Sikhs?

Guru Arjan, Nanak the fifth, himself authenticated and bequeathed the Sikh gospel, the Adi Granth, to the Sikhs in A.D. 1604. Why would any scholar, barring the involvement of McLeod in the matter, decide upon questioning the finality of the Adi Granth, four hundred years later?

Even if there had been in 1595 A.D. some alleged collections,
in book form, (called, Mohan Pothianor Goidwal Pothian) of the first four Gurus revelatory compositions, what difference would it make to the cardinal fact that the Aad Guru Granth, the Sikh scripture, as exists, is the final and irrefutable Scripture of the Sikhs declared as such by the Guru?

What is the object or purpose or value of any other spurious or rival materials being resurrected in this day and age? Is the purpose not that, ipso facto, the resuscitation of bygone illegitimate materials would tend to challenge and attack the established integrity and authenticity of the Sikh scripture today? The fact is that Guru Granth, and Guru Granth alone is and always was, since 1604 A.D., the sole Sikh gospel. It is the successor Guru, since the demise of our tenth prophet, Guru Gobind Singh, in 1708. Sikhs believe in its supremacy as their ever-living Guru. Sikhs are a people of the Book, in this respect, like the Christians and the Muslims.

Further, to the Sikhs there is no division, difference or distinction between the first Nanak and the fifth Nanak, as their prophets. Guru Nanak is the same as Guru Arjan the fifth Guru. Who cares, or should, whether the Aad Granth, the Sikh scripture was compiled by the fifth Guru, as is a fact, or by the first Guru Nanak himself? It would make absolutely no difference to Sikhs, anywhere. Consequently, the entire exercise and debate engendered by McLeod and Pashaura Singh is nefarious. One sure result of it is the affront to Sikhs, the injury to their religious sentiments and spiritual beliefs. It does absolutely no good to anybody else at all; unless, of course, it can be expostulated that the spirit of the rivalries of anti-Sikh "Maths", of the Guru period, dispensed by anti-Guru "characters, such as Mohan, Mohri, Ram Rai, Meharban, and the 'Dhirmalias', is still extant, as it was in Guru Arjan's time. Sikhs must regard it as an abomination, in all the self-evident circumstances.

At worst, it must also be the source of imaginative provocation to Sikhs. Similar literary and research 'scholarship' has strayed far afield, and ventured on to deny historical facts such as the holocaust, with understandable, inflammation of the Jewish religious sentiments. Salman Rushdie targeted the Holy Quran, taking refuge behind poetic and literary genius. But it has failed
to blunt the legitimate fury of the Islamic peoples all over the world. By comparison, it is indeed a miracle that so far the anti-Sikh scholastic works have not touched off a protest of ugly proportion.

All seven chapters, and the conclusions, of Pashaura Singh's thesis, have come under the critical scrutiny of Dr. Gurmail Singh's Sidhu. The valuable commentary was published recently in the Punjabi Weekly earlier mentioned. This analysis appears to have deflated some of the myths or conjectures Pashaura Singh thesis has capitalized on. By his erudite critical analysis, coupled with an amazing scholarship of the Sikh scripture and its contents, Dr. Sidhu was well able to establish the following points, as facts:

1. The Mool Mantar (the root hymn or incantation) is exclusively the apostolic utterance of Guru Nanak; it is prophetic and fundamental. That, contrary to Pashaura Singh's premise, no alteration or extrapolation has been introduced therein by Guru Arjan (the fifth Apostle). Pashaura Singh has apparently mis-stated in the thesis in question that the phrase: "Sac" (Sach) was introduced into by Guru Arjan for the first time. On the "textual analysis principle", Pashaura Singh had reasoned that this must be so because Guru Arjan is seen to have used the same Sloka, namely, "Ad sac, (sach) Jugad sac, (sach) hai bhi sac, (sach) Nanak hosi bhi sac (sach)" in the beginning of the 17th Asht-Padi, (Asht-Padi meaning a poetic composition consisting of Asht, or Ocht (German) or Eight Stanzas, each stanza consisting of some ten couplets) of the "Sukhmani" composition of Guru Arjan:

   Dr. Sidhu finds that Mr. Pashaura Singh has evidently erred in so supposing, or reading the pertinent part of the Sukhmani. While the Sloka, heading the 17th Ashtpadi, is a correct quote of Guru Nanak's Mool-Mantar, as quoted by Guru Arjan, the succeeding 17th Asht-Padi is redolent with the phrase "Sac" (sach) (and not "Sac"). Consequently, the Pashaura Singh presumption is in fact erroneous.

2. It is established fact that the Goindwal texts or Pothian (books) are sans Jap Ji Sahib the cardinal composition of the first apostle, Guru Nanak, attests to their spurious character. The hymnology was obviously deliberately omitted by the oval claimants of Guru's time. But it is of course duly inscribed in the
Guru Granth, the Sikh scripture, as authenticated by Guru Arjan, or the fifth Nanak, its compiler.

(3) It is established that the document or manuscript numbered 1245, was created in or after the period of the Sixth Guru, Sri Guru Har Gobind. It is not even a contemporary parallel source material related to the time of Guru Arjan when Aad Granth was compiled. It is subsequent in sequence. Therefore it is of no significance whatsoever as regards the Sikh authentic scripture, the Aad Granth. It may be of interest to advert to Dr. Sidhu’s analysis of this 1245 document, and its notorious features. For instance, in editing the Aad Granth, the ending phrase "Sudh" or "Sudh Kichay" is inscribed. Not so in the manuscript No. 1245 which is subsequent. Again, by comparison, each Var (ode) in the Aad Granth is also ascribed to the specific Guru (by designating as the First, Second, Third or Fourth and so on). But this is not done in the document numbered 1245, which, as stated, is of a later date. Further, certain extra or additional verses of the fifth Guru are included in document No. 1245 which do not form any part of the Aad Granth compiled by him, indicating that these are not by the fifth Guru and are apocrypha included by a schismatic scribe to mislead the Sikhs. And now Pashaura Singh is doing the same. Further, the most important of the Sikh prayers, the Anand Sahib (of the Third Guru) has been departed from in the later document No. 1245. The most striking or remarkable thing about document 1245 is that the date of death of each of the five Gurus is inscribed in the hand of the same writer and in same ink. Yet Pashaura Singh glosses over this factual circumstance by reasoning that the date of death of the fifth Guru, Arjan, was added later on, which is a misstatement. Document no. 1245 does no contain the bani of the Bhagats. This is entirely contrary to the Sikh belief, tenet and an affront to Sikhism. Because Sikhism transcends all differences of caste or creed. It would have been thus quite liberal and different. It thus appears that the editor or compiler of MS 1245 was not at one with the fundamentals of Sikhism. It is likely therefore that the links of No. 1245 were with the sect of Ram Rai or Meharban (rivals of our Guru Arjan).

The Sikhs firmly believe that the bani (divine verbal composition) of each and every individual Bhagat (divine) was
critically weighed by the compiler of the Aad Granth, Guru Arjan, and matched with the norms of divine revelation. Only those pieces were accepted for inclusion that met this standard.

(4) It is absurdly suggested by Pashaura Singh, that the bani of the Bhagats was enshrined in the Aad Granth because of alleged pragmatic considerations on the part of its compiler.

Guru Arjan. It was suggested that Guru Arjan anticipated attracting Hindu converts to Sikhism, by this expansion of the Aad Granth. Guru Arjan, and indeed the whole Sikh concept was an all embracing concept open to all humanity. The essentials of Sikhism were anchored in supremacy of God and universalities of mankind. Thus those Hindu, or, for that matter, Muslim divines, who echoed this ethos of the Gurus, were welcome to become part of the Sikh scripture.

Only the inculcated impulse for converts to Christianity, could conceivably presume to import such intentions to the Sikh Gurus, who, as the historical record attests, counselled devotees to adhere to their own religion, without conversion to Sikhism. Only when the urge to embrace the path shown by the Gurus was overwhelming, did our Gurus accede, and let the new corners into the Sikh fold. It is indeed a sad and deplorable portent that Pashaura Singh, as a Sikh, guided by McLeod, his supervisor, would inject insinuations and conjectures of this nature, both into the cerebration of the Sikh Gurus and the sanctity of their Sikh scripture.

This is beyond the pale of scholarship, and is thoroughly unsupported by any research material. All it does is reach for the divinity and piety of the Sikh Gurus and, their sanctity, and raze them to the level of common adventurers.

Both the Centre for Religious Studies, and the University of Toronto, appropriately merit the indignant censure of all the Sikh world, for allowing this sort of 'scholarship' or 'research to go forward, when quite clearly, its object and aim is the vilification of a whole religious community, spread in almost each and every country of the world.

5) Dr. Gurmail Singh Sidhu's sound commentary arrives at three last conclusions, arising from Pashaura Singh's disturbing thesis:
(A) There is no reliable basis upon which to hold the Goindwal Pothian (books) as pre-dating the compilation of the Guru Granth; They cannot have any significance in so far as the compilation of the Sikh Scripture is concerned; The manuscript no. 1245 is entirely dateless, but its contents attest to the fact that it dates to the time between the sixth and the ninth Guru. It is impressed with the insignia of the ninth Guru. It also embodies the dates of the death of each of the first five Gurus. Yet pashaura Singh presumes to suggest that its chronology pre-dates the Guru Granth - the Aad Granth. This reveals his level of rationality and academic ability.

(B) It is an unsupportable supposition that, as Pashaura Singh alleges, the fifth Guru, Guru Arjan, doctored the Gurbani (the Gurus' articulations) and embodied it into the Granth; and that he did so in order to answer the need for 'Crystalization of the Sikh 'tradition'.
What in the world Pasharua Singh means by stating that "the process of crystalization of the Sikh tradition that was taking place during his (Guru Arjan's) period"? Have we not heard that from McLeod, before? Here again, the genie of 'tradition' is so subtle and elemental that it can serve every purpose the essayist has set for himself.
Dr. Sidhu correctly concludes that the above premise, from which Pashaura Singh, proceeds to write his thesis, ipso facto, has degenerated or detracted from the God-inspired quality of the Sikh Scriptural contents.
Dr. Sidhu attests that he is not at all satisfied by the discussion or comments or explanations offered by Pashaura Singh, which are sparse and scant. For instance, his unsatisfactory treatment of the position of the Mul-Mantar, as earlier discussed.
Even if it be supposed, to admit his argument that Guru Ram Das and Guru Arjan had altered any wording, then such words, for instance, "Purukh" or "Nirvair", indeed are found in the bani of Guru Nanak also and are repeatedly employed at appropriate places to good effect.
CENTRE OF SIKH STUDIES OR BLASPHEMY?

By Dr. SUKHMANDER SINGH

Guru Arjan with his unique vision authenticated the revealed Bani of the Gurus in the Aad Granth (Kartarpuri Bir) in 1604 A.D. therby excluding for all times any scope of form, red action or textual criticisms, and declaring that what is included in the Aad Granth is alone Bani, and what is outside it, unless it is a copy of it, is not the Bani of the Gurus.

But, W H. McLeod, a former limb of the Christian Mission in Punjab, which came there under the wings of the British Colonialism, to convert and civilize the heathens, started in 1975 the game of "mud dying" the holy waters by saying, "Portions of the Kartarpuri manuscript were rather ineptly obliterated in order to bring the two versions into line". The conclusion which seemed to be emerging with increasing assurance was that widely disseminated Banno version must represent the original text: and that Kartarpuri manuscript must be a shortened version of the same text. A few portions must have been deleted, because they could not be reconciled with beliefs subsequently accepted by the Panth. This much appears to be well established". In 1979, he wrote, "The earliest, representing the nearest approach to Guru Arjan's dictation, would be Banno the second and intermediary recension bearing the actual marks of a later revision through the excision of unacceptable material would be Kartarpuri. "In 1989 he repeated, "The comparison suggests that Banno recension may actually represent the original text inscribed by Bhai Gurdas."

Actually, it was well known that the Banno Bir had been scribed in 1642 A.D. McLeod's level and intention can be assessed from the fact that he wrote all this against the Sikh Scripture without even examining the Kartarpuri Bir or the Banno Bir. McLeod was accused of blasphemy for alleging motivated deletions, implying that the Kartarpuri Bir or Aad Granth was a forged one, even when he knew that Dr Jodh Singh's work of 1968 had categorically stated that there was no deletion of Ramkali hymn in the Kartarpuri Bir. After, this accusation of blasphemy against him, in 1990, he seemingly retracted his position, saying that on studying Jodh Singh's work of 1968 (which he had even quoted
in his books 1975), he abandoned the notion of doubt about the originality of the Kartarpuri Bir. This was found to be a misstatement because he made all his allegations of 1975, 1979 and 1989 after reading Jodh Singh's book of 1968. These being the facts, we leave it to the readers to assess the veracity of his various statements.

Now the role of "muddying" the holy waters and spreading "blasphemy" appears to have been taken up by Pashaura Singh whose thesis for Ph.D. was guided by McLeod as supervisor.

Every Sikh knows that since the Bani is revealed, no one could ever think of changing even a word or matra (vowel) of it. Much less could anyone think of committing a blasphemy by changing a doctrine or concept of Guru Nanak Dev or other Gurus. It is well known that the Guru banished his own son Ram Rai, for changing a single word, and the 10th Master was very angry with a Sikh who pronounced one word wrongly which could be misconstrued.

But Pashaura Singh writes, "Guru Arjun worked over the text of the Mul Mantar in successive drafts to give it the final form. The Guru Nanak Dev University manuscript, which is an early draft of the Adi Granth, gives the form of the Mul Mantar, before its standardization." "Another significant point is that Guru Arjun added the word "Purakh" in the received text of the Mul Mantar. It clearly indicates that by his time the personal (Purakh) aspect of the Supreme Being acquired prominence as compared with Guru Nanak's emphasis on the Formless (Nirankar) nature of the Ultimate Reality. This may provide an adequate explanation of the subsequent developments that took place in Sikh Doctrines as well as within the Panth since the days of Guru Nanak. This will, however, challenge the traditional understanding of the Mul Mantar as being created in its present form by Guru Nanak himself." Similarly, he writes, "The comparison of this text with earlier forms of the Mul Mantar given above clearly indicates the addition of the word "Nirvair" (without enmity), which Guru Ram Das employs to put emphasis on the divine attribute of benevolence. Thus a new theological dimension is added to the Sikh understanding of the Ultimate Reality". Thus, the same temporal considerations he has attributed to the fourth Guru for using the word "Nirvair," and
adding new dimension, because he was suffering hostility in social life. Further, he writes, "In his final version, Guru Arjun replaced the phrase satgur prasad (by the grace of the True Guru) with Gur prasad (by the grace of the Guru)". The implication of all these apparently blasphemous statements is that the description of God's attributes is not the result of revelation or spiritual experience, but follows needs of the social milieu i.e., the Marxian logic of environment governing all thought and denial of spirituality. He also writes, "A comparative analysis of this text with the standard version of the Japji reveals the following important differences which illuminate the different stages in the process of its development." "The most distinctive difference is that the introductory couplet of the Japji is missing in the earlier text. In the standard version it reads "The Eternal one, From the Beginning, Through All Time, present Now, the Everlasting Reality' Evidently this shalok was added by Guru Arjan much later when he produced the final text of the Japji," "Evidently Guru Arjan modified the language of certain words." "There are numerous such examples throughout the text of the Japji, where Guru Arjun refined the language of certain passages and polished the meter."

"All these examples clearly indicate that certain linguistic revisions were made at the same time of standardization of the text of the Japji"

"Traditionally, the concluding shaloka of the Japji is understood to be Guru Nanak's own composition. There are, however, scholars who regard Guru Angad as the real author." (the scholar who is cited in support, is no other than McLeod). "Second, Guru Nanak may have initiated his successor, Bhai Lehna, into the poetic skill of verse composition in the literary form of shaloka, and this training may have been a part of his designation to the office of Guruship. The two gurus may have worked together on the text of the epilogue of the Japji, and accordingly, both may be regarded as its joint authors."

The author has attacked the spiritual basis and the unalterable character of the Sikh Scripture. Not only has the sanctity of the Bani and its revealed character, as pronounced by the Gurus themselves, been violated, but he has also asserted that Guru Arjun changed the fundamental concept about God laid down by Guru Nanak, from a Formless God to a Personal God, who is the object
of worship and prayer. These changes he adds, the Guru made purely out of temporal considerations and to suit subsequent developments in the Panth, requiring a shift in doctrines. All his arguments support the Mechanical theory of social challenge and response, eroding the theory of Spirituality: By willingly or unwillingly pursuing the Marxian line, Pashaura Singh has tried to undo the work of Guru Arjun who with his eternal vision, stopped all possibility of textual or like criticism, as had happened in the case of scriptures, compiled by devotees scores of years or centuries after the demise of the concerned prophet. Now the author by his work seeks to open the flood gates of such destructive, baseless and wild conjectures, which, Dr Jodh Singh said in reference to G.B. Singh’s criticism of the authenticity of the Kartarpuri Bir, strikes at the very roots of the spiritual and revelatory origin of the Bani and the consequent Sikh faith.

It is amazing that practically all the assertions of Pashaura Singh are based on a manuscript which has no authenticity, no history and no dating to suggest its alleged earlier character as a draft by Guru Arjun. It is a manuscript, which the Guru Nanak Dev University catalogued only in 1987, after its purchase from the dealer that year. Nothing is known as to who or when anyone wrote it, or how the dealer got it. There is not yet an iota of evidence to suggest that it is an early manuscript or draft. On the contrary it is clear that the manuscript is a later copy of the Aad Granth probably of the time of the Ninth Guru. The scribe himself has claimed it to be only of the time of the Sixth Guru by interpolating a paper which he calls Nishan of the Sixth Guru, and which claim Pashaura Singh himself concedes, is incorrect, the Nishan presumably being of the Ninth Guru. Pashaura Singh says that the manuscript was scribed by a Bhalla, because in it many lines have been devoted to the praise of the Third Master. He adds that the writer must be Bhai Gurdas, although the handwriting does not tally with the one in the Kartarpuri Bir. But he argues that the difference should not matter, because al Gurdas must have improved his handwriting when he wrote the Kartarpuri Bir. He also concedes that its Gurmukhi writing is without many vowels. Yet, while calling it a draft by Guru Arjun he neither explains why the Guru allowed an eulogy to the Third
Guru alone to the exclusion of an eulogy to Guru Nanak, the Fourth or other Gurus, nor does he explain a radical change in the writing of Bhai Gurdas from the one without vowels to the one with all the necessary Matras, or why Guru Arjun allowed the alleged draft to be written without Matras, when the script had been standardized much earlier, probably in the time of the Second Master. In fact, in the time of the Fifth Guru, Gurmukhi was being written, except by less illiterate persons, with necessary vowels. Pashaura Singh makes the ridiculous suggestion about Bhai Gurdars having written the draft, because he knows that it would be even more ridiculous to say that the draft was got written by Guru Arjun from an unknown Sikh, who was discarded later and the original was got written from Bhai Gurdas. There is not the least sign of any mark pretended or otherwise of the Fifth Guru. It is self-contradictory to vouch for the authenticity of a manuscript the writer or owner of which is considered to have forged the Nishan of the Sixth Guru. Pashaura Singh's assertions about change by the Fifth Master are apparently blasphemous, because the very basis of his arguments is a castle in the air. It is strange that McLeod called the Banno Bir the original one, because it contained more material than that in the Kartarpuri Bir, and now he seems to have approved of the argument that GND University manuscript is the original draft, because it contains far less material than that in the Kartarpuri Bir. Such lack of consistency would cast a cloud on the seriousness or objectivity of the rationale.

There is no evidence to suggest that any Granth or Pothi is more true than the Aad Granth compiled by the Guru after his scrutiny of the authenticity of the Bani of the Gurus. This unique step the Sikh Prophet took, which no other prophet had taken, in order to eliminate the possibility of any clumsy attempt to question the authenticity and sanctity of the Bani. Pashaura Singh's work has to be assessed in this light. It is distressing that an authentic Granth, admittedly compiled by the Guru himself is called tampered with or forged and a manuscript with an admittedly forged Nishan of the Sixth Guru is accepted as authentic. Let the reader judge the level or motive of such scholarship.

Nothing has been emphasized more in the Guru Granth than
the revelatory and authentic character of the Bani in the Aad Granth compiled by the Guru. And nothing is more sacred than the Shabad therein and its truth. What Pashaura Singh has repeatedly asserted, we feel, is clearly contrary to the established and accepted authenticity and revelatory and unalterable character of the Bani. We, therefore, believe that his statements are baseless and blasphemous, and need thoughtful and appropriate response from the sangats and other organizations who should consider the issue. Jathedars of the Takhsats and other religious institutions or Taksals, that are concerned with the Bani and the Sikh faith, should also be addressed. The Jathedars of the Takhsats, being the authority on the subject, could be requested to call the explanation of Pashaura Singh, and deal with him according to Gurmat. Further, it appears necessary to obtain legal advice to find if what has taken place is actionable.

The overall rationale of the thesis is unsatisfactory and faulty. But we have no desire to comment on that at present. The author appears, by and large, to have chosen, by consent or compulsion, to be only the mouthpiece of his supervisor.
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MUL MANTAR REVELATORY

By

Dr. JASBIR SINGH MANN

Ikna nadi na bedi na gia rasu, rasu, kasu na jananti
Ikna sidhi na budhi na agi sar, akkhar ka beheo na lahanti,
Nanak te nar asli khar, ji binu gun garabu karanti

(Guru Granth, 1, 1411)

Sardar Kapur Singh translates the above hymn as: "There are those who are cultured neither in philosophy nor in scripture, not have developed proper taste for. Music. And likewise, there are those who are unacquainted with aesthetics. and arts. They have neither a trained character, nor disciplined intellect, and as such, they are devoid of true learning, so much so that the true significance accumulated human wisdom is out side their sphere of interest. Such people, says Nanak, are true animals for they strut as human beings without the qualifications of human beings."

It is very painful to review and record that Pashaura Singh's thesis suggesting that the original Mul Mantar revealed to Guru Nanak, was subsequently modified by his successors to suit the changing socio-political scene is clearly blasphemous. Pashaura Singh contradicts himself when he writes: "Guru Nanak employed both phrases, "Karta Purakh' and 'Akal Purkhu' being in the first stanza of Var Majh (AG, 138 and in Maru Solhe 18 (AG, P. 1038) respectively". "Although Guru Nanak has also employed the word nirvair for the supreme being in his Ramkali Dakhni Onkar (AG p. 931), the frequency of its usage is greater in the composition of Guru Ramdas". Pashaura Singh should understand that revelation cannot be set aside on the mere suspicions of unjustified scepticism of an ex-employee of a Christian mission. He should have gone deeper to find the authenticity of GNDU M.S. # 1245.

Sikhism is a revealed religion. The spiritual and religious truths which Guru Nanak preached had been revealed to him "through
a direct encounter with God at some level of consciousness" and he preached what he had been told by God to teach. He conveyed only those words to the world which God had wished him to give as His divine message as stated by him in verses such as the following:

As the Lord's Word descends to me So I express it, Lalo !" (G.G.S pg. 722) "I have uttered only what you, 0' Lord have inspired me to utter". (GGS. pg 566)

Guru Nanak has also mentioned in another hymn that he was an ordinary minstrel who was commissioned and blessed by God with his service. Describing his first audience with the Supreme Being the Guru sang aloud thus in words which read as under:

"I was an idle bard, God assigned to me a rewarding task, and commanded me to sing His praises night and day. He summoned me to His Eternal Mansion, bestowed on me the robe of holy laudation, And feasted me on the holy Name ambrosial. The Supreme Being is attained says Nanak, by laudation of the holy Eternal." (GGS. 148 & 150)

As is well known to the students of comparative religion, contents of a revealed religion are conveyed to the people by the Supreme Being through His special messengers either by calling them to His presence, as in the cases of Moses, or by communicating His messages to them, as in the case of Prophet Mohammad. As regards Sikhism, God is stated to have been pleased to use direct ways to convey His Words, Laws and Commandments to its founder, as stated above by the first Sikh Prophet, Guru Nanak, himself in his own words. (This has also been duly mentioned by the earliest chroniclers of Sikh Religion, such as, Bhai Gurdas (1551-1629) in his var no. 1 pauri No. 24; Puratan Janamsakhi (1634 c.) pp. 17-18; Sodhi Meharban (1581-1640) in his Sachkhand Pothi (dt. 1620 c.), pp. 88-89; Bhai Nand Lal (1633-1741 in his Ganj Namah, Ch. 1, verses 48-50). The thought contained in Sri Guru Granth Sahib is not the product of the environment, nor were the Gurus compelled by the circumstances, the conditions of that period to say whatever they have said. There was nothing new in the environment to being about the revolutionary changes in thought made by
to undo it. By his great wisdom and vision Guru Arjun Dev has himself vouched for the authenticity of the Bani of Guru Nanak. Now Pashaura Singh has come forward to say that this is not correct, and Guru Arjun Dev Ji changed it. Is this not blasphemy?

Sikhs owe it to themselves to find out how and why this has happened. The SGPC and all Sikh institutions should take appropriate action against such misadventure. It is unfortunate that despite the standard of Jethedar Kesgarh Sahib that Sikhs should not cooperate with McLeod, he has found a collaborator in Pashaura Singh. It is learnt that another coordinator is coming up with similar plans. Sikhs must set their own house in order, so that atleast no Sikh becomes a party to commission of blasphemy.

Pashaura Singh must answer Sikh Panth two questions:
1) Does he believe that Sikhism is a Revelatory Religion and the Bani of Guru that what they have recorded is revelation or is it a product of History?
2) Does he believe in constant unity of Sikh thought.?

As Sikh Panth believes in the concept "He (Nanak) established religion in the Kaljug...Nanak assumed the body of Angad. Afterwards Nanak was called Apwr Das. As one lamp lit from another... And Amar Das become Ram Das, The pious saw this, but not the fools, Who thou{ht them all distinct., But some rare persons recognized that they were all one."

Hope Waheguru gives strength to Pashaura Singh to understand the revelatory text and meaning of Aad Granth, and that Bani in Granth is not there in response to socio-political circumstances.

References:
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PASHAURA SINGH AND HIS THESIS : ANALYSIS

by

SIKH MISSIONARY CENTRE, MICHIGAN

There are two copies of Pashaura Singh's thesis in Detroit Gurdwara and we have read it very carefully. As other writers have pointed out, Pashaura Singh writes in his thesis, "Examination of early manuscripts has revealed that Guru Arjan worked over a number of drafts to produce the final text in 1604 CE. He prepared the scripture primarily in response to the process of crystalization of the Sikh tradition that was taking place during that period."

The main emphasis of Pashaura Singh's thesis is that Guru Arjan Dev made a number of drafts before producing the final text of the Aad Granth. We feel the need to point out here that there is no such thing as 'Aad Granth' now as majority of the scholars are still referring to the present 'BIR' as Aad Granth in their writings. It is now "Aad Sri Guru Granth Sahib" and not Aad Granth.

There are two main points to be considered here, first, Faith and then clarity of the Basic Concept of Gurmat. It seems that Pashaura Singh lacks both.

FAITH: Intense devotion and unwavering faith in Guru's Word inculcates Fear in a Gursikh. This Fear is not a fear from worldly dangers. It is the fear out of Love, Devotion and, Honour for Him. Holding Him in such high esteem that doing anything against His Word by word, deed or thought, would shake human mind, body and soul. Pashaura Singh claims that he is a believing Sikh. Had he any faith in Sikh Religion, he would never have dared to write that Guru Arjan Dev made a number of drafts of the Aad Granth when Guru Arjan Dev himself calls it "Dhur Ki Bani". Dhur ki bani aae, tin sagi chint metaee

Do ki baw Avi ]
iqin sgl i c\\Mint vel ]"
(sor)m 5 p My628)

CLARITY OF BASIC CONCEPT OF GURMAT : Guru Nanak was the Embodiment of Divine Light (Jot) : Guru Nanak Dev is Gobind Roop.
Guru Nanak Dev Ji gave an unparalleled form and content to his Guruship. Transformation from one Guru to the other is recognized as one. It was a Holy transformation of the 10 Gurus since all of them came from the same Divine Light (Jot) in continuity of the same Divine Mission. This Divine status of Guru Nanak's Guruship is a supreme and essential character of Sikh faith. Guru Arjan Dev was sitting on the Divine Throne of Guru Nanak. Under what authority Pashaura Singh theorizes that Guru Arjan Dev made a few drafts before producing the final text of *Aad Granth*? He claims that he is basing his argument on facts which he himself contradicts in his thesis. Pashaura Singh has thus reduced Dhur Ki Bani to a level of human poetry. Did he care to find out what Guru Arjan Dev said? The fifth Nanak himself says:

"I know not how to speak,  
I say what He commandeth me to say"

By writing his so-called Thesis he has not exhibited his faith in Sikh Religion. Religious teachings in schools and universities (as being taught by Pashaura Singh in University of Michigan), which do not reflect their teacher's dedication and deep-rooted faith in that particular religion, are undesirable and unwanted. A religious teacher's faith has to be evident in his work. **Who makes the drafts?**

Human beings prepare drafts because of imperfections inherent in human nature. Guru is a Supreme authority. God, Guru and Guru's word (Gurbani) all these three are absolute and unchangeable.

"ibruwv lek jbr uGru U  
ibruwvbcw }"
How could the Eternal Guru Nanak Divine Light (Jot) (Guru Arjan Dev) change Gurbani by making draft after draft as proclaimed by Pashaura Singh when Guru Arjan Dev himself says:

1. Jeso Guru updesya mai teso keha pukar  
   jYso gur aupdyisAw  
   mY qYso kihAw pukwir  
   (rg gaWAV m5 pMW214)

2. Jio bulavo tio Nanak das bolai  
   ij aubwWhuqaunuk dwJ bBY]  
   (gauVI sâVAV m 5 pMW292)

3. Dhur ki bani aae tin sagli chint mitae  
   Da kI bWY Awel ]  
   iqin sgl I icYinhel ]"  
   (sîrT m p pMW628)

4. Bolai sahib kai bhanai. das bani braham vakhanai  
   bbYSWhb kyBawY]  
   dswbWY bRmvKwY]  
   (soriT m 5 pMW629)

5. Hao aapo bol na janda, mai kiha sabha hukmao jio  
   "hauAwpbûD nwJ wDW ny  
   kihAwBuhvAV j laul"  
   (rg sbl m 5 pMW763)

6. Nanak OOlae tis ka bulaya  
   nwAV bBYqskwblYwAW]"  
   (nîr m pMW1271)

Sikhism is not a man-made philosophy course, not an academic procedure. Sikh faith is a total allegiance to the Guru's Word. It is a way of life lived with complete submission and unconditional
surrender to the Guru's order where all technical and academic knowledge prove hollow and worthless. It is a way of life full of commitments to the Guru, Guru Granth Sahib, and Dhur Ki Bani Par Excellence.

To say or to conclude that it is not "Dhur Ki Bani", is committing sacrilege of Guru Nanak's Guruship.

Egoistic minds of some scholars prohibit them from understanding the divinity of the Guru. As long as their minds remain under the intoxication of the so-called technical and academic knowledge, they can never perceive the power and touch of heavenly Divine Light (Jot) and can never comprehend God and His Glory.

From the very beginning there have been attacks on Sikh religion and they will continue in the future also, but Eternal Truth shall always prevail which is : Aad Sach Jugad Sach Hai bhee Sach Nanak hos bhee Sach.
PATHOLOGY OF PSEUDO-SIKH RESEARCHERS
WITH LINEAR, MYOPTIC, LEFT BRAIN, AND
MYSTIFIED WESTERN REALITIES

By
Dr. S.S. Sodhi

There is no odour so bad as that which arises from Goodness Tainted. If I know for certainty that a man was coming to my house with the conscious design of doing me good, I should run for life. Thoreau, Famous American Philosopher. In this article, I would attempt to provide a psycho-social analysis of the pathological functioning of some Western/Eastern Sikh scholars who have made a habit of trampling over the subjective faith of the Sikhs with narcissistic arrogance and "scholarly" ignorance.

These historians are A.L. Basham, Ernest Trumpp, Huston Smith, Archer, CH. Leohlin, J.S. Grewal, S.S. Hans, M. Juergen Smeyer, W.H. McLeod, Pashaura Singh, Piar Singh, Harjot Singh Oberoi, O’Connell and his associates at the University of Toronto. Some of these researchers feel that just as Jesus of History is different from Jesus of Faith, similarly Nanak of History has to be separated from Nanak of Faith to bring respectability to Sikh religion. Furthermore, they feel that Sikh community's permission is not needed for doing such "scholarly" research in secular universities.

It is also believed that bringing "correctness" to Sikh history and tradition is the secular right of these self appointed scholars indulging in "objective" research. Whether such research destroys the faith and causes pain to the believers is not the concern of these scholars. They forget that legendary and mythological elements are a psychological necessity for the believers for building faith with which to encounter the modern world.

Most of these historians are either non-believers or are running away from their own religion. But there is one element which they seem to share. Most of them start as missionaries and hence do not hesitate to use religion to become mobile in their lives. The examples of Pashaura Singh who came to Canada as a Granthi
and Dr. McLeod who went to Kharar, India, as a missionary are cases in point. McLeod used the missionary money of New Zealand to stay in India. He came to India with the motivation of producing from poverty stricken untouchables of Kharar and Batala some "Rice Christians", Punjabi speaking Sikhs of Kharar, India, taught him Panjabi and identified with him as one minority community identifies with another minority community.

When Gyani Jaimal Singh of Kharar saw McLeod's growing interest in Janam Sakhis, he felt that there was a Cunningham or Macauliffe in the making. Little could he fathom that this Christian student of his will attempt to "Summarize the Nanak of History in one page".

Dr. Neol Q. King writing for Advance Studies in Sikhism (1989, P.8) published by Sikh Community of North America, P.O. Box 16635, Irving, Ca, U.S.A, sums the psyche of the likes of McLeod and Pashaura Singh as follows

"For them Scriptures and Traditions are specimens. In their own estimation they approach them with impartial objectivity, they are not concerned with what effect their work has on public ethics or on religious bodies, no more than scientists hold themselves responsible for military or commercial use of their research."

The Western Scholars with a few exceptions have been arrogantly unkind to Sikhism. They consider that Sikh studies in Panjab are of a traditional type, whereas Western Scholars using social science methods have produced objectives and unprejudiced research. To challenge this assertion let us examine the statements about Sikhs and their scriptures as produced by these "instant" Sikh Scholars.

1. Aad Granth was perhaps the most shallow and empty book that exists, in proportion to its size (Ernest Trumpp, 1877).
2. Sikh religion appears to bear the kind of relation to the Hindu religion, which the protestant does to Romish (Major James Browne, 1788)
4. Nanak was closer to Hinduism (R.W. Morgan, 1933).
5. Nanak leaned rather more to Islam than to Hinduism (Ninian Smart, 1976).

6. There is no doubt that Muslim sources predominate in Sikhism (John A. Hutchism, 1969).

7. Sikhism because of its syncretic character is not in any absolute sense new (John B.Noss and Davit S. Nose, 1984).

8. Guru Nanak though a man of peace was not a pacifist (John Ferguson, 1978).

Dr. James Lewis, Professor of Philosophy and Religion, Appalachian State University Boone, North Carolina feels that Christian authors, and their role dancing disciples, or those who use religion in the instrumental sense to make a living or get a PhD. and a job might be projecting their guilt unto Sikh religion. He comments :

"To the extent that the author is Christian, or at best from a Christian background, it might be possible to postulate that a kind of guilt projection is at work here. In other words, if one is uncomfortable with the tension contradiction in Christian religion, then one is likely to project those contradictions onto other religious traditions - whether or not such tensions actually exist in other traditions."

In other words, the Sikh ‘scholars with Western realities including McLeod are using, covert-value judgement when it comes to Sikhism because of their unresolved tensions and contradictions about their own faiths.

What else can be said about the arrogance of these self appointed scholars of subjective faiths of others?

They are still attempting to carry white man’s burden by bringing “civilized” white culture’s mystification to the faiths of others that are declared rustic (Oberio) or syncretic (Khushwant Singh).

Most of them in their zeal to become “Scholars” have jumped on McLeod’s bandwagon. The name of S.S. Hans, Pashaura Singh, J.S. Grewal, Gurinder Singh Mann and yet another scholar in the making, Mr. Frank (University of Toronto) comes to mind.

As a Social Scientist working in Canada, I know that this is a very common phenomena in Social Sciences. Some body invents a paradigm. Historians in a hurry jump on it; do the damaging research and then disappear leaving others to clean the mess.
It also appears, these scholars are mostly left brain thinkers, affective domain of their personality is usually retarded. No wonder then can call Guru Arjan, the greatest poet of the 16th century of India as politically motivated person and hence murdered by Jahangir.

Many seem to lead a life which is instrumentally motivated. They can violate all codes of Social Science, Humanities Research of any country to get a Ph.D. or land a job (Pashaura Singh & McLeod who were funded by Social Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada violated all the codes and can be legally sued for these human rights violations).

These scholars so as to reinforce themselves from a collective group mind call conferences, publish books, develop chairs, appoint their own students for in-breeding to take place. Incidentally, the research done by these scholars who sit on these chairs is against the same community that provides funds from their hard earned money. Sikh chair, 'controlled by Dr. Oberio, at the University of British Columbia is a case in point. These scholars are so linear, myopic, convergent, and neurotically narcissistic that the "other kind of seeing" does not touch them with a ten foot pole.

If they internalized the faith by listening to the faith music, do the Zen of Sewa they may" come to their senses by losing their linear minds"!

Christianity has been a violent religion. Ask any community that was colonized. First nation Canadians are cases in point. To expect from Christian missionaries kindness to other religion is just like expecting "milk from a house that keeps the bulls"!

We knew that "objective" research on Sikhism is done mostly by the non-believers or those who went to India as missionaries but later became non-believers, or those who came to Canada as Granthis but later under the influence of Christian scholars got mystified. A historian with faith will never indulge in divergent speculations about Sikh Gurus who were producing Gods work under very trying conditions. Such persons will never speculate about who corrected whose bani but rather get amazed about the beauty, originality of the poetry that was produced under the altered state of consciousness.

I must say that Dr. McLeod's perception is selective. He skips over periods of the Sikh History where the white colonial power
did the most damage. The rope of Sikh empire which was carefully planned in Ludhiana In 1820 and then executed in cold blooded fashion between 1839-1849 does not fascinate him. The torcher of Kukas (Namdaris), the execution of Bhagat Singh and other 2500 Sikh young men that were hanged by the "secular" British masters does not even get a line in his writings. Discussion of Christianity as a cultural and colonial imperialism that destroyed a budding Sikh nation is intentionally ignored by these historians.

I will challenge Dr. McLeod and his associates to develop the role of Sikh Gurus under Mughal rule, and also attempt to write glorious history of Sikhs between Banda's death and the emergence of Maharaja Ranjit Singh.

I am very upset with the activities of Dr. McLeod and Loehlin who as missionaries of a minority communities living in Punjab have done a great disservice to the religion of another minority community.

If this provocation continues, one can imagine the adverse effects between the relations of Sikhs and small pockets of Christians in Panjab when the need of the hour is to unite the minority communities to defend themselves.

This brings one to the concept of responsibility in Sikh research or the research that affects the life chances of a minority community. Those days are gone that one could hide behind secular university research. The guide lines of SSHRC have declared any research unethical which produces a negative image of a community.

The universities and centres doing such research should be tried in the courts of North America and India. Clause 15 of Canadian Constitution and Amendment 14 of U.S.A. Constitution should be tested to see if "McLeod gang" can be brought to their senses. When all measures of convincing the scholars fail we should try what non-violent philosophers call "embarrassing the enemy" using verbal and non-verbal measures.

In the end, let me sum up the "researched" speculations of these "Historians in a hurry". I have concentrated mainly on the research produced by "Sikh Scholars" (McLeod, Pashilura Singh, J.S.Oberoi, M. Juergen Smeyer, J.S., Grewal, S.S. Hans & S.S.Dhillon).
1. Guru Nanak was the founder of Sikh religion in the organizational sense and not in the religious sense.
2. Nath tradition was worked by Kabir, Guru Nanak provided the extension.
3. Guru Nanak in a way is Saint Nanak.
5. Regression from Sikhism to Hindu religion took place at the time of Guru Amar Das.
7. Guru Arjan corrected the bani written by Guru Nanak.
8. Compilation of Aad Granth was a process. It was not Dhur Ki Bani. (Revealed)
9. Bhagat Bani was included in Guru Granth Sahib to please the minorities.
10. Singh Sahha imposed a single correct interpretation to Guru Granth Sahib.
11. A rare undated manuscript No. G.N.D.U. it 1245 should be studied very carefully. This is the first draft of Guru Granth Sahib on which Guru Arjan Dev Ji worked and produced Kartar Pur Wali Bir.
12. Exclusion of Mira Bai's Shabads from Guru Granth Sahib was done in an attempt to develop Sikh identity. Also her Shabads were extremely erotic.
13. Khalsa was not given 5 'Kakars' by Guru Gobind Singh on Baishakhi day, 1699.
14. Hair and turban and sword entered Sikhism through the Jat influence, "Jat did not enter Sikhism empty handed."
15. Bachittar Natak was no written by Guru Gobind Singh.
17. Guru Arjan was murdered and not martyred in 1604 A.D.

"Sikh Scholars" at St. Michael's College, University of Toronto, and J.S. Oberoi at the University of B.C. Vancouver, Canada are still busy producing research which is very harmful and damaging to Sikhism. In Canada, Dr. Carole A. Murphy, Director Fellowship Division, Science Humanities Research Council of Canada, 255 Albert Street, P.O. Box 610, Ottawa, Canada, K1P 6G4 funds such research. If the readers agree with the sentiments expressed in this article, I would urge them to drop Dr. Murphy a line. We would see that SSHRC grant to University of Toronto be stopped unless they agree to mend their ways.
Prof. Sahib Singh a most celebrated scholar of "gurbani", has written a book Adi Bir Bare (punjabi) which shows that Guru Nanak carefully preserved his "bani", and passed it on to Guru Angad Dev ji who succeeded him. The practice was followed by the subsequent Gurus also, so that the entire "bani" of all the Gurus, was available with Guru Arjun, when he undertook compilation of the Aad Granth. The hymns of the "bhagats" had likewise been collected by Guru Nanak and his successors for inclusion in the Granth. The book which is divided into fourteen chapters, provides extremely useful information on the Sikh Scripture, and answers convincingly many of the questions raised from some quarters.

In the first chapter, the author reproduces relevant portions from the account given by Bhai Santokh Singh in 'Gur Partap Suraj', as also from Giani Gian Singh's 'Twareekh Guru Khalsa', besides the details recorded in the 'Gur Bilas Patshahi Chhevin'. Giani Gian Singh reports that part of the bani came in response to "hukamnamas" issued by Guru Arjun Dev ji, and that contribution from the Goindwal pothis was marginal.

Dr Sahib Singh rejects the above assumptions in the second chapter for lack of historical evidence, and with convincing arguments. He considers it highly improbable that during Guru Nanak's itinerary, there were always some people with pens and paper in their hands, ready to record the Guru's hymns, and later to preserve these bits of paper for generations, until the Fifth Master demanded them. The author also believes that the alleged story of "Bhai Bakhta" is only a figment of imagination.

In the third chapter 'the author supports his view with a critical analysis of selected episodes in Guru Nanak's life, mentioned in "Janamsakhis", and builds his case for the view that it was the Guru himself who recorded and preserved his "bani".

In the fourth chapter Professor Sahib Singh rejects G.B.Singh's erroneous suggestion that thrown into the river alongwith the mortal remains of Baba Sri Chand. Quoting from the Puratian
Janamsakhi' and comparing the verses of Guru Angad Dev with those of Guru Nanak Dev, it is concluded that the "bani" was passed on to the succeeding Gurus, so that each Guru had the "barn" of the previous Gurus available to him.

Chapter five highlights the remarkable similarity in the form of poetry employed by Guru Nanak and the Third Master, like the chhant, ashtpadi, etc., and the 'pause' (rahaoo) verse. Further, it is not a mere coincidence that Guru Amar Das delivered his "bani" in the 17 raags (musical modes), which were all selected from the 19 raags employed by Guru Nanak Dev, viz., sri raag, majh, gauri, asa, gujri, vadhans, sorath, dhansari, tilang, suhi, bilawal, ramkali, maru, tukhari, bhairo, basant, sarang, malhar and parbhati. Besides, there are comments of Guru Amar Das side by side with the views of Guru Nanak Dev. All this is cited as evidence of the fact that Guru Nanak's "bani" was available with Guru Amar Das.

The sixth chapter examines and rejects the story of Guru Arjun Dev going to Baba Mohan to collect any pothis. He explains that the story is built around the Guru's hymn, "Mohan tere uche mandir", and that the praise is addressed to God, and not to Baba Mohan or any other mortal, in this hymn, as in so many others.

In the seventh chapter the author deals with the "Bhagat" "bani". He does not accept the view that it was Guru Arjun who collected the "bani" of the 15 "bhagats" included in the Aad Granth, or that the "bhagats" or their spirits personally came to offer their compositions. Their names are Beni, Namdev, Ravidas, Pipa, Sadhna, Sain, Bhikhan, Dhanna, Jaidev, Trilochan, Parma Nand, Ramanand, Kabir, Farid and Surdas. Quoting extensively from Farid and Beni, the author brings out a similarity between the "bhagats" and the Gurus in several respects. The saloks of Baba Farid are interspersed with those of Guru Nanak and Guru Amar Das, which shows that collection of "bhagat bani" was in fact made by Guru Nanak, and that it was available to the succeeding Gurus.

Chapter eight furnishes convincing evidence to show that the "var" of Satta and Balwand was included in the Aad Granth with the approval of Guru Arjun Dev ji, and is recorded in the hand of Bhai Gurdas.
Chapter nine deals with the date of compilation of the Aad Granth, and its installation in the Harmandir Sahib at Amritsar, and points out the complete agreement among historians on the fact that the "bir" was completed and installed in 1604 AD. Professor Sahib Singh does not accept the story that the "bir" was sent to Lahore for binding, and that Bhai Banno cleverly got a second "bir" copied on the way. Instead, the author believes that the binding was done in Amritsar itself. The arguments, the discussion, and the analysis of available historical data, given in this chapter, are indeed very illuminating and informative.

Chapter ten is a description of the sequence and the system employed in the compilation of the "bani" in the Aad Granth. Starting with Mul Mantar, Japji, So Dar, So Purakh and Kiran Sohila, the "bani" appears under 31 "raags", followed by Sahaskriti Saloks, Gatha, Funhe, Chowbole, Saloks of Kabir and Farid, Swaiyyas, additional saloks and concludes with saloks of Guru Tegh Bhadur, Mundavani and Raag Mala. Under each raag hymns follow a set sequence starting with shabads followed by ashtpadis, chhants, vars, etc. Under each of these, the "bani" of different Gurus follows a set precedence, with hymns of "bhagats" at the end, usually starting with Kabir.

Chapter eleven is a scholarly discussion of the variations from the Aad Granth or the additional compositions/verses found in the Banno Bir and some other subsequent copies. The author refers to the overwhelming evidence produced by historian Karam Singh in his book 'Katik ke Vaisakh?' and proves that the additions are the result of a deep-rooted and subtle conspiracy hatched by a schismatic group of "Handalis".

Chapter twelve examines the case of such hymns of Bhagat Surdas and Miranbai, as were not included in the Aad Granth by Guru Arjun Dev ji. Professor Sahib Singh disproves the claim of G.B. Singh that these formed a part of the Banno Bir or the Bohat Bir, which were perhaps the earliest copies of the Aad Granth. On the contrary, these hymns are conclusively shown to be motivated later interpolation made sometimes after 1732 AD.

Chapter thirteen is a critical study of the 'Puratin Janamsakhi' and the 'Bala Janamsakhi'. On the basis of internal evidence, language and style, it is assumed that the former was written during
the time of Guru Hargobind, while the later belongs to the period of the Tenth Master. There is no indication as to the author of the 'Puratin Janamsakhi' in the book. Professor Sahib Singh surmises, however, that he belonged to an Uppal Khatri family of Tolambha village in the Multan district of Punjab (Pakistan). He also points out on the basis of a careful comparison that the "Bala Janamsakhi" draws heavily on the author of the 'Puratin Janamsakhi' for its account of several episodes in the Guru's life. The author also shows that followers of Handal added several "sakhis" with ulterior motives, and that parts of them were interpolated in the later "bins" or recensions of Guru Granth Sahib also by the same group.

The last chapter draws attention to a wealth of information that is available in the Aad Granth, prepared by Guru Arjun Dev Ji, regarding other religious systems of the Gurus' times, like Hinduism, particularly Nathism, Vaishnavism, Puranic stories, worship of gods and goddesses, etc., Jainism and Islam, besides prevalent social and cultural values, rituals of worship and ceremonies connected with marriage, birth, death, etc.

The book brings out the farsightedness and vision of Guru Nanak Dev Ji and his successors in carefully preserving the "bani" for the salvation of humanity, until the Fifth Master undertook the historic and momentous task of compiling the Aad Granth. The author, through a meticulous study of the relevant literature, has exposed successfully the nefarious attempts of schismatic groups to interpolate their own compositions to confuse the Sikhs, with ulterior motives. Unfortunately the attempts still continue. The book, therefore, has tremendous relevance in the present context also.
GURBANI SAMPADAN NIRNAI (Punjabi)

Principal Harbhajan Singh in this volume who is well known for his contribution to understanding of Sikhism through numerous books, and services rendered as Principal of the 5thahid Sikh Missionary College and Editor of the two leading Gurmat magazines, ‘Gurdwara Gazette’ and ‘Gurmat Parkash’, gives a brief and concise narration of the circumstances attending the compilation of "Gurbani" by Guru Arjun Dev ji and provides wealth of information on several related issues.

The first four chapters introduce the author and the subject. Opening the subject in the 5th and the 6th chapter, the author stresses that "Gurbani" is revealed. He concedes that during the time of Guru Arjun, Mehrban, son of Prithi Chand was composing his own verses under the name Nanak, which was causing confusion among the Sikh masses, for it was not easy for an ordinary person to tell genuine Gurbani from fake verses of Mehrban and other Minas who had set up a rival Guruship. Guru Arjan saw the need for compiling true Bani for guidance and benefit of the Sikh. This was not, however, the only reason for compiling the Aad Granth although this could have been the immediate cause. The author's view is that the compilation of the Granth is not the result of special requirements of a particular point or period of time. Rather, it was intended to provide eternal lead to mankind in spiritual, social, economic and political spheres in the process of evolution of man from his present stage of Manmukh to that of superman (angel) or Gurmukh.

In chapter seven which deals with the sources of the "bani", the author shows clearly that all the Gurus themselves recorded their "bani", and as expected, took utmost care to preserve the revealed word for salvation of humanity, and that it was passed on to the successor Gurus. Thus authentic "bani" was already available with Guru Arjun Dev Ji. The point is proved by overwhelming internal evidence, since there are numerous reference to verses of the earlier Gurus in the "bani" of the later
Gurus. Bhai Gurdas is also quoted to support this view. Besides, this chapter lists the contribution of each Guru in terms of shabads, chhants, etc., in the Aad Granth, which are, respectively, 974, 62, 907, 679, 2218 and 116, for the 1st 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 9th Patshahi.

Chapter eight deals with the Bhagat "bani". The shabads/shaloks of Jaidev ji, Farid ji, Namdev ji, Trilochan ji, Beni ji, Sain ji, Dhanna ji and Bhikhan ji, are respectively, 2,4-12-18, 60 43,1,4,2. Rejecting other current theories, the author believes that the Bhagat "bani" was largely collected by Guru Nanak himself. This view is supported by Teja Singh, Sahib Singh, Gapda Singh, Mohinder Kaur, Oharam Anant Singh as well as Pandit Tara Singh Narotam. Referring to "bani" of Sheikh Farid, he says that the "bani" is of the original Sheikh Farid, and not that of his successor, Sheikh Ibrahim who was contemporary of Guru Nanak. Dr Mohan Singh is quoted in support of this view, besides sixteen other renowned scholars.

Chapter nine gives further details about the contents of the Aad Granth. The 'bani" is classified according to raags or modes or systems of music. There are 31 major raags, besides 11 combinations and 6 minor raags. There are, however, a few compositions which are free, and do not belong to any of these disciplines. A notable example is Japji in the beginning and some verses towards the end of the Aad Granth, after the raag Jaijawanti of the Ninth Guru.

Chapter ten deals with pronunciation of the words used in the "bani". The author vehemently opposes the view 'Read as recorded' preached by some, since it tantamounts to distorting the real meaning or the sense of the "bani": Besides different dialects; of Punjabi language, the Gurus have drawn upon vocabulary from more than a dozen other languages, like Sanskrit, Persian, Arabic, Marathi, Sindhi, etc. These words should, in all fairness, be pronounced as in their parent languages. Any inaccuracy in recording is due to the inadequacy of the alien script. But if these words have acquired a changed (tat-bhav) form, then they must be pronounced in the new form. The symbols tipi and mostly bindi for nasik sounds are frequently not given, since the vogue permitted their omission. They must, however, be duly pronounced in order to retain the meaning. Talking of such symbols as siari and aunkar (grammatical), which have been used with the
last letter in the Aad Granth to denote the "case" of a noun or an adjective, the author explains that these should be ignored in pronunciation, although they are vital in understanding the meaning of a word or the verse in which they occur, according to the Gurbani Grammar.

The following three chapters indicated the sequence of various components, the bani of the Bhatts, and the Vaars. After the Mul Mantar and the major banis of nitnem including 'Japji' 'So Oar', 'So Purkh', 'Kirtan Sohila', etc., which cover the first 13 pages, the Guru Granth Sahib includes bani classified under 31 raags covering pages 14 to 1353. From page 1354 to page 1430 raag-rehat bani (bani not classified under any particular raag) is recorded. It includes 'Sahaskriti Saloks' 'Bhatt Bani', 'Salok Varante Vadhik', etc. The Bhatt bani is a contribution by 11 Bhatts who were contemporaries of Guru Arjun, and were highly devoted to him. They have paid very glowing tributes to the Gurus and have compared them with the greatest in all human history.

Vaars were a popular form of poetry, which was employed by the Gurus to convey their message. There are 22 vaars in all, three by Guru Nanak Dev, four by Guru Amar Das, eight by Guru Ram Das, and six by Guru Arjun Dev. The vaars are invariably given at the end of a raag. The bani within each raag follows a strict pattern. The bani of the Gurus in each set, is given in the beginning and is recorded in order of their succession. The Bani of the Bhagats follows in a predetermined order, starting with Kabir and followed by Namdev, Ravidas, Trilochan and other bhagats.

Chapter fourteen describes the system of enumeration, which prescribes a serial number to each verse, stanza or shabad, and to each group or category of shabads. The numbering system also gives progressive totals, and has been so designed that it eliminates any chance of later interpolation or deletion of any part of the bani. This has been very effective in preserving the integrity of the Aad Granth and has successfully frustrated attempts to tamper with it from vested interests.

In the fifteenth chapter the author deals with the Mul Mantar. He reports that while the full Mul Mantar has been used 33 times in the Aad Granth, mostly at the beginning of a raag, the following abbreviated forms have also been used with frequencies shown against each:
i. Ik onkar satinam karta purkh gur parsad : 8 times
ii. Ik onkar satinam gur parsad : 2 times
iii. Ik onkar satgur parsad : 523 times
iv. Ik onkar: 1 time
Total 567 times

The author also reports that in the Aad Granth (Kartarpuri Bir) the recording of Mul Mantar precedes the heading of a bani.

Chapter sixteen gives some additional useful information about the Aad Granth. For example, the writing of the whole verse is in continuous form without separating the words. This is because of the vogue current in Hindi and Sanskrit during those times. The author, however, pleads for and justifies the padchhed or separation of words done in recent Editions of the Sri Granth Sahib, including those published by the SGPC, since the Gurbani is meant for the masses. Without it this Treasure would remain a monopoly of the scholarly elite. The author further points out the the Gurus have avoided exclusivism, and have freely used words from other languages which impart richness to their compositions, and add to their meaning and content. Metre requirements of poetry have been a major consideration, but nowhere has the meaning been subordinated to this requirement. Wherever necessary, metre has been sacrificed to retain the sense or the meaning.

In the seventeenth chapter the author briefly recalls some historic birs or recensions of the Aad Granth. Since during the Gurus' times printing was unkown, the birs were written by professional scribes and this was considered an honourable profession. The Sikh Reference Library at Amritsar had as many as 1500 hand-written birs, quite a few of them written before 1663. The author is convinced that the original Aad Granth scribed by Bhai Gurdas under the direction and supervision of Guru Arjun himself, is at Kartarpur in the custody of the Sodhi descendants of Prithi Chand. This is a view supported by Bhai Vir Singh, Sarup Das Bhalla, Kesar Singh Chhiber, Santokh Singh, Gian Singh, Macauliffe, Kahan Singh, Jodh Singh, Teja Singh, Sahib Singh, Taran Singh, Daljeet Singh and Rattan Singh Jaggi. Besides this, the following other birs find mention in this chapter.
Bir of Bhai Hardas: Hardas was official scribe of Guru Gobind Singh. This bir records the bani of Guru Tegh Bahadur at proper places, besides dates of demise of the first nine Gurus.

It is clear that the bani of Guru Tegh Bahadur had been included by Guru Gobind Singh soon after he ascended the Gaddi. The bir also contains Raag Mala and a few extra compositions.

Sammat 1739 Damdami Saroop Bir (Sr-77): This also contains bani of the Ninth Master at appropriate places, but no extra compositions.

Sammat 1742 Bir: Shows Mul Mantar at the proper place.

Samat 1748 Bir: Contains bani of Guru Tegh Bahadur at proper place and no extra bani.

Pindi Lala (Gujrat) Bir: Scribed in 1732. Contains no extra bani. Bir Bhai Pakhar Mal Dhillon: It was procured from Bhai Gurbaksh Singh in 1954. It was sponsored by one of his ancestors, Khushal Singh, Head Granthi of Gurdwara Sri Tam Taran Sahib, generations earlier in 1745 AD. It contains no extra bani. The position of the Mangal is as in the Kartarpuri Bir.

Samat 1811 Bir: Scribed after Guru Gobind Singh ji.

Bure Sandhu Wali Bir: Scribed by Bura Sandhu during Guru Arjun’s time under the sponsorship of Milkhi Ram Peshawar.

Chapter eighteen describes the birs in Harmandir Sahib. The Parkash Bir is believed to have been scribed during Jassa Singh Ahluwalia’s time. The Sunehri Jild Bir (The Bir with Golden Cover) was carefully preserved in the Akal Takht for parkash during Jalau only, 5-6 times during a year. A bir supposed to have been sent by Baba Deep Singh, was available in the toshakhana of Darbar Sahib. It was later transferred to Sahid Bunga Baba Deep Singh under the charge of Bhai Manna Singh. He resigned and Tara Singh took over. Later when Bhai Manna Singh visited the Bunga, he discovered that the bir had been replaced and nobody knew where the original bir had gone. The present bir with the gold binding is a replacement.

Bhai Banno Bir: The author does not accept the version that the Aad Granth was sent to Lahore for binding and that during the journey another bir was prepared by Bhai Banno.

In chapter nineteen the author discusses the stories built around the Damdami Bir. He does not believe that the so-called Damdami Bir was reproduced by Guru Gobind Singh as a result of taunts.
by Dhirmal. The fact is that birs with Guru Tegh Bahadur's bani incorporated, had already been produced at Anandpur Sahib at a place, also called Damdama Sahib, specially set up for this purpose. Some of the birs mentioned in the earlier chapter bear testimony to this fact. Later, however, some birs were probably scribed at Sabo ki Talwandi also. The Damdami Bir is defined as Kartarpuri Bir with bani of Guru Tegh Bahadur added to it. This had been done long before the Guru reached Talwandi Sabo.

Chapter twenty deals with the printing of birs. A resolution passed by the SGPC in 1964 prescribes three conditions:

a) Damdami Sarup should form the basis for printing.

b) the position of Mangal relative to the heading should be identical to that in the Kartarpuri Bir.

c) In case of confusion lead should be taken from the Damdami Bir.

In practice, however, the author feels that condition (b) is difficult to implement, since it could be done only through tracing or photostat. In chapter twentyone the author makes a fervent appeal to observe the decision of SGPC on the position of the Mul Mantar as well as the headings of bani, which should follow the pattern approved by Guru Arjun Dev ji, who compiled the Aad Granth. In Chapter twenty two, with convincing historical evidence the author rules out any possibility of a meeting between Guru Nanak and Kabir.

In Chapter twenty three the author raises the issue of correct pronunciation in reciting the bani. He also summarises some of his earlier points as follows:

i. The bani of the Ninth Master was added soon after his martyrdom, by Guru Gobind Singh, at Damdama Sahib of Anandpur Sahib. Several extant birs scribed before 1762 AD, are the evidence.

ii. While there is no doubt that the Guru had the powers of reproducing the entire Guru Granth Sahib, yet it was not necessary to exercise these miraculous powers, since several copies of the bir were already available.

iii. There were centres for making copies of the Aad Granth. It hardly matters where the present Damdami form was finalized. No basic doctrine is involved. Sikhism is word-based, and not legend -based.
The Sikhs have been busy creating history during the last 500 years. They have, however, not paid adequate attention to presenting to the world an accurate record of it. About a dozen Appendixes given at the end greatly add to the value of the book, since they support and provide extremely useful and authentic information on the points discussed in the text of the book. These are:

- The views of Giani Gurdial Singh, Jathedar, Sri Akal Takht.
- "The place of writing the Damdami Bir" by Giani Garja Singh. Additional Evidence' by Piara Singh Padam.
- 'The Real Damdami Bir and its Manuscripts' by Shamsher Singh Ashok.
- 'On Sequence of Mangal and pachhed by Giani Harbhajan Singh.
- Statement of Giani Bhagat Singh, Ex Manager, Takht Sri Kesgarh Sahib.
- Sri Oamdami Bir Bare' by Giani Jagtar Singh Jachak.
‘Blasphemy Prohibited Not Research’
By
Prof. GURDARSHAN SINGH DHILLON

In view of the decision of Gurmat Scholars on the 28th January 1993 every Sikh refrained from making any comments on the many charges of blasphemy against Pashaura Singh, which have been placed before the Jathedar Akal Takht. But it is extremely unfortunate that this silence is being used by the accused group to denigrate the highest Sikh institution of Akal Takhat and to mis-state facts. For example, it is well known to this group that (I) Heads of the Departments of Guru Granth Sahib and Sikh Studies, at the Patiala and the Panjab Universities, had both written articles, calling Pashaura Singh’s work to be unacademic and blasphemous; and (2) both of them were not only present in the meeting of the 28th January 1993, but also supported the resolutions passed on the concerned issues.

Evidently, what has disturbed this group is the decision of the 28th January, that since the facts and circumstances of the cases, a Committee of experts should be appointed to go into the entire affair and unearth the other participants of the accused. Hence, their attempts to camouflag the issues, so that the truth remains covered. For reasons stated already, at present facts and realities are not being publicised, but will be exposed at the appropriate time.

As clarified by the acting Jathedar Sri Akal Takhat, what is sought to be stopped is not any Research or interpretation regarding Guru Granth Sahib or the Bani, but blasphemous attacks on its authenticity and integrity, because the same stand authenticated by the Guru himself. Hence, it would be illogical and ridiculous for anyone to claim that he has a better sense than of the Guru. No one says that there will still not be persons who will make such tall claims or make blasphemous attacks on the Guru. The tradition to deal with such arrogance has been set by Guru Har Rai Sahib himself by punishing his own son. Should that tradition be set aside as is being pleaded by some so-called academicians and ‘Liberals’? What the Guru and the meeting of the 28th January 1993 stopped, is blasphemy and not any research.
In the west, too blasphemy is punishable both by the Church and the Law. Nowhere has blasphemy been ever adjudged by academician or at the public platform. Even at Oxford University, an academician is employed on the assumption that he or she would not question or attack the Christian Gospel. Guru Granth Departments have been established on the basis that an authentic Guru Granth was given to us by the Guru himself. If that basis is to be questioned, the very rationale for having the departments of Guru Nanak Chairs becomes irrelevant. Of course, there are, and will be persons who will question the integrity of the Gurus and the Guru Granth Sahib, but the fact alone will determine on which side of the line they stand.

The entire Criminal Law is based on two assumptions, namely, that man has a free will, and is responsible for his voluntary acts, and that there is an existing standard of public morality. Both of these assumptions are questionable. For, there are persons, religious and otherwise, who assert that man is a determined being incapable of free activity or that public morality is too much of a changing and vague concept to be denned rigorously and yet no one has ever argued in a court of Law that the accused should be set free and declared faultless, because he or she is as determined as a river flood or a volcano, or that a certain offence is no longer considered objectionable by modem standards of public morality.
December 4, 1992,
Dear Hew, Joseph & Pashaura;

I am enclosing few more reviews written by academics of all three Universities from Punjab and seems that all the accusations are based on facts. I attended Sikh conference at San Francisco last week where Western friends of Sikhism and Sikhs likewise were unable to understand the unacademic behaviour of critical scholarship by use of unauthentic GNDU Manuscript 1245 and use of ghost articles under name of Dr. Loehlin written in 1987 and 1990 when he was invalid or dead respectively. They advised me to approach you directly.

As you know many forces are working in present political environment who can use all means to diffuse Sikh Identity. Can you provide me with the following information:

1. When and how you came across GNDU Manuscript 1245 and where it was before 1987?

2. Who could publish article under authorship of Dr. Loehlin in 1987 & 1990 suggesting “Western friends of Sikhism and the Sikhs likewise have noted this lack of critical interest on part of the Sikhs. Fortunately, many of their scholars and research experts are doing research on textual and historical problem”

I am also hereby enclosing new book by G.S. Dhillon “India commits Suicide” which explains the Sikh perspective of Punjab problem being a political and economic problem rather than fundamentalist.

Hope to hear from you soon.

Sincerely yours,
Jasbir Singh Mann
APPENDIX-D

Will Dr. O’Connell Respond to Real Issue

It is unfortunate that in his open letter, O’Connell has forgotten the maxim that those who live in glass houses, should not throw stones on others. No one objects to academic research, genuine or even faulty. Only libel and blasphemy are criticized. Detailed and specific objections have been raised by writers against Pashaura Singh’s work. But inexplicably Dr. O’Connell, who should have known everything, has avoided defining the issues. Instead, he writes only in vague and general terms. The January issue. Abstracts of Sikh Studies, of the Centre of Sikh Studies, Santa Ana (CA) gives the entire background and the real issues. Let O’Connell reply to them instead of abusing the critics. We shall give only an example of shady work of Pashaura Singh. He concludes that MS 1245, on which his entire thesis is based, is the first draft of the AAD Granth by Guru Arjun, even though the date of demise of the Guru is written on pg. 1255 of the MS in the same hand and shade of ink as the rest of the text before and after it. If elsewhere a schoolboy were to answer that a book was authored by a person whose date of death was mentioned in the text, his sanity would be questioned and he would be asked to reappear his test. But such is modern scholarship of which Dr. O’Connell is so proud that it has not only supervised, supported and approved of his thesis, but the examiners have awarded a PhD degree. Further, on the basis of the ridiculous dating, Pashaura Singh has indulged in many blasphemous statements, including that Guru Arjun made theological changes in hymns of Guru Nanak and passed his own words as those of Guru Nanak.

With all due respect Dr. O’Connel is blaming elderly India educated men responsible for criticizing unethical academic work of Pashaura Singh, while he is completely aware of the fact that a research supervised by him has evoked widespread criticism from several universities in India as well as North America. The following Authors have reviewed his thesis and we request Dr. O’Connell to publish all these articles in his publications of the center for the study of religion, in Toronto. Because by doing so, such a center can be regarded as an unbiased, literary endeavour, rather than an apparent hot bed of calumny against the Sikhs, by a medium of research:
1) Dr. Surinder Singh Kohli (former Prof. and Head Dept. of Punjabi, Punjab University, Chandigarh)
2) Dr. Balkar Singh (Prof and Head Dept. of Guru Granth Sahib Studies, Punjabi University Patiala, India).
3) Dr. Darshan Singh (Prof. and Chairman Dept. of Guru Nanak Sikh Studies, Punjab Univ. Chandigarh, India).
4) Dr. Gurnam Kaur (Reader Dept. of Guru Granth Sahib Studies, Punjabi Univ. Patiala India)
5) Dr. Devinder Singh Chahal (Prof. Univ. du Quebec Laval. Quebec, Canada)
6) Dr. Sukhmander Singh (Prof. Cal State, Santa Clara, CA)
7) Dr. Ranbir Singh Sandhu (Prof. and Head Civil Engg. Dept., Ohio State Univ Columbus, Ohio)
8) Dr. Kharak Singh (Phd Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio, Editor Abstracts of Sikh Studies)
9) Dr. Gurbaksh Singh Gill (Phd Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio, Former Dean Agriculture Univ. Ludhiana, India)
10) Sardar Gurtej Singh (National Prof. of Sikhism, India)
11) Sardar Daljeet Singh (Retired IAS, author of several books on Sikhism, India)
12) Dr. Gurmail Singh Sidhu (Phd Simon Fraiser Univ., Vancouver, Canada; presently Prof. at Cal State Fresno)
13) Sardar Kuldeep Singh (President Sikh Youth Federation, Taledo, Ohio)
14) Sardar Iqbal Singh Sara (Barister and Solicitor, Vancouver, Canada; President all Canada Sikh Federation)
15) Dr. Jasbir Sing Mann (Diplomat American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery, and Fellow International College of Surgeons, Anaheim, CA)
16) Dr. Harjinder Singh Dalgeer (Director Guru Nanak Institute of Sikh Studies, Norway)
17) Sardar Manohar Singh Marco (Director Marco Research Foundation, New Delhi; Authority on old manuscripts of Sikh Religion)
18) Dr Hakam Singh (PhD UCLA, President Sikh Welfare Foundation, LA)
19) Dr. I.J. Singh (Prof New York University)
20) Dr. Piara Singh (PhD Beverly Hills University, LA)
21) Sardar Manjit Singh Sidhu (Former Prof. Punjab University, Chandigarh)
It is beyond the scope of this letter to give detailed bio-data of the above authors, but all above authors are well known in the field of Sikh Studies and have published hundreds of books, and contributed thousands of articles, and supervised many Ph.d thesis in Sikh Studies. I humbly request Dr. O’Connell to respond to the Academic issues raised in their articles.

The Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee, Amritsar, the apex body looking after Sikh Shrines and religious affairs, took serious notice of the allegations, and in order to examine the matters closely, appointed a committee consisting of eight members including scholars: Prof. Jagjit Singh, Principal Gurmukh Singh (Head Sikh Reference Library and former Principal Gurmata College Patiala), Dr. Gurdarshan Singh Dhillon (Punjab Univ., Chandigarh), Dr. Jagjit Singh (Principal Gurmata College, Patiala, Director Guru Nanak Foundation, New Delhi), Sardar Shamsher Singh (Principal Sikh Missionary College), Principal Harbhajan Singh (Former Principal Sikh Missionary College, Amritsar), and Sardar Waryam Singh (Editor, Gurmata Prakash), Sardar Gurtej Singh (National Prof. of Sikhism). The committee unanimously indicted Pashaura Singh of gross blasphemy, holding that he had attacked the Gurus for doing the selection of bani, and making changes in the Mul-Mantar.

The findings of the committee were unanimously endorsed on the 28th of January, 1993 in a largely attended gathering of practically all the representative organisations of the Panth, including inter alia, Delhi Gurudwara Managing Committee, Chief Khalsa Diwan, Damdami Taksal (both branches), Tarna Dal (Harian Belanwale), Guru Nanak Chair Punjabi University Patiala, Guru Gobind Singh Foundation, Guru Nanak Foundation Kendri Singh Sabha, Institute of Sikh Studies Chandigarh, U.P. Sikh Partinidh Board, Guru Granth Sahib Studies dept. Punjabi University Patiala, Giani Amolk Singh, U.K. Singh Sabha, Akhand Kirtani Jatha, Arjun Singh Ghuman (representing the Canadian Sikhs), Mahant Tirath Singh of Sewa Panthi Organisation, etc., besides senior scholars like Principal Satbir Singh. The meeting was presided over by Sardar Gurcharan Singh Tohra, President of the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee, himself and lasted over four hours.
Member after member who had studied the research supervised by Dr. McLeod expressed their surprise that such blatantly blasphemous observations could be made by a Sikh. Over seventy scholars were present. They unanimously endorsed the recommendations of the committee for referring Dr. Pashaura Singh's case to the Akal Takhat Sahib for decision according to Gurmat tradition, set up by the Seventh Master. Dr. O'Connell must know that SGPC did not make any decision hastily or under any pressure group. Somebody at Toronto Univ. must investigate how this Ph.d has been awarded as the physical evidence used in this research is unauthentic and conclusions drawn directly attack the Sikh Gurus, and Guru Granth Sahib, which is revered daily in all Sikh homes and Sikh Gurdwaras. Thus, all this is a calculated blasphemy.

The fundamental fact is that so as to avoid any confusion about authenticity. Guru Arjun himself compiled an authenticated Sikh Scripture which is the only scripture in the world compiled by the prophet. Accordingly, the system of textual, form or redaction analysis is inapplicable to it. It is to avoid such exercises that the Guru compiled the Scripture himself. Hence, methodologies only relevant to man-made scripture, as is the case in all other Higher Religions, are inapplicable and irrelevant in the case of Sikh scripture. In fact, the very concept is a contradiction in terms.

For our part we are ready to prove before any academic forum that Pashaura Singh has called a MS having date of demise of Guru Arjun to be a draft by the same Guru and the other statements mentioned above. May we ask the western academic world if it is wrong to criticize such poor and ethically unsound work?

May 10, 1993

Enclosed: Editorial Article, Abstracts of Sikh Studies
January, 1993

Sincerely Yours,

Dr. Jasbir Singh Mann
( Editor, Advanced Studies in Sikhism,
Fundamental Issues in Sikh Studies,
and Recent Researches in Sikhism)
APPENDIX-E

Dalhousie University

Dr. J. Robert S. Prichard
President
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario
M5S 1A1
(416) 978-2001

3 August 1993
School of Education
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Canada B3H 315
(902)494-3724
Fax (902) 494-2847

Dear Dr. Prichard:

I had the honour of attending a very well organized Sikh Education Conference in Toronto, (sponsored by Sikh Social and Education Society Box 87600 Thornhill Square - Postal Outlet Thornhill, Ontario, L3T 7R3), in July 93. Morning Session of July 25 was exclusively devoted to “Sikh Studies Research” conducted in various North American Universities with special reference to Dr. Pashaura Singh’s, University of Toronto (1991) Thesis. The presenters and persons in attendance agreed that historians using Dr. McLeod’s model of research are intentionally attempting to bring “correctness” to Sikh History and traditions without involving the Sikh community. This “objective” research done in the “secular” University of Toronto is causing turmoil and pain to the Sikh community throughout the world (see attached, especially the letter from S.G.P.C. Amritsar.)

In Canada, research on Sikhism has been mainly carried out at St. Michael’s College University of Toronto, and University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C. Sikhism with the history of only 500 years has been selected for the application of objective research using Social Science methods. This, so called “sophisticated” research has started generating misinformation about Sikh Gurus and their scriptures. Here are some examples from Dr. McLeod’s and Dr. Pashaura Singh’s paradigms.

1. Guru Nanak was the founder of sikh religion in the organizational sense and not in the religious sense.
2. Nath tradition was worked by Kabir, Guru Nanak provided the extension.
3. Guru Nanak in a way is Sant Nanak.
5. Regression from Sikhism to Hindu religion took place at the time of Guru Amardas.
8. Compilation of Aad Granth was a process. It is not Dhur Ki Bani (revealed).
9. Bhagat Bani was included in Guru Granth Sahib to please the minorities. Shabads of Dhanna were included to please the Jats. There is no truth in using the term Dandama Sahib wali Bir. It was compiled in Anandpur Sahib in 1680 A.D.
10. Singh Sabha imposed a single correct interpretation to Guru Granth Saheb.
11. A rare undated manuscript No. G.N.D.U # 1245 should be carefully studied. This is the first draft of Guru Granth Sahib on which Guru Arjan Dev worked and produced Kartarpur Wali Bir.
12. Exclusion of Mira Bai’s Shabad from Guru Granth Sahib was done in an attempt to develop a Sikh Identity. Also the Shabad was extremely erotic.
13. Khalsa was not given 5 Ks by Guru Gobind Singh on Baisakhi day, 1699.
14. Hair and Turban and Sword entered Sikhism through the Jat influence. “Jat did not enter Sikhism empty handed”.
15. Bachittr Natak was not written by Guru Gobind Singh.
17. Guru Arjan was murdered and not martyred in 1604. One could go on till one starts shaking one’s head in disbelief. The conscious and unconscious motivations of the researchers to cause hurt and pain to the Sikh Community becomes transparent. Pashaura’s Singh Thesis (University of Toronto, 1991) was the last straw that broke the “Camels” back.
    It appears Pashaura Singh was provided a ready made “McLeod” paradigm to fit his research if he wanted to get his Ph. D. Pashaura’s “role dance” got him a doctorate as well as a job.
    In their mystification the supervisors who incidentally were non-Sikhs, and their student forgot the subjective and emotional nature of the topic but hastened to bring historic correctness by trampling on the Sikh traditions and their subjective Faith.
    This type of disrespectful research has to stop. One way, the
minorities and females have accomplished this in Canadian setting is, by writing to the Presidents of those universities where such research in conducted and demanding that an ethics committee be set up that would review all research pertaining to the community before it is allowed to progress.

On behalf of the Sikh Community of Canada, I am writing to request you to set up an ethics committee to evaluate and approve any research conducted on Sikhs at the University of Toronto. I can assure you, it will partially remediate the harm and hurt this research is causing to 16 million Sikhs living in India and abroad. I am sending five hundred copies of this letter to various Sikh organisations in India and abroad. I hope they will be writing to you individually. Kindly feel free to contact me if you need any further information.

With kind regards

S.S. Sodhi, Ph.D.
Professor of Sp. Education
School of Education
Dalhousie University
Halifax, N.S., Canada, B3H3J5
(902) 443-3269, 494-3724
c.c. Chairperson, Board of Governors, U. of Toronto
c.c. 500 Sikh organizations in India, Canada and Abroad
c.c. Ontario and Govt of Canada Human Rights Commission
c.c. Minister of Higher Education Govt of Ontario, Toronto.

Please Note: If you agree with the theme and contents of this letter and want that Dr. J.R. Prichard should set up an ethics committee to evaluate and approve research done on sikhs, kindly sign it and mail it to him. Thanks.
APPENDIX - F

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT & PROVEST

27 King's College Circle, TEL: (416) 978-6783
Simcoe Hall, Room 225 FAX: (416) 978-3939
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A1, CANADA

September 10, 1993

Dr. S. Sodhi
School of Education
Dalhousie University
Halifax, NS
B3H 3J5

Dear Dr. Sodhi:

The President has referred your letter of August 3, 1993 to my attention and I apologize for the delay in responding to you.

As you may be aware, the University has had a number of meetings with representatives of the Ontario Council of Sikhs. At these meetings the issues of Dr. Singh and Professor McLeod’s work have been discussed. The University understands and regrets the harm and hurt the members of the Sikh community may experience concerning the work of these two individuals. As you may be aware, the University and the Ontario Council of Sikhs have been attempting to increase the opportunities to study and participate in the university community. It is thus especially unfortunate that we have not been able to pursue this goal with the success we had hoped.

In reference to the more specific points that you have raised in your letter, I believe it is important to bear in mind that neither Dr. Singh nor Professor McLeod are currently members of the University of Toronto. Indeed, Dr. Singh has not been associated with the University of Toronto beyond his receiving of the doctorate and Dr. McLeod, while having taught for us, is not a member of the permanent faculty of the University of Toronto and is not scheduled to teach in our programs in the coming year.

You have raised the suggestion that the University should establish an ethics committee that would review all research pertaining to the Sikh community. The University has considered a variant of this proposal earlier in our discussions with the
Ontario Council of Sikhs. As I am sure you are aware, the University's tradition has been to foster in the academic community an environment where the right of free inquiry and expression is safeguarded with the responsibility of the individuals who enjoy this freedom to be held accountable to their peers though scholarly publication and debate. In particular, in areas where there are allegations such as those against Pashaura Singh, the University respects the authority of the various religious bodies to rule on such matters and does not itself believe that it has or should have jurisdiction with regard to the alleged blasphemies in the thesis. It is for this reason that the University has not established a committee that would review such research proposal.

The University of Toronto continues to maintain an interest in the Sikh community and in furthering scholarship in Sikh Studies. We will be looking to establishing in the next year a number of seminars that will allow for the participation of a number of scholars in Sikh Studies so that our students will be exposed to a number of view points. We hope that this will continue interest in Sikh Studies at the University and that we will work in the future to overcome some of the difficulties that we have currently.

Thank you for taking time to write to the President.

Yours sincerely,

Adel Sedra
Vice-President and Provost

xc:
D. Cook, Vice-Provost Staff Functions
M. Chander, Dean, Faculty of Arts and Science
J. McAuliffe, Centre for the Study of Religion
A.M. Castrilli, Governing Council
MS Bal, Secretary, Ontario Council of Sikhs
P.O Brien, Development
G. Singh, Governing Council
J. Cohen, Dean, School of Graduate Studies
September 17, 1993

Mr. Manohar Singh Bal
Secretary
Ontario Council of Sikhs
238 Davenport Road, Suite 10
Toronto, ON, M5R 1J6

Dear Mr. Bal:

I thought I would send you a short note just bringing you up to date on some of the things that have transpired since I returned from my leave.

As I know you are aware, the concerns that you and your colleagues expressed to Provost Foley are shared by other members of your community, some of whom have taken time to write to the University. I enclose for your information a copy of the most recent correspondence with Dr. Sodhi. As you have seen from the earlier correspondence, the University basically believes that the resolution of the charges against Pashaura Singh are appropriately being explored outside the University and through scholarly and other forms of debate. Pashaura Singh’s doctorate was awarded following the University’s rules which we have a legal obligation to honour.

There has obviously been considerable discussion of Dr. McLeod’s work in your community and in scholarly forums. Again, I think these are appropriate forums for raising issues that have troubled your community and others. As you may also know, the University will not be employing Dr. McLeod to teach in our program.

I appreciate very much that the recent past has made it very difficult for the Sikh community to support the University at a level we all hope for. I believe that the point that you and your
colleagues raised concerning the availability of other Sikh scholars to participate in the University's programs, was an important one and that the University should strive to widen the involvement of individuals to be more reflective of the various perspectives in the scholarly community I regret that the University, for a number of reasons including our fiscal situation, is not able to mount the courses that we have been able to offer, in part with your assistance, over the last number of years. I am pleased to indicate that the University will be supporting a series of seminars in the area of Sikh Studies which we hope will involve a number of Sikh scholars. I would hope that this measure would provide a bridge to the future, whether this would be through a more formal agreement with the Sikh community or through the active participation of members of your community in the University. I would be pleased to discuss this with you should you so desire.

Best wishes,
David Cook
Vice Provost
APPENDIX H
THE FUTURE OF SIKH STUDIES IN NORTH AMERICA

In recent months, an attempt has been made to create an impression that the Sikhs are against academic freedom and religious studies being conducted in foreign universities. The issues of fundamentalism, religious beliefs and orthodoxy are wrongly portrayed as the reason for this supposed reluctance to use the so-called modern methodology. Recently, Dr McLeod in his article, "Where it all started" published in the Sikh Review, Journal (January, 1994), is sidetracking the charges against him once again, by making erroneous personal generalizations; such as, being an atheist, the issue of critical scholarship verses faith and believers, issue of and other misunderstanding by the readers, limitations of Punjabi and Gurmat, and not being a member of the Panth. He is intentionally clouding the real issue, that has been raised by Sikh scholars after reviewing research work in Sikh studies by him and his followers. The real issues are unethical academics, misstatements, use of fake writings and libel. When closely examined, it is evident that the problem is very different and has arisen from the work of McLeod and his student Pashaura Singh. It is therefore necessary to impart facts so that it can be understood as to why "generalities" are being indulged in, and realities obviated.

Encyclopaedia Britannica clearly defines that “Academic Freedom is never unlimited. The general law of the society including those concerning... and libel apply also to academic disclosure and publications.” In the United States, for example, scientific conclusions on questions of racial difference or similarities have met with hostility in some communities. At such times, individual citizens, pressure groups, or even community at large may wish to interfere with teaching or research”. Ethical Guidelines of Social Science Humanities Research Council of Canada clearly protects the rights of the individual; “the right of cultural groups to accurate and respectful description of their heritage and customs and to the discreet use of information on their lives and aspirations.” “Greater consideration must be given to the risks of physical, psychological, humane, propriety, and cultural values than to the potential contribution of the research to knowledge.” “Research on cultures, countries and ethnic groups different from one’s own requires a different ethic.” Taking the
above rights of the individual and groups, the facts of unethical and libel issues of Sikh studies are as follows.

In 1975 McLeod, a long time resident Missionary in Punjab, wrote that the Sikh Scripture, the Adi Granth, prepared by the Fifth Guru, suffered from motivated and "inept deletions", suggesting that whereas the Gurus had recorded a hymn involving the "mundane" ceremony of his son, the Sikhs had later deleted the hymn from the Guru Granth, because in the 18th century the practice of unshorn hair had been started by them. This statement was considered by competent lawyers to be blasphemous or libellous, because (a) it was false, (b) McLeod knew it to be such, (c) it was defamatory of the Guru and the Sikh Scripture before whom millions of Sikhs pray everyday and (d) it was prematurely motivated, since McLeod had made no sincere attempt either to study the original Adi Granth, or the Banno Bir, which he said was the original Bir or the related literature. Four organizations including one headed by a former Judge of the Punjab High Court and another headed by a former Minister and senior advocate of the High Court, wrote to Toronto University, complaining against the misconduct of McLeod. For, he was then occupying a visiting professorship funded by the Sikhs with the object of projecting Sikhism in its true light. The University took no action. But in response McLeod again made a misstatement saying that after reading Jodh Singh's book of 1968, which he had quoted in 1975, he had "abandoned" the notion about the deletion. However, this is not the end of the story.

In 1992, Pashaura Singh supervised and guided by Dr McLeod, produced a thesis in which on the basis of a manuscript # 1245 of the GND University, Amritsar, he wrote that Guru Arjun had linguistically and theologically changed the hymns (bani) of Guru Nanak, and had instead passed his own bani as that of Guru Nanak. Previously, McLeod had accused the Sikhs of removing the Guru's hymns by deletion, now Pashaura Singh accused Guru Arjun for making alterations in Guru Nanak's theology and hymns. The assertion of Pashaura Singh guided by McLeod is also considered libellous and unethical by competent scholars, because (a) the assertion is false, (b) Pashaura Singh knows it to be so, (c) it is defamatory of the Guru, and Guru Granth (which is asserted to be
unauthentic and without the original words and theology of Guru Nanak).

Pashaura Singh called MS # 1245 the original draft of the Adi Granth by Guru Arjan and thus based his false assertions on it. The features of MS # 1245 are: (1) it was never heard of before 1987, when Pashaura Singh started his PhD work in Toronto and the manuscript was purchased by the GNDU at Amritsar; (2) it has no history beyond 1987, and Pashaura Singh has not traced any, (3) it has no date, and no scribe's name, (4) It has numerous forged hymns, (5) in addition, it has several modified hymns in so far as parts of one hymn are linked to another hymn from the Guru Granth to form a new hymn, (6) the index of the hymns quite often tallies with the index of the Guru Granth, but the hymns recorded in the text are entirely different, (7) it has a forged nishan or mark of the Sixth Guru on page four even though admittedly the nishan is of the Ninth Guru and (8) in its contents on page 1255 the death date of Guru Arjun is recorded in the same hand and ink as scores of other pages before and after the death date. Dr Balwant Singh Dhillon, from GNDU, Amritsar, has done a thorough scrutiny of this manuscript and in his article “Myth of an Early Draft” he states: “Ironically, the learned scholar (Pashaura Singh) has miserably failed in this respect, because instead of making an honest and objective exercise, vital internal evidence has been overlooked, and misstatements and misrepresentation of facts have been made to prove the preconceived idea of an earlier draft, which is totally untenable and unjustified. Observations made on the Adi Granth on the basis of this manuscript will certainly boomerang and meet a fate similar to the one of the fake fossil research of Professor V.J. Gupta, which has landed the Punjab University, Chandigarh, in the thick of an international controversy, badly ravaging its reputation and standing in academic fraternity”. “And yet, Pashaura Singh, approved or abetted by McLeod, calls it a draft of the Adi Granth made by Guru Arjun before 1604 A.D. All the above features and facts of MS # 1245 are well known to Pashaura Singh, since he came to Amritsar in 1990 and examined it. Evidently, no one with any sense of reason or sanity can call a manuscript bearing the death of a person to have been authored by the same writer.
Thus, all the ingredients of the offence of unethical academics and libel are present in the writing of Pashaura Singh who knowingly made false and defamatory statements.

An important fact is a close link and identity between the unethical statements of McLeod made in 1975, 1978 and 1989, and Pashaura Singh’s statement made in 1992. In both the cases, firstly, the statements were made without requisite analytical, rational or academic effort or approach, secondly, they were made in clear contradiction of academically known and authentic facts, and, thirdly, the common objective of the statements has been wanton attacks on the authenticity of the Guru Granth calling it not revelatory but rather a response to the socio-political pressures.

The objectionable features of Pashaura Singh’s thesis are so apparent that it created a spontaneous reaction from scholars all over the world, more so, in the Western world. Of the 30 and more articles, the majority of them were written by scholars trained in foreign universities and institutions. An advocate of the Panjab and Haryana High Court has brought out a publication compiling them in a book entitled, “Planned Attack on Guru Granth Sahib” with the foreword written by Dr Bishan Singh Samundri, former Vice-Chancellor of GNDU. The book gives the background and history of the related events of libel. The second book by Dr Trilochan Singh titled, “Hew McLeod and Ernest Trump as scholars of Sikh religion and history”, containing foreword by Dr Neol King has also exposed the real scholarship of the two authors. Once the scholars of Sikh Studies have reviewed these two books, they will come to know the truth of the story.

Another feature of Pashaura Singh’s thesis is that he has quoted a fake article published under the name of Loehlin in 1987 and again in 1990. Loehlin was an ex-missionary well known to McLeod who also worked as such in Punjab. Loehlin was admitted into Westminster Gardens Presbyterian Retirement Community Centre, Duarte, California in 1983, and died there in mid-1987. The quarters of Loehlin denied the publication of any article by him. McLeod could not be unaware of the demise or invalidity of his old missionary colleague. And yet, Pashaura Singh approved by McLeod, has quoted this fake article as a justification for taking up the subject of his PhD thesis.

Similarly, MS # 1245 also seems to be a planned introduction,
and was purchased at Amritsar at the appropriate time. It bears apart from the forged nishan and hymns, lines in English and Punjabi by a local Professor.

It is the use of seemingly fraudulent or fake documents, unethical activities under the garb of research and all with the object of attacking the authenticity of the Guru Granth Sahib that have aroused, on the one hand, the spontaneous reaction of Sikh Scholars, and on the other hand, the move of the SGPC for dealing with Pashaura Singh according to the Sikh code of conduct.

Let it be known that the SGPC made the move only after obtaining written reports of two expert committees, which included Heads of Departments of Religion of Punjab University, Chandigarh, and the Punjabi University of Patiala, and the Principals of two colleges of Sikh religion. They recommended action, both at Akal Takhat and under the law. Can anyone with a sense of reason, propriety, or ethics blame the scholars or the SGPC for a move against Pashaura Singh, when competent persons consider that he as guided by McLeod had committed unlawful and libellous acts? The President of Toronto University was addressed by scholars in North America regarding the unethical work of Pashaura Singh, supervised by McLeod. The University has now said that they are not employing either Pashaura Singh or McLeod.

This being the reality, it is unfortunate that facts are being concealed, and instead general statements are being made and the wrong cry of “academic freedom in danger” raised. No one objects to authentic research conducted in foreign universities by foreign scholars of any hue or kind. The serious issue, however, is of unauthentic, motivated, unethical and libellous production. The following senior scholars of Sikh Studies have refuted Dr McLeod’s various formulations in the past, but their work has been purposely suppressed:

Dr Hari Ram Gupta
Former Professor and Head
Dept. of history, Punjab Univ.
Chandigarh.

Dr Ganda Singh
Former Director, Dept. of
Punjab historical studies;
Punjabi Univ.

Dr Surinder Singh Kohli
Former Professor and Head
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr Hal-bans Singh</td>
<td>Dept of Punjabi; Punjab Univ. Former Director Guru Gobind Singh religious studies, Punjabi Univ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Jagjit Singh</td>
<td>Well known scholar of Sikh history and religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Avtar Singh</td>
<td>Head Dept. of philosophy and dean of academic affairs, Punjabi Univ. Patiala.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Hamam Singh Shan</td>
<td>Former Professor and Head Dept. of Guru Nanak Studies, Punjab Univ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Trilochan Singh</td>
<td>Well known scholar of Sikh religion and history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr O’Noel King</td>
<td>Former Professor of religion, UC Santa Cruz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr James Lewis</td>
<td>Former Professor of philosophy and religion, Appalachian State Univ., Boone, North Carolina.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Madanjit Kaur</td>
<td>Professor and Head Dept. of Guru Nanak Studies, GNDU, Amritsar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daljeet Singh</td>
<td>Well known scholar of Sikh religion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Gurdarshan Singh Dhillon</td>
<td>Reader, Dept. of history, Punjab Univ. Chd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Pashaura Singh’s PhD thesis</td>
<td>has been reviewed and questions have been raised by the following senior scholars of Sikh studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Surinder Singh Kohli</td>
<td>Former Professor and Head Dept. of Punjab Univ., Chandigarh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Darshan Singh</td>
<td>Professor and Chairman, Dept. of Guru Nanak and Sikh Studies, Punjab Univ. Chd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Balkar Singh</td>
<td>Professor and Head Guru Granth Sahib Dept. Punjab Univ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurnam Kaur</td>
<td>Reader, Dept. of Guru Granth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All the above authors are working presently or have worked in the past in the field of Sikh studies, and are holding or held in the past senior faculty positions in Indian and Western universities. Is suppressing facts and the opposite point of view academic freedom?

In fact, for years, Sikhs in the Toronto area have paid the University for services of McLeod who has virtually abused his position and privileges. Sikhism is the only religion, that doesn't claim any exclusiveness, rather it recommends, ideologically, inter-faith dialogue and cooperation. This is laid down by their Gurus in the Guru Granth Sahib. It was in this context that McLeod and his friends were invited to conferences on Sikh studies in North America and elsewhere. The issue is serious and specific, namely, has Pashaura Singh, guided by McLeod, committed an offence against the Law? Knowledgeable and competent scholars say that he has violated both the law and the religious code. Is a person working in University above the Law? Is a certificate of good character enough to absolve a person of an offence, or to satisfy a person or persons against whom the offence is committed by the accused?

Academically, scholars in universities either in India or abroad study the same philosophy, sciences, and technologies, employing same methods of criticism, the same modes of interpretation, and the same principles of logic, ethics, jurisprudence and the Law. It is therefore, time that we in the academic world at least come out of the grooves of an old mentality and of making distinctions and claims of superiority on the basis of a particular locale, or pulpit.

It is also equally clear that the universities, whether in the East or in the West are mostly financed by the people and the state. In early 1994, Conferences of Sikh Studies are being held at Toronto and Michigan Universities, but the community whose issues are being discussed is not allowed to participate. A written communication by Lee I. Schlesinger (program officer, CSSEA,
Univ. of Michigan) dated January 12, 1994 to one of the organizing member of the Chair states that: "Only those scholars who have been invited to present or to discuss papers and University of Michigan Faculty and students are to attend the sessions, it did not seem necessary to make the effort to publicize this conference off-campus. "What kind of academic freedom is this? What is there to hide? Is there any kind of hidden agenda? Can anyone having respect for normal codes of Law and ethics assert that a person having blatantly violated them should not be dealt with under the prescribed codes, merely because he has a certain colour or is product of a certain institution? It is impossible not to believe that any honest academic scrutiny would not clearly show that the articles and the manuscript # 1245, relied upon by Pashaura Singh and McLeod are fake and could not have been authored by Loehlin and Guru Arjun, respectively. Hence, the evident offence against ethics and Law. In fact, it is very strongly believed that had Toronto University heeded to the advice of the four organizations that had specifically addressed the issues in regard to McLeod's conduct, the present unfortunate events of Pashaura Singh's affair would have been avoided.

Repeating again, Academic Freedom is never unlimited and the general social law, including that of libel applies equally well to it. Under academic freedom, individuals and groups have the right to protest against research which can produce psychological pain, suffering, and misinterpretations of doctrines. Many Sikh scholars from different universities and various Sikh centres have published several books and articles exposing unethical and libellous issues in Sikh studies. The Sikh community at this time requests that ethical committees for the review of the above issues in Sikh studies, should be set up immediately by Toronto and Michigan Universities, and impartial and independent opinions about the above issues should be obtained and presented to the public. If this is done, then the future of Sikh studies in North America can very well be viewed optimistically and cooperation of all concerned elicited. Only then, the academic freedom for the scholars and the rights of the Sikh community will not be in danger.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr Jasbir Singh Mann</td>
<td>Centre of Sikh Studies, Santa Ana, CA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Sukhminder Singh</td>
<td>Professor, Univ. of Santa Clara, CA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Gurmail Singh Sidhu</td>
<td>Professor, Cal State Fresno.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Surjit Singh</td>
<td>Professor, NY State Univ. Buffalo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr S.S. Sodhi</td>
<td>Professor, Dalhousie Univ., Halifax Canada.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OUR CONTRIBUTORS
EXPLAINING SIKH PERSPECTIVE ON
"TEXT AND MEANING OF AAD GRANTH"
DISSERTATION FROM TORONTO UNIVERSITY 1991

Dr. Balkar Singh  Prof. and Head, Sri Guru Granth Sahib Studies; Dean, Faculty of Humanities & Religious Studies, Punjabi University, Patiala; author of several books on Sikhism.

Dr. Balwant Singh Dhillon  Lecturer, Dept. of Guru Nanak Studies at Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar.

S. Daljeet Singh  Author of Sikhism-A Comparative Study of its Theology, The Sikh Ideology and Authenticity of Kartarpuri Bir; Delivered Guru Nanak Dev Memorial Lectures, and Guru Teg Bahadur Commemorative Lectures at Punjabi University, Patiala; contributor of several papers on Sikhism.

Dr. Darshan Singh  Prof. and Chairman, Dept. of Guru Nanak Studies, Punjab University, Chandigarh; author of several books on Sikhism.

Dr. Devinder Singh Chahal  Prof. Microbiology, Institute Armand-Frappier University of Quebec, Laval, Quebec, Canada; author of many articles on Sikh religion.

Dr. Gurnam Kaur  Reader, Dept. of Guru Granth Sahib Studies, Punjabi University, Patiala; author of Reason and Revelation in Guru Granth Sahib, and several papers on Sikh religion.

S. Gurtej Singh  National Prof. of Sikhism, India; author of several papers on Sikh religion and history. Editor, Sikhism, An oecumenical Religion.

Dr. Gurbaksh Singh  Ph.D., Ohio State University; Professor of Religious Studies, Akal University; author of numerous books on the Sikh faith; organizer of Sikh youth camps in the U.S.A.

Dr. Gurmail Singh Sidhu  Ph.D., University British Columbia, Vancouver; currently Prof. Cal-State
Dr. Gurdarshan Singh Dhillon
University Fresno; author of 2 scientific books and half dozen Punjabi literary books; formerly, Editor, Sahit, Samachar, Ludhiana. Prof. Panjab University, Chandigarh. Authors of many papers on Sikhism and a book on Punjab Problem.

Dr. Hakam Singh
Ph.D., University of Los Angeles, CA; author of several articles on topics of science and Sikh Faith; President, Sikh Welfare Foundation, CA

Dr. Harjinder Singh Dilgeer
Director, Guru Nanak Institute of Sikh Studies, Norway; author of The Sikhs' Struggle for Sovereignty, The Akal Takhat and many English and punjabi books on Sikhism; author of many articles on Sikh Religion; Editor of journal “The Sikhs: Past and Present”

Principal Harbhajan Singh
Scholar and author of several books on Sikh Studies. “Gurbani Sampadan Nimai (Punjabi)”, Published by, Satnam Parkashan, Chandigarh; Abstract: “Opening the subject in the 5th and 6th chapter, the author stresses the Gurbani is revealed. He concedes that during the time of Guru Arjun, Meharban, son of Prithi Chand, was composing his own verses under the name Nanak, which was causing confusion among the Sikh masses, for it was not easy for an ordinary person to tell genuine Gurbani from the fake verses of Meharban and other Minas who had set up a rival Guruship.”

S. Iqbal Singh Sara
A Senior Barrister-at-Law and a leading citizen of Vancouver; a keen scholar of Sikh Studies; author of many articles on Sikh religion and history; President, Akal Federation, Vancouver

S. IJ. Singh
Author of many articles on Sikh Religion

Dr. Jasbir Singh Mann
Diplomate American Board of
Orthopaedic Surgery; Fellow American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons; Fellow International College of Surgeons; presently practicing orthopaedic surgery, Anaheim, CA; Secretary, Centre of Sikh Studies, Santa Ana, CA; Editor of 3 books on Sikh Studies

Dr. Kharak Singh
Ph.D., Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio; Editor Abstracts of Sikh Studies and Fundamental Issues in Sikh Studies; Secretary, Institute of Sikh Studies, Chandigarh

S. Kuldeep Singh
Director of Ohio Clinical, Ref Laboratories, Sylvania since Nov. 1986; Director & Manager, Alpha Laboratories, Detroit, Michigan, from 1975-1986; F.R.S.H. (London), B.L.M. (AAB), C.L.S. (NCA), C.L.T. (MDH); Member of the Bilingual Advisory Committee, Lansing, Mich. (1974-84); Distinguished service award by US District Court-Monitoring Commission in 1984; Edited Sikh World, a quarterly Sikh Journal from 1971-85; directed nearly 25 youth camps in U.S.A.

Prof. Manjit Singh Sidhu
Punjab University, Chandigarh; Former Editor World Sikh News, Stockton, CA; author of several articles on Sikhism

S. Manohar Singh Marco
Director of Marco Research Foundation, New Delhi & New York; Authority on old manuscripts of Sikh religion

Dr. Piara Singh
Ph.D. P.E. (Civil), C.E., US Navy MCAS El Toro CA; Director Pacific West College of Law, Orange, CA; author of several papers on Sikh religion, presented at national and international interfaith conferences.

Dr. Ranbir Singh Sandhu
Prof. Ohio State University, Department of Civil Engineering; author of over 150 reports and articles on topics in engineering and
Dr. Surinder Singh Kohli

Formerly, Prof. and Head Dept. of Punjabi and Dean of University Instructions, Punjab University, Chandigarh, Director Guru Nanak Foundation; author of six dozen books on Sikhism

Dr. Sukhmander Singh

Prof. and Head Civil Engineering, Santa Clara University, CA; Editor of 2 scientific books; author of a number of articles on Sikh religion; Former President, Sikh Council of North America

Dr. Sahib Singh

Former Professor, Religious Studies, Author of dozen books on Sikhism including "Aad Bir Bare (Punjabi)", Published by M/s Singh Brothers, Amritsar; Abstract: "shows that Guru Nanak carefully preserved his Bani, and passed it on to Guru Angad Dev Ji who succeeded him. The practice was followed by the subsequent Gurus also, so that the entire bani of all the Gurus, was available with Guru Arjun, when he undertook compilation of the Aad Granth."

Dr. S.S. Sodhi

Professor, School of Education, Dalhousie University Halifax, Nova Scotia

Dr. Trilochan Singh

A world renowned Scholar, one of the Authors who translated selective Hymns from Holy Guru Granth Sahib, Published by UNESCO, Author of many books on the life of Sikh Gurus and Sikhism.
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(1) v Mgl ivDl (Sampling Method) j ol kK Ans w A wid g $ dypihI yKrIVA W mb n p QIA W A qyKrV wnMr 1245) dyinriKx l eI vrql gel [ (2) p VH - ivSl $x (Textual analysis): j o A wid g $ dl pRhixk q wA qyD a kI b wI dl A dI wbdl ll (j q Sowis A Ans w g UA j n dy j l nys $ w dwn wd w kIql) l eI vriq A wig A w [ s w wQliss s 'q k W WvC v M A wh e A wh Y: pihl wk $: j w pihj w$ (Introduction) dJ wK $: A wid g $ dWkR V w (Manuscript of Adi Granth) qlj wK $: A wid g $ dwink iS (Origin of the Adi Granth Tradition) c QwK $: p VH - ivSl $x (Textual analysis)
Editorial policy of Guru Arjan
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Conclusions

Mouthpiece
(KrVwnMr 1245 Awid g K dwd |jwmU s rq h Y)

(K) gAU rjn dy jlnyAwid g dls-mdnAw w bx q bpihl W k e KrVYv yA yA qyA n HKrIVAw dyA dOw qyb w d l d l q b h l h h iN i gA w klq sl gb k el QelNbw dld sDiel jWk t v'F k rkyA wid g E ivc Swml klq w

(g) gAU rjn dy jlnyAwid g sq A w krn smwn b wldl (ijyW k mU mnfr Aw) s Qelies l e klq l q Wk is 'K pfrw (tradition) fnqw (crystallization) kyp § klq w s sky

it'pxl

pS0wis § Anw b wlfq inqwn d l l f is K gAU Wv y s mwj k Aqyjylniqk A dlw dI AIW wkr kypel [ ies dwmqI b ieh h beA wik el h wml b wls mwj k j Wv ylniqk pBw VAW Dln bd d l rih b h y [ ieh ivc wr kyI is 'K Drm dwhl nh hN g b wYDr mWdl mU s cweI j Wcvr Dwr dWkMin krdwh Y [ iesykr kykelivdvwnWhypS0w is § dyQiIs f Drn-i nklwkr w idqw h y

(G) gAU rjn dy jlpw A wid g § iqaAr krn smkNA y krVysn ijn WdYAw dw qya a WhyA wid g d b IV Bvel gdw s jll o i q Aw k rwrwl , i l Kvel [ e qypS0wis § Bvel b b'w d whv v w w l id lw h yij n Wf A wid g d b lw d lw lp nxk qk wsIqR krn i el mdA k lqI [ pihlykW dls-mgrlbwytpxl

ies k W ivc pS0wis § nyA wpI Kp dyMU mnqO f bVyr v F m n w § k lqwh h y ieh k W a s nydlcsm F h n w ilikA whbeA w h y ies k W ivc a s nyA wpI qyA gI y k W b wrysln iqAw krklh h y j s ivca b sPl h whhY [ s wyk W ivc F kvlNp sqk sb l swlm h y[ ies p sqk sb l ivc p b l l svd v wn WdYnw - n w p Cmlivk vn WdYh vwy v lId'qyn, ij n Wivc p RmK QO qya s dyng rw (supervisor) f w mkU U A qyd Brys'K Drmdyivdvwn Wf wa cr, f w SKI A qyIf w simQ dyMwVrjXghn [ i jyMik pihI Wil K cYh W pS0wis § dy
Qiss dw mu'K AwSw ieh hY ik Awid gMRQ dI sMpwdnw gurU swihb ny is'K prw f inqwr (Crystallization) kyp § k r n l e l k l q l [ ieQyieh g'l ivc w n X g h Y ik Sbd Crystallization (i) v y p S Dwis§ v l m Mwd h Y ivl Prf k M ivl sim'Q d l Dr m Wb w y r c w ivc nA wie A wh Y i es b w y h o c r c w A 'g y c l k y r W y i e Qyieh Mwd' s x wh l a u c q h o g w i k i e s Sbd dl ivr q nA wid g§ dy r c w ivc k Qvel h Y i f w s im'Q Sbd Crystallization p'Cml A qyk aw n dys M ivc v r q d wh Y is'K Dr m q b d g Y b ik ls w yDr m g§ a o Wd yp y Mr Wj WA nA w IA Wd yim g£ w b k e l s d IA Wb w d ivc c r c ge y e y [ a o Wd y s M ivc Crystallization q Wa uc q h Y p r is'K Dr m dy g§ d l s M w n Wj Wv c w Dr wa qyl w U h h Nh Mw ik a lik A wid g§ d l s M w n Wj d g u X Wh Aw wp k l q l h Y i e s w el j Wies l wml Dr m Wd y Dw im k g§ (b w l b l A q y k aw n) a o Wd yp w r IA Wj Wm D v IA Wh y b w d ivc s w b s ln w q o IA WA ve MIA Wiel h ml b w l dIA Wx dl ivd§ Wd y A v Ivw r q y s M w d q k l q Y i e s l e l a b n WD w mk g§ Wd w inq wr w (Crystallization) z r b l s l [ p Cml j Wies l w ml Dr m Wd l s M w n w d y A v Ivw (Basis) f g U§ g s w h b d l s M w n w q y l w U k r k y p S Dwis§ A wp x y Qiss d y m U mn o Q q b a w g A wh Y i e h a w e l a b s n y p 'Cml iv d v m W K w k r k y A wp x y i n gr w (f w m k l w U) d y p B w h Y k l q l h Y h o s k d w h Y ik j y a s f p l A ¥ f l i g r f l d l l w s w h b l q W S w e d a b A wp x y is K q v d dy p Q n w B d w l A g I y k W Wiv c p S Dwis§ n y A wp x y m U mn o Q d l K p k l q l h Y p l Br I e l c l o m M l W y Wk a b d w m n o Q T l k h Y h w d Y x w i e h h Y k i e s m n o Q d l d q l l e l a n y k p d l M d k q w f ik Q w q k b r k r w r 'iKA wh YA q y i e s d l A k w im k mh 'q q w k l h Y ]

d Y k W dw A k w im k ir I k x

ties k W dy dom M mn o Q h n:
(1) A wid g§ d l s M w n w d w i e q h w s k p 'K [
A gy jw yp SWis G A yp xien WS jw Vf ie h kih k yg B1 wv l k rid B wwh Yik ien Hld op QIA Wvc i q MVg a B Wld l pBl b w l dr j nh lN h es g'1 qyp rdp wp w l ele b ieh ik A vs k rd wh Yik g UAr j nd y j lf ien Hld op QIA Wq bBog Y h h d op QIA Wl ap l b D s n i n Hld wiz kr ig A w l i g A w is Q ny'q v w lK g oUK w s w ivc k lq wh Y1 p MI Ua b d o p QIA WA 'j k l H b pl b D nh lNh n [ it p x l a p r b q iv S l jx q bie h is 'D h be A wik g oe MV w p QIA Wb w y a o Wd yp qn h d w d el T s b j nh lNA q yp SWis G nyv l a o Wd l p a q n q w w y j Wq Wd B i r A Wd IA Wq 'l Wd wh v w w id 'q w h YA q jy Wp QIA W iv cl il Kq sc we l l iv A wKA w d w A vs r w l A wh Y1 es q bie h is 'D h B wwh Yik p SWis G nyp QIA Wd l p a q n q w b w y k el m o k K p r wh N sc we i p s nh lN kl l [ B w ien Wd l p a q n q w w y a s n yA v g k J v l S wml n h l klq w (c w l d w i e h s l i k a b B's wivig A w dy is D w w (linguistics), Kr Vy d l m k l p Q w (history of ownership), p V H iv s l jx (textual analysis) A q yp w d r - p w w i r K x A w d k w j p R W IA Wd w A vs r w l l w [ i ek Q w a b B's wivig A w dy is D w d l in r m U i j h l v r q h r k r d w h Y1 k ih B wwh Yik g o M K d l s M l q M e a w l g d w h Yik i e h p QIA Ws b W IN s d l d y JY A 'Div c il KIA Wg e IA W [ g o M K l l ip iv c y s t A 'K r (Vowel) A jy c v M q H p R l q nh lN e y v p dy A q y A 'K r A jy v k r l d l b x q r n w i m l d j y d y h n [ p SW is G d w i e M w d I a d M S l wX g q W h y p r sc we l q BQ w w wh Y1 ] y p QIA Wd l il K x iq QI 1570 - 72 v l m l l e l y q W 2 - 3 4 s w W v c (A w d g B il K x s m q k ' k ) g o M K l S Y1 A q y A 'K r W vc A H w P r k p x w A s B g h Y1 b b IA W w y v k vs l el s d IA W c w l d IA Wh n, j k u s w n lN s c we l q W e h h Yik p QIA Wd l b b l j W b x q r iv c A w d g B d b b l j W b x q r v l b b h q w s k A w q P r k n lN j o Q W w h q w P r k h Y a b l b b l (Colloquial) k r k y h Y1 W S b d - j W d w h Y1]
KrVvmBr 1245

KrVvmBr 1245 dJwKrVwhY qPSoWisy A ns w A w d g 0 dl s M w n w ivc s h w l h be A w[ i es K r Vya q y k el il K x q Q l h h l N id'q l hel i e Q y P y k r j p R w IA W r h h N i e s K r V y f A w d g 0 q ñ pih l W d w i s ' D k r n d l l W h h y ] p SoWisy n y p V h iv S l s x (textual analysis) A q y b w ivig A w m d y i s D W h v r q y h n [ p V h iv S l s x d y d o
in X m p S O w i s 0 ny r q y h n:

(1) s M pq w iv s Q w q w q N pih l WA w Ø l h Y (The Shorter reading is to be preferred to the longer one) A r Q w d K r i V A W ivc 0 i j s iv c G ' t iv s Q w h y a b p w x m i j A w j W w h Y l p S O w i s 0 A ns w KrVvmBr 1245 iv c k r q w p a l b l V n w Ø ' t iv s Q w h y i e s l e l i e h KrWp w w h Y

(2) A Ø l il K q , s Ø l il K q q Ø p ih l WA w Ø l h Y (The more difficult reading is generally preferable) A r Q w j y d K r i V A W ivc 0 i e d A Ø w p V w h h q W a b p o w x m i j A w j W w h Y j v y K r V w n m r 1245 iv c b b l d w A Ø w p Ø t w h h Y e s l e l A w d g 0 n w Ø p o w x w h Y

it¡pxl

p SoWisy n y i e n W d l v r q b k r k y A v p x y i g A w m d w iw K w w q W k l q w h Y p r i e s d l a i c q A q y b R p t b v r q b n h h N k l q [ c b w h w l y a b K r V w n m r 1245 iv c b d d h r x W y k y A w d g 0 n w q u n w k r d w i e h T l k h Y k K r V w n m r 1245 iv c B g q W d l b w h h h N i e s l e l s M p h Y l i e s y k r k y P h iv S l s x d y p i h l y n X m d l p w x w k r d w h Y p r 1245 d l b b l k e l A Ø l n h h N s g N A w d g 0 d l b b l v r g l h l h Y A q y p S O w i s 0 A ns w K r V w n m r 1245 d L S V A w n k r k y A w d g 0 n w i m d l j d l h h Y [ B b w iv ig A w m K r V w n m r 1245 iv c k M y d L Q W h k q w (D o t ) v r i q A w i g A w h Y a d L Q W E v r i q A w i g A w h Y A q Ç A j y w l s w d w n w W my K w w h Y
qjyk \ d \ iv A \ wKAw

ies kw ic pS\wis A \ wd g d \ iv a b m l l e l g \ u A r j n d y j f Sr D\d yPl c wH \ wh YA qymdwh \ yk g Us whb dl s b wnv iv di A d qj l s l \ [ A \ wd g d l s Qy n wq \ bV A d k el i m s l W
KVIA Wh eIA W i jn \ ivc l w o \ i m s l , b Mois l A q yd \ d m \ wim s l p Re ' D h n [ i enWim l W b w yp S\wis n yB rp \ c r c w k l q h y j o
iv qW k i z A \ d w A qy \ iv S l \ s \ wim k G ' t h y]

cQy \ d \ iv A \ wKAw

ies kw ic pS\wis A nyA \ wd g d \ iA W k l b wIA W d w p V \ -
ivSl \ [ \ x k l q \ wH \ ies ivSl [ x r \ ni A a ni \ h is ' d k r n d l k i S S
k l q h y k g u A r j n d y j l n yA \ wd g d l s m d w n s m k d K r i VA W d w
A s r w i l A w [ i es k w j d O m a a n y b w i l d s O v e l v l k l q l A q y a a
f mW] A w s M w r A w w l [ i es ivc w d l p \ q w a s n y h \ y i l K I A W p M
b wIA W d y q u n wim k A i D A \ d A w w k l q l h y

(1) mU m b r [ (2) j p j l - ri h r w s i v A \ wKAw w l]
(3) g o \ w m k r i c q s b l r w \ d ySbd [ (4) g o \ A r j n r i c q i q l m r w \ d ySbd [ (5) g o \ A r j n r i c q r m k l l r w \ d ySbd [ i e n Wb wIA W b m m l p V V - i v S l \ x d l i v A \ wK A w k r n q b p i h l W
k j p V V - i v Sl \ x d y i n X m \ w b w y k i h x w i e Q y k Q \ w h h h n q g w]

p V V - i v S l \ x (T e x t u a l A n a l y s i s)

A K s y l i s z ( T e x e g e s i s ) X b m l B v w d w S b d h y i j s d l a q p q l q y k v k s p o x yA q y n v [ j t w m W (T e s t a m e n t s) d l i v K A w A D l n h b e A w [ i e s d w S b d l k A r Q ' K o w k F x w j W i v A \ wK A w k r n w h y K s k r k y D r m i v A \ wK A w l D r m i v A \ wK A w i v c D r w i m k p q k d y k \ w b f b h q m h \ q w d l g e l h Y i e s l e l k w b b w yKp f b h q m h \ q w d l g e l h Y i e s l e l k w b b w yKp f v l i e s S b d d l p V V - i v S l \ x (T e x t u a l
analysis) ik hwj whY prk is r P A Wh wh Yk pV V i S l s x s wh q d wvl h as k dwh YA qD r m p q k Wd wvl [ A wh mk pV V i S l s x s wh h Y[ ies dw A k wh mk A Dw mn b l p q n wh b l A wh oe A wh w ivig A w n k q W q y v D y t o d wh h Y[ K w k r k y s Y r m p s q k d w p V V i S l s x s k r n l e l k e l K g r W A r Q wq p wq ' q v (archaeology), d r Sn (philosophy), ieiq hw (history), B w w ivig A w (linguistics) A q y p V h A w on w (textual criticism) d w p k g k l q w j wh w Y[ A wh mk pV V i S l s x s ic a pr b q K g r W d y n w n w i e l q' l q y v l z o id' q wig A wh Y k r b l S b d ( i e l h w ml b w l ) d l Dw w n k m h ' q w f h m s w b r k r w r g w k t x w c wh d wh h Y[ j y n w k K g y q W D r m d y A n A w l b s ^ q p b l k r m h as k dwh YA qD r m iv A w K A wj W p V h i S l s x k a w v y l p y s k d w h Y[ mU m fr mU m fr A w d g b d w p b K i h ' s wh Y[ ies ic mU k q D q y A k w p a K d y w W d s N p c r c w h h Y[ is ' K D r m iv c i e s d l b h q v' f l m h ' q w m l l g e l h Y[ k w n i e h Y k mU m fr j p j l s wh b dwinc Y m M A w ig A wh YA q y j p j l s wh b g u q b s wh b d w s w s M M A w ig A w h Y[ mU m fr A q y j p j l s wh b d o N g u h w k j l d A W c n w W h n [ p S O w s B A s w M U m fr d w s B q b o h l w k k l q l r g b e b y w v w I A W p Q A W c b m l d wh y w k l d s P R w h Y: < si q g a q y r s w u s c u n u m u r k w u n r B a u n r l k w u A k w m l q A j w l s u( l) ies mU m fr d w ik w s Kr V w m M r 1 2 4 5 i c i m l d wh Y j des P R w h Y:
(1) swc swh swc nwc [ (2) Awd s cyg wd scyf (3) scu b nus x kl mu on b xly [ (4) s cu k l b xly n um ku k u k Y [ (5) scu ml ys cu ap j y [ (6) scu up wpr j x IA Y j wr d Ys c wh be [

kJ r d n x Ws q j Ws q d IA Wl d yx:

(1) rj qms q kl qyl Cwe A w [ (2) sqq nwmk q wpak [ (3) nwsq m R m ole kyl, n siq piWd y iprih [
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it pxl

'krqw uj Wkrqw pDwic A rQ dl k el mis A wnhIN d y p Rm kw mwl el vryj WyhN [ ieh d l b sd g aumk dl b w lv c biml
j WyhN [ k r qwp ak p Rm kw mwd wh l r b m w r h Y [ ieh S b d p Rm kw mwf
is B l dws bYk in r Dwq k r drwhY [ g aumk dy dl b w dl dwhqw ihswr b A qq Rkrqldy A Aqies ivc mnk dl h sqlf s IQ r kn
vl zol dwhY [ vsYvlsK Drm ivc p aK u f p Rm kw mwdyr b ivc
ic qiv A wig A whY [ ieh dl II dl p b l b w lv c v r qy A nk WS b d,
A w d p aK u Ak w p aKusiq p aKuA w d [ k ju wn k b w l d IA W d y h r x W
d k o

(1) i jsus Kgoup aKun Byt E, sD Bajil pCycwe
(2) ibni pr p aKun j wkel, sWyg a k Yhq ipA w

apr b q c rcwqbieh is' D hh whYk gauumk dy j l nyh
kr qw p ak mU mbr ivc vriqAw

pSDo wis B ny pvH ivSi $ x dl vryq bkrkydhvs k p'k v I b
'p ak' pd dl aqpl g aUArj ndy j l dyv y dl dsI h Y [ ieh
S l v G g ad h Y [ pr c whdwiseh slik ab 'p ak' S b d dl Bv w ivig A w r hINaqq l A qyvkv b dl crcwkr dw[ ies pd dl ho
Dr mWc ba d w j x WhhIN Dr w m k pDqI is'D krd w[ g aumk dy k w
ivc ies S b d dl hAw A qymh sqwb vrycrcwkr dwiv S $ k krk j yieh pd
(1) siqg ur hiQ inbyVu JgVu cukwieAw
(2) isKI isiKAw gur vIcwir
(3) gur pRswdI jwxIAY qau AnBau pwvY
(4) nwnk siqg ur AYsw jwxIAY jo sBsY ley imlwie jIau

KrVw nMbr 1245 ivc QoVy Sbd-joVW dI iBMnqw qoN auprMq ieh bwxI drj hY
pSOrw isMG ieh ik Aws krdw hY ik jpujI swihb aunHW dy
goieMdvwl ivc drj sI jo guAwc cu`kIAW hn
jpujI swihb gurU
A wid g givcl wj pju1m1ly1S1 & g1wmdvs jl ql8nk1 klqw1g1Aw[ ies bwyg1UA1rnj dy nykr qw pqblIV ivc p B' K il iKAw wh']1 pu g1wmdvs jl ky8nk1 kw8nk1 '1 ies dwmq1 b1eh h8eA w1k a sv y y kj ho pju psw wd IA Whkl W l pBI q hglA W1 Aij h1IA Whkl W inScyh1h b1IVW1vc vldrj hglA W1 KrVwnMr 1245 vl aowl b1IVW1vc bI wp dw 1h1 f sOw1s g4 dyv1 h1 ivsI s4 x dlmmuli h1j wh1 a8 d1yeh kihx ivc bnm1 dlhYk m1W1sl1 inScyh1g1UA1rnj dy jld wHYk a8nk leh1S1 & a a1WAw pxlrcn ws km1ivc BlvriA w1 pr abj w bju kyj WA xghih llrkryeh tpl wKwigAw[ s km1 slw h bvy1ysl1 4 ivc Sbd 'scul trq bnh1Nk1ql1ge1, sg 1y'1 sgl s1q' Sbd dltrq b1k1h1h1 Yj yg 1W1h1k dl bwl1f pvCbleqWA wmk rky Sbd 'scul trlIDyrq bnh1h1 Yj ieh S1 b Tlk pijl y1uW wh1h1 Y hW1eh q Whas kdw1hYk g1UA1rnj dy ny1ies f A1q A px1sls pm1n
(2) A wid g ivc v w Wd y S l b Wh w m h ' l y d r j k l q y g e y n, q W k h r g a U d l b w l i v l ' K x q O ' q y d r s w e l j w s k y l Kr V w n b r 12 4 5 i v c A i j h w n h N ![n]

(3) p M v N g a U d l v v D U b w l K r V w n b r 12 4 5 i v c h Y i j v W k A v w m h l w 5 i v c g a U A r j n d y d y 1 6 2 c a p i d A W q N a r r l i q M h o n v N c a p d y d r j h n [ i e s q r W k e l h o r v W i v c v l g a U A r j n d y d l v n D U b w l d r j h Y ] ( r v s o i T, r v g i q l b A w d ) [ i e s q r W d y P r k h o g w A W d I A W b w I A W i v c N v l a p l b D h e y n ]

(4) A v n m l s w h b, j o i s K D r m i v c b h q m h ' q q w r ' K d w h Y i v d v l p W d y b h q B g h n, d J k q a U 1 2 6 A q y 2 7 [ n]

(5) s B q U m h q v p t n g l i e h h Y i k K r V w n b r 12 4 5 i v c p M W g a B W d y j q l j q s m w w d I A W q r K W e k o i k W l n y i e k d s A w h n w i l K I A W h e I A W h n [ p r p S O w i s B i e s s c v e l f j w i d A W h e A W w l i e h k i h k y ' d k r i d B w h Y i k p M v N g a U W j q l j q s m w w d l q w K b W d i v c i l K l g e l ]

(6) K r V w n b r 12 4 5 i v c B g q W d l b w l h h N h N ![n] A i j h w n w h w i s ' K m q A q y D r m q y s ' D l c b h Y i k a N k i s ' K D r m i v c j v q - p v q - d w k e l B g l B w h h N h N ![n] h r i v A k q l d l b w l f is ' K D r m d y A s U W m u K K k y h l g a U b R s w h b i v c c W h w i g A w l i e h A B w q W h e h o i s ' D k r d w h Y i k K r V w n b r 12 4 5 d w s m w d K s w e d is ' K D r m d l m u K D w w n w j U A w h h N s I [ h o s k d w h Y i k a s d w h ' q r w m w e y j W m h r b w n s B l w e n w h h a y f p M v N y k W b w y i e s k W i v c g a U A r j n d y j l d s w w n k l w b w y c r c w h Y p S O w i s B p M v N p w S w h d l s w w n c q a w e l q y b h q s B t h Y A q y A w d
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p S Owis ies k W ivc vl g u Arjn dy j l ds Mw n wd Dw in b w l ds Dw el qyo i d'hwh Y p r A wp x ymU mnoQ ivc k wnX vb ir hwh Y l i es k W ivc a s nyA w d g f g u Arjn dy r wh IN1604 els vIN ivc s Mw n k lw wh Be A wh l nh INm A ws g'is els d l a q jk B t q wb w y l Brp t c rc w kw l q y l h y l i es k W ivc p V h - ivS l 5 x dw a P g k e l b h q m h'q w nh IN K dwi es l e l y s w l i v A wIKA wD wA wD w nh IN bix A w|

eQyp S Owis d dy g g Wd l b x l b w Ya q y a d l s Mw n Wv Dl b w y k ih x w z r l b x d w h Y l p S Owis A An w g u Arjn dy j l ny g o Wd l b x l f p i h Wq r j l h d q l, ieh d l l Tlk v lh os k d l h Y|
iv A wKAw wk lqI j ws k dl hY

B w q l vc w Dw wA ns w Dr m g Wd l ivA wKAw wc w iv DIA W A ns w k lqI j ws k dl hY

(1) S bd w Q (Meaning of the word)
(2) tl kw (Commentary)
(3) iv A wKAw w (Exegesis)
(4) p Rmwr Q (Sublime meaning)

S bd w Q iv D l iv c ‘ S bd ’ (word) dy Ar Q a qy D yz o i dq w j Wh wY i ek S bd (word) dv w K r yv K r yS bd W (Hymns) ivc Ar Q s m] x dl k b S k lq l j Wh wY

iv A wKAw iv D l rwh INs w y S bd (hymn) dws mUC wA r Q s m] x dl k b S k lq l j Wh wY

iv A wKAw iv D l rwh IN Iks yiek S bd (hymn) dl iks yK ws id Btl q bI ivA wKAw wk lq l j Wh wY

p Rmwr Q iv D l A ns w S bd (hymn) dwa ID A vqImk p’K pg C dI Awj Wh wY

g o Uj i g A w d wA Quh s owh wY v’K v’K iv DIA Wh wh IN Ies dl ivA wKAw wies s uyf G x ivc w n dw k w j h l k h w j w s k dl hY g o bw l ivA wKAw wM z b wI (Oral) j Wh K q l B w (Written) ivc k lq l j w s k dl hY f w q w n is E nyl v’p S o wIs E mhd w hY g o bw l ivA wKAw wf s’q v’Kr IA Wv’Kr IA Wp R w IA Wv c v’M A wh Y’ ieh h n: sihj p R wI, B ve l p R wI, p Rmwr Q p R wI, a dws l p R wI, in r ml w p R wI, ig A w l p R wI A q yis E s B wp R wI [i e n Hs w IA Wp R w IA Wd w A w6 wp S o wIs E nyf w q w n is E dl ivA wKAw wq bA Dvr il A wh Y]
Conclusions

1. A wide range of materials is used in the production of various types of devices, with a particular focus on silicon, GaN, and other advanced materials.

2. The development of new materials and technologies is crucial for the advancement of the field, with ongoing research aimed at improving device performance and efficiency.

3. The integration of new materials into existing devices requires careful consideration of compatibility and scalability, with ongoing efforts to optimize material properties for specific applications.

Crystal growth and processing techniques are essential for the production of high-quality materials, with a focus on achieving large-scale production capabilities.

Any additional information or context would be helpful in providing a more comprehensive understanding of the document.
8. ikqnyho DrcMwd IA WDrm-paqk WaoWdys mWk gaU p; MrWdycl wq bbbw hI hI ivc AwelIA W[b tI w. MsMQwdye hI rh cökyp bwmk, sH prvinq Drcmpaqk sRgaUGr O--swHb jI dl "krqwpalbIV" dI5Dqwa qyp mwnk kqwf mnekL pq g lq q 'QWdy ADrywqym wI rhyn [ ieh ivr bI-Xqn, is rhIN gubw xlv c Adlwbd lIA WlgulArjnd jInw sNq krmIA Wiesyk krm dw hliek A[y h[ 

9. KrVw# 1245 dypNW1255 apr idqy "cilq jql j q smwxyY pqHl ypM sIqgu Wrw yielko Il kW h'QINA qyiek ohl is AwHl wI Kyh [ ieh iiekaq 'Q hlieh is 'D krmle lKeAwl hYk ieh KrVw1245, sM 1606 el. sMq 1663 dyp'CDal k Ve hY qyp SD w is A, iies jgq qWL lp Rwp j wbwlhY ] abies rhINCy Yp wq Sh dlj qlj q smw dliqQ q ies q wbA d dlq 'D krmwc wblwhY [ 

10. iek hl hoi k pMW1255 apr idqy "cilq jql-jq smwxyY dyw h'Q il Kq dwbG nhINpY mL wsg bies dybwA dwlh o sI I Wwbwl el22 pMywqgyegh nies qQ dlvlpSt tlh hhlhYk sM 1606 el. dybwA dwvlies h'Q il Kq dlil Kq cl dlrlhl [ 

11. ieh dBWnlA sl bINmrhl hYk "mmlwcrn" ilv c , A Kr "innmwr" jw "krq w" ikA NLrIQ AwieQyAKr inrb "krqw pxK" ilIKA wj xdwhY [ 

12. ieh dHJ hI dSqa AqypCDWl Klh'Q il Kg fiks cqp.vel nw pihll h'Q il Kg is 'D krkypSDwls hnyel gaUlnMK Aqy ivdrtbl dwp'K pUA whYis dy dw mK Bwghn Ij vN. -

(a) g0buvmk dy jl3xycw ho gubWd WlbdwI, "Do kibwi!"
A Kr Wq bI kuJ purwqn-ilKqI A’KrW qoN, kuJ kwgz dI bxqr qoN, kuJ
isAwhI qoN, qy bhuqw lgW-mwqrW dI purwqnqw qoN hI kuJ is`D krn dw Xqn
kIqw jweygw [  ies dI purwqnqw is`D krnw, QIiss dy lyKk dw kMm sI, pr
aus ny qW jwx-buJ ky ieh JMmylw KVw kIqw hY, qy Awp qmwSbIn bx ky swrw
qmwSw vyK irhw hY [ myry swhmxy ies vyly ies bIV dypih yp Myd l il Kq dwiek
n mbw hY js q bI l K wI-h QIn“ < “dl bxqr, A Kr WqI qyI g wmvq r Wdl
pawq whlI D kI I jws kdl hY ies il KwId I Kq d yA Kr pawq h n, pr h Q- il Kq smIq k n vI n-mq Wd wprcln hoc kwIs I qyI hQ- il Kq s Mq 1700 q npI l Wd I kdwqI is D nh INh os kdlI “< “
ivc E dl G bI, A gyI f mwI dI QW ip CyvI f hY qye h q Qies
f g a UCy `pI vI Swh dys mIq bI l A gyI Y A ve bI wh Y[
THE TEXT & MEANING OF THE ADEGRANTH"
sRqLUg &= swhb bwyipSôwis & dwQiss is 'K Drm dyiKL & iek v'fl sîwz S

hrij M is â idl glr

sRipSôwis (as dynWnW is â il Kwmmôsws b nhî wy 1991 dyAKIr ivc “kwîl lýs kwîl” AYpxwplAÝ.fl., Qliss tr W0 Xôlvrist l pjaklqwA qyay qaqlAwAÝ.fl. iml vl gel [ (DM stôrf iest Xôlvrist l dô’) Qliss pVH mgr bôj oAlhsw xôeA w as dwmWô swôrb, nPr ôj, iGRwj Wkù ho riKA wj vey ieh mNPRwÎ w nhÎNkr sîkA w [ iek gl sWô hYik ieh iek vfl sîwz S dwA vÎ wz

trêm nykIqwsW [ as mgr bôhÎ rÎl kopt qySrDwr wîpIol, iPr mêm Il Ef, iPr hrij q Ebr veyiqhw ipSôW [ jyAÝ. gryw, rwhû, suIjq hWî ies lVIdwdUwirswhn [ iesyI lîvc Aqyiekh ho Qliss gûrMr wîn (A mrlkô dl vîle bîzw hY] as dwwÎl Ef vî mêm Il Ef (A Wôl-is Kprcwrk) hîhY] apr izkr klqyQliss dykÎ

nkîqA Wôo lîvcw hY il KyAs w hY:-

1. sB qôpihl Wq W”Aô strô ít” dws ÂwhY] as ivc lôôk A kWô swîhY k sRq UL j swhb bôlhA Ws RqUL Arj n swhb qôpihl WqÎ prMrW WsW n [ sRqUL Arjn swhb nyôa Wf “imA wI” bxwÎAwW [ lôôk mquivks sRqUL Arjn dYy swîh b nYk Myr rôtqA w krqweqy A KrÎ krq wpolblV f A Krîfrôt mne zôklqWÎ lôôk swôQliss ivc ikqylswsbq nhÎNkr dwîk pîhÎ wîckho frôt visl [ ik WS Aîs DyqNlôôh bî hieh swôbq nhÎNkr dwW [ Xkîn n as dwÎnSWswgU swhb dÎkwb lA q, rûwÎAq, iel mqv hÎml wkrnw hY] lôôk dw l &z “imA wI” (Standardization) bxwÎAwWl abj x ivc pwaaw wwy w hY] klâb bwîf ik SYîmA W dwîxkwîs mWôn krn vl ieSw wkr
irhwhY ? Dwrimk j WA dbl p Ks d yimA w d l g l k rdwh Y
? dw W cv k el v l j Wk j vl v l j Wh y p g k l q Ws Wp h Y k l k
 g l s w h b, g ab w l l qy g l r l s w h b d l q b ln k r n d l k 6 S S k r i rh w
h Y]

s & w 1 q y i l K d wh Y k " g r B " d w m q l b " i s r P i k q w b " h h w h Y
[ l f k 1 g l A w d w q y p 1 w b d w h a d y b w j 1 d e g w b m ] h Y k g r l & z
h r i k q w b v vs q y h l N r i q A w j W w i s r P D w r i m k i k q w b v vs q w r i q A w
j W w h Y S v s q r, g a l s K 1 L & z v l A w m m w k i n A W v c n h l N v r q y j W y
[

s & w 2 q y j y A Y, g r y w d l t d y d l v i k e l q k n h l n
[ i s r P a e d w s w Y k vs q a v l N b r q l k l g e l h Y] A W k l l v e l n ' c
l f k 1 k l K d wh Y k " a b ( g a v h m k s w h b) A w p x A w p j A k w p o K d w
" m w Q p l s " s m j d y s q y e a q y x k l n k r k y a u l h y e s f b w m l q y
i l K q l r p i v c s b W x w c w h A w h e g w l e s g l f 1 k k ' k p ' A k d w
h Y d j w e Q L & z m s M r j W s p s m h n h l n b i k " m w Q p l s " p w l p n
v r g l h h Y d k k k y h c p x q y b l n k r n d y e r w d y w e z h w h h Y
[

s & w 3 q y a b b w l d l e k t b d d w h Y l l K y b y u s o n q n h l b b l l b g v e l A Y ( g a v b b s w h b, p M w 5 6 6) q y e s d w A r Q i l K d w h Y
* k j v e b b n l b w l r K l q W s v e j v e g l, i l K x w z r l l h Y i p S o w k Y g r l
i v c g r B l l g w i r h w h Y q y k e l s w p M w d y D n q y p l d w i r h w Y a s v b l
b w l d y A n r Q r k N a l B G x q w n h N q W h o k h Y i j s t v d l a b g l
k r d w h Y a b p M w 5 6 5 q b S b u b h h Y v f h b m h l w p i h l v a s d w m w k n w
s v p s p S t h Y " v w h g o u v l b ( k r m W v c) 1 l K y b y u s o l i q ( i g A w m,
s c d w c m x) n h l N h o s k d w q y & Q I A W g l W b b l b b l ) ' c A s l i z W g l
g v W y h Y W [ i e h i p S o w s b d l w l f A w p l j w l " K p " v s q y l q
m w n y k F k v r q x d l s w j S h Y]

i q w s & y d l A W k l l v e l n j o s & w 4 q y j W l h y i v c h e j ' K
m w d w h Y a b i l K d w h Y D M s u k v g d u l m D M b D M b W w D M u s u D M u


il Kwl nwn wjijn nwnu l Kwe Aw scö [ qôã b mk n w k‘F dww Ykk g ou sî wb n jîl Kql rîl Sôuk rîd‘ qws l j d lîk iestö d dwm n wîh h Yk a b il Kwl, kl m, is A hnl, k wô z, is A hnl dWBî f wr m wî wîh hwh Y j as‘cwn Wr‘b dlîs & q sîlwh‘c il Kdwh Yk les dînw iek hô XBlî m r I hêl h Y( Q‘I yîpp b n BîMr 10) ik jôw âd I A Vîk yp I A Wîk r kw’dy hhn, gôûI l aô Wîf inûdyhn h w Wîk v v s wîîivc il Kîl K v y m wu p Mq Wîy jîl d l’îw x qît ’êxî h Y.

s &w5 qyPr b wôldyglq mwônykrdwhîin‘iqû kauilAw a pdL I A Yîj n gôûunmk d yô eôyd g u dwm n wîhÎn (n W hî Nh Ybîl ik ieh mwôunhw Ykk ’ij n Îf (hûnhwk) golu Il (i ï ml îdôq whîy’d j Î a Ôw f vDyysmj va ul dîrzôq nhîNh Ygôû ÎfÎwîhbdyp Mw150 qîjèsy sî b qôA gl w(mîhî wîvc vliehîlhA wînh Y‘, ‘Awî pb bîveseél bJîlé, ijsAwîpsvûyeqssBûÎC sJY [ iPr bôvîldkôl ïkâ Kw’dwhîYk gôûAÎÎdswîhb nîsìr & 62 sî j Îl Kyqab vîlîes krkyîj nîwîd wîqû n wîmk h Y a Ôf hôôwôldizrûq nhîNh [ ik AWîh Y?

p Mwn Mr 7 qyâ b gôûA mr d w jî j Îl dîl b ‘bwîq g wîh hûgôû U kîl, b wô I A Wîsîr b wîl’ ivc a b iek gûôÎblewÎl vîleSwîwrkdwhîY j dik ieh Dîk bkl b wîldymwûA în A WîcvvriqAwîg AwhîY wînh Kpîey [ a sî ieh gîxîwdîqgôûA mr d w sînbwîl &z 170 v wîl vriq Awîh Ypr gôûunmk sîwb nîsìr P 62 v wîl [ ieh A wîdmk ‘Kpî h Y?

p Mw9 qy’kîl b wîl’ Pîl &zÎbl gîlmwÎldiwSkwr h YÎ eôy Kvîîyd wîq v wîfh fîwîf yîb îs Kînmk mûl Ef (A m îsÎiezm lîhr dîcw’cîArznîk‘) dîgVymwûA nydÎjÎwhîY a b ‘kîl A wîk v K wîl’ f ‘prcînîw A WîdwîhîYîeik b’cîy fîlvKwîls & sîm’ A wîj Wîh whîY.

s &w13 qy’îPr îs KînÎmk mûl Ef f gôûldymwûA în A Wîw
ik 'is' KWh ijek ikq vb bx ve w dw q h'elA wk Iq wh b eA ws l' [ v w w v w y j w e l y Kp' d y k j q g l is' K W 1 7 6 5 ' c i l K , a b r ' d l d l t b r l I v c q j o A w c r ( g y - i s' K ) n y 1 9 4 6 e l. I v c A w k l a b s n d l i e s q b w ' D b j X w l k I h a s k d l i h y ?

s & w 2 0 q y a b P y m k I l E f f v ' f w s w b q k r n v v s q y r ' j v I N q w I & k r k y a s f ' m h w i v d w w n ' q y s ' K W f " C b y d l v w y ' A w k x d l h r k q k r d w h y ' a b i l K d w h Y k ( s & w 2 1 ) A j b y p Q I v c i e h S r k w n z r A v w b h w Y k A w m l p V c b f i s K D r n q y h m l w s m i j A w i W k h Y y S w e d i e s y k r k y h l i s ' K s k w r W d w i e k t b w w A v x y b c w A v v s q y e j k 6 s I k r i r h w h Y k A o l W b i s o x l ' c m h P b h x q w d w a l h s w s A v w m l n w n z r A w j W k h Y y i e n W I v c b h q y m S h b a b b b w h n j w w r q s r k w d y r t w f A & s r j W m I l s n d f y k t r h n [ i e s d y p C b V I v c 1 9 4 8 e l . q b b w d d i A W G t n w W h n [ i e Q y s v b k g r Q ] i e h s w b q k r n w c w n b h w h m k I l E f n y j d b k v s i l K I s l a b q W A k y m k p V c b s l q y k u A v e l. e y A . A & s r 1 9 8 4 e l . q b m r N a s d y p ' C y p e y h e y h n [ i p S o w i s Q f p q w h w w c h l d w w Y k 1 9 7 5 e l . q b m r N h l ( j b b m k I l E f n y j s ' K W y w ' f y h m l y S u k I q y i s ' K s k w r z m k I l E f f n b w k r n I g p e y s n [ d j w i p S o w i s m k I l E f f " b w k l q y v d w q w v w W A q y s M I d W k P I A W k d w Y a s n y d k B r q b l A w a b c b k y p j h n ( c g y r h y k m k I l E f n y k r w p a l b I V v Y I h l n h I n s I ) ;

1. B w e l b M o w I b l I V A s l b l I V h y
2. i s K W n y k r q w p a l b I V ' c b " i s K g o U d y k y k t x v w l r s m ' k t i d ' q l s I [ l
3. k r q w p a l b I V b M o w I b l I V q b n k l k l q l g e s l , i e h k w p l h y
4. g o U g b b m I s Q s w h b n y g o U g Q s w h b f g o - g o I n h I N i d ' q l [ i s K W n y A v x A v p i e s f g o U m I l A w]

382
1245 nMr Kr Vvw w kia h qy d nhINik dw ik ieh 1604 el. q bi 1987 el. qk 383 swik Qyrhlf ies dy ik, kia qy ho sw wku ic b nhIN iPr vIES f krqwpovv1bIV qni pihl Wdl mHl lY wvlnhNsdldlsB qnvlA kviAmsk swij SHYXkInnies ip Cytrul keIvfwQhlhegwieIselpwdrilimsnrImlKlfHdliesfsrprsqikSYkOwrI swijShl ieiS wwkrdldhYf les ivc kO kO Swml hY? a nWyb

1245 nMr Kr Vvw w kia h qy d nhINik dw ik ieh 1604 el. q bi 1987 el. qk 383 swik Qyrhlf ies dy ik, kia qy ho sw wku ic b nhIN iPr vIES f krqwpovv1bIV qni pihl Wdl mHl lY wvlnhNsdldlsB qnvlA kviAmsk swij SHYXkInnies ip Cytrul keIvfwQhlhegwieIselpwdrilimsnrImlKlfHdliesfsrprsqikSYkOwrI swijShl ieiS wwkrdldhYf les ivc kO kO Swml hY? a nWyb

1245 nMr Kr Vvw w kia h qy d nhINik dw ik ieh 1604 el. q bi 1987 el. qk 383 swik Qyrhlf ies dy ik, kia qy ho sw wku ic b nhIN iPr vIES f krqwpovv1bIV qni pihl Wdl mHl lY wvlnhNsdldlsB qnvlA kviAmsk swij SHYXkInnies ip Cytrul keIvfwQhlhegwieIselpwdrilimsnrImlKlfHdliesfsrprsqikSYkOwrI swijShl ieiS wwkrdldhYf les ivc kO kO Swml hY? a nWyb
Kp-p'qr (Qiss) jW

A wd s Rg a Ug q swh b qr is'Dwh ml w
gqj is @ poyr A wd is Kiez m

iek sd l q wvl v D s mWh oc k wh Yj d q Qis K mq b ivBu Yk
pv @ l e l A n Richards WhorhA Whn [ k dyk lI g u Ug @ s whh
il K vyeg ey k dy l h q mnr X d a w b w y ik hjl k lyg ey k dymlt
bwySmw a Jel g, k dy k k wB wry k dyA MnMQ Ckva w d l ivDl b w y qk dyho
A nVp Kv b wiy 1984 ivc n ll wq wr a p B n s m lq Ws w l is K r P r B
lw e b r y l h l s W id q l g e l q Wk n w r hb W q y wb y ib Mr l [ X d r rhy
ik 1965 qyl 971 d lA Wb wks q m n w l V e lA Ws m ivl p wks q m n s R
hir m t r s whh b j d l p iv 'qr q wdi K A w r ' k dy h e y b w l h h l NK lq
sl [ ivd @ W Iv w c pl A Yf l (f w t r A wp iPl wy & l) d lA Wf g lA Wv l
is 'k D r m dI K p k r n v w l A Wf v MIA Wg e lA Wl [ ies ivS y Qiss
sl [ @ is 'k Iv d l v wN l 30 m b r l k ml b x l h Y j @ a k w l m k p ' D r q y
is 'k D r m d y b u n A w l A s U W q y b w l (i j s f j is 'k D r m iv c 'D a ' k
b w l h w i g A w h Y s b b b b S M y p o w k r n v w l A Wf a q r d y g l [ ieh
p s q k i e s p w y l n m w w j y w q n h Y j s f j is K p @ v b b b r v Wh h l w
w m l n d l A v sh Y l

ew p y Aw Aw p So wis @ l K d w w Y k g u U r n n y m u m t i r
(j Wh n y w w w f A W K r l s k l d y q b p h l wK e l Kr V y b x v e y g a u n w k
dy X U v r i s t l k b p H l b l v h Y j s i v c A W K r l s k l d y q b p h l w
m u m t i r d r h Y j i e s i v c ' p o K ' l & z b w d i v c p w e A w i g A w i j s
q b S p S t h Y k g u U r n d y s m l q q p H m w d w p A K s r p p B l q
h b e A w j d b ik g u n w k d y d s m l q n b w d i s K D r m s D w j A q y s K
p @ d w b d l A w h lA w i e a b S p S t h q W h h Y j i e s y q r W g u n m w d w n y
m u m t i r i v c 'i n r V Y ' l & z p w e A w j o k a b n W d y G r t Y v w r B i v
ieh "Q-il Kq prgt hel[k bzyvcl eils m`grldwms I was v`y dypBvn m`rl kba a`TAwslA qyb Vla amld slik v`plh hj` w`yl pr Ajyq`k jy nhlnkil A[w] dbrw s`wh ba `eyhm `ybk el `mdn bw`d ikq`b Grs `wendw `wik q`yeh aminq`v qWhhIns I? els`velm`q nw`svoolq f`y slkrDq `wpo`Whsw b`w` dwldp q`r``Ky wh`h p`r` is`K Drm a``eyhm y`elie h`Q-il Kq f`q`h `vq`il Awig A[w] v`h VkwKu ivc if`g ip`wh Qq Vl hvypwlelj wydI BwnA DIN ieh h`beA w

ies h`Q-il Kq d lho q`w`p ieh h`Yk ies a`eykelqwr`K nhlnkl Kl hel[ nwil Kwi`dwa qwpqw h`y il Kwi`nyCy`mnpq`Swh dw] w`scv`y`inSwh iek p`ny ka `yicpkwe Awh`yj` q`b`z` wh`r h`Yk a bi es f`GteGt` Cy`mpq`Swh `vyi`kl`gel p`blq krnwcv`h `Mwh`y`lp`Sowis lb`dwa x`whmq h`Yk ieh`inSwh S`wedn`ymp`q`Swh dw`h`y` Aij h`l h`Q-il Kq f`jip`Sowis kl krqw p`polbIV q`d`p`hI`W`wil k`A`wa s`y dwKr`Vwib`whil hj`dq`y f`p`mn`krl`Mwh`y`] a b ie h`vlp`wmn`kr
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The present volume seeks to disclose how some quarters have been uneasy at the unique vision of the Sikh Gurus who have given the Sikhs an authentic scripture, Sri Guru Granth Sahib; and how they have repeatedly tried one way or the other to erode the authenticity of the Gurbani. The book graphically reveals the story of these continuous activities, the frustration of their authors, and the account of how a manuscript, unknown until 1987 was planted, and how ground was prepared for the so-called ‘textual analysis’ and ghost articles were got contributed to enable a university student to make baseless and blasphemous observations on the Aad Granth. Watchful scholars discovered and exposed the plan. Never has the community been so united in its universal condemnation of the nefarious designs. Never before has the reaction been so spontaneous as in this case. The entire Sikh community from all quarters of the globe rose like one man. The present volume reproduces the dismal story and true facts about the subject, showing a high degree of alertness on the part of the community. The book, besides providing valuable information on the authenticity of the bani is a clear warning against any repetition of similar attacks.
“It has been my pleasure to glance through ‘planned attack on the Aad Granth’. It is a very welcome contribution exposing the ugly and sinister designs of the group ending in the thesis of Pashaura Singh aimed at eroding the originality and authenticity, of Guru Granth Sahib as is evidenced by the Kartarpuri Bir. It is intriguing to know how an unreliable manuscript, with forged Nishan of the Guru and forged hymns attributed to the Guru, was suddenly adopted to form the shaky basis of a University thesis. This unauthentic manuscript is treated as a draft of the Adi Granth even when the author knows that the date of demise of Guru Arjun Dev clearly stands recorded in its contents. Equally intriguing is the unexplained fact how a dead scholar was resurrected to contribute a new article to the sikh Review which has been used as a justification for choice of the subject of the thesis.

We should be grateful to the contributors to this volume and particularly to S Bachittar Singh for exposing these activities, which are galling to the established views of Sikh religious scholars, both present and past.

Justice Ram Singh Bindra (Retd.)
High Court of Assam and Nagaland
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Mul-Mantar and Gur-Mantar in Sikh scriptures have been one and the same ever they were revealed to Guru Nanak. They have come down to us only through written tradition. Cult-groups virtually disassociated from Sikhism even during the Guru-period have tried to corrupt the Mulmantar, Gurmantar and also distort Gurbani, but the Mulmantra and gurmantar of Guru Nanak has been recorded in all authentic recensions of Ada Sri Guru Granth Sahib, historically acceptable Janamsakhis, Gurbilases is absolutely correct, the correct Mulmantar is

Ek: The One Transcendent God
Omkar: All-pervading Immanent Spirit
Satnam: His Name is Eternal Truth
Karta Purkh: Creator, Perfect Being
Nirbhau: Without Fear
Nirvair: Without Enemity
Akal Murat: Immortal His divine Image
Ajuni: Unborn
Saibhan: Self-Existent
Gurparsad: By his Grace attained

The Mulmantar is based on Guru Nanak's experience and vision of the Unmanifest Absolute one and only one God, and His Manifest Immanent, all-pervading Light Omkar. This ek Omkar is also called the Bij mantra and is present in all invocations. It embodies the luminosity of the Unmanifest Absolute God and His All-pervading Light which gives Life and divine speak to all living creatures. It unfolds a vision of the Ultimate Reality and the Creative Power behind the universe.
Contemplation and mediation on the Mulmantar opens the inner most being of man to the spiritual consciousness of the Immanent and Transcendent Presence of God. In the Guru Granth we find it in 33 places, besides being placed at the opening of new Ragas it is particularly attached to two major compositions of Aad Guru Granth Sahib namely Japji and Asa-Ki-Var. It appears it was inseparably associated with these compositions from the time of Guru Nanak.

Minor Invocations: For invocations as minor sub-headings a part of it ek Omkar satnam kartapurkh gurparshad is used only eight times, while a still shorter invocation ek Omkar satgurparshad is used 525 times. These minor invocations are not Mulmantar. They are used even while writing a letter. For writing encyclic letters (Hukamnamas) these invocations were still reduced to brief statements and ekomkar guru sat. Guru Gobind Singh introduced a number of other invocations such as Vahigur-ji-ki Fateh, tav parshad, Akal Sahai. These Invocations are not mantras and are not used for meditations.
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PREFACE

Academic Circles are aware that a group of scholars generally concerned with the Christian Mission in Punjab have researched or even unbiased. But, it is now well known that Pashaura Singh in his present work guided by the ex-missionary W.H.Macleod has evidently crossed all limits of propriety. For, he calls a manuscript, which admittedly bears in its contents a forged 'Nishan' of a Guru and the date of demise of the Fifth Guru, a draft of the Aad Granth by Guru Arjun. The Manuscript has no date and no name of the scribe nor any history beyond its sudden appearance at Amritsar in 1987, when curiously Pashaura Singh started his textual research at Toronto. Surprisingly, the manuscript is understood to have on it some words in English and few lines in Punjabi supposed to have been written by a professor. On the basis of this manuscript Pashaura Singh has accused the Fifth Guru of Granth Sahib. By any measure Pashura Singh has gone beyond the bounds of rationally, ethics or even the Law. It is indeed amazing that such a sub-standard work, which appears evidently motivated should have been accepted in a foreign University. The only reason for such spurious work having been passed as academic activity could be an ignorance in the Western world of essentials of Sikh Studies and literature on the subject.

It is, evidently, the baseless, content and character of Pashaura Singh’s work that has aroused a spontaneous reaction and response from the Sikh literate world both in India and abroad. So far as the Sikh academic world is concerned they know by now the facts of the matter, But, these are known neither to the public at large nor generally among which the western academic world. It is this aspect of the matter which we feel needs to be well known. Hence, the necessity of present publication so that the shoddy nature of the work is exposed and well known.

The Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee a representative body of the Sikhs and a final authority on religious affairs after having received reports of two experts Pashaura Singh to appear before Sri Akal Takhat to explain his acts of blasphemy. Mr. Pashaura Singh is still evading to
appear apparently because he has hardly any ground to defend himself.

It is our great pleasure that a galaxy of scholars, from Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar; Punjabi University, Patiala, Punjab University, Chandigarh, Institute Aramand Frappier, University of Quebec, Canada; Ohio State University, U.S.A., University British Columbia, Vancouver, New York University, Santa Clara University, C.A., Dalhousie University, Dr. Trilochan Singh, Editors of Sikh Journals, many other Academicians and representatives of Sikh Organisations have contributed to his book by their thoughtful and valuable writings.

It is under the inspiration and blessings of the Guru that this book has been undertaken and the project was completed within a short period. Because of pressures and the need to bring out the publication early, the errors and omissions in it are deeply regretted.

We also take this opportunity profusely to thank all the scholars who have very kindly contributed their articles for this book.

We are deeply grateful to the members of this organisation for their generous help in publishing of this book. In this regard our thanks are also due to Dr. Bishan Singh Samundri Formerly Vice-Chancellor, Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar, for writing a foreword.

In the end, we should suggest to the S.G.P.C., Chief Khalsa Diwan and other Sikh Organisations in India and abroad to see the proper distribution of this book amongst all circles, so that they become aware of the Truth of the matter and get educated in order to take adequate measures to stop any mischief of this kind.

Dated: 19th January, 1994

PARAMJIT SINGH
Advocate
Secretary
International Centre of Sikh Studies,
Chandigarh
FOREWORD

Ideological challenge is a normal phenomenon not uncommon in the history of religious thought. In fact it may even by desirable, since it leads to better understanding of religious doctrines and provides an opportunity to its adherents to affirm their faith. Sikhism has faced such challenges in the past. Because of its origin and history Sikhism has often been confused with Hinduism, and described as one of its sects. Such a view has often been expressed not only by opponents of Sikhism, but also by those whose study of it is superficial or casual. No one can ignore the too visible existence and achievements of the Sikh movement and the transformation of society from a divided down-trodden and helpless lot to a virile and proud community based on a degree of equality unknown to humanity in earlier history.

While well-meaning quarters of the Hindu society have always been anxious to retain this powerful community as its limb, though the Sikhs have, without wavering from their ideological course, always maintained close and fraternal ties with it throughout history. Even at the time of the Partition of India in 1947, when the country was divided on a communal basis, Sikhs decided to throw in their lot with India, spurning offers of autonomy in the India subcontinent from the ceding Muslim community. The decision cost millions of Sikhs their very hearts and homes and their fertile lands and property. In this migration lacs lost their lives, and the community underwent suffering on a scale unparalleled in human history. It is no exaggeration to say that it was largely the Sikhs who paid for the freedom of India in blood, distress and property. Since the Sikhs have a long history of struggle for their political rights culminating in the gory events of 1984, any suggestion that Sikhs are Hindus, has obviously political implications for the socio-religious identity of the Sikhs. Unfortunately, ideological challenges, motivated or otherwise, have been made with renewed zeal, saying that Sikhism is a part of the Vaishnava Bhakti or Sant movements. Such claims ignore two obvious facts. Sikhism is a whole-life religion, which is strictly mono-theistic and is committed to perfect egalitarianism, house-holders life and acceptance of social responsibility. The system is opposed to the earlier Indian tradition that believes
in personal salvation, social hierarchy, withdrawal and sanyasa as religious values. Since the divergence on these basic issues is too glaring, it was not difficult for Sikh scholars to meet the challenge. Such attacks were effectively repulsed in the end of the last century by leaders of the Singh Sabha Movement as also during the present century.

Recently, however, the situation has taken a different turn. Opponents haveblatantly started striking at the very roots of the Sikh faith. The challenge is directed at the authenticity and integrity of Aad Sri Guru Granth Sahib, which is not only the sole Scripture of the Sikhs, but their Living Guru, embodying the spirit of the Ten Masters. Pashaura Singh's thesis supervised by an ex-missionary of Batala is an example in question. It was followed closely by a publication of Piar Singh. Both came out with preformulated and heretical propositions based on bogus and purposely selected material, suggesting a motivated attempt.

It is indeed very unfortunate that Pashaura Singh's attack on the authenticity of Guru Granth Sahib is sought to be based on a manuscript called a draft by Guru Arjun Dev, when its text bears in its contents the date of demise of the Fifth Master. It is also unfortunate that use has been made of an article of doubtful authorship, because the recorded name is considered to have been wrongly used. Such tactics can hardly do credit to a scholar or to any academic institution.

It is gratifying that Sikh scholars as well as the common man, took the challenge as soon as it came. The SGPC also took cognizance of the attack. The present volume is a story of the spontaneous reaction of the community to the blasphemous attacks on Sikhism, and it thoroughly exposes the designs of the quarters known for their hostility to Sikhism. I congratulate the scholars and the publishers for the production and publication of this important material in one volume for the benefit of readers so that they know the truth.

Dr. Bishan Singh Samundri
Formerly Vice-Chancellor,
Guru Nanak Dev University,
Amritsar

Amritsar
December 25, 1993